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WELCOME
Welcome to the "Shifting Camp" conference of the Australian Rangeland Society, its 12th
since the Society was founded in 1975. This is an important meeting since we are questioning
whether our prevailing paradigm for land use in the rangelands is the one that suits our current

understanding of the place of rangelands in our society. Should we be defining a new
paradigm in which pastoralism shares this landscape with the other legitimate users of the
land? You will hear from the protagonists from all the interest groups and we hope that you

will join in the development of an emerging new paradigm that will govern land use
philosophies that can cater for the needs and desires of us all.

You will be all familiar with the effort that has to go towards organising an event such as this
especially in this new environment where people seem to be working harder than ever in their
normal lives. We are particularly indebted to the members of the Conference Organising
Committee who have been able to contribute to this conference. In particular, special thanks
is given to David Wilcox, for his tireless and unrelenting coordination of the program, as well
as his overarching coordination of many other aspects of the conference organization.

We especially thank our conference organiser, Sarah Nicolson, who has kept us on track
throughout the journey to this week. One that has not been without its occasional perils
which Sarah has piloted us safely through.

Our Society must always cherish the bonds which link us even though we are separated by the
enormous and sparsely populated distances which characterise our land. Meetings such as

this are the signal opportunity for rangeland workers to gather together to exchange
experiences, share information and perhaps initiate the wider debate about the land that is our
avocation.

We need therefore to acknowledge the generous support of our sponsors who have helped to
make this possible: AFFA, Environment Australia, Department of Land and Water NSW,

Land and Water Australia, WMC Resources, Kalgoorlie Consolidated Gold Mines,
Kalgoorlie- Boulder Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Goldfields -Esperance Development

Commission, Department of Agriculture Western Australia, and Curtin University of
Technology.

CONFERENCE ORGANISING COMMITTEE
Ed Barrett- Lennard (Chair)
Ian Kealley
Ken Leighton
Robert Rouda
Sandra Van Vreeswyk
David Wilcox
Adrian Williams

CONFERENCE COORDINATION
Sarah Nicolson
Interconun Event Coordination
22 Edmund Ave, Unley SA 5061
mob: 0419 815 864

Disclaimer:

Every effort has been made to ensure the editing and formatting of papers
included in the Proceedings is in accordance with the author's instructions,
however for various reasons there will be some errors for which the Editors
apologise.
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3.00pm - 3.30pm

Afternoon Tea

Fifth Driver - "Are Miners the Bunnies or the Bilbies of the Rangelands ?"
John Read, Land Manager, WMC Resources
Sixth Driver - "Global Influences on Rangelands of Australia"
Graeme Robertson, Director General, Department Agriculture WA

Lunch

12.30pm - 1.30pm
1.30pm - 2.30pm

Stuart Gunning

Second Driver - "Pastoralism in Tropical Rangelands: Seizing the Opportunity to Change"
Andrew Ash, CSIRO Sustainable Ecosystems
Third Driver - Indigenous people: their needs in a changing rangeland world

Fourth Driver - "The Economy of the Australian Rangelands - Myth or Mystery?"
Don Burnside, URS Sustainable Development, Perth

2.30pm - 3.00pm
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His Excellency, the Governor of Western Australia, Lieut.General John Sanderson AC
Keynote Address "Shifting Camp - Borroloola or the Bush ?"
John Childs, Bush Business Consulting, Queensland
First Driver - "Conservation and the Maintenance of Biodiversity in the Rangelands"
John Woinarski, Parks and Wildlife Commission NT

Official Opening

Indigenous Welcome

!2.00pm - 12.30pm

11,30am - !2.00pm

11 OOam - 11.30am

.

Registration desk open
Chair: Dr Ben Norton, Director CMAE Kalgoorlie
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10 30am - 11.00am Morning Tea

10.00am - 10.30am

.........

Registration & Civic Reception, hosted by His Worship the Mayor of Kalgoorlie- Boulder (Mr Paul Robson)
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9.20am -10 00am

8.45am

7.30am

5pm - 8.30pm
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9.00am - 9.20am

8.30am - 9.00am

8.00am

Finger food provided, bar for purchase of drinks.

"Global Rangelands" by Tony Grice and Ken Hodgkinson (eds)

BOOK LAUNCH

Informal viewing of posters

John Childs

Structured Postër session
Summarisation of the papers given and development of a new paradigm

Registration desk open
Chair: David Wilcox
Keynote Address: "Providing Sites for Shifting Camps: Land Tenure Reform to Support the Rangeland Transition"
John Holmes, University of Queensland
Keynote Address: "Non- Pastoral Land Uses in the Australian Rangelands"
Phil Hughes, Productivity Commission, Victoria
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5.30pm - 7.30pm

3.30pm - 4.30pm
4.30pm - 5.00pm

Structured Poster Session

1.20pm- 2.15pm

Discussion

,

From Planning to Implementation for Natural Resource Management
in the Rangelands (Nicole James)

Where does the Power Lie? Landholder perspectives about
Community Participation in Land Management Programs (Dana
Kelly, ANU)

Relationships with People and Land- Continuities and Changes (Don
Burnside, URS Perth and Len Boladeras, Rangelands Australia)

Board, Roxby Downs SA

COMMUNITY PROCESSES
Convenor: Nicole James, Arid Areas Catchment Water Management

LUNCH

Discussion and Summary

Structural Adjustment and the West 2000 and West 2000 Plus
Programs (Geoff Wise, Western Lands Commissioner NSW)

South West & Desert Uplands (Ross Hynes, NRM QLD)

Gascoyne- Murchison Strategy (Mark Lewis, Department Agriculture
WA)

REGIONAL CASE STUDIES
Convenor: Paul Novelly, Department Agriculture WA

MORNING TEA

Summary and Discussion

WA)

Discussion

Mark Stafford- Smith, CSIRO Sustainable Ecosystems

Paper - TBA (Gerald Haberkorn, BRS)

Convenor:

CAPACITY TO MANAGE CHANGE

Conservation in the Commercial Sense (Barry Wilson, Australian
Conservation Ltd)
The Pastoral Point of View (Helen Murphy, Idracowra Stn, Alice
Springs)
Key Personal Attributes and Areas of Knowledge for Future Success
in the Rangelands (John Taylor, Rangelands Australia QLD)

STREAM 2 - Graduate Hall
FUTURE OF MINED LANDSCAPES
Convenor: David Jasper, Centre of Land Rehabilitation UWA
Pastoral and Mining Activities in WA (Harley Lacy, Outback
Ecology, Perth)
Conservation Values in Mined Landscapes (Ian Kealley, CALM
Kalgoorlie)
A Mining Point of View (Rory Lamont, Granny Smith Mine,
Laverton)
A Pastoral Point of View (Tony Crook, Woolibar Station, Coolgardie

STREAM 1- Conference Centre

12.50pm- 1.20pm

11.20am- 12.50pm

11.00am- 11.20am

9.30am- 11.00am

CONCURRENT SESSIONS

4.10pm- 5.40pm

3.50pm- 4.10pm

2.20pm- 3.50pm

AFTERNOON TEA

Margaret FrieMell

Biogeochemistry & Ecosystem Function (Mark Adams, UWA)

A Landscape Approach to Understanding Water Use by Trees in the
Pilbara Region of NW Australia (Peter Landman, UWA)

Assessing the Value of Trees in Southern QLD Rangelands (Chris
Chilcott, DNR QLD)

Convenors: Margaret Friedel, CSIRO Sustainable Ecosystems & Alec
Holm Consultant WA
Progressing the Concept of Landscape Function for Assessing
Rangeland Health (Gary Bastin, CSIRO Sustainable Ecosystems)

ECOLOGICAL PROCESSES

Manaoement (Alen Finlm

R7

ECOLOGICAL PROCESSES (contd)
BIODIVERSITY
(Sponsor) The Role of WMC Resources in Pastoral Management (Bob
Convenor: Hugh Pringle, Department Agriculture WA
Dalton, WMC)
Biodiversity Management and the Australian Rangelands (Steve
Soil Resource Transfer after Disturbance in Semi -Arid WA (Douglas
Morton, CSIRO Sustainable Ecosystems)
Ford, UWA)
A Pilot Audit of Biodiversity Management in WA Rangelands
Effect of Long -Term Exclusion of Cattle on Soil Properties in the Upper
(Angus Hopkins CALM WA)
Burdekin Catchment (Michael Webb, CSIRO Land & Water)
What is Biodiversity? From the Pastoralists Viewpoint. (Fran
Seed Banks & Safe Sites in Grazed Arid Grasslands (Margaret Friedel,
Dowden, Challa Station, Mt Magnet)
CSIRO Sustainable Ecosystems)
How Much Biodiversity can a Pastoralist Afford? (Neil McLeod,
Landscape Function - Confusion or Clarity for Improved Rangeland
Sustainable Ecosystems CSIRO)

Discussion and Summary

Reporting on an Integrated Approach to Monitoring across 3
State Boundaries (Rob Richards, DLWC NSW)
Dead Wood in the Arid Zone (Russ Sinclair, Dept Environment,
Adelaide University)

(Dionne Walsh, CLMA)
Changes in Bird Population in the Arid Zone over 50 years
(Craig James, CSIRO Sustainable Ecosystems)

MONITORING STATEMENTS
Convenor: Ian Watson, Department Agriculture WA
Monitoring QLD's Grazed Woodlands - Implications for
Greenhouse and Pastoral Industries (Steven Bray, DPI QLD)
40 Years of Monitoring Pastoral Lands in Central Australia

L lOpm- 1.45pm

12.10pm- 1.10pm

10.40am- 12.10pm

STREAM 2 - Conference Centre

LUNCH

GRAZING MANAGEMENT
INDIGENOUS ISSUES
Convenor: Ron Hacker, NSW Agriculture
Convenor: Kado Muir, Consultant, Kalgoorlie
Initiatives in Native Title and Land Management in SA (Parry Principles of Sustainable Grazing Management for the Northern
Savannas (Peter O'Reagain, QDPI)
Agius, Aboriginal Legal Rights Movement SA & Jocelyn
Davies, University of Adelaide)
Applying Grazing Management Principles in the Northern
Capacity Building in Extension, Education and Training by the Savannas (Roger Landsberg, Trafalgar Station, Charters Towers)
ILC (Duane Vickery, Indigenous Land Corporation)
Principles for Sustainable Grazing Management of Southern
Rangelands (Ken Hodgkinson, CSIRO Sustainable Ecosystems &
New Directions for the Indigenous Land Corporation in Land
Ron Hacker)
Acquisition and Management (Allan Padgett, ILC)
Ecological Grazing Management: The Bulga Downs Story
Options and Opportunities for Economic Development on
(David McQuie, Bulga Downs, Sandstone WA)
Aboriginal Land (Kado Muir)
Structured Poster Session

STREAM 1- Graduate Hall

MORNING TEA, including
BOOK LAUNCH "The Outback Atlas"

Registration Desk open
General Meeting of the Australian Rangeland Society
The VIIth International Rangeland Congress 2003, Natal, South Africa (Kevin Kirkman)

Registration Desk open
Field Tours Depart
BBQ DINNER, The Hannans Club

CONCURRENT SESSIONS

10.00am-10.30am

8.30am-9.45am
9.45 - 10.00am

8.00am

8.00am
6.30pm for 7.00pm

7.30am
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WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU IN ALICE SPRINGS IN 2004!

CONFERENCE CLOSE

4.00pm

Review of posters on grazing management.
Synthesis and Discussion, Ron Hacker and Panel

GRAZING MANAGEMENT (Contd)

PLENARY SESSION
Review of the Conference and Conclusions
Chair: Ed Barrett -Lennard, Chairman Conference Organising Committee, and a Panel

The Outback Atlas (Damian Shepherd, Department Agriculture
WA)

University)
Solar Water Pumping (W Lawrence, Curtin University)

Jerrat, Curtin Universti WA)
Electronic Livestock Passports (Lance Fung, Curtin

Innovation on Pastoral Stations (Geoffrey Lacy, Hillview
Station, Meekatharra WA)
Remote Information Management Systems (Prof Chung, Curtin
University WA)
Remote Video Monitoring for Rangeland Properties (Nick

NEW TECHNOLOGY
Convenor: Robert Rouda, Department Agriculture WA

3.20pm- 4.00pm

1.45pm- 3.15pm
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SHIFTING CAMP -- BORROLOOLA OR THE BUSH
John Childs
Bush Business Consulting P/L, PO Box 1038, Woodford QLD 4514

In the early part of last century there was a saying among bushmen, "I'm going to Borroloola". This
indicated that they were going to their final camp before they died. It's not that Borroloola was such a bad
place, it's just that, up on the Gulf, it was out of the way.

In 2001 the executive of the Australian Rangeland Society considered the propositions of either winding
up the society or continuing on with it. They chose to continue. But where to?

WHY SHIFT CAMP?
There are a number of reasons why we shift camp.

This camp is bare and eaten out. The disciplines on which we relied can't help us any more or
certainly not to the extent we require.
We think there is a better camp somewhere else. There are people leaving this camp and we are either
hopeful or anticipating something better.

We are not wanted here any more. We can't get certain sectors to join with us. We can't stimulate
national interest or priority nor can we create supporting institutions.
Moving is too much effort and we are in effect going to Borroloola.

Before we decide on where we might move to, we should get an idea of where we are and what we are
looking for. Fortunately for the rangelands, the National Land and Water Resources Audit has conducted
a comprehensive review of resources and their condition. It has documented and analysed the principal
biophysical, social, economic and institutional factors related to the rangelands.
In summary, it has concluded the following.
The rangelands are defined by being natural systems.

In general the rangelands are in reasonable condition with some areas of concern (e.g. the arid areas

and Murray Darling Basin), some significant losses (e.g. small mammals in the arid areas) with
significant land systems not well represented within conservation reserves.
There are threats to the health of the rangelands, particularly in areas of fragile soil and vegetation and
those subject to episodic natural catastrophes (drought, flood).
In many cases the ecosystem functions are not well understood.
Feral animals are a major concern because of the impact they have on natural vegetation and systems
and total grazing pressure.

It is difficult for pastoralists and graziers to be profitable because there are real limits to how much
they can intensify and counteract the variations in season, price and the continuing decline in terms of
trade.

For most areas of the rangelands population is declining but in contrast aboriginal population is
increasing.

There are important issues in relation to young people in the rangelands in terms of career and
professional opportunity, changes in culture, diversity of social interests and issues of despair.
The rangelands suffer from institutional neglect from government and private jurisdictions. Structural
adjustment is not dealt with proactively.
The rangelands is the 'back paddock' of all jurisdictions except the Northern Territory.
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Most of the land is still government owned as leasehold, Crown land or reserves. Aboriginal interests
own about 20 percent.
The skills base and human resource capacity is strongly influenced by government and government
services. However this influence and investment by State and Territory governments is declining with
an increase in community -based services and support.

THE BASIS OF THE CAMP - KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS
As well as the physical nature of the camp, it is the knowledge and knowledge systems which make the
camp and the people in it interesting.

One form of knowledge is that which is people - centred. It is derived from people being embedded in the
landscape. In the rangelands these are predominantly aboriginal people and pastoralists.

They live in the landscape, are dependent on it, observe it closely, respond to it and commune closely with
it. This leads to a particular type of learning based on experience and guided by those who have already
acquired experiential knowledge. This knowledge defines an individual's status, more than their age or
their social titles. They and their knowledge are defined by the landscapes; place, space and time.

This knowledge defines the approach people take in their relationship to the rangelands. They respond
and adapt to their environment using rules of thumb and lore. These approaches are valued because they
help avoid failure and catastrophe. Failure can mean irreversible change and damage. So the preferred
forms of management are those that are productive within the capabilities of the environment and which
reduce the risk of failure. The knowledge develops by slowly and incrementally modifying the rules and
lore.

This knowledge is captured in language and in stories, social and cultural patterns of behaviour and the
feelings people have. It is predominantly oral and thoughtful. It is not shared easily and generally only
with those assessed to be able to understand this knowledge. It is maintained by use, otherwise it is lost.
It is taught and passed on by practice in a guided way and is quite specific to location and application.
Attempts to document this on paper are rarely successful.
In both aboriginal and pastoral societies, passing this knowledge on to young people is proving difficult.
The young are influenced by wider and newer cultures and more formal forms of knowledge and learning.
Social contrasts and clashes also put stresses on this form of knowledge and its continuation. Contrasting
cultures and commercial demands, differences between visitors and residents and the impact of wider
environmental issues and societal concerns make it difficult for this knowledge to persist and grow.
Both pastoralists and aboriginal people feel a strong sense of belonging to their rangelands environments
and localities. Their knowledge has many similarities in development and context. Their disagreements
are not about the importance or nature of their knowledge in relation to the rangelands. It is more to do
with whether two peoples who belong to and feel so strongly about the country, can share it.

This people -centred knowledge is the most extensive and widely based source of understanding and
knowledge within the rangelands.

A second form of knowledge is that which is based on science and is derived using the scientific method.
This science centred knowledge seeks to determine cause and effect within defined levels of probability.
The purpose of this approach is to understand components of the rangeland and be predictive about the
outcomes of interactions and processes within the natural systems. Because of the nature of the method it
is difficult to learn about complex systems and their interactions. It is often presumed to define facts. The
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interpretations and analysis, while rigorously derived and based, are influenced by human qualities and
values.

The difficulty for the application of science knowledge in the rangelands is that rangelands natural
systems are dominated by the impact of extreme events. This includes germination flushes, droughts,
rapid losses of soil and nutrients, floods, destructive fires and damaging grazing activities. The scientific
approach prefers to smooth these things and look at extreme events as part of the continuum rather than as
defining activities.

The scientific approach is fuelled by innovation and change and the exploring of new opportunities. It is
used to understand problems and to estimate the outcome of new approaches and changes. It is a most
helpful approach in understanding new events and situations outside the range of experiential knowledge.
There is no implication that one form of knowledge; people -centred or scientific, is superior. Each has its
place and its value.

We need also to consider a third form of knowledge. This is possessed by interested bystanders and
visitors. They can be curious or concerned and often have strong feelings about the rangelands. Mostly
their knowledge is based on partial information and is generally accepted at face value. They assimilate
this information within a wider perspective of their own world, which may be coastal environments, the
city, other countries or temperate areas of the world.

They have a right to use the rangelands and a knowledge basis helps improve their rangeland experience.
Additionally they can have a powerful influence on the future use of the rangelands and the direction of
policies which impact on it. Generally their concern is about not losing the rangelands or its defining
characteristics and their major focus is on aesthetic values.

So we have a range of people with concern and motivation to have the rangelands in good health.
Sometimes they agree and sometimes they disagree on what this is and how it should be achieved. They
have a range of levels of knowledge particularly in relation to the cause of certain impacts and effects and
on the interactions of components of the landscape at different spatial and temporal scales.
This has led to a number of proposals and responses for rangeland management. These include adoption
of the precautionary principle, removal of people, return to traditional aboriginal management, conduct
more research, impose legislation and regulation and exploit resources currently `going to waste'. For
those living in the landscape it often leads to a reaction of 'leave us alone'.

WHICH CAMP?
How can we possibly cater for all these knowledges, values, opinions and proposals in the one camp? Is it
conceivable that we can all live together peacefully?
It seems there are two possible options.

1. We can have a camp that only caters for one or two of these groups provided they are not too
conflicting or contrasting.
2. The camp is a place where all the groups can meet for occasional and important gatherings.

The social structure in the rangelands in the past has tended toward the latter. In aboriginal society, tribal
and family groups had their own areas where they lived. But there were areas, such as the Bunyan
Mountains in Queensland, which did not belong to a particular tribe but which were used as places of
ceremony and meeting on occasions of particular food availability and cultural significance. Similar
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places existed across the rangelands. Similarly in the early settler period, people were quite isolated on
stations or droving. But country race meetings and rodeos were an opportunity for gathering, sharing of
views, enjoyment and celebration and still are.

WHICH TYPE OF CAMP SUITS OUR NEEDS?
Our camp needs to focus on supporting communication, discussion, debate, learning and reducing
isolation. All of these are issues of interest and concern to people living and working in the rangelands.
The camp needs to be relevant to the acquisition of knowledge, debate about minor and major issues and
be multicultural with no dominating philosophy.

The camp has to be relevant to the range of different outlying camps, each of which is independent in
many aspects of its life and operations. It must not be threatening to any particular participant or visitor.
It welcomes and values those who want to be a part of the rangelands. It has a focus on overcoming
isolation and separation. But above all else it must foster the diversity of values and knowledge which
make up peoples' understanding of, interaction with and reaction to the rangelands and its environment.

If we relate this concept of a suitable camp for the rangelands to the Australian Rangelands Society, there
are a number of implications.
We accept that there is no single discipline, paradigm or philosophy for understanding the rangelands
and how it and its people work. There is no single rangelands science.
There is a focus on the rangelands landscape and its identity. It is an including approach. The
emphasis is on identifying with and understanding the scope of the rangelands.
The operational approach is concerned with how to be inclusive and non judgmental of other's views.
This will require a rangelands or resource management approach based on knowledge and not on use
or users and their separate approaches. It understands core values such as variability, extremes, niches

of ecology and use, uniqueness of the systems and processes, fragility and the inability to easily
intervene to fix things.
Management requires compatibility with and responding to the environment. Diversity is essential to

effective functioning and survival.

Adaptation and adaptive management approaches are the

foundation of effective involvement and intervention. Knowing the limits and thresholds is important.
Being comfortable with needing to be patient and responsive in utilising opportunities as they arise is
critical. Knowing that climate is more influential than anything man can do is a prerequisite.
It's a difficult and complex environment. But fortunately it is diverse and that is the basis of survival.

THE NATURE OF THE CAMP
The Australian Rangelands Society needs to mirror the nature of this rangelands environment, its people
and their knowledge. It should not strive to be just another scientific society.

If we choose a camp which has wide relevance to people in the rangelands and caters for diversity, there
are significant implications for the way we operate. What should the structure of the governing or
organising council be? What sort of communications should we engage in? Do we need a special purpose
Journal, which consumes two- thirds of the budget and meets the need of only some in the camp? What
sort of events should the camp put on?
So which way leads to Borroloola and which way to the bush?

I believe we need to shift camp. If we stay where we are we will bleed to death and might as well go to
Borroloola. It is time for leaders to act and for us to decide. We have an enormously stimulating and
exciting opportunity to capture the diversity of the country and its people, their ideas and values. We have
a unique confluence of knowledge systems to foster, nurture and explore .I know what I prefer. I'm going
bush.
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CONSERVATION AND THE MAINTENANCE OF BIODIVERSITY IN THE RANGELANDS
J.C.Z. Woinarski and A. Fisher
Parks and Wildlife Commission of the Northern Territory, PO Box 496, Palmerston, NT, 0831
Tropical Savannas Cooperative Research Centre, Northern Territory University, Darwin, NT, 0909

ABSTRACT
Twenty native mammals have become extinct from Australia's rangelands in the last 200 years. That is
not the end of the problem: unfortunately, declines in biodiversity continue across most of the rangelands.
We argue that this is detrimental to all rangeland users: that we are sullying an international asset; that we
are undermining the basis of a major rangeland industry, tourism; that we are sabotaging the potential for
the development of alternative rangeland uses (most notably sustainable use of native wildlife); that such
losses provide evidence that we are poor managers; that such losses diminish our lives; that such losses
indicate that at least some of our environments are operating at reduced functionality; and that such losses
take away or reduce important and wide- ranging environmental services.

Things need to improve. We see the pathway to such improvement as involving (i) the development of a
clear goal for biodiversity conservation in the rangelands (maintenance of viable populations of all native
species of plants and animals at appropriate spatial and temporal scales), (ii) the development of explicit
targets relating to this goal, and set at continental, jurisdiction, regional and property scales; and (iii)
monitoring progress towards this goal. While we recognise that our existing knowledge base is imperfect,
such limitation should not delay the implementation of these steps. We consider that there is sufficient
management expertise to realise a rangeland biodiversity goal. However, there are two more serious
impediments in achieving the goal: current lack of resources and of societal agreement.

INTRODUCTION
The rangelands are a critical reservoir for Australia's biodiversity. They harbour much of Australia's
most distinctive biodiversity, including centres of endemism, refugia and "hotspots" (areas of unusually
high species richness) for some plant and animal groups (e.g. Morton and James 1988; Abrahams et al.
1995; Ingwersen 1995; Morton et al. 1995a). They provide still the vast arena for the long-term retention
of biodiversity and for the workings of ecological processes, now largely compromised in the cut -apart
landscapes of the non- rangeland coastal fringe. In thé rangelands, the pulse of the continent still beats,
driving an ebb and flow of recruitment events, population expansion and contraction and, for some
species, dispersal over continental scales.

Most Australians regard the rangelands as timeless, as wilderness little changed since European settlement
and little affected by Aboriginal management before then. Sadly, this is a delusion. Superficially, we see
the structure intact - we are readily beguiled by the glorious peaks of the MacDonnell Ranges, Flinders

Ranges, the Kimberley, Ulum, the vast deserts, the seemingly endless open forests across northern
Australia - but to an increasing extent these are a façade, masking the far less conspicuous loss of
biodiversity across all those landscapes. Here, we argue that we all must recognise these losses, identify
their causes and remedy the problem.

Now, we don't want especially to be sanctimonious about biodiversity loss.

We happen to like

biodiversity, and as professional biologists have an abiding interest in the workings of natural systems.
While we'd like others to share our value systems, we recognise that this can't be imposed. Instead, we
argue that the retention of biodiversity is important for all landholders and users of the rangelands, for
moral and practical reasons:
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a on world terms, the Australian rangelands offers a chance to get it right, to maintain a vast
functioning environment. This chance has been forfeited in most rangelands overseas, because of
high (arid rapidly increasing) human population density, gross disturbance, and the
impoverishment of many rangeland nations. We have an internationally important asset that we
shouldn't sully.
biodiversity underpins a major rangeland industry, tourism;

biodiversity offers potential for diversification of rangeland enterprises, and opportunity for
economic self-reliance for otherwise impoverished rangeland communities, through such
enterprises as bush-tucker farming and commercial use of wildlife (Bomford and Caughley 1996);
protection of biodiversity measures our performance as responsible land managers;

many residents of the rangelands, and especially Aboriginal people, are diminished by
biodiversity loss: few of us want to live in graveyards;
species loss or decline is a sign of dysfunction, and most rangeland users want our environments
functioning properly. Healthy diverse systems are more likely to benefit all rangeland users than
are simplified and impoverished systems, especially so in our rangelands which are characterised

by extreme climatic fluctuations, that are more likely to unplug simple than complex systems
(Griffin and Friedel 1985; Friedel et al. 1990; Stafford Smith and Morton 1990);

more broadly, biodiversity provides ecosystem services (including, by some components of
biodiversity, pollination, seed dispersal, soil improvement, shade, protection from erosion, control
of pests and weeds, and many other functions), whose economic value remains ill -defined but
unarguably substantial.
In this paper, we briefly review the status of rangeland biodiversity and of factors determining that status,
and then outline some mechanisms for promoting the retention of rangeland biodiversity. We recognise

here that we are by no means the first to tread this path: important precedents for all or parts of
biodiversity in all or parts of the rangelands include Morton and Mulvaney (1996) for changes in
biodiversity in central Australia over the century since the Horn Expedition of 1894; Whitehead et al.
(2001) for a review of biodiversity status across the rangelands as a whole and for consideration of
priorities for biodiversity monitoring; and Morton et al. (1995b) for guidelines for conservation
management in the arid rangelands. We also admit to delivering related addresses, at the International
Rangelands Congress in 1999 (Woinarski 1999) and at the Northern Grassy Landscapes conference in
2000 (Woinarski et al. 2000): the message bears repeating.

THE STATUS OF BIODIVERSITY IN THE RANGELANDS

Our rangelands still support much biodiversity, that continues to nurture and delight most rangeland
residents and visitors. But, much has been lost and more is being lost now. The most evident component
of this decay is among the mammals of the arid and semi -arid rangelands, widely recognised as the most
odious example of biodiversity loss the world has witnessed in historic times (Finlayson 1961; Burbidge et

al. 1988; Burbidge and McKenzie 1989; Morton 1990; Lunney et al. 1994). A total of 20 rangeland
mammal species have become extinct over the last 200 years, with a further six rangeland species now
restricted to captive populations or wild populations on one or a handful of offshore islands (McKenzie
and Burbidge 2002). In many rangeland areas, these species constituted around half of the terrestrial
mammal fauna, and many of the lost species had important ecological functions (Noble 1999) and/or
cultural significance (Burbidge et al. 1988; Tunbridge 1991). Many were extraordinarily common,
occurred across a broad spectrum of habitats, were by most definitions highly successful, and were an
integral and distinctive part of the fabric of the rangelands. Their loss has been related particularly to feral
predators (cats and foxes); to changed fire regimes; to the impacts of livestock, especially in the relatively
resource -rich and most stable pieces of the landscape; and to environmental change wrought by weeds and
feral herbivores, especially rabbits. Most of those losses occurred over the period between the 1890s and

1950s, largely before our society valued environmental responsibility, and largely before we had the
information to appreciate that not all was well. We can almost excuse those losses: they happened in a
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different era, and went almost unnoticed. However, mammal declines continue in the and and semi -arid
rangelands, most notably the loss of the last wild mainland population of mala Lagorchestes hirsutus, in
the last decade. Recent evidence ( Woinarski et al. 2001; Burbidge and McKenzie 2001) suggests that
comparable losses of mammal fauna may be occurring now in the rangelands of northern Australia, a
region until recently considered relatively "safe ".

Broad -scale losses have also been reported for a high proportion of the birds of the and rangelands (Reid
and Fleming 1992) and the northern rangelands (Woinarski 1993; Franklin 1999). Losses of rangeland
birds are continuing, and the semi -arid rangelands of south- eastern and south- western Australia are
currently suffering some of the most substantial declines of bird fauna for the whole continent (Barrett et
al. 2002).

A series of recent studies (Landsberg et al. 1997; Read 1999; Fisher 2001; Woinarski and Ash 2002;
Woinarski et al. 2002) has examined the relationships between biodiversity and grazing pressure, through
cross -fence and/or grazing gradient approaches. Although there is some inconsistency in results from
these studies, relating in part to the environments and grazing regimes considered, the general conclusion
is that something like 15 to 40% of species are likely to decrease with increasing grazing pressure, with
this conclusion reasonably general across a range of plant, invertebrate and vertebrate groups. Such
studies suggest broad -scale decline for many groups, whose trends would otherwise be unknown, given
the extremely thin historical baseline record for much of the rangelands biota.

Biodiversity in the rangelands is affected by many factors additional to pastoralism. These include altered
fire regimes, spread of pests and exotic plants, hunting or other forms of use, mining and pollution,

changes in water availability and/or quality, vegetation clearance, climate change, and compounded
combinations of these.

THE FUTURE STATUS OF BIODIVERSITY IN THE RANGELANDS
Our task is not to bemoan the extinction and decline of our rangeland biodiversity, but rather to learn what

we can from that history, and plan to maintain and enhance what we still have. We suggest that this
forward planning involves six components, listed below as key questions.

1. What state do we want for biodiversity?

It is possible to set a goal for rangeland biodiversity. One recent attempt is that of the Tropical Savannas
Cooperative Research Centre (Whitehead et al. 2000), which included three components in their definition
of "healthy" country:

maintenance of basic functions at all spatial scales including: nutrient cycling; water capture;
provision of food and shelter for animals;
maintenance of viable populations of all native species of plants and animals at appropriate
spatial and temporal scales; and
reliably meeting long -term needs (material, aesthetic, and spiritual) of people with an ongoing
interest in the savannas.
In particular, the second of these component provides a sound basis for a future direction for biodiversity
conservation in the rangelands. The next step in this process is to move from the somewhat imprecise

"viable populations" to more explicit targets. This step is currently being considered within the
framework for regional delivery of the next stage of the Natural Heritage Trust. But we also must
consider how our biodiversity goals are established at, and translated to, national, jurisdiction, region,
property and paddock scales.
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2. Have we the knowledge to know what to do to achieve that state?

Our knowledge of rangeland ecology and management is far from complete. But such ignorance cannot
be used as an excuse for inaction or for failing to include biodiversity as a major component of rangeland
land use planning and management. We have detailed knowledge of the ecology, distribution and

population size for many rangeland species; we have comprehensive inventories for at least some
(arguably representative) rangeland regions, and we have a reasonable understanding of the responses of a
broad spectrum of rangeland biota to many land management factors.

Our knowledge tends to become less precise at finer scales: we are less likely to be able to use existing
knowledge to document the biota of any specified paddock than for any specified region.

We cannot measure the state of all biodiversity, so must find some mechanism for simplifying the task.
This requires sound judgement to select representative and sensitive species and ecological communities
to set targets for and monitor, and ecological analysis to determine what constitutes a viable population of
any rangeland taxon or an adequate area for any rangeland ecological community.

3. Have we the practical skills to apply that knowledge?

For the many species for which we know response patterns to a range of land management factors, there
should be no insuperable practical barrier to moulding the management to benefit the species concerned.
Most managers have the practical skills to manipulate fire regimes and stocking rates, and there are sound
and well- established procedures for combating many rangeland weeds and pests. Neither lack of
knowledge nor lack of management skills should be a major impediment for the maintenance of rangeland
biodiversity.

4. Are there sufficient resources to implement those practices?

Currently there is neither the money nor the personnel to develop an ideal biodiversity conservation
program across the rangelands. Large extents of rangeland areas are almost empty: this is so even on
many Aboriginal lands, which have suffered depopulation or major change in population dispersion. In
such areas, the intricate fire regimes which formerly sustained high levels of biodiversity are no longer
achievable (Yibarbuk et al. 2001).
In response to this shortfall of resources to achieve a rangeland biodiversity goal, we need to carefully
prioritise existing needs, to be as strategic and efficient as possible with the available directed resources,
to attempt to seek collateral benefits from other rangeland users and management goals, and to attempt to
increase the amount of resources available. We also need to improve the coordination across rangeland
jurisdictions, and to improve the linkages between conservation management across tenures.
5. Can we measure how well we are doing, our approach towards the goal?
Where it exists, biodiversity monitoring in the rangelands is currently highly idiosyncratic and piecemeal
(Whitehead et al. 2001). In contrast, many rangeland jurisdictions have substantial monitoring programs
for pastoral "condition ". There is substantial scope for broadening and bolstering these existing plot based programs to include at least some representative and/or sensitive elements of biodiversity (Table is
Whitehead et al. 2001). An integrated rangeland monitoring program should also consider a range of
indicators that can be assessed without the need for plot -based studies.
These include the
comprehensiveness and adequacy of the conservation reserve system; the extent of vegetation clearance;
fire history; and trends in land use condition. Assessment of such indicators needs to be related to trends
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in biodiversity through the establishment of linkage studies, such that it becomes possible to interpret how
biodiversity is faring with change in these remotely -sensed factors.

Table 1: list of indicators proposed by Whitehead et al. (2001) for a national rangeland biodiversity
monitoring program
Monitoring Component

Elaboration
progress to a comprehensive adequate area (and %) by vegetation type in conservation reserves
and representative reserve system
extent of vegetation clearance

rate (and cumulative extent and %) of clearing, in all
rangeland vegetation types

landscape functionality

extent of change in landscape functionality analysis scores,
measured at pastoral monitoring plots

cover of key vegetation life forms extent of change in total cover (and diversity) of native
(native perennial grasses, shrubs)

cover of exotic plant species

perennial grasses (or shrubs for some communities, such as
chenopod shrublands), measured at enhanced set of pastoral
monitoring plots
extent of change in total cover (and species richness) of exotic
plant species, measured at enhanced set of pastoral monitoring

plots; and mapped distributions of selected significant weed
species
status of fire -sensitive plant species and area burnt, by frequency and intensity of burning and
communities
vegetation type; age- structure and abundance of populations

of fire -sensitive plant species, measured at enhanced set of
pastoral monitoring plots; change in woody cover, derived
from pastoral monitoring plots and imagery
status of susceptible plant species

status of susceptible mammal species
status of susceptible bird species

change in abundance and/or cover of selected set of nonresilient ( "decreaser ") plant species, measured at enhanced set
of pastoral monitoring plots
change in abundance of selected suite of mammal species, as
derived from repeating selected landmark surveys

change in abundance and/or distribution of bird species, as
derived from repeat Atlases

status of threatened species
ecological communities
trends in land -use intensity

and change in abundance and/or distribution of nationally listed
threatened rangeland species and ecological communities

measures of human pressure on rangeland landscapes (e.g.
trends in regional population, pastoral infrastructure, road
network, etc.)

6. Have we got society's support for a rangeland biodiversity goal?

We suspect that all rangeland users would accept the broad goal suggested above. However, there is
likely to be more problem when the issue becomes more specific and spatially restricted, most particularly
when biodiversity conservation is focused at the property and/or enterprise level. And there is likely to be
more problem with the issue of adequate resourcing.

There are many contentious elements of rights and responsibilities associated with holding, using and
deriving income from rangeland properties. These differ appreciably across jurisdictions and tenure types.
Ideally, landholders should be rewarded (or at least encouraged) when their management contributes to the

conservation of that component of biodiversity that is associated with their holding: conversely, they
should be penalised (or at least discouraged) when their management results in detriment to that
biodiversity. The application of this simple ideal is the nub of much of the problem in rangeland
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biodiversity management. One element of this problem is the mathematics of defining and trading -off
conservation value versus economic production. This element can be resolved: Fisher (2001) provides
economic costings for a range of explicit biodiversity outcomes achieved across a range of stocking rates
and pastoral infrastructure developments for properties in the mitchell grasslands; and Dyer and Stafford
Smith (in press) have evaluated economic and conservation costs and benefits for a range of fire regimes

on pastoral lands in the Victoria River District of northern Australia. These examples provide the
objective means for resolving conflict. But much of the problem remains unresolved: how much is "duty
of care" accepted by landholders, and what does this cover ?; who pays for the control of weeds, pests and
fire management ?; who pays for reduced economic offtake associated with reducing stock numbers in

order to protect a threatened species that happens to occur on the property ?; can and should explicit
conservation covenants be placed on title? The example of Roxby Downs uranium mine, provided in this

conference by John Read, suggests a reasonable philosophical approach: if substantial biodiversity
detriment is caused by the enterprise, then those achieving economic gain from that detriment should use
some of that profit to improve biodiversity outcomes elsewhere. Read's paper suggests that in this case,
the biodiversity gains outweigh the losses.
The other main element of biodiversity conservation in the rangelands is the opportunity that this provides
for meaningful work - a rare commodity in many economically marginal rangeland areas. The best
example of this is the extraordinary growth of community ranger programs on Aboriginal lands across
northern Australia, funded mainly by the CDEP scheme ( "work for the dole "). Workers in this program

make major contributions to the management of weeds, feral animals and fire, thereby providing
substantial biodiversity outcomes.
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HISTORICAL CONTEXT
The pastoral industry in northern Australia has historically been characterised by low input, low output
enterprises subject to a harsh and variable climate, uncertain markets and variable prices. Because it has
been a relatively low cost industry that has been able to ride out the bad times, pastoralism has been able
to persist and as such has brought stability in land use and management to northern Australia. In a paper
which is highlighting change as a means to a sustainable future for the pastoral industry in northern
Australia it is ironic that it is stability rather than change that has ensured its survival until present.
Early in its development the pastoral industry was not in a position to improve productivity and the most
noticeable changes that were being driven were in landscape condition;
"The report of the Pastoral Leases Committee referred to the Kimberley stations [owned by Vesteys Ltd]
as being as bare as bitumen. That is a positive fact because when one lands at the airstrip at Turner River
station the land is absolutely bare as far as the eye can see. The Government has spent (£250,000] on

rebuilding the land and planting buffel grass on hundreds of thousands of acres which have been
despoiled by those lessees. They have been given the use of the land with the permission of the Department

of Agriculture, and this Bill proposes to extend their tenure over the land without the need for them to
spend one penny on improvements."

The Hon. H.C. Strickland, W.A. Parliament, Western Australian Hansard, 29 October 1963.

This situation continued from the time of first settlement until the middle of last century. By then the
potential to significantly develop the industry and bring about economic change at regional scales was
being envisaged. Many large corporations and pastoral companies tried large -scale infrastructure and
pasture developments in the north but many of these development attempts failed. In hindsight, these well intentioned efforts at revolutionising the northern pastoral industry had little chance of success because the
production technologies, the management skills and a good understanding of natural resource management
were all lacking.

Ironically, much of the positive change within the northern pastoral industry that did eventuate was
brought about by external forces rather than being internally driven. For example, the government
decision to eradicate brucellosis and tuberculosis required much better handling and control of livestock
which required significant infrastructure development in the form of fences and water points. These

infrastructure developments led to much better herd management and the significant number of
slaughterings associated with the BTEC campaign allowed a more rapid transition to better adapted and

more productive Bos indicus cattle breeds. Another significant development was improved road
infrastructure across the north which greatly improved access to markets. Today's new revolution is in
communications (see below).

Through the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s there was a rapid increase in herd management technologies such as
early weaning, supplementation, improved genetics and controlled mating. Principles for better managing

and sustaining the resource base were also evolving. So why hasn't the pastoral industry been able to
capture the full potential of these developments in production and grazing management to drive significant
change? Part of the reason is that changes like improved pastures involve significant capital outlay and
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risk of failure which, in a variable climate, have often combined to make such developments unattractive
to smaller operators (Foran et al. 1990). Some of this risk will never go away, but we suggest that there
were three other key factors that explained the modest rate of change until the mid- 1990s:
1.

Limited management skills, capacity and vision to bring about change - the region has been

disadvantaged in education opportunities because of its relative isolation from the rest of the country.

2. Many of the new technologies and management guidelines have not been put forward in a whole of
enterprise context that integrates economic, ecological and social factors e.g. technologies to improve
productivity can lead to resource degradation if not put in a sustainable grazing management context.

3. From the early 1970s through to the late 1990s there has not been a sustained period when cattle prices

have been high, seasons have been favourable and efficiency of production has been high. This is
illustrated in Figure 1, which shows these three variables together. Good seasons in the mid -1970s were

accompanied by poor prices and for much of the 1980s and the first half of the 1990s, seasons were
relatively poor, particularly in northern Queensland.

The time is right for a change! Since the mid -1990s the seasons have generally been very good, prices
have increased to reasonable levels and efficiency of production is at an all time high. These three factors
combined have provided a period (Figure 2) of good cash flows. This, together with a more holistic
approach to management now pervading the industry, improvements in management capacity and skills,

and better communications, has provided a window of opportunity for the industry to bring about
significant change and drive its destiny to a greater extent.

OPPORTUNITIES TO DRIVE CHANGE

1. Precision pastoralism - a systems approach to improving productivity, profitability and natural
resource management
In response to improving productivity and efficiency, helped by the recent good seasonal and market
conditions outlined above, the pastoral industry is undergoing a quiet revolution of intensification (more
targeted grazing systems, infrastructure development, improved weed management, better
supplementation strategies, improved market opportunities etc). This intensification has the potential to

improve long -term viability of beef enterprises but it also needs to be balanced with natural resource
management so that ecological sustainability is achieved. To reach this balance the industry is seeking to

be more sophisticated and precise in its management. This will require a more integrated systems
approach to production and resource management than currently exists so that beef enterprises:

(i) can better examine the trade -offs between intensification, productivity increases, farm economics and
the implications for natural resource management

(ii) have access to a range of tools and explicit guidelines at spatial and temporal scales relevant to
management.

We talk of precision pastoralism as shorthand for a set of activities which together provide pastoralists
with a better ability to do the right thing in the right place and at the right time. Precision pastoralism is
about bringing management ideas and supporting technologies together into a management toolkit that
managers can dip into for new ideas.

Among other activities, some of the management approaches and tools available to capitalise on this
opportunity for change include:
Knowing the value of the different pasture resources
Understanding stock distributions and grazing patterns
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Adjusting stocking rates to the available pasture, monthly and yearly
Being predictive about budgeting (both production and financial), using seasonal climate forecasts
Managing long-term pasture condition
Managing for environmental impacts
Examples of opportunities are:
(a) Finding the best use for different areas of land
Productivity within a rangeland enterprise in northern Australia is often highly variable with some parts
of the landscape having inherently high productivity while other areas that may have low fertility soils or
are poorly watered have low productivity. The gross margin on these low productivity areas or paddocks
is often negative. It may be better to retire these areas/paddocks from production or use them at discrete
times to allow increased management inputs and effort in the more productive parts of the enterprise.
Areas that are retired or rested could become conservation reserves, which could contribute to regional
biodiversity goals and provide other benefits to the grazing enterprise. Biodiversity management could be
rewarded in the market place (Pringle and Tinley 200 I), or these areas could be used in severe droughts as
a fodder reserve.
(b) Sustainable utilisation rates, carrying capacity and grazing systems

Animal numbers are a key driver of productivity, profitability and land condition. Knowing the ecological
threshold utilisation rates of different pasture communities is important for determining carrying capacity.
The technical basis for doing this is available (Novelly and Baird 2001, Quirk et a1. 2002) but is only now
being implemented in practice.
Grazing strategies and systems have been receiving considerable attention over the last decade as a means
of sustainably managing the pasture resource and increasing livestock productivity. Research results
indicate that some form of rotational grazing that includes wet season spelling benefits the pasture, allows
a modest increase in carrying capacity and is economically sound (Ash et al. 2001). An alternative
approach is to vary stocking rates on an annual basis according to the available forage. This grazing
strategy responds to seasonal conditions better than continuous grazing but it requires considerable
management acumen to apply on a property basis because of implications for herd dynamics and
marketing of cattle (Stafford Smith et al. 2000). A more proactive approach to coping with climate
variability is to use seasonal climate forecasts. Where seasonal climate forecasts are reasonably accurate,
north-east Queensland, simulation modelling suggests profitability can be increased but not at the expense
of resource condition carrying capacity and is economically sound (Ash et al. 2000). As seasonal climate
forecasts improve in accuracy there is potential to increasingly apply them across northern Australian
rangelands.

2. Environmental management systems
The pastoral industry in northern Australia has traditionally been a price-taker rather than a price-setter.
There is an opportunity to reverse this trend with overseas markets if the northern industry can that
demonstrate responsible land stewardship is a core part of their production system. The rangelands have
an advantage over more intensive agriculture in that production is based on relatively intact ecosystems
and use of chemicals is relatively limited. Consequently, rangeland enterprises should be viewing
environmental management systems as not just a means of improving environmental sustainability of their
enterprise or as a compliance mechanism that further constrains their business but, rather, as a marketing
tool to give them an advantage over competitors (Stafford Smith and Foran 1993).
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The ISO14001 standard is one environmental management system component by which performance
improvements can be assessed and certified through third party validation. This validation may be
important in gaining market access but the greatest potential benefit of an environmental management
system may not be in certification but rather the insights gained through regular review, monitoring and
adaptive management of the production -environment system. This is also likely to gain wider community
confidence that environmental issues are being taken seriously.

3. Technology and Communications
Over the last 20 years there has been considerable effort devoted to developing computer decision support
systems of agricultural production or farm economics to assist in property planning and management
decisions. There were high expectations of commercial applications of these decision support systems to
greatly influence farm management but these expectations have not been realised. A limitation 10 -15
years ago was computer ownership and it was believed that the development of decision support systems

and farm business accounting software would be a catalyst for increased ownership of computers by
farmers and pastoralists.

However, this has not occurred and it has been advancements in communication technologies such as
email and internet which has led to much greater ownership of computers on properties. Email and the
intemet have allowed pastoral businesses to operate more efficiently but poor connection speeds have
limited the opportunities to make greater use of this technology. However, the availability of satellite
connectivity at speeds of 600KB /sec to 1.2MB /sec and which is affordable provides a whole new array of
opportunities for pastoral businesses. For example, the opportunities to diversify income through off -farm
investments is greatly enhanced, new marketing opportunities for cattle and beef can be developed and
satellite monitoring of rangeland condition and wildfires is now possible.

Despite the greater use of computers in the rangelands the application of decision support and expert
systems for on- property management decisions remains elusive (Parker 1999). Participatory action
research where models are used in discussions between pastoralists and professionals to facilitate
exploration of different management scenarios is overcoming some of the earlier limitations of decision
support systems (McCown 2001). Given the whole of system approaches (climate, resource management,
production, economics people) now considered necessary to achieve sustainability these systems analyses

using simulation are very complementary to adaptive management approaches. With much better
connection speeds, participatory action research can be used via video- connections thus overcoming many
of the distance problems that currently limit such approaches in northern Australian rangelands.

There are a number of other areas in which technology can greatly improve pastoral operations in the
remote areas of northern Australia e.g. remote monitoring of bores and troughs, invisible fences,
electronic animal identification, etc. In most cases the technology exists but it has not been developed in a
cost -effective form that makes it viable on most pastoral enterprises.

4. People, regions and institutions
Big distances, little news and mythologised bush used to mean that pastoral communities were tight -knit

but poorly linked to other local interests and broader national and international opportunities.
Communications have forced an increased awareness of the outside world's concerns, and regionalisation
of funding has overcome the transaction costs of talking to the other stakeholders in regional communities.
The distances are still there, but producers are increasingly looking for new markets and new enterprises,
and functioning as more effective self -help groups, whether in LandCare, beef marketing cooperatives or
tourism networks.
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At the same time, the community at large has begun to recognise the institutional constraints on good

management (Stafford Smith et al. 2000), whether in tax and tenure instruments, governance
arrangements, or public expectations on our land managers. Although there is still a distance to go -for
example in changing tenure arrangements to permit sensible on- property diversification - policy - makers
are admitting the need for institutional reform. This is often associated with devolution of responsibilities,
not always as yet matched with rights and responsibilities.

COPING WITH EXTERNAL DRIVERS
"You can be on the right track, but if you stay in the same place too long, you can still get run over"

Even if pastoralists, regional communities and institutions can drive change in the rangelands towards a
sustainable and prosperous future, there are ever present risks that external drivers will "run over" pastoral
communities. It is important that pastoralists are aware of these external drivers so they can develop
strategies that will maximise benefits and minimise negative impacts. Some of these external drivers
include (Foran and Howden 1999):

Human population growth - world population will nearly double in the next fifty years and the
demand for products from the rangelands will place pressure on their ecological integrity. Within
northern Australian rangelands the population is likely to increase significantly because of the

high birth rate in Aboriginal communities. This increase in population will provide both
opportunities and challenges.

Globalised trade and product prices -there is likely to be a continued downward pressure on
prices for agricultural and mineral commodities but the potential to access niche markets with
clean, green products may buffer this trend for pastoralists in northern Australia.

Energy futures and greenhouse gas emissions - a predicted decline in readily available and
inexpensive fossil fuels over the next 20 years could have a significant impact on the rangelands
in terms of pastoral management and transport of cattle. However, the rangelands in northern

Australia should be able to make increased use of renewable energy sources (solar, wind,
biofuels) to offset these impacts. Livestock enterprises are relatively large emitters of greenhouse
gases because of methane emissions from livestock. Whether Australia ratifies the Kyoto Protocol

or not, the likely emergence of carbon trading could negatively affect rangelands. There is
potential to offset some of these emissions through improved vegetation management (Ash et al.
1996, Henry et al. 2002).
Climate and atmospheric change - Increases in atmospheric carbon dioxide levels and associated
climate change will affect the northern rangelands. In terms of predicted rainfall changes, northern

Australia fares much better than southern Australia with little change or a slight increase in
rainfall predicted over the next 30 -70 years (CSIRO 2001). Warming of between 2 and 6oC by
2070 will make summers more uncomfortable in the north and will increase heat stress in cattle.
Increases in CO2 will make plants more drought tolerant which may help offset some of the
effects of highly variable rainfall (Howden et al. 1999).
Rangeland communities are not powerful enough to influence these external drivers. Their best approach
is to try to predict how these drivers will affect their lives and begin to adapt early. This, combined with

seizing the opportunities outlined in this paper, provides the most likely path to a successful and
sustainable future for the pastoral industry in northern Australia.
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ABSTRACT
Australian rangelands have been perceived as supporting a pastoral economy for more than 150 years.
This perception originated from colonial expansion in a frontier economy, with State and Commonwealth
institutions established to support rangeland pastoralism. As Australia's economy shifts in focus from
frontier expansion to sustainable development within a free and unprotected market, a new economic and
social paradigm is needed for the rangelands. This is essential for strengthening of those uses and
enterprises that can survive in a globalised economy, preservation of environmental values in Australian
rangelands, development of new land -use opportunities, as well as to facilitate a dignified exit of those
remaining frontier families who are increasingly marginalised from the mainstream Australian and global
economies. This paper explores the significance of rangelands, and the insignificance of rangeland
pastoralism, to the Australian economy, and proposes an alternative economic paradigm for rangelands in
the next century.

INTRODUCTION
For 150 years, Australian rangelands have been perceived as supporting a pastoral economy. That has
been a convenient and romantic myth for the most urbanised population on earth, perceived as the place
where the raw Australian character was moulded and the notion of mateship and community was born.
But as the global economy evolves away from frontier expansion towards sustainable development, and as
Australian businesses are increasingly required to compete in a free and unprotected market, the pastoral
industry needs to move forward under a new economic paradigm and with attitudes that meet the needs of
the "outside" world. Indeed for a healthy set of rangeland uses to develop into the future any form of
pastoralism needs to see itself as part of that outside world. Developments in the large corporate pastoral
enterprises such as Stanbroke, S. Kidman & Co. and AACo reflect this thinking.

The new economic paradigm needs to value and manage the multiple values that Australians see in the
rangelands - including indigenous, mining, petroleum, tourism, grazing and biodiversity values. It also
needs to enable struggling pastoral families who are locked in the frontier paradigm and marginalised
from Australian and global economies, to leave or otherwise change with dignity.

Rangeland resources are significant to the Australian economy, but at aggregate scale, rangeland
pastoralism is not. In fact the Australian economy would be better off without rangeland pastoralism
overall because in most regions it costs more than it contributes, in straight financial terms. If economic
measures for indigenous, biodiversity and other existence values are included, the net cost of rangeland
pastoralism in most regions of Australia is far greater and the case for reform even stronger.

THE ECONOMIC SIGNIFICANCE OF RANGELANDS TO AUSTRALIA

More than 75% of Australia is broadly defined as rangelands (Harrington, et al. 1984). The mining,
tourism and pastoral industries operating in this large area generate less than 5% of Australia's GDP.
Australian rangelands generate wealth for Australians through mining (approximately $12billion each year
or 2.4 %GDP) and tourism (approximately $2billion each year or 0.4 %GDP) (NLWRA, 2001). In
addition, pastoral enterprises raising cattle and sheep generate gross revenues of approximately $ lbillion
each year, or 0.2 %GDP (CSIRO & URS, 2001). However, the net economic return from rangeland
pastoralism is negative, as explained below.
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The changing value placed on Australian rangelands can be seen in tenure changes during the past 50
years (NLWRA, 2001):
Rangeland set aside for nature conservation has increased more than 15 -fold since the 1950s from
29,100km2 to 441,200km2 or 7.8% of the total rangeland area.
Rangeland owned or used by Indigenous people increased from 347,200km2 in the 1950s to
925,200km2 in 1999 - 16% of the total rangeland area and an increase of about 2.5 times.
Total freehold and leasehold land has remained substantially the same - about 57% of the total
rangeland area.

Despite the significance of this multiple use of rangelands, data on non - pastoral economic activity is
difficult to come by. The focus of the Australian Collaborative Rangeland Information System is on
biophysical resources that emphasise pastoral and biodiversity conservation uses. There is no information
on economic activity from mining, tourism or indigenous sectors in the proposed system (NLWRA, 2001).
Socio- economic indicators used in the system focus on pastoral enterprises and ignore the socio- economic
effects of other uses of the rangelands. The myth is set to continue under this proposed regime.

To highlight this, consider important rangeland centres such as Alice Springs and Broome where tourism
accounts for i 1% and 14% of total employment respectively (Bureau of Tourism Studies, pers. comm.).

Consider a rangeland region such as the Pilbara where mining and Aboriginal services sectors both
employ more people than does the pastoral industry. In Australian rangelands pastoralism is an
insignificant economic activity.

THE INSIGNIFICANCE OF RANGELAND PASTORALISM AT NATIONAL AND REGIONAL
SCALE
In 1996/97 the gross revenue from rangeland pastoralism in Australia was less than A$1 billion, or less

than 0.2% (two tenths of one percent) of GDP in that year. Also, the total variable and fixed costs
associated with generating this revenue was greater than the revenue - meaning that pastoralism in the
rangelands costs the Australian community more than it benefits them (NLWRA, 2002). Note that these
are financial figures, measuring market costs and benefits and are only for the year of 1996/97. The
analysis excludes economic costs and benefits for indigenous, biodiversity and other existence values.

As the data presented in Chart 1 shows for 1996/97, rangeland pastoral enterprises lose money (ie have

negative profit at full equity) in all rangeland regions except for the Northern Territory, Western
Queensland, Western Division of NSW and South Australia. Further, when the cost of institutional and
program assistance to pastoral enterprises is accounted for, only the pastoral enterprises in the Northern
Territory, Western Division of NSW and South Australia contribute in a positive way to the Australian
economy, and the Western NSW data are skewed by the contribution made by cropping activities in the
wetter margins. All other regions cost the economy more than they contribute.

Rangeland pastoral enterprises cost the national economy A$215 million in 1996/97 -an unacceptable
return on a direct public investment of more than A$42 million in the same year (NLWRA, 2002). In
comparison, at the other extreme of the agricultural spectrum, horticultural enterprises in the same
rangeland regions of Australia contributed A$59 million to the Australian economy in 1996/97 - a
significant return on direct public investment of less than A$9 million in the same year (NLWRA, 2002).
Clearly something is wrong with our economic paradigm that predominantly views and uses Australian
rangelands as a pastoral resource. The obvious question is why do we persist with investment and effort
in rangeland pastoral enterprises that generally cost us money, cause damage to some other values of
significance to the Australian and global communities, and largely damage the wellbeing of those engaged
in them?
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HOW INDIVIDUAL PASTORALISTS PERCEIVE THE RANGELAND ECONOMY
At the outset, we acknowledge the diversity in what is erroneously lumped as a `pastoral industry'. There
are in fact many pastoral industry `sectors', including:
large, well resourced, professionally managed corporate entities;
land owned and operated by mining and Indigenous interests often for non - pastoral purposes;
well resourced private companies usually located in more favourable operating environments,
sometimes with access to significant off -farm assets;

small pastoral enterprises that act primarily as a base for non - grazing economic activity employment in mining companies, local contracting and receipt of transfer payments, and
family -based grazing operations with limited access to on -farm resources and a traditional high
reliance on external assistance in times of market or seasonal difficulties.

Our focus in this discussion is on the last sector - being the `pastoral industry' that is demonstrably most
in difficulty.

Many pastoralists in this sector are acutely aware of these very low and negative returns and the need for

change in pastoral enterprises and the economic paradigm for Australian rangelands, as this typical
comment from one pastoralist in western NSW illustrates (URS Australia, 2001):

"Pastoralism is not a valid term any more. We need to change our terminology so that we change our self
image and way of thinking. Diversification is essential."

Despite this awareness, many of these pastoralists are mostly unable to sell their properties or diversify
their enterprises, and generally feel bad about who they are and what they do. Many are depressed,
stressed and lost. Work conducted by URS Australia in the Western Division of NSW and the
Gascoyne/Pilbara regions of WA confirms a pattern of perception and psychological trauma that is an
additional hidden cost of the current economic paradigm in Australian rangelands (URS Australia, 2001).

Government programs still mainly focus on structural reform of these pastoral enterprises rather than
initiating a radical rethink of the values and opportunities to be managed in the rangelands. Much of
current attempts at structural reform are likely to result in passing the same problem to the next blind
optimist. "A lot would like to sell but can't ", this type of comment suggests a dogged determination to
maintain an asset value and means that the next owners will pay too much with prices not reflecting their
productive earnings (URS Australia, 2001).

Many pastoralists want to change - either by selling their property and leaving the rangelands or by
diversifying their enterprise. However, they lack the financial resources to do this, and often lack the
energy and skills required to successfully diversify. Low profitability has resulted in little interest from
the next generation to enter the industry. Consequently, there is an aging population in the industry with

these people having limited interest in adopting new approaches to management and diversification.
Many people are "just battling" or "hanging in there ", this tends to describe their financial position and
their general level of energy and enthusiasm. Of the sample of graziers consulted only some 10% of the
group could be described as enthused and optimistic about the future (URS Australia, 2001).

The family -based grazing industry sector has had a tough decade or so, during which people have been
cutting back in order to survive, this has resulted in a running down of infrastructure and capital assets.
The decline in commodity prices has often resulted in the contraction of the available labour force to the
family unit. This has resulted in a stressed and overworked workforce, this is especially the case where
people are forced to work off - property to make ends meet. Time and time management is a major issue,
people have to spend more time working and there is less time for skill development, the family and the
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community. People are getting burnt out. Rangeland communities are generally declining and aging, with
succession planning an issue and dependence of government support an increasing trend. (URS Australia,
2001).

HOW MINING COMPANIES PERCEIVE THE RANGELAND ECONOMY
Mining companies are directly connected to the global economy since this is what determines their access
to capital and markets. Many mining companies own pastoral properties to reduce risks associated with
tenure over minerals and exploration areas. Leading mining companies are managing biodiversity and
indigenous relations to meet investor and shareholder needs (eg Rio Tinto in the Pilbara, WMC in WA
and northern SA, and BHP Billiton in WA and NSW). Because of the requirements of state pastoral laws,
some mining companies still operate pastoral enterprises on the leases they own (eg WMC, Rio Tinto and
BHP Billiton in WA) but others have destocked where local legislation allows them to, and now manage
the land for other values. The mining companies have learned that access to mineral and water resources
requires infrastructure, strong community relations, and local activities to manage biodiversity and
indigenous values. They are investing significant funds to achieve this because of increasing
accountability from the broader, largely urban, community that determines their right to operate and
access to key resources, particularly capital. For example WMC invests more than $ lmillion per year in
rangeland biodiversity monitoring, resource management and research associated with its use of water
from the Great Artesian Basin. In another domain, Rio Tinto and BHP Billiton are investing in Aboriginal
educational and employment outcomes in the Pilbara - with clear objectives for increasing the level of
indigenous employment in their businesses.

A NEW ECONOMIC PARADIGM FOR AUSTRALIAN RANGELANDS
A new economic paradigm for rangelands would focus on managing values recognised as important by the
Australian community by adopting the following principles:

Positive net economic return from resource use -no subsidies and no public sector services
that are not paid for by users. Activities that did not give a positive net economic return would be
discouraged or wound down.

User pays - tourists, miners, pastoralists and others using rangelands should pay a resource
management levy or similar to share "rents" extracted from rangeland use with those paying for
the management of rangeland resources, including monitoring and research efforts.
Multiple -use - recognising the many uses of rangelands and that they are complementary rather
than exclusive uses of the resource. This is especially relevant to Indigenous, tourism, biodiversity
conservation and mining uses.

Beneficiary compensates for stewardship services - where rangeland residents provide
measurable stewardship services that meet national or regional policy and program needs,
beneficiaries of those services would compensate the service providers with fees or similar.

Social sensitivity -the transition to this new economic paradigm requires sensitive support to
families and towns that will leave the rangelands or change from a pastoral to an environmental
stewardship livelihood. Such reform is not new to Australia - most recently this has been
achieved in the forestry and fishing industries but it has also been implemented in the clothing and
footwear industries, amongst others. There is no reason to treat rangeland pastoralism differently,
but it is critically important to treat the affected communities justly and respectfully to support
them in a dignified exit from their current way of life.

These principles are consistent with international norms governing use of natural resources (OECD,
2001a; OECD, 1992; WTO, 1999). Developing a new paradigm for the rangelands based on these
principles ensures flexibility and adaptability to the new world. It is competitive, allows for multiple uses

and does not focus on stocking rangelands for pastoral enterprises.

Most importantly, it explicitly

recognises mining, petroleum, tourism, pastoralism, Aboriginal, biodiversity and other existence values.
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To achieve this new paradigm requires significant reform of pastoral legislation, or abandonment of
pastoral acts and replacing them with integrated natural resource management legislation covering all
resources (water, land, biodiversity etc.) and all values that Australians want to manage rangelands for.
This enables a shift towards values -based management (with an emphasis on ecological and economic
outcomes) rather than input and output -based management (with an emphasis on financial outcomes).

Most importantly, a new paradigm would direct integrated and strategic investment to deliver and
maintain rangeland values of importance to Australians. This is likely to include:
helping people off the rangelands where it makes no sense to have economic activity there;

financial restructuring of pastoral enterprises where it does make economic sense to use
rangelands for livestock production by enabling separate ownership of land and livestock assets,

and management resources (as in forestry and horticultural industries, and as in large -scale
pastoral enterprises such as AA and Heytesbury);

paid stewardship for management of priority community values where this gives positive net
economic return (described as multifimctionality in EU (OECD, 200 lb));
leaving some areas empty as wilderness; and
treating pastoralism like any other industry in Australia.
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ARE MINERS THE BUNNIES OR THE BILBIES OF THE RANGELANDS?
J.L. Read
WMC Resources, PO Box 150, Roxby Downs SA 5725

ABSTRACT

As preferred sustainable landusers of the Australian rangelands, mining operations should legacy net
environmental and community benefits in the regions in which they operate. The positive and negative
environmental implications of the Olympic Dam mine in arid South Australia are compared in this study.
Criteria assessed include the relative area of affected vs improved landscape, environmental research, pest
control and the facilitation of proactive conservation and sustainable diversification outcomes. A call is

made for consistent treatment of potential environmental impacts across all rangeland users and the
adoption of biodiversity trading to improve regional conservation outcomes. A challenge is issued to all
miners and other rangeland landusers to demonstrate that, like bilbies, their net effects are beneficial to the
environments that they have inherited.

INTRODUCTION

Rabbits are the primary pests to conservation and pastoral production in much of the Australian
rangelands because they affect vegetation communities, dig holes and support high predator numbers. By
contrast, bilbies, which also influence vegetation, soil and food chains, are conservation icons for the same
environments. In spite of their strikingly similar appearance and superficially similar ecologies, rabbits are
pests because their detrimental environmental impacts outweigh their advantageous ecosystem services,
whereas the reverse is true for bilbies. Like rabbits and bilbies, all contemporary rangeland users affect
ecosystem functioning. In the growing pursuit of environmental sustainability, industries or operators with
net detrimental environmental outcomes will face a less secure future than those that can demonstrably
claim to improve the regional environment.

Extractive mining and high intensity pastoralism, which cause catastrophic modification to localised
landscapes or ecosystem processes, are the most obvious environmental impacts in some rangeland
regions.

However,

oil

and mineral

exploration,

broad -scale

pastoral activities,

military and

communications developments, tourism and settlements of indigenous and non -indigenous peoples
collectively affect most of the rangelands more subtly, yet arguably more significantly, than intensive
mining and pastoral activities.

Rangeland roads improve access for feral predators and weeds, with harmful consequences for
biodiversity and production. These roads, along with modified herbivore concentrations and settlement
patterns of indigenous Australians, have affected the functioning of rangeland ecosystems by changing
historical fire regimes (Latz and Griffin 1978). Control of dingoes increases populations of kangaroos and

emus (Pople et al. 2000), feral herbivores and predators (Newsome 1990, Pettigrew 1993), with
commensurate detrimental conservation implications that extend beyond those areas used for pastoralism.
Soil disturbance, through vehicles, machinery, hard - hooved domestic stock and vegetation removal,

enhances erosion and may promote salinisation, which also erodes the long -term productivity of the
nutrient- deficient rangelands. Rangeland industries may further alter nutrient and chemical cycles through
chemical pollution, firewood collection and export of harvested herbivores from the rangelands.

Legislation and society have historically tolerated most of these detrimental environmental outcomes that
have been considered to be the unavoidable consequences of conventional rangeland industry. Indeed in
some cases rangeland operators can validly argue that they inflict less intensive impacts than similar
activities in more productive mesic regions. Although their productivity is typically lower, domestic stock
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raised on natural pastures and shrublands coexist with far more indigenous plants and animals than do
their counterparts in cleared, irrigated and fertilized agricultural regions. Likewise, due to the low rainfall
and endorheic drainage throughout much of central Australia, watercourses and marine environments are
rarely affected by mine, urban or industrial residues from the rangelands.

This study explores a key component of the idyllic paradigm that sustainable rangeland industries should
legacy net benefits to the environments and communities in which they operate. Through a case study of
the positive and negative environmental implications of a major mining and mineral processing operation,

I will explore whether miners have the potential to be the bilbies, rather than the bunnies, of the
rangelands. I then challenge miners, other rangeland industries, legislators, the media and society to
facilitate the necessary adjustments to enable current and future rangeland industries to legacy net
environmental, as well as community, improvements.

Olympic Dam Operations

WMC Resources own a large copper, uranium, gold and silver mine and processing facility at Olympic
Dam, approximately 530 km north of Adelaide in central South Australia. The Olympic Dam orebody was
discovered in 1975 and production of refined metals and Uranium oxide commenced in 1988. The
expected life of the mine, at greater than 9 million tonnes ore milled per annum, is at least another 50
years. The environmental performance of Olympic Dam Operations is assessed against five relevant
conservation -related criteria:

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Environmental footprint vs rehabilitation success
Biological surveys and research
Feral animals and weed control
Pastoral lease management
Proactive conservation initiatives

Environmental impact footprint
One crude, yet defendable, measure of the relative positive or negative environmental impacts of a mining

operation is a comparison of the areas damaged versus the areas in the same landsystems that are
improved by mining. The area directly disturbed by infrastructure, was approximately 2600 ha in June
2002. Calculations from an integrated bioindicator model suggest that a further 1400 ha are affected by
pervasive pollutants. This total disturbed area equates to approximately 22% of the Olympic Dam mining
leases, which has been destocked since 1986.

Proactive rehabilitation initiatives are anticipated to further limit the ratio of impacted to improved
landscapes as exploration regions sequentially fulfill ecologically sustainable completion criteria.
However, despite enormous expense, some artificial landscapes are unlikely to ever mimic functioning
local environments. Current estimates indicate that $60M will be required to rehabilitate the Olympic Dam

tailings dams. Ironically, rehabilitation of these tailings will also require disturbance of considerable
additional land to mine topsoil. The wisdom of this expenditure and extra disturbance, when compared
with rehabilitation requirements of other industries is questionable. Furthermore, significant conservation
benefits could be generated from an investment of this scale in similar environments elsewhere in the
region.

The cessation of flow, due to mining water extraction, of two small mound springs of limited biological
and heritage significance, is a negative impact of the Olympic Dam mine. Another spring group

experienced reductions in flow, with likely ecological implications, until remedial engineering and
changes to water abstraction patterns reverted flows back towards natural levels. By contrast, a joint
WMC -State Government - financed program to control and pipe water from previously freely- flowing
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pastoral bores is planned to save 37 megalitres per day of water currently consumed from the Great
Artesian Basin (GAB). Although flows from many mound springs are not directly affected by water saved

from elsewhere in the GAB, the conservation of more water than the 32 megalitres currently used at
Olympic Darn must ameliorate environmental impacts of mine -based water abstraction.

Biological surveys and research
Proactive, sustainable environmental management requires a thorough understanding of local ecosystems.
As such, comprehensive biological surveys and research should be both precursors to, and proactively
pursued throughout the life of, major mining operations. Prior to the Environmental Impact Studies for the
Olympic Dam mine, the region was one of the most poorly studied areas of South Australia (Reid 1982).
However, intensive and prolonged research conducted both during and since the EIS (Kinhill- Steams Joint
Venture 1982; Read 1992, 1994) has redressed this deficiency to the point where the Olympic Dam region
now arguably boasts the most comprehensive and long-term comprehensive biological dataset of any

South Australian arid zone locality. WMC have clearly been the principal drivers and facilitators of
regional environmental surveys, research and management with outputs exceeding those of the other
industries and academic and government institutions with interests in the region.

The Olympic Dam herbarium boasts over 750 plant species. The seasonal occurrences of 166 bird species
(Read et al. 2000a) and over 20 000 herptiles from 55 species have now been recorded from the Roxby
Downs region. Fifteen years of regular monitoring has revealed that several rare mammals, including the
Desert Mouse and Plains Rat, inhabit the local region and WMC staff have coordinated research into the
biology and distribution of these mammals (Owens and Read 1999, Read et al. 1999).

Research seldom has conservation outcomes unless it is both published and stimulates changed
perceptions, management or monitoring approaches. Over 50 peer -reviewed scientific publications, along
with many conference presentations and media articles have resulted from biological studies by WMC
staff or contractors in the Roxby Downs region. A study of bioindicators of local mining and pastoral
impacts has led to tighter pollution controls being implemented at the mine and changed the way that

reptiles (Read 1998a), birds (Read et al. 2000b) and ants (Read 1996a, Read and Andersen 2000) are
monitored locally. Several research projects have concluded that the mining operation and especially the
contentious issue of radiation, which rapidly attenuates to background levels, has had limited effects on
sensitive indicator species (Read 1997, Read and Pickering 1999). An innovative solution to reducing
risks to birds from toxic tailings dams was also developed through research at Olympic Dam (Read 1999).
Long -term studies into optimum fauna monitoring techniques (Moseby and Read 2001, Read and Moseby

2001) have implications that extend throughout the Australian rangelands. Mound spring biological
studies by over a dozen researchers supported by WMC have improved the scientific understanding and
appropriate management approaches for these unique ecosystems, including providing the scientific basis
for improving fire management of some mound springs environments for conservation gain (Lamb et al.
2001, Davies 2001).

Feral animal and weed management

Improved control of rabbits, cats and foxes provides a prime opportunity for rangeland industries to
improve local environmental conditions. WMC invested $150,000 into research of the biological control
of rabbits. This research ultimately contributed to the introduction of rabbit hemorrhagic disease (RHD)
and the long-term rabbit monitoring program made Olympic Dam a key site for assessing the effectiveness
of RHD (Bowen and Read 1998) and resultant environmental responses. Over 1 000 feral cats have been
shot or trapped over the past 15 years and research has shown that regional cat numbers are primarily
governed by rabbit and rodent abundance, yet feed extensively on reptiles (Read and Bowen 2001).
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Ironically, higher numbers of cats, foxes, kangaroos and emus as a result of dingo control for the pastoral

industry have environmental and management implications for conservation, mining and tourism
landusers in the rangelands. Were the mining industry responsible for such a widespread conservation
issue, the public and regulatory backlash would undoubtedly be far greater than current scrutiny of the
secondary effects of dingo control.

Towns and service corridors provide conduits for feral animals and weeds through the rangelands. Weeds
including buffel grass, fountain grass and Salvation Jane have made incursions since the establishment of
Roxby Downs, but increased focus on pastoral weeds such as Bathurst burr, horehound and devil's rope
cactus -has probably reduced the distribution of these pest populations since WMC acquisition of local
pastoral leases. A recently established GIS- supported management program for weeds, in conjunction
with Soil Board initiatives, will enable tighter monitoring and control of weeds in the region.

Pastoral Lease Management
Between 1995 and 1999, WMC purchased four pastoral stations with a total area of 1,200,000 ha adjacent
to its Olympic Dam mine lease to facilitate land access required for any future expansions of Olympic
Darn. WMC considers that minimizing environmental and heritage risks to their more lucrative mining
venture outweighs the economic return from their pastoral leases. Regular vegetation monitoring has
shown an improvement in the condition of the country since WMC has prohibited stock grazing from
degraded areas and run lower stock numbers over the remainder of the leases (C. Turner pers. corn.).

Due to the greater emphasis on environmental management than immediate commercial success, WMC
have been able to support sustainable kangaroo harvesting and camel pastoralism, on the grounds that they
may reduce the environmental effects of harvesting meat from the rangelands

Olympic Dam is typical of many mining projects that pipe water from external borefields. Pastoral access
to permanent waterpoints from mining pipelines, which may be offered as a community gesture or in
compensation for perceived disturbance, can have mixed environmental blessings. On one hand, piped

waters allow grazing pressure to be reduced on existing waters and minimizes the expense and
environmental implications of maintaining dams across biologically important watercourses. However,
permanent waters can also be abused, particularly in dry times when surface waters are scarce and damage
to perennial vegetation is most pronounced. The long -term environmental consequences of installing a
series of pastoral offtakes from a WMC water pipeline, were potentially far greater than the impact of
constructing the buried pipeline. WMC went to inordinate lengths to ensure that no trees were removed,

and even measured and relocated over 3 600 animals from the 150 km trench. Post -construction
environmental monitoring, required by legislation, included searching for nomadic bird species within the

corridor of the buried pipeline but did not require any monitoring of the predictable and widespread
effects of installing waterpoints in previously unwatered regions. Like the acceptance of the deleterious
effects of dingo control, such an inconsistency in dealing with the environmental impacts of mining and
pastoralism did not reflect real environmental risks.

Proactive conservation initiatives

Over 10,000 ha and funding for fencing were provided by WMC to include many significant mound
springs into an expanded Wabma Kadarbu Conservation Park. Stock have also been excluded from all
other mound springs on WMC pastoral leases. Cattle, and in two cases rabbits, have been removed from
nearly 300 sq km of exclosures on WMC leases, which amounts to over 7 times the area of the mining
footprint. WMC Land management staff coordinate and assist with regional feral animal surveys and
control and rangeland assessments.
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The most ambitious conservation project initiated at Roxby Downs is the Arid Recovery Project, which is
a partnership between the South Austialian Department for Environment, Adelaide University, the local
community and WMC. Since its inception in 1997, the Arid Recovery Reserve has increased in size to 59
sq km, that extends from the Olympic Dam mine lease onto four neighbouring pastoral properties. The
Reserve is enclosed within a custom -designed and tested rabbit, cat and fox proof fence and was declared

free of these feral animals in 2001, with commensurate improvements to native plant and animal
communities already detectable (ARP 2002). Dozens of tertiary students and thousands of hours of
volunteer labour and a million dollar investment, half - funded by WMC, have assisted 2-4 permanent staff
to develop and manage this demonstration site. Four threatened mammal species, namely stick -nest rats,
burrowing bettongs, bilbies and western barred bandicoots have been successfully reintroduced to the
Reserve (ARP 2002). Ecosystem restoration studies are currently being prepared for publication. Future
planned expansions into an unfenced, yet feral animal controlled buffer zone, should more than keep pace
with potential increases to the local footprint of the Olympic Dam mine.

SUMMARY

The Australian rangelands, with their low rainfall, stable flat terrain, and scarce human population are
arguably amongst the most favourable environments in the world for large -scale mining ventures.
Contamination of offsite riverine and marine environments is not an issue at Olympic Dam, as it is for
many other mining ventures outside of the rangelands. Given the wide -scale legacy of unsustainable
grazing, feral animals, weed invasions, altered fire regimes and local extinctions of native species, there
are ample opportunities for miners to facilitate overall environmental benefits in rangeland regions.

The analyses presented here suggest to me that the environmental benefits of Olympic Dam outweigh the

local impacts. However, what is more important than the `bilby or bunny' value judgment is the
acceptance that Olympic Dam has achieved a number of conservation gains that would not have been
feasible without the mine.

Public and legislative acceptance of the potential environmental benefits of mining should encourage a
more proactive approach by mining companies to environmental management. Rather than simply aiming
to minimise the negative implications of their operations, successful mining operations should endeavour

to maximise their regional environmental benefits. Conservation gains may be in part facilitated by
sensible biodiversity trading, whereby localised environmental impacts are offset by more significant
environmental gains in similar environments elsewhere in the region. For example, the money saved by
stabilizing, instead of attempting to completely rehabilitate some relatively small -scale mining structures
to functioning ecosystems, could be diverted to nationally significant conservation partnerships such as
the Arid Recovery Project. Any such arrangements should be accompanied by long -term financial and

management commitments by miners that are appropriate for the long timescale of their landscape
impacts. In keeping with a matured regulatory and approvals framework for the mining industry, miners
should also demonstrate how they intend providing regional environmental benefits before license to
operate is granted.
However, miners only manage a very small percentage of the rangelands. Other rangeland managers also

need to deal with the problems of feral animals, weeds, soil erosion and fire. The challenge should
therefore be issued to all landusers to demonstrate through rehabilitation and sensitive and proactive
environmental management, that they can be considered ` bilbies', rather than `bunnies' of the rangelands.
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GLOBAL INFLUENCES ON RANGELANDS OF AUSTRALIA
G.A. Robertson
Department of Agriculture, Locked Bag No 4, Bentley Delivery Centre WA 6983

INTRODUCTION
Since European settlement of the rangelands of Australia in the early 19`h Century, global factors have
influenced who lives in the rangelands and what they do. The industrial revolution, first in England and
then Europe and the USA, drove the international demand for wool, which in turn was the economic
driver of rangeland settlement in Australia.

Gold discoveries in the Kimberley, Kalgoorlie, North Queensland and other places and their
communication to the world, led to migration to Australia and further settlement of the rangelands.

Today, globalisation is a much more recognised and defined phenomenon; indeed, it is a central force
shaping the human condition. As the 20th Century drew to a close, the largest gathering of world leaders

in history assembled for the United Nations Millennium Conference (Glenn & Gordon 2001).
Globalisation was the third most frequently used term at the conference, behind "peace" and "poverty /third
world ". Globalisation was seen as forcing the world's populations to share space and time in a revolution
driven by communication technology, impacting on the economies, technology, politics and culture and
affecting the daily life of people everywhere on the planet.

The influence of the revolution in communication technology cannot be overstated. Just as it allows a
pastoralist in North West Queensland to watch live as Israeli tanks roll into the West Bank, it also allows
citizens of United Kingdom to watch live the mustering operations on an isolated pastoral property or
indeed the culling of pest animals. Moreover, the technology, by connecting each property to the world of
business and knowledge, opens up a bewildering range of opportunities and threats.
The rangelands of Australia are now part of the global community and this will shape their future. Indeed,
global influences in the rangelands was considered a worthy enough topic to be featured in a paper at the
VI International Rangeland Congress by Foran and Howden (1999) who identified nine global drivers of
rangeland change.

While there is some coincidence between my views of global influences and those of Foran and Howden,
there are two significant differences. Firstly Foran and Howden were of the view that increasing world
population would result in direct pressure on the rangelands. Since 1999, a major world trend of rapidly
declining rate of growth of the world's population has been confirmed. Recent estimates suggest the

world's population will now peak at 9.3 billion in 2050. A decade ago this peak was expected to be
around 15 billion.

Many regions of the world now have stable or declining populations, paradoxically related to wealth and
lifestyle decisions in the case of Europe, North America and North Asia, or epidemics such as AIDS in
large parts of Africa. Populations in many rangeland areas, including Australia, are stable or declining.
Hence, these pressures for the rangelands to provide living space and sustenance will not be as large as
previously expected.

Foran and Howden also indicated that the supply of crop based foods would be a problem internationally
and that the rangelands would be converted to cropping to meet this need. This is not appearing likely with

technology increasing the production of food grains at least at the rate at which demand is growing.
Average grain yields at over 2.8 t/ha today are more than 60% higher than they were 25 years ago.
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The impact of this technology driven increases in productivity can be seen in India, where in the last 20
years it has moved from being an importer of cereal grains to having a likely stock holding of around
100mil tonnes this year. Agricultural policy in India and in many other developing countries is now
focussing on how to divert rural resources out of grain production into other developmental opportunities.

Notwithstanding these points of difference with Foran and Howden, global drivers are still with us.
Globalisation is impacting on Australia's rangelands from direct economic impacts through to the way we,

and the rest of the world, view their future. The following identifies some of these drivers and their
impacts on the rangelands of Australia.

ECONOMICS
The rangelands of Australia are large in area, 568 million ha, of which 379 million ha (67 %) are used for
agricultural production. This production is largely extensive grazing of native pastures with very low
production per hectare. In terms of world production of food and fibre, the Australian rangelands are a
small producer. The presence or absence of food from our rangelands will not make any difference to the
future of the world food supplies or to the world's population!
For example, in 1999/00 Australian rangelands produced approximately 885,000 tonnes of beef and sheep
meat, which is 1.4% of world's total beef and sheep meat production (64,200kt)

Australian rangeland wool production is 89,999t compared to the world's wool production of 2,330,000t,
that is 3.8 %. While this is a measurable portion of the world's wool supply, it represents only 0.4% of the
world's apparel fibre.

Globalisation is creating a single market where many existed before. Food and fibre will be produced
where it best meets market specifications and market prices. Hence, our rangelands will only continue to
produce food, or fibre or minerals if they can compete internationally. That is, we will not remain a
supplier because the world needs our products. We will be in the business only if we are economically
efficient.

MARKETS
Globalisation has fundamentally changed markets. Global sourcing, the concentration of production,
processing and retailing, the affluence and global concerns of segments of the market place and the
shortening of the supply chains now means that the preferences of individual markets or consumers are
tightly, specified and the producer is required to be part of the assurance process to deliver the required
product at the required time.

The scale of retailers and their purchasing demands act against the ability of rangeland producers to
supply products direct to markets. Consistency of supply and quality is paramount and the ability to
provide long lines of product on a year round basis is critical. The rangelands in Australia are not always
able to do this without forward integration into the supply chain.
Markets are now demanding assurance in a range of areas, including:
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Quality
Consumers are demanding repeatable, specified quality. Meat is not meat any more. Variation within and
between years and the management of these impacts on quality are a major challenge for Australia's
rangeland producers.
Safety

Food safety is critical in all markets. Often this is as much about perceptions as reality. The consumers

that we market to want the products to be assured free of pesticides and other contaminants. The
perceptions as to the advantages of organic or GM free products in terms of safety can be important in
some markets. Usually there is no price premium for meeting safety standards, rather they are a
precondition for being in the market. Australia's rangeland production systems are generally free of
chemical use and they are in an excellent position to gain from the opportunity to meet these market
requirements.

Animal Welfare

As part of their concern at the way their food is produced, consumers are increasingly focussed on how
animals are treated during their life. The European markets are generally the pacesetters in this area and
recent European Union directives with regard to animal transport and poultry (egg) raising are impacting
on Australia. Many large retail chains have their own standards for animal welfare for suppliers, for
example Sainsbury's, a large UK retailer, has its own farm assurance schemes, including a code of animal
welfare which must be met by all suppliers and is underpinned by a code of practice based on the UK
Farm Animal Welfare Council codes. The retailer requires five conditions to be met during the production
of all meat and poultry:

freedom from hunger and thirst
freedom from discomfort
freedom from disease and injury
freedom from distress and fear, and
freedom to express normal behavior.

Quality assurance systems are in place to ensure these standards are met.

Sainsbury is also using,

wherever possible, industry backed logos such as the British Farm Standard Mark, a distinctive red tractor.
This mark demonstrates that the product has been produced under Farm Assurance Schemes to standards
of food safety and animal welfare and environmental protection.
Tesco, another large UK and global retail chain, also has codes of practice for the production of all animal
products. These codes are audited by the company on a regular basis and if the producer does not meet

the standards, they don't supply Tesco. Tesco's Code of Practice for lamb production is a 34 page
document which defines standards of production and welfare in detail, including the skills required by and
the training of stockmen, farm infrastructure, water and feed quality, animal health, handling, including
prohibition on handling sheep by the fleece, or dragging them by the horns or legs, and transport. In the
case of transport, trucks must be presented clean for each consignment and stock must have a 24 hour rest
period after 8 hours transport. Tesco is a premium market, coveted by WA lamb producers. However,
meeting Tesco's standards is a significant challenge. If rangeland producers wish to be in these high value
markets in the future they will need to be able to meet these standards.

In Australia's case we have Codes of Conduct for transport and handling of livestock. As yet, assurance
systems for their application are not formally in place and I fear awareness and compliance is less than
optimal.
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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Since the Brundtland Report 1987, sustainability has increasingly become a global issue and the concept is
impacting on how we use our rangelands. Markets are increasingly requiring products to be produced in a
sustainable way. The mining industry, in order to access some markets, must meet life of product analysis
of environmental impacts. Some markets for agriculture require certification as to how the production of a
product affect the environment.

While the rangelands of Australia are generally better managed than those elsewhere in the world, the
National Land and Water Audit has clearly identified many areas where sustainable practices are not in
place. This knowledge will in time, if action is not taken, impact on the marketability of products from
those areas. Not only do sustainable practices need to be in place, customers are requesting confirmation
of sustainability. For example, a number of Australian timber exporting companies are advising that
overseas customers (in particular) are requesting confirmation that the timber has been sourced from
sustainably managed forests. (Primary Industry Standing Committee 2002). This generally requires
certification under a national or international standard, such as the proposed Australian Forestry Standard
or a national standard under the auspices of the International Forest Stewardship Council.

In Europe, retailers have responded to the consumer demand for safe, healthy food produced with minimal

environmental impact by establishing European Standards for Sustainable Food Production (EUREP
2002). The standard, known as EUREP -GAP has been developed by a working group representing
European retailers, suppliers, growers and associates from the service and import sectors of food industry.
It is a HACCP based system to accredit good agricultural practice (GAP). Initially focussed on fresh
product, drafts have now been prepared for combinable crops, livestock, floriculture and feed. Some
retailers have announced that all suppliers will need to be EUREP -GAP accredited by 2004.

In response to growing consumer concerns, a clear position has been established by one of the world's
largest manufacturers of food products, Unilever. The manufacturer has been working since the mid
1990's with suppliers, universities and research institutions and has developed a long term program, the
Sustainable Agriculture Initiative, that defines 10 environmental, social and economic criteria for
sustainable agriculture. The aim is to ensure continued access for Unilever to key agricultural raw
materials, and in the long term, to develop market mechanisms that allow consumers and customers to
influence the sourcing of agricultural raw materials through their buying habits.

In Western Australia, in recognition of these developments, the department of Agriculture has been
working with sheep pastoralists to produce an Environmental Management System certification for meat
and wool production.
In the environmental/sustainability area a number of international agreements and concerns will influence
the future of the rangelands. These include:

Kyoto Protocol on greenhouse gas emissions
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Chance (IPCC) has now declared unequivocally that greenhouse
gases produced by human activity are affecting climate (Dr R.T. Watson, Climate Change 2001, July
2001). This climate change will affect the rangelands of Australia over the next 20 -50 years.
Figures 1 and 2 indicate some of the changes predicted in rainfall and temperatures.
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Figure 1: Predicted Annual Rainfall Change

Precipitation change 2030, SRES marker scenario Al, 0.70C, CSIRO: DARLAM 125
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Figure 2: Predicted Annual Climate Change

Temperature mean change: 2030, SRES marker scenario Al, 0.70C, CSIRO: DARLAM 125

There will be direct impacts on seasons, water availability, animal performance and hence production
systems. Of more immediate impact will be Australia's response to the Kyoto Protocol. The Prime
Minister has ruled out ratifying the agreement because, in the view of the current Federal Government,
this would damage Australian industries and cost jobs. The protocol has been ratified by the EU and
Japan but will not come into force unless signatories comprise 55% of developed countries' emissions.
Ratification by Australia and New Zealand will be crucial in achieving this, given that the world's biggest
emitter, the US, has refused to join. This will result in a focus on Australia, with significant international
pressure being applied to achieve Australia's signature.

While Australia has committed to strive for major greenhouse emissions reductions, the concern of
signatories about Australia's position may be translated to trade sanctions on specific products.
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The rangelands of Australia produce significant greenhouse emissions (Table 1) and are an important
contributor to Australia's total emissions.

Table 1: Greenhouse emissions from the rangelands of Australia
Activity
Land clearing
Savanna burning
Livestock
Total rangelands
Total Australia

Million tonnes CO2 -e

% Australia's Emissions

75

14

13

2

30
118
530

6

22
100

Source: WA Department of Agriculture estimates based on 1999 National Greenhouse Gas
Inventory

These emissions are out of all proportion with the rangelands' contribution to Australia's exports and its
economy. Moreover, the rate of greenhouse emissions per unit of animal product in the rangelands are
much higher than in the southern agricultural regions, largely due to the lower digestibility of feed. Rolfe
(2002) has estimated that the average Queensland specialist beef property produces 2352 tonnes per year
of carbon dioxide equivalents as methane from grazing animals and only 39.5 tonnes of carbon dioxide
directly from fuel use.

The ability of meat producers in the rangelands to respond to greenhouse targets may be critical to future
market access. In particular, the Japanese population is very concerned about greenhouse and Japan and
other signatories such as the European Union could impose penalties on Australian beef if Australia is not
meeting greenhouse requirements in accordance with Kyoto, whether it is a signatory or not!.
While the negatives of the rangelands on greenhouse gases under their current uses are significant, there is
also potential opportunities for the rangelands to contribute positively via carbon sequestration. While the
sequestration would be small on a per unit area basis, the vast land area available could manage to
sequester a significant portion of Australia's emissions. Already small pilots are being considered or
implemented by companies, such as Centennial Coal in Western NSW and Griffin Energy in Western
Australia. (pers. comm. I. Watson & R. Nussey)

Convention on Desertification
This convention obliges all countries to combat vegetation decline or desertification. Australia is not at
much risk in this area, although from time to time areas in Australia such as the Gascoyne Basin, have

been identified as subject to desertification processes. Undoubtedly, Australia as one of the few
developed countries with rangelands, is required to take a leadership role in setting standards for
rangeland management.

International Convention on Trade in Endangered Species (CITES)
This treaty limits the ability to commercialise and trade in species that are rare and endangered. While all
would support the intent of the treaty strongly, it does legally and morally influence the way Australia
might manage native species as and if their prevalence and status varies.
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INTERNATIONAL TRADE
The World Trade Organisation (WTO) has provided a rational framework for managing international trade
in which members are obliged to adopt a rules based system and move towards reducing tariffs and trade
barriers. Notwithstanding the high profile actions by USA and EU in protecting farmers, the WTO has
provided widespread benefits to Australian agriculture and will continue to do so. For example, in 2001

there were 22 major market access advances made for Ausl'alian products in negotiations against the
background of WTO. These ranged from access for Australian sheepmeat to Argentina, removal of
import revenue duty on Australian wool to Mexico, reduced live cattle tariffs to Philippines and a more
than 50% reduction in tariffs by Saudi Arabia on 5500 items (Agriculture Fisheries and Forestry Australia
2002).

The rangelands have also benefited by the liberalisation of the beef trade into Korea as a result of
Australia's representations to WTO regarding unfair practices in Korea.

The establishment of the Sanitary and Phytosanitary Agreement (SPS) as a major vehicle establishing pest
and disease status and hence access of product, has given strong advantage to Australia as a result of our

low disease levels. Specifically, it allows countries to restrict imports of products from countries with
suspect disease status, while Australia, with its excellent animal health system and low disease status, is
able to demonstrate both national and local disease freedom and hence gain access to such markets. For
example, our status with FMD and our ability to demonstrate it permits access of Australian beef to
Indonesia but keeps low priced Indian beef out of the market.

While membership of WTO provides a net benefit to agricultural producers, it does negatively impact on
some sectors from time to time as Australia is obliged to accept products not previously imported. For
example, the existence of WTO and the SPS Agreement will probably require Australia to accept assured
livestock feed from Indonesia which will impact on producers of fodder in and for Northern Australia, but
which would have a major positive impact on the beef production systems in Northern Australia if fodder
prices were significantly reduced. Such an outcome would have been difficult politically without the
rigours imposed on Australia by the WTO and the SPS Agreement. The existence of WTO should
continue to be of net benefit to the export industries of the rangelands of Australia.

MULTIFUNCTIONALITY /FARM SUBSIDIES

In recent trade negotiations, Europe and Japan have introduced and developed the concept of
multifunctionality of agriculture. Australia officially views this concept as a device of the European
Union to find new ways to subsidise agriculture. However, the movement recognises the fact that people

in developed countries no longer have concern about food supply and availability, in fact over
consumption of food is considered a major health issue. Hence, agriculture is now occupying a new role
in society, part of our heritage and environment. This provides justification for wealthy economies to
support agriculture, just to keep it there. The recent US Farm Bill is an example of this and in US budget
terms the direct subsidies to farmers is an irrelevant cost to the taxpayer. The annual cost of the Farm Bill
2002 subsidies is about $US 11 billion per annum. The US budget outlays in 2002 are $US2,052 billion
and $US2,128 billion in 2003, therefore the US farm bill subsidies are about 0.52 to 0.54% of the annual
budget of the US Federal Government. Similarly, the proposed changes to the EU Common Agricultural
Policy are aimed at supporting traditional, environmentally friendly agriculture, rather than enhancing
productivity.

Less developed countries such as India, Vietnam and China have similar needs to keep farmers on the land

if possible - 70% of the population of these countries are farmers.
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However, these countries are

concerned at overproduction and are looking at policies that will retain farmers in urban communities,
while agriculture and rural economies diversify and develop alternative employment opportunities.

To keep farmers farming is hence a major policy objective for much of the world and governments will
continue to provide subsidies to achieve this objective. This encourages production and reduces prices
and results in farmers such as Australian graziers facing ongoing competition and declining real prices.

It is unlikely that Australia will or can join the subsidised agriculture club and businesses will continue to
face unfair competition. This will drive the ongoing need for increased productivity and hence businesses
will need to continue to grow in scale, horizontally and vertically if they are to survive.

EXISTENCE VALUE AND TOURISM
The rangelands of Australia, and indeed the world, are increasingly developing values beyond their values
as producers of meat and fibre. For example, wildly rich people such as media mogul Ted Turner, now
the largest landowner in the USA, has bought ranches in New Mexico, Montana, Nebraska, Kansas, South

Carolina, Florida and South Dakota. On these ranches Ted Turner runs 25,000 bison, plus he is reestablishing populations of Mexican wolves, cutthroat trout, gray wolves, swift fox, blacktail prairie dogs,
California condors, black footed ferrets, desert bighorn sheep and Aplomado falcons. Interestingly,

Turner sells hunting rights for elk and deer and other species for between $Aus15,000 to $21,000
depending on the quality of the trophy! However, the 1.7 million acres is now removed from traditional
production and its economic return is being driven by non agricultural values.
A private organisation Australian Wildlife Conservancy (AWC), led by Martin and Lorraine Copley has
purchased the Pastoral Leases Mt Gibson, Faure Island, Mornington and Ningaloo in Western Australia
and recently Mt Zero in Queensland. (Anonymous 2002) The future use will be unashamedly
biodiversity maintenance. AWC has also recently purchased 4 properties including pastoral properties
from Earth Sanctuaries Ltd which through its founder John Walmsley pioneered this type of conservation.

However, you don't have to own the land to be interested in its values. For example, adventurers Denis
Katzer and Tanja Hoffman are part way through a West -East camel treck across Australia. Sponsored by a
range of German companies, including a mobile computing and communication company, the adventurers
post a daily log on their website which is followed by thousands of people.

The allure of and interest nationally and internationally in the outback of Australia is further illustrated by
television programs such as Survivor and a raft of other adventure sagas. This interest is facilitated by
communications technology and will grow as the world gets smaller and its population wealthier. As it
develops, people around the world will increase their sense of 'ownership' of the Australian rangelands and
will have more and more say in what we do in and with them.

CONCLUSIONS
While global factors have contributed to the way the rangelands of Australia have developed, the response
of the rangelands and those who live in it to global pressures has been leisurely and undemanding. In the
2
century this is different. The communications technology driven globalisation of finances, business
and our lives will shape the way we live in, and live from the rangelands of Australia. Globalisation is

causing tensions and clashes between our traditional use and values for the rangelands and the
expectations of the world markets for food, fibre, tourism and entertainment of us and our rangelands.

These pressures will require those managing our rangelands to be globally connected in order to capture
the opportunities as they arise. This will require alliances, collaboration and skills, all of which are
feasible and accessible in this connected world.
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PROVIDING SITES FOR SHIFTING CAMPS: LAND TENURE REFORM TO SUPPORT THE
RANGELAND TRANSITION
J.H. Holmes
School of Geography, Planning and Architecture, The University of Queensland, 4072

ABSTRACT

Australia's rangelands have a distinctive land tenure regime, namely pastoral leasehold, capable of
adaptive reform to accommodate emerging multiple values, uses and users. The most promising
ingredients in tenure reform are: reactivation of the Crown's powers to allocate and regulate non - pastoral

resource use, not only to lesseees, but also to third parties; expansion of public access routes and
destinations within pastoral leases; recognition of new modes of diversification by lessees; trade-offs with

lessees awarding additional rights over core areas, or other incentives, in return for reduced rights in
peripheral multiple -use areas; and re- allocation of strategic land parcels to public ownership for multiple
use.

INTRODUCTION
"As service -sector employment grows at the expense of manufacturing and the more basic extractive

the domestic importance of land -based occupations fades along with the declining
significance of land as a factor of production, social status and basis of wealth. In an economy
livelihoods,

increasingly dominated by tertiary and quaternary sectors, land assumes new importance as a recreational
and aesthetic good, reinforcing the passive (nonproductive) relationship between the population and the
land as opposed to an active, material -based, sustenance relationship. As in the past, ownership will adapt
to multiple -use demands, some of which are commodity- oriented and others which are not." (Geisler,
1993).

More so than other extensive zones of human occupance, Australia's rangelands are experiencing a "post productivist" transition towards multiple use with an increasing emphasis on amenity values, both market
and non - market. This transition has been expedited by the limited capacity of the rangelands in serving
productivist goals, reinforced by their potential in satisfying a diverse set of emerging amenity values,

providing new opportunities but formidable challenges (Rangel. J 16(2): 1994; Australia: National
Rangeland Strategy 1996; Taylor and Braithwaite 1996; Holmes 1997, 2002).

Rangelands are also distinctive in providing "wide, open spaces" which, together with natural and semi -

natural landscapes are the prime resource. This is so for entrenched modes of land use, notably
pastoralism and mining, as well as for emerging or revitalized modes, such as traditional indigenous uses,
conservation of biodiversity and of natural landscapes, and wide- ranging private and commercial tourism.

Apart from pastoralism, these modes of land use are not readily internalized by a single landholder.
Rather, multiple uses imply multiple users, all requiring specified rights of access and use (co- existence),
but none, other than the pastoralist, seeking exclusive possession. Here is a critical difference in multiple use occupance between the rangelands and the more intensively utilized, freeholded lands of the ecumene,
where alternative uses are either internalized by the landholder or must be accommodated on separate land
parcels.

In the rangelands of western United States, continuing federal ownership has enabled the ongoing
evolution of a system of co- existing use rights in response to the needs of multiple uses and users, none
with exclusive possession. However, ranchers all have a freeholded home ranch (Hess 1992; Loomis

1993). By contrast, Australia's rangelands have a distinctive land tenure regime, namely pastoral
leasehold, designed to award a limited set of property rights consistent with extensive, broadscale pastoral
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occupance. Leases are intended to serve as flexible policy instruments, capable of reallocating property
rights and duties in response to changing directions in land use and management (Holmes and Knight
1994; Holmes 2000). Although much of this flexibility has been lost, lease tenures still retain some

capability to accommodate emerging multiple use /multiple user modes of occupance, notably in
recognising non - pastoral interests, non - market values and the needs of third parties.

POLICY GOALS AND DIRECTIONS IN TENURE REFORM
A basic set of policy goals, towards multiple use, where outcomes can be facilitated by reform of the lease
tenure instrument, can readily be identified. These are:
Encourage lessees to recognise and utilise appropriate non - pastoral values.

Encourage and provide security for third -party ventures, particularly where complementary to
pastoralism.
Facilitate collaboration between lessees and third parties.
Enhance the opportunity spectrum for footloose visitors, while minimising negative impacts on other
values, both pastoral and non - pastoral.
Encourage Indigenous Land Use Agreements.
Provide incentives to lessees (and others) to manage sustainably and to preserve biodiversity.

Each of these goals needs full appraisal, well beyond the scope of this paper. Here attention is given to
three interest- groups, namely lessees, third -party enterprises and individual third- parties, seeking to gain
access and selective use of non - pastoral resources on leases. Only brief mention is made of indigenous,
conservation and mining values, each of which merits a separate paper, delivered by persons more
qualified than I am.
In pursuit of the policy goals outlined above,the most promising directions in lease tenure reform are:
Reactivation of the Crown's powers to allocate and regulate non - pastoral resource -use, not only to
lessees but also to third parties.
Expansion of public access routes and destinations within pastoral leases.
Recognition of new modes of diversification by lessees, including gaining income from access fees.
Trade -offs with lessees, awarding additional rights over core management areas, or other incentives,

in return for reduced rights over peripheral areas, available for conservation or multiple -use
purposes.
Re- allocation of strategic land parcels to public ownership for multiple use.

The utility of any of these proposed reforms will vary according to contexts, not only between
jurisdictions, but also at regional, local and property scales. The extent and direction of tenure change will
be shaped by the relative importance of pastoral vis -à -vis non - pastoral values, the degree of functional

complementarity (or otherwise), the capacity for spatial separation of uses, the potential for income
generation by the lessee or by third- parties, as well as the spectrum of non - pastoral values and uses,
including commercial tourism ventures, individual visitation, indigenous
conservation, landscape maintenance, catchment management and so on.

access,

biodiversity

Underpinning these priority goals is the overarching objective not merely to facilitate complementary
multiple use, but also to ensure economic and ecological sustainability based on custodial management of
the rangelands. Emerging multiple uses generate multiple structural problems. There is a critical custodial
problem, recognised in America's public lands ... "in which all Americans are welcomed as visitors but
none is encouraged to care for the land and its resources ... (with) landscapes for the temporary
convenience of transient interests rather than permanent places for residence and work" (Hess, 1992, 194).
This is reinforced by structural economic disabilities, tied to the switch towards non - market values and the
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"geographical transfer of value ", leading to more value but less cash (Holmes, 1997, 3-4). Land tenure
reform must be designed to mitigate these structural problems.

REACTIVATION OF THE CROWN'S POWERS OVER NON -PASTORAL RESOURCES
Pivotal to these reform proposals is reaffirmation that the lessee has rights only to the pastoral resource,
with the Crown retaining beneficial ownership of all non - pastoral values. This ownership is not in doubt.
In all jurisdictions, the Crown continues to exercise its powers by issuing permits or licences to engage in
non - pastoral activities, usually to lessees. Moreover, in all jurisdictions, there is long -standing specialpurpose legislation enabling third- parties to utilise resources on leases, focussing on royalty - yielding
Crown resources, notably minerals and timber. These reserve powers still exist, but any further use needs
to be made explicit through amendments to relevant legislation, according to legal opinion recently
provided to one pastoral administration.

Recently all jurisdictions have relaxed constraints on lessees against engaging in non - pastoral ventures, in
recognition of opportunities, sometimes the necessity, to diversify. This is a desirable step but it is not
enough. Among the emerging spectrum of ventures, requiring access to pastoral leases, not all can readily
be monopolised by individual lessees, nor should third parties always have to rely on the goodwill of the
lessee. Pastoralists will insist that insecurity is a deterrent to investment. The same goes for non - pastoral

ventures. Recently some pastoral administrations have encountered serious problems where well established, well - regarded local tourism ventures have been undermined by access vetoes or prohibitive
conditions suddenly imposed by lessees. This issue requires an urgent legislative response enabling bona
fide tourism ventures specified access rights and with mechanisms for interparty negotiations,
compensation and dispute resolution. From a lessee's viewpoint tour operators will usually present fewer
management problems than do existing third -party interests, such as mining exploration or timber getting.

Agreements with operators can be specific on matters such as routes, destinations, schedules and
personnel, providing a good context for person-to-person negotiations. Tenure reform would provide
much - needed security for third -party ventures. In sensitive areas, there are additional benefits if public
access is available only through managed group visits.

EXPANSION OF PUBLIC ACCESS ROUTES
In SA, WA and NT legislation is in place for the declaration of public access routes across pastoral leases,
but only in SA has significant progress been made in establishing routes. This matter also received much

attention in the NSW Western Lands Review, but seems to have been placed in the too -hard basket.
Experience in SA reveals an initial hurdle. With only a few routes declared there is an inevitable
concentration of demand on these routes to the detriment of the interests of the affected lessees. Ongoing
expansion of the network should relieve this problem. The NT legislation offers interesting possibilities,
giving the lessee first say in designating the location of the route, with the Pastoral Board having a follow up role. So far, no routes have been declared. Likewise in WA.

Given the continuing growth in off -road travel, it is in the interests of lessees to find manageable solutions

focussing on responsible travel behaviour. Declared access routes are an important component in a
comprehensive package to manage Outback travel.

NEW MODES OF DIVERSIFICATION
Where recreational and tourism opportunities are complementary to the pastoral enterprise it is desirable
that these should be undertaken by the lessee, for many good reasons. Most important are the economic
benefits, particularly where viability is an issue, but also there are very substantial management benefits.

Lessees are being given more capacity to diversify, with a phased sequence of informal acceptance,
permits and separate tenures according to the extent to which the activity is ancillary to pastoralism. More
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remains to be done, for example on the issue of lessees charging fees for access to prime destinations,
such as fishing sites in the N.T. Gulf Country. Obviously, many lessees have not considered how this may
impact on their public liability insurance, where the duty of care of the landholder is directly related to the
status of the visitor. Liability is least for trespassers and highest for paying invitees. This is a complex area
and all that may reasonably be expected of pastoral lease administrators may be to publish and widely
circularize a set of guidelines or protocols relating to charges by lessees for access provided to casual
visitors. There is a further problem. Legal advice in one jurisdiction provided a Catch -22 situation,
whereby neither the pastoral administration nor the lessee could legally approve access across the lease,
sought by organizers of a car rally.

TRADE -OFFS INVOLVING CHANGES IN TENURE
Reactivation of the Crown's rights over non - pastoral resources can provide a useful bargaining tool in the

emerging context in which lessees seek additional rights, but where other interests also need to be
recognised. The most evident opportunities for trade -offs are in marginal zones where non - pastoral values
on existing leases are often substantial, particularly in comparison with very modest pastoral values. In the

northernmost savannas and the arid interior, properties usually exceed 1000 square kilometres, with
stocking rates of 30 hectares or more per beast. An appropriate strategy during the BTEC herd control
campaign was to concentrate investment in a core management area, complemented by renewed open range grazing in the remaining "pastoral support" area after the disease control programme was
completed. Detailed property proposals were presented for all N.T. Gulf stations in a report to the then
Department of Lands and Housing (see Holmes 1990) subsequently incorporated into the Gulf Regional
Land Use and Development Study (Northern Territory 1991).

Any within - property division between core and support areas could provide the basis for a bifurcation in
resource use and property rights, similar to that prevailing in America's rangelands, where most ranchers
rely on a freeholded home ranch, supplemented by grazing permits on adjoining multiple -use federal
lands. In exchange for enhanced rights on core pastoral lands, lessees would receive limited grazing rights

on the remaining land, also available for conservation purposes or indigenous use or multiple uses.
Recently, a lessee on Cape York Peninsula has presented a proposal along these lines.

Trade -offs are being arranged in the NSW. southern mallee. The core element in the DLWC. Regional
Planning Strategy has been to offer lessees cropping rights on suitable land in exchange for land being set
aside in private conservation reserves. Patton and Mullen (1999, 246) report that 45 properties submitted
proposals seeking 20% of land for cropping and, in return, offering 15% for conservation. The Department
of Land and Water Conservation generally requires a one -for -one land area trade -off.. There are also
opportunities for trade -offs in regions requiring public funds for property build -up and other forms of rural
adjustment. Property plans could be required to incorporate not only strategies for sustainable grazing but
also conservation areas. Suggested guidelines for using tenure instruments in support of within- property
biodiversity values are presented in Morton et al (1995).

MULTIPLE -USE PUBLIC LANDS

At present, public lands in Australia are for designated purposes, such as National Park, Conservation
Reserve, State Forest and so on. Although State Forest lands are increasingly being restructured to serve
various recreational activities, Australia still has no public tenures designated towards flexible multiple
use. This is in marked contrast to the United States where over 20% of all land is held by the Bureau of
Land Management and the National Forest Service, both of which have a legislated mandate to serve
multiple uses and multiple users.

With the rapid expansion of non - pastoral uses in Australia's rangelands, there is a growing need for a
strategic network of multiple -use lands, to service these uses. These lands would help to meet the demands
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of free - wheeling travellers and tour operators, easing the pressure on pastoral lands and National Parks.

They could also usefully serve as reserve grazing lands, as suggested by Robson (1994), as well as
supporting conservation and indigenous use. These lands can only be acquired by purchase from lessees.

Australian land administrators have had ample experience in the flexible award of property rights and use
rights through special- purpose leases, licences and permits. Certain time- honoured mechanisms such as

annually renewable occupation licences could well be ripe for revival. They will need adaptation to
accommodate new modes of multiple use on public lands. American experience in managing multiple uses

can provide useful guidelines on matters such as use rights and responsibilities, public participation,
dispute resolution and criteria for land use /management zoning. See Loomis (1993).

Effective management and use of these lands will require the involvement of private ventures and
contractors, with preference desirably been given to local sources, including nearby landholders, who may
be attracted to a secure source of supplementary income. As in the United States, and also with Outback
National Parks, public lands could enhance the local market economy in remote regions.

THE CHANGING ROLE OF LAND ADMINISTRATORS
Governments (and pastoral administrators) have been responding to the emerging context of multiple
values and uses, but in a belated, reactive manner, addressing problems as they become too pressing to be
ignored. Needed changes are placed in the "too hard" basket by governments. This seems to be the case
with the 1999 N.S.W. Western Lands Review. Down the track, governments will have to undertake
comprehensive reform of rangeland administration (including a change of title for Pastoral Branches and
Boards).Guided in part by American experience, reform must include the adoption of processes of public
consultation and participation, to accommodate the diverse interest -group constituencies now directly
involved in shaping rangeland futures. It will also require comprehensive regional planning in marginal
pastoral regions, experiencing a major transition in land use. This will involve land allocation, and
economic and social infrastructure as well as land tenures.
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NON -PASTORAL LAND USES IN THE AUSTRALIAN RANGELANDS*
P. Hughes and M. Schuele
Productivity Commission, Locked Bag 2, Collins Street East, Melbourne, WC 8003

ABSTRACT
This paper considers how pastoral lease arrangements may affect the emergence of non - pastoral land uses
in the Australian rangelands. Non - pastoral land uses can include farming of non -conventional livestock,

tourism and conservation of native wildlife. Pastoral lease arrangements, such as lease conditions, can
constrain the emergence of non - pastoral land uses. Further, uncertainty surrounding property rights
retained by State and Territory Governments may also influence the emergence of non - pastoral land uses.
More outcome -focused pastoral lease arrangements may better facilitate pastoral and non - pastoral land
uses in the future. Further review of the net public benefits from retaining the pastoral lease arrangements
in their current form may be warranted.

INTRODUCTION
Pastoral leases are a form of land tenure covering some 44 per cent (338 million hectares) of Australia's
mainland area. The pastoral leases are generally situated in the arid and semi -arid regions and the tropical
savannas - Australia's rangelands. The predominant use of pastoral leases has been for the grazing of
livestock (primarily sheep and cattle). However, there is increasing demand for pastoral leasehold land for

non pastoral uses, such as farming of non -conventional livestock (including goats, kangaroos and
camels), tourism and conservation of native wildlife.

The further emergence of non - pastoral land uses may increase the efficiency of resource use, provide
development opportunities for rural and regional communities and contribute to ecologically sustainable
land management. Some non - pastoral land uses, such as eco tourism and conservation of biodiversity,
may provide particular environmental benefits. Current pastoral lease arrangements may, however, affect
the emergence of non - pastoral land uses. As a consequence, innovative land uses and potential economic
and ecological gains, that could benefit land managers and the wider community, may be stifled.

The operating characteristics of farm businesses on pastoral leases vary across jurisdictions according to:
location, seasonal conditions, the size of the pastoral lease and the management structure. Both larger
corporate enterprises and smaller family enterprises may benefit from realising opportunities for nonpastoral land use through diversification and/or a change in primary land use.

PASTORAL LEASEHOLD TENURE
In Australia, pastoral lease arrangements have evolved since the mid -1840s as an administrative and
prescriptive approach to land management. The initial objectives of governments were to control early
pastoral activity, and to facilitate land development and closer settlement. More recently, governments
have focused on ecologically sustainable land management, and greater monitoring and control of pastoral
land use (see Holmes 2000 for a historical review of government pastoral lease objectives).

State and Territory Governments have the primary responsibility for the management of pastoral leases.
New South Wales, the Northern Territory, Queensland, South Australia and Western Australia have land
management legislation for the administration of pastoral leases. Commonwealth, State and Territory
legislation pertaining to native title, mining, and native vegetation also affects the operation of pastoral
leases.
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Native title is a key element of the broader institutional framework affecting pastoral leases. Where native

title is applicable, diversification and/or a change in the primary land use on a pastoral lease must be
consistent with the Native Title Act 1993 (Cwlth). The legal and institutional relationship between native
title and pastoral leases may be influenced by future court determinations.

Pastoral leasehold tenure provides a more restricted range of property rights than freehold land. A pastoral
lease provides lessees with an exclusive right to conduct activities associated with pastoralism, including
raising livestock and developing the infrastructure necessary for pastoralism. Activities not within the
terms of a lease, such as operating an ecotourism business or a private conservation initiative, are subject
to government approval. Governments also have the power to resume pastoral leasehold land for a wide
range of purposes, such as for public infrastructure or to establish a national park.

PASTORAL LEASES AND CONDITIONS
Generally, pastoral lease arrangements are not specified in terms of performance goals or outcomes. The
arrangements typically focus on control of the specific use of land for pastoralism, rather than addressing

the management of the underlying natural resource base - for example, lease conditions take a
prescriptive approach to managing land use by specifying the type and level of stock that must be grazed.
Other lease conditions require the maintenance of fencing and other pastoral infrastructure.

Prescriptive control of inputs or management processes can reduce flexibility and hinder innovation (see
Banks 2001). The pastoral lease arrangements lack flexibility to accommodate different or changing
circumstances, and to enable resource managers to choose the most cost -effective ways of complying with
lease conditions. More recently, the New South Wales independent review of the Western Lands Act 1901
recommended a move from prescriptive activity -based land legislation to more outcome- focused, natural
resource management -based legislation (Hyder Consulting 2000).

Different jurisdictions charge different percentage rental rates on the unimproved value of the land,
ranging from 0.8 per cent in Queensland to 2.7 per cent in South Australia. The basis for establishing the
rental rates, and the reasons for the different rates between jurisdictions, are unclear. In some jurisdictions,
pastoral lease rentals do not cover the costs of administering the pastoral lease arrangements. A related
issue is the appropriate commercial rental return to governments for the use of a pastoral lease - further
research is required on this issue.
DEMAND FOR NON -PASTORAL LAND USES

In recent years, there has been a growing interest in non - pastoral uses of pastoral leasehold land from a
diverse range of user groups including: pastoralists; traditional owners; tourism operators and private
conservation groups. Non - pastoral land uses may occur on a pastoral lease through diversification and/or
through a change in the primary land use - where this is permitted by pastoral lease arrangements.
Diversification involves the complementary use of part of a pastoral lease, where pastoralism remains the
dominant activity. This could include the development of a feedlot, forestry development, aquaculture,
farmstay tourism, harvesting of feral animals, recreational activities, and documentary- and film - making,
At times, a number of these activities may occur at the same time on a pastoral lease and be undertaken by
both the lessee and third party users, such as tour operators.

A change in the primary land use involves a change from pastoralism to some other activity including:
farming of non -conventional livestock (such as goats, kangaroos or camels); traditional use; ecotourism;
and conservation of biodiversity. Sustainable use of native wildlife can enable the private sector both to
obtain financial returns and contribute to conservation of biodiversity (for example, see Senate Rural and
Regional Affairs and Transport References Committee 1998 and PC 2001b).
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A number of private conservation initiatives are taking place on pastoral leases - for example: Birds
Australia has purchased Gluepot Station in South Australia and Newhaven in Northern Territory; the

Australian Bush Heritage Trust has purchased Carnarvon Station in Central Queensland; and the
Australian Wildlife Conservancy is seeking to purchase Mt Zero, North Queensland, and take ownership
of Scotia in Western NSW from Earth Sanctuaries Ltd (see PC 2001a and 200 lb).
As well as complying with pastoral lease and native title arrangements, a non- pastoral land use would also
need to comply with other legislative requirements; for example, local planning controls and vegetation
clearance controls.

There may be limited commercial opportunities for non - pastoral land uses on remote pastoral leases,
and/or on pastoral leases that do not have scenic landscapes, significant native wildlife or heritage
attractions. On these leases, the options for non pastoral land use may be limited to sustainable use of
native wildlife and/or conservation of biodiversity. Opportunities for non - pastoral land uses will also be
affected by other factors, such as access to finance, infrastructure, and information.

ACCOMMODATION OF NON -PASTORAL LAND USES
Until recently, the main approach to accommodating non - pastoral land uses was by discretionary changes
to lease conditions and rental rates by the relevant managing authority. This discretionary approach, while
providing some scope for non - pastoral land uses, lacks transparency and may also involve inconsistencies,
thereby creating uncertainty for investment decisions.

Some jurisdictions, such as Western Australia, use permits to regulate non- pastoral land uses. While
providing a more transparent framework, the capacity for permits to facilitate non- pastoral land use, under

the current arrangements, is limited in that they are generally issued for short timeframes and are not
transferable with the lease title.

Where concurrent multiple use by lessees and/or third party users is an option, effective access provisions

are crucial to allowing third parties to conduct their activity, while protecting the rights of lessees
(including indemnity from public liability), and the rights of native title holders.

A key element of effective access provisions is whether adequate procedures exist for dispute settlement
between lessees and third party users. In the first instance, access rights will need to set out clearly third
party property rights, including conditions and responsibilities of access. Where disputes do arise, pastoral
lease arrangements will need to include transparent and well defined processes for dispute settlement.
A further option for non - pastoral land uses, particularly where these are to become the primary land use, is
to change the tenure for all or part of a pastoral lease. For example, Queensland diversification guidelines
outline several tenure conversion options (DNRM 2002):
excision of part of the existing lease and the issue of a term lease over that part, with or without
tendering for the excision;

surrender of the whole lease and the issue of a new term lease over that part, with or without
tendering for the new lease; or
conversion of the lease to freehold tenure.

In New Zealand, tenure conversion is currently being examined through an institutional process called

tenure review that has the capacity to convert pastoral tenure to freehold tenure. It involves the
Government and a lessee voluntarily negotiating an agreement, whereby land with commercial production
potential is freeholded and land with high conservation values is transferred to the public conservation

estate. Notwithstanding concerns about the costs and length of the process, tenure review appears to
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provide for a range of more intensive pastoral and non- pastoral land uses on formerly pastoral leasehold
land. Tenure review will reduce ongoing government costs of pastoral lease administration, but there will
be additional government costs to manage the expanded public conservation estate.

In Australia, where applicable, changes to existing land uses need to be consistent with native title. Other
than seeking court determinations over native title rights, lessees, governments and traditional owners may
seek to negotiate Indigenous Land Use Agreements for non - pastoral land uses.

REVIEWS OF PASTORAL LEASE ARRANGEMENTS
At various times, individual jurisdictions in Australia have reviewed the administration and management
of pastoral leases. However, the focus on pastoralism and the use of leases and conditions that facilitate
and support pastoral land use have largely been retained.

Pastoral lease arrangements typically inhibit competition between pastoral and non :pastoral land uses.
The arrangements are generally designed to support and facilitate pastoralism, and thereby constrain other
land uses and impose barriers to entry. Further, the arrangements may increase the relative costs and risks
of managing land for non - pastoral land uses and influence investment decisions.

One approach that could be used to examine the constraints on non- pastoral land use within the current
State and Territory land management legislation is National Competition Policy (NCP).

In April 1995, all Australian Governments agreed to implement a National Competition Policy (NCP), to

widen the scope for competition to promote economic growth and higher living standards for the
community. Under the NCP, governments were required to review and, where appropriate, reform all
legislation that restricted competition unless the benefits of the restriction to the community as a whole
outweighed the costs, and the objectives of the legislation could only be achieved by restricting
competition (see NCC 2001).

The application of NCP to review State and Territory land management legislation appears to have been
somewhat limited. Typically, the NCP reviews have not addressed the underlying pastoral lease
arrangements or the facilitation and support for pastoralism compared to non - pastoral land uses.

There is a case for a more comprehensive review of the net public benefits from retaining the pastoral
lease arrangements. NCP could provide a suitable review framework while recognising the particular

circumstances existing in each jurisdiction. Among other things, such a review of pastoral lease
arrangements could consider:
any constraints on the efficient allocation and use of pastoral leasehold land;
the regulatory complexity of the pastoral lease arrangements;
pastoral lease rentals and returns; and
lease term, renewal and compensation provisions.

The relative performance of different land tenure systems in achieving desired natural resource
management outcomes could also be examined, to inform future land tenure administration and
management arrangements for the rangelands.

Clear and effective property rights enable the efficient exchange of a resource, good or service through a
market. Property rights comprise the bundle of ownership, use and entitlement rights that a user has overa
particular resource, good or service and include any responsibilities that the user may have to others (PC
2001b).
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There appears to be a lack of clarity and certainty as to the property rights conferred by pastoral lease
arrangements for both lessees and sectoral groups, such as conservation or recreation groups with an
interest in pastoral leases. For example, some lessees view a pastoral lease as being `as good as freehold'
whereas some sectoral groups view leases as `public land' with a range of values to be held in the public
interest (see Hyder Consulting 2000). Security of tenure is a key issue for lessees (see AgForce 2002).

A key question for further research is to what extent are pastoral lease arrangements still an appropriate
policy instrument. If public ownership and administration is still appropriate (and further examination of
its costs and returns is warranted), then more outcome - focused pastoral lease arrangements may better
provide for the long term economic and ecological prospects of Australia's rangelands. Further, a shift to
more `neutral' lease arrangements may better facilitate non - pastoral land uses, but any substantial change
would need to be consistent with the broader institutional structure, including native title.
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KEY PERSONAL ATTRIBUTES AND AREAS OF KNOWLEDGE FOR FUTURE SUCCESS
IN THE RANGELANDS
John A Taylor
Rangelands Australia, c/o University of Queensland - Galton Campus, Galton Q 4343

ABSTRACT
The overwhelming majority of rangeland stakeholders, consulted in a series of focus groups around
Australia, foresee significant changes in the way the rangelands will be used and managed. This paper
reports on the personal attributes and attitudes that will be critical for success in the `likely' future
scenario, as defined by these stakeholders, and the key areas of knowledge that will be critical for
enterprise and community success in these circumstances. It appears that capacity to manage change
could be limited by personal attributes such as open - mindedness and attitude to change, and the
availability of education and training opportunities that meet expressed needs for business, social and
integration/systems skills. This information is being used by Rangelands Australia to develop the
framework for new education and training offerings in rangeland management, to build capacity for a
bright future for our rangelands.

INTRODUCTION
Rangelands Australia is a unique joint - venture committed to building a strong future for Australia's

vast rangelands. It aims to improve rangeland management by providing teaching and learning
programs that are relevant, accessible, innovative and world class. In the course of consulting widely
to define the education and skills that will be needed for individual, business and community success
in 5 -10 years time, Rangelands Australia has developed a unique and broad -based perspective of: i)
the `likely' scenario for the rangelands, ii) personal attributes and attitudes for success in that situation,
and iii) areas of knowledge that will be required for people to be successful in rangeland enterprises
and communities. These perspectives have been derived from the views of over 350 `forward -

looking' individuals representing the pastoral (147), mining (15), tourism (15) and `new' (8)
industries; Commonwealth (15), State (73) and Local (15) government agencies; education and
training providers (26); indigenous (18) and other community groups (36). These individuals were
engaged in the needs analysis through more than twenty focus group meetings across Australia in
2001 -02. For each meeting, a mix of `wise heads' and `youth', and gender balance, was sought.
The consultation process is not complete, therefore this paper only provides a preliminary report on

the anticipated scale of change, stakeholder perceptions of the `likely' future scenario for the
rangelands, the personal attributes and areas of knowledge that will be needed for success in the
rangelands in 5 -10 years time.

LIKELY SCENARIO FOR THE RANGELANDS IN 5 -10 YEARS TIME
The overwhelming majority of the participants in focus group meetings to date believe that there will
be significant change over the next 5 -10 years. Less than 1% stakeholders consulted expect little or no
change.

From a collation of stakeholder responses (and using their words where possible), the most likely
scenario for enterprises and their operating environment in 5 -10 years time will be as follows:

i) Nature of Enterprises
Enterprises will focus on excellence /'best practice' in quality assured products (eg. food, fibre
or rangeland experiences) and in demonstrating sustainability.
Enterprises will be more complex (because of diversity in business type and in geography),
and more business like and professional in their operations.
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New products or services, value adding and off -farm investments will provide opportunities
for diversification and risk management.
Larger enterprises will develop through increasing corporate ownership and new partnerships
(geographically and along the supply chain).
Younger, more educated and informed managers will take control as an outcome of succession
planning, but there may be less of them.
ii) Operating Environment

Greater environmental awareness and responsiveness will be expected of land users and
managers, probably driven by market specifications (global and national) and environmental
regulations and restrictions (eg. biodiversity, pest control) at the catchment or regional level.
Greater scrutiny and accountability will be expected of land users and managers by banks,
investors, insurers, government and other stakeholders.
Decision - making will be more complex, especially in monitoring, evaluating and managing
for multiple uses and values at enterprise and catchment scales.
Traditional knowledge, `best practice' and new knowledge will be accessed and integrated in
decision - making.

Urban attitudes and perceptions will drive rangeland policy, but urbanites will have a greater
empathy with the rangelands through tourist experiences.
Land degradation will increase as the longer -term consequences of salinity, pests and weeds
become evident.

Social decline will continue through out- migration and cessation of major social events, but
people in rural and remote Australia will be better connected nationally and internationally.

While most of the stakeholders consulted seemed comfortable with and accepting of the degree of
change anticipated, it is expected that these circumstances will provide significant challenges for many
rangeland users and managers, government advisers /facilitators, etc. For some, the likely scenario will
be threatening and confronting. From Strachan's (2001) work on the personality types in the northern
pastoral industry, we can anticipate that many pastoral managers will probably be resistant to new
ideas and uncomfortable with the pace of change. This presents challenges in motivating people for

change and in equipping them with appropriate knowledge and skills to be more proactive about
change.

KEY ATTRIBUTES OF INDIVIDUALS FOR SUCCESS IN THE FUTURE
Key attributes of individuals were defined as the personal attributes or attitudes that would be critical
for success in 5 -10 years time. Stakeholders were then asked to reflect on a) the current issues and
challenges in the rangelands, and b) the likely scenario in 5 -10 years time, and then to deduce the
personal attributes that would be critical for success in the future.

Stakeholders were prompted by a list of personal attributes deemed important to improve the
employability of graduates, viz. communication, computer literacy, critical thinking, cultural and
historical appreciation, ethics, in -depth knowledge, information management, inter- disciplinary
perspective, life -long learning, problem solving and team work (AC Neilsen Research Services 2000).
These are to be progressively incorporated in all vocational education and training (VET) and higher
education courses and programs (West 1998).

The above list was strongly endorsed by stakeholders, but they also highlighted a number of attributes
as being particularly important for future success in the rangelands. In decreasing frequency of
occurrence, these were expressed as:
Commitment and passion for the rangelands
Acceptance of /sensitivity to other cultures and values
Strong inter- personal skills
Strong communication skills (incl willingness to listen, articulate, presentation skills)
Practical
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Self -confident

Adaptable
Positive attitude to change
Thinking ability (incl, in order, holistic /systems, critical, strategic and lateral thinking)
Willingness to learnllife -long learning
Determination/persistence
Open- minded

Networked and connected
Innovative.

There is some consistency, but differences in perceived order of importance, with the top five skills for
work in agriculture and related fields nominated by rural -based tertiary students; viz. communication,
practical, social skills, listening and commitment to agriculture (Hemmings et al. 2000).

A number of the attributes listed by rangeland stakeholders are closely linked (eg. open - minded and

acceptance of other values), and these linkages draw attention to two fundamental personal
characteristics that could limit capacity to change in the rangelands - open - mindedness and attitude to
change. Given the very high proportion (62 %) of pastoral managers with a traditional or conservative

(SJ) personality type (Strachan 2001), this highlights a major gap in capacity to respond to the
challenge of change.

KEY AREAS OF KNOWLEDGE FOR SUCCESS IN THE FUTURE
Key areas of knowledge were defined as the `things people would need to know about and be able to
do' to be successful in the likely scenario in 5 -10 years time. Overall, the 10 most frequently listed
areas of knowledge required (in decreasing frequency) were:
Business management and planning,
Marketing (incl. market requirements, supply chains, benchmarking),
Basic understanding of natural resources (eg soils, water, vegetation, biodiversity),
Cultural and historical appreciation,
Stakeholder values and perceptions,
Recruiting, managing and coaching people, facilitation,
Communication, negotiation and conflict management,
Multi- criteria assessment (ie. monitoring, integräting and managing for multiple uses and values),
Landscape processes and function,
Diversification.

There are some consistencies with the main skills deficiencies identified in University and VET
graduates overall (AC Neilsen Research Sercices 2000), and the skills deemed important for work in
agriculture and related areas (Hemmings et al. 2000). However, the above list indicates a strong need
for more `people' and `business', rather than technology or discipline, focused education and training
programs for greater relevance in the future.

As sustainability' is the state desired by all rangeland stakeholders, the areas of knowledge required
for success are listed (using the stakeholders words where possible) under the three elements of the
`triple bottom line' (viz. economic, environmental and social), with a separate section to cover
integrating or over -arching issues. Only the five most frequently raised areas of knowledge are listed
(in decreasing frequency) under each heading.
Economic
Business management and planning
Marketing
Diversification
Livestock husbandry (eg. behaviour, nutrition, genetics, health & welfare)
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Sustainable production systems
Environmental
Basic understanding of natural resources (eg. soils, water, vegetation, biodiversity)
Landscape processes and function
Management of pests and weeds
Legislation and regulations
Environmental management systems /certification
Social

Cultural and historical appreciation
Stakeholder values and perceptions
Recruiting, managing and coaching people, facilitation
Communication, negotiation and conflict management
Self -awareness and management
Over - arching

Multi- criteria assessment (ie. monitoring, integrating, decision making and managing for
multiple uses and values)
Property, catchment and regional planning

Basic bush skills (ie. four -wheel driving, plant and machinery maintenance, first aid,
fencing, etc)
Awareness of forces driving change and emerging issues
Systems/holistic management

Again, there are some consistencies with the needs identified for the northern beef industry (NABRC
1999), savanna management (Wearne et al. 1996) and Australian agriculture in general (Hemmings et

al. 2000), especially in the economic and environmental dimensions of the `triple bottom line'.
However, the above list, derived from a broad group of rangeland stakeholders, gives much greater
emphasis to large -scale issues (ie. global, national, regional, catchment and landscape), multiple -use,
integration, systems/holistic management and social issues, rather than the disciplines and/or
technology focus of traditional agricultural science courses.
A quick scan of the outlines of Australian courses /programs potentially relevant to the rangelands (ie.

agriculture, environmental management) reveals a major gap between the education and skills
offerings and the needs expressed by rangeland stakeholders, particularly in the areas of business,
people and integration/systems skills.

CONCLUSIONS
Stakeholder consultations have highlighted the personal attributes, skills and knowledge that will be
important for future success in the rangelands. A preliminary analysis suggests personal attributes that
may limit the rate of change, and areas of knowledge that would improve the relevance of education
and training offerings to future needs. At present, these represent gaps in capacity that must be closed
if rangeland communities are to be more proactive about change.
Rangelands Australia is using these findings to develop the framework and content of new and more
relevant courses, postgraduate and undergraduate programs. These offerings will progressively be

available from 2003, and will be delivered by the national network of excellence in rangeland
management education, training and research, that is Rangelands Australia.

However, two issues must also be addressed if we are to build capacity in rural and remote Australia:
a) retaining and attracting youth and professionals, and b) lifting the relatively low participation rate in
education and training. I suspect that if there was a more positive attitude to change, more emphasis

on the opportunities rather than the threats, and greater encouragement of education, careers in
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rangeland management might be more attractive and capacity to manage change would be greatly
improved.
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GASCOYNE MURCHISON STRATEGY -A NEW LEASE OF LIFE
Mark W. Lewis
Department of Agriculture, P.O. Box 522, Carnarvon, WA 6701

The Gascoyne - Murchison Strategy (GMS) is a regional initiative addressing critical economic
development, structural adjustment and natural resource management needs of the pastoral industry in
the Gascoyne- Murchison region of Western Australia.

The Strategy is the largest of the twelve national Rural Partnership Programs (RPP) in terms of
committed funding, area and scope.

Figure I: Rural Partnership Program areas around Australia

South God RIP

Produced by National Resource Irdorrnation Cents
Bureau of Rural Stierces

The Strategy is based on an area in excess of 570,000 km2, encompassing the Gascoyne River and
Murchison River catchments.

This Strategy is the broadest of its type covering the areas of business and industry development,
sustainable environmental management, structural adjustment, and the development of new
management tools for the rangelands.

Established in response to community and government recognition of problems with economic and
environmental sustainability across much of the region, the Strategy was developed through an
extensive consultation and planning process over more than two years.

State Cabinet approved the formation of an official committee of government and appointed a board
and approved the GMS Action Plan in December 1997. Subsequently a State /Commonwealth
Agreement for funding its implementation was signed and the Premier launched the Strategy in April

1998. The strategy agreements are generally timed to complete in December 2003 however the
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Strategy is recognised as a regional organisation and consideration of its role beyond 2003 as a
regional organisation is to be decided.

Total government funding for implementation of the GMS is around $45 million over five years,
including:
$32 million State funds (agency allocations and new resources approved by Cabinet)
$13 million of federal funds from the Natural Heritage Trust and Rural Adjustment Scheme

WHOLE -OF- GOVERNMENT DELIVERY
The Gascoyne- Murchison Strategy is delivered through a whole -of- government approach utilising the
support and services of a number of Government agencies including
Western Australian Government Agencies:
Department of Agriculture (Lead Agency)
Department of Environment, Water and Catchment Protection
Department of Conservation and Land Management
Gascoyne Development Commission
Mid West Development Commission
Department of Fisheries
Department of Local Government and Regional Development
Department of Minerals and Energy
Department of Land Administration

And the Federal Government
Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry Australia
Environment Australia

THE GMS COMPRISES FOUR CORE PROGRAMS:
1.

Business and Industry Development Grants
(Closed 30 September 2000 - Grants paid to 30 December 2003)
Comprises: Grants Program and Carnarvon Artesian Basin Bore Rehabilitation Program

Grants for individual businesses and business groups to implement business plans that improve
productivity, profitability and sustainability through:
Information and skills for business development
Innovative on- ground works and activities that improve the stations business position
Installation of approved Total Grazing Management systems
Development of new enterprises and industries with regional benefits

Rehabilitation and reticulation of artesian bores for better land and water management in the
Carnarvon Artesian Basin and the development of an on -going management framework
Development of financial benchmarks for the region and business review assistance
Financial restructuring advice

GMS is now managing grants to over 60% of the eligible businesses and cooperatives from the GMS
area These grants assists these enterprises to undertake a range of productivity enhancing activities.
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Figure II: What areas of regional enterprise development have the grants gone to?
(Excludes Carnarvon Artesian Basin Bore Rehabilitation works)
Activity

GMS

%

Fencing of fragile and normally highly productive land systems
Fencing for increased cattle productivity and improved mgmt.
Fencing for increased sheep productivity and improved mgmt.
Construct. of Total Grazing Management (TGM) yards
Construction of stock handling yards
Development of domesticated goat enterprises
Development of new waters through bores or pipelines
Development of new and expanded tourist facilities, pathways
Development of expanded viticulture projects
Creating tourism and industry development plans
Creating a Regional Tourism Pathway
Development of aquaculture projects
Development of wool marketing project
Creating Supply Chains in the rangelands (forum)
Development of mineral prospectivity map
Development of horticulture enterprises
Development/ expansion of commercial fabric dyeing project

$717,405
$705,475
$301,873
$1,771,217
$181,700
$773,425
$1,236,213
$404,450
$121,700
$33,524
$80,000
$157,524
$40,000
$10,000
$10,000
$129,750
$3,250
$6,677,506

11%
11%
5%

Total

of
grants

25%
3%
12%
17%
6%
2%
1%
1%

2.85%
1%

0.05%
0.05%
2%
0.05%
100%

(Note: Some stations have been allocated funding for more than one activity.)
Figure III: Funding provided to Regional Groups

Tourism Pathways

$80 000
$157 524
$62 900
$40 000
$5 000
$345 424

Gascoyne Inland Aquaculture Group
Regional Based Alternative Forums & Projects
Rangeland Fibre & Produce Association Inc.
WA Rangeland Meat Cooperative

Group Total
Figure IV: What regional areas has the funding gone to?
GMS

Shire
Canarvon
Cue
Exmouth
Upper Gascoyne
Mount Magnet
Meekatharra
Mount Marshall
Morowa
Murchison
Northampton
Perenjori
Shark Bay
Sandstone
Wiluna
Yalgoo

Pastoral Total

Funds

Enterprise
Funds

$1 125 218
$133 590
$159 350
$719 050
$421 614
$809 775
$119 550
$10 300
$1 020 600
$70 250
$35 853
$141 750
$114 100
$633 446
$817 636
$6 332 082

$1 502 168
$149 938
$299 900
$877 750
$543 278
$893 275
$103 100
$10 920
$1 059 080
$87 450
$24 728
$245 650
$130 000
$1 067 743
$1 091 691
$8 086 671
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Total
Funds
$2 627 386
$283 528
$459 250
$1 596 800
$964 892
$1 700 550
$222 650
$21 220
$2 119 680
$157 700
$60 581
$387 400
$244 100
$1 701 189
$1 909 327
$14 456 253

total

Other Schemes of Assistance:

GMS attracted and administers additional funding to the Stratgey area from the State and Federal
Government following the devasting outcomes of Cyclone Vance (the strongest cyclone ever to cross
the Australian mainland). In addition GMS with the Waters and Rivers Commission project manage
the Camarvon Artesian Basin Bore Rehabilitation Project.

To date, the Gascoyne- Murchison Strategy has contributed:
Grant Scheme
Cyclone Vance Water Supply Recovery Scheme
Camarvon Artesian Basin Bore Rehabilitation Project
Business & Industry Development Grant

Total

GMS
$705,000
$3,359,000
$6,597,506
$10,661,506

This is a significant investment into the region and one that is matched by a total pastoralist
contribution in the vicinity of $9,200,000 through cash andin- kind'.
2.

Voluntary Lease Adjustment

Brokered commercial subdivision of pastoral leases to increase sustainable production and diversity of

land use in the region. The Strategy will only get involved in cases where the subdivision creates
significant economic and environmental benefits and has Pastoral Lands Board approval.
3. Industry Research and Development

Commissioned projects including:
Better climate information for use in property planning and land management
Market premiums for `sustainable' rangeland products
Investigation of new commercial finance options for rural businesses
New technology that reduces overheads, increases gross margins and turnover
Better water quality, distribution and capacity to control and monitor stock and water supplies
Increased community awareness of rangelands and rangeland industry issues
4.

Regional Environment Management Program (REMP)

Initiatives to improve natural resource management at paddock level through to regional level:
Development of a regional biodiversity database that identifies and monitors threatened and at risk
biological processes

Acquisition of conservation reserves and development of off -reserve management agreements
with landholders (based on the above database)
Development of a new approach to landscape function and capability
Guidelines for ecologically- sustainable management within production systems
Development of product and property accreditation systems based on ecological sustainability
Research and development grants for establishment of supply chains for accredited products
Industry- driven institutional structures for ongoing regional delivery of NRM in the rangelands

ESTABLISHMENT OF A WORLD CLASS CONSERVATION RESERVE SYSTEM
A key plank of the GMS environmental initiative is the establishment of a comprehensive, adequate
and representative (CAR) conservation reserve system representing the full range of landforms and
biological communities. This initiative aims to meet the commitment in the National Strategy for the
Conservation of Australia's Biological Diversity endorsed by all Australian governments. Up to $15
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million will be spent in acquiring the estate with the State Government allocating an additional $1.2
million per year to mange the system on an on -going basis.

Through the Strategy the Department of Conservation and Land Management has to date purchased 15
whole and 15 part leases that equates to almost 40,000 sq. km and represents about 8% of the target
10 -15% of land types in each bioregion to be set aside. The reserve system will ensure that we have:
Locked away our biodiversity at regional and property scale

The potential for new enterprises in the region based on a world class CAR system and more
generally increase eco- tourism visitations to the region

A unique and a world -first, in being able to demonstrate and undertake an industry backed
Environmental Management System that has a CAR system as the backbone of this accreditation,
and
Market access protection on environmental grounds into the future and the ability of individual
producers to use these environmental credentials as marketing tools.

INSTITUTIONALISING THE OUTCOMES
A key mandate of the GMS is to leave behind a number of reform agendas. While GMS has been
piloting and targeting the Gascoyne - Murchison area there is an opportunity to now take "what GMS
has learnt" to the broader rangelands. As a pilot process, GMS has identified the need for a more
strategic long -term planning approach to meeting the significant trends now facing the rangeland.
Currently there is no overarching vision or institutional mechanisms that will create this vision, let
alone a whole -of government/community approach (except in the GMS) to integrating current or
future activity.

To this end there is an opportunity to leverage off the commencement of NHT II (ie initiating regional
planning and development of investment plans) to take a "strategic position" to implement reform and
a new approach to managing the rangelands. These include:

The development of an overarching NRM/Industry Development coordinating body for the
rangelands to meet the emerging trends facing 78% of WA
Development of a consistent management framework to deliver strategies to meet these trends and

issues that includes community agreed objectives, targets, current recommended practices and
monitoring and evaluation system at the range of scales required.
The formation of working group that makes recommendations to government and provides options

for implementation including investigating and making recommendations on the relationship
between the Rangeland coordinating body and the State NRM Council.
GMS' role will be complete when these issues are finalised and institutionalised by 2004.
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QUEENSLAND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT SCHEMESTHE SOUTH WEST AND THE DESERT UPLANDS - PAST AND FUTURE
R.A. Hynes

Natural Resource Sciences, Queensland Department of Natural Resources and Mines
Meiers Rd., Indooroopilly, Q 4068

ABSTRACT
This paper reviews the strategies and achievements of the two Rural Partnership Program Schemes in

Queensland rangelands, which are nearing completion, viz the South West Strategy and the Desert
Uplands Scheme. These triple bottom -line strategies have addressed economic, environmental and
social challenges faced by landholders and their communities. Special emphasis has been given to
enterprise reconstruction. And while a significant number of enterprises have been assisted in the
allocated time and important rural adjustments have been initiated, prior influences that reflect the
decisions of governments, market pressures and climate variability with episodes of degradation over
the past century, have been generally beyond the their scope. Notwithstanding this, the important
community led initiatives and people capacity building that has resulted, provides a foundation for
coordinating future regional NHT2 and associated activities. This social capital should not be lost and
plans should be considered regarding how to allow these groups to transform, facilitate succession and
adapt their programs to optimise scarce people resources to contribute to processes seeking pathways
to sustainable futures in these regions. It is critical that these opportunities are facilitated by all parties
in a participatorary environment and allocated adequate funding support.

The views expressed are those of the author and do not represent a policy position of the Queensland
Government or the Department of Natural Resources and Mines.

INTRODUCTION
The national context
Rural development schemes in rangelands have been initiated a number of times in Australia during
the past century with varying degrees of success. These have ranged from Soldier Settlement Schemes
to more recently Rural Adjustment Schemes and Rural Partnership Programs. The constitutional
imperative, which gave the general powers related to land administration to the states at Federation
consolidated in Queensland, a history of land use decisions that has seen phases of denser settlement
leading to smaller property sizes in a number of rangeland regions. The Mulga dominated areas of SW
Queensland and the southern and western areas of the Desert Uplands (DU) are no exception. For
instance, here following both major 20th Century Wars, `soldier blocks' were allocated particularly in
the SW, by the then Lands Department usually with a limited appreciation of what, in such variable
rainfall areas, would constitute a sustainable living area. Both regions have experienced patterns of
prolonged drought associated with a fall in wool and stock prices, with some graziers retaining stock

that in turn has led to episodes of land degradation. The greater severity of drought and climatic
variability of SW Queensland have more frequently exacerbated the impacts of these degradation
events. Those especially relevant to these regions are described by McKeown et al (in press 2002)- particularly to the 7th (1960/70s SW) and 8th (1980s DU) degradation episodes.

The Rural Partnership Program initiated by the Commonwealth in the mid 1990s did not clearly
articulate its aims. The programs in both SW Queensland and the Desert Uplands were established in a
community and administrative environment that did not specify other pre -conditions that may have
shown an in depth appreciation of the community issues, which would have assisted in minimising

both business and environmental risks (pers. comm., Geoff Edwards 2002). Governments were
however, aware of significant levels of average enterprise debt. Notwithstanding this, they showed
little understanding of the complex social issues existing at land manager, family and community
levels. (See Kelly 2001). The Commonwealth Working Group on Managing Natural Resources in
Rural

Australia

for

Sustainable Futures

(1999)
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emphasised

community

engagement and

empowerment, human capability development and adequate regional group resourcing to enable
enduring commitment. The density of people throughout Australia's rangelands is amongst the lowest

worldwide and is usually less than one person/sq.km. Consequently the continuing availability of
human resources with the capacity to service strategic regional schemes for sustainability is an
ongoing challenge and a limiting factor in achieving successful outcomes. It is in this setting that the
Rural Assistance and Development Schemes of these regions are reviewed.

Case studies
The two schemes examined in this paper are based on biogeographic regions. The South West Strategy
(SWS) encompasses the Mulga and much of the Channel Country bioregions. The Desert Uplands
(DU) covers a single bioregion. Refer Figures 1 and 2 (Maps 1 and 2). The two Schemes have three

themes in common viz. Enterprise Reconstruction, Natural Resource Management and Integrated
Regional Development. Whereas the SWS has a fourth theme i.e. Information and Technology, this
area is addressed under Integrated Regional Development in the DU Scheme. The SWS was initiated
largely as an outcome of government perceptions of a need for rural change, while the DU Scheme
recognised the potential value of the model established by the SWS and was initiated by a local
Landcare Group.

There is a policy direction being fostered by government of empowering communities to take
responsibility for the sustainable management of their regions. The communities discussed here are
accepting this responsibility towards greater self - reliance. However, this policy direction is presently

not matched by formalised policies and associated funding mechanisms. They are evolving in
government (Anon 2000).

The activities of the SWS and the DU relate particularly to following Queensland Government
priorities viz: building Queensland's regions, better quality of life, and valuing the environment.
NR &M has a program aimed at strengthening community -based natural resource management. This
is based around the NHT Regional Boundaries. This role has been two pronged. One has nurtured the
SWS and the DU through the Rural Partnership Program (RPP) and the other has been involved with
other communities through Landcare, River Improvement Trusts, Integrated Catchment Management
(ICM) local government and industries initiatives. It has also been involved in regional planning
schemes- Regional Framework for Growth Management (RFGM).

THE SOUTH WEST STRATEGY
Background.
As a result of investigations and scientific work undertaken by the Queensland Government in the
Mulga lands in the 1970s and 1980s, the issue of land degradation was recognised by Government as a

priority needing attention. A consultation group consisting of industry and government agency
members was set up in 1991. This became known as the Mulga Land Use Advisory Group. The group
developed a Position Paper on the Mulga Region in January 1993, in which the natural resource issues
were identified. The Paper also recognised the interrelationship of social, economic and environmental
issues (Anon 2000).
As a result of the Position Paper the then Department of Lands was able to negotiate with Treasury for
the formation of the Land Degradation Voluntary Property Build -Up Scheme to address the small
property size problem which was seen as contributing to the degradation problem. The scheme was to
be made available to other regions where degradation was associated with small property size. A local

consultation group was set up to assist with its implementation. Soon afterwards lead agency
responsibility for the Mulga lands passed to the Department of Primary Industries where funds were

made available through the Commonwealth's Rural Partnership Program (RPP). This was the
commencement of the South West Strategy (Anon 2000). The 1994 Commonwealth -State Agreement
under the RPP provided for $16.7 million mainly for enterprise reconstruction. Funds were derived

from the Rural Adjustment Scheme (RAS), Natural Heritage Trust funds (NHT) and state New
Initiative. The state was to contribute $ 8.071m and the Commonwealth $ 8.629m (Anon 2000).
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The 1997 Commonwealth State Agreement effectively turned the carryover funds at the end of the
first Agreement into a second agreement. At the end of the first three -year program (1994 - 1997),
$5.3 89 million was still unspent, consisting of $3.6 M from the Commonwealth (RAS) and $1.8 M
from the State (new Initiative Reviving Rural Pastoral Regions). This second Agreement (1997 -1999)
ceased in December 1999 (DNR 2000). The amount of carryover from the second agreement was
approximately $800,000; both Governments approved a 12month extension of the Agreement to
expend the carryover funds. Progress during and since this period has been thoroughly documented
(Anon 1993, SWS Group 1996, 1997, 1999, 2000, ACNielsen.McNair 1997, CIE 1997, Macarthur
Agribusiness 1999a and b, CMP a and b, Anon 2000, DU and SWS IDC 2002).
The South West Strategy covers an area of 323.491 square kilometres (18.5% of the State). There are
approximately 9,000 people living in the area and around 1,100 rural enterprises (Price Waterhouse
Coopers 2000). Figure 1 (Map 1) shows that the smaller parcels are located in the eastern `soft' Mulga
zone and to a lesser degree in the central `soft -hard' Mulga zone of the region. An analysis of the
state of vegetation cover in the two bioregions making up the region is presented in Table 1.
Table 1: State of Vegetation Cover in the bioregions of the South West region
Regional
Ecosystem
Mulga Lands
Charnel

% of Bioregion
with remnant
vegetation
cover
81%
100%

%
Bioregion

Number
Regional

cleared per
year

Ecosystems
(REs)

0.457%
0.002'ió

%
REs 'of
concern'

%

of

REs

'endangered'

67

3%
0%

56

9%
5%

Co'untIy
(N.R.4.tM 2002, Wilson el al 2002)

However these figures are not indicative of pasture sustainability where for example only 20% of the

Mulga shortgrass pasture communities are rated as being in sustainable condition while 29% is
considered degraded and 51% deteriorating (NR &M 2002).

Notwithstanding this, the SWS Group's attempt to negotiate a $10M package third Agreement with

the Commonwealth was not successful. However, the administration and distribution of funds
resulting from contractual arrangements with applicant landholders will continue over the next 3 years.

Additional State funds have been made available for the implementation of other components of the
Strategy. These were Treasury specials through the New Initiative "program ". Table 2 summarises
these funds.

Table 2 Additional State Treasury New Initiative Funds NR &M Funds
Item
DNR funds
Treasury funds
CarnLover
Previous year
Total
Available
Carry -over

1997/98

1998/99

1999/00

1 184 000
0

1 277 000
423 000

1 192 000
489 000

0

1 184 000

1 700 000

1 681 000

323 000

423 000

489 000

127 000**

2000/01
323 000*

2001/02
250 000

250 000

*Funded by DNS. (now NR &M) from Recurrent Funding sources
* * Actual estimated carryover was in the order of $ 142 000 (Di1R 2000).

In addition the SWSG has also sought and attracted funds from other sources (including NHT) to
undertake various programs. Now an incorporated body, it can now actively seek funds from outside
sources. The South West Strategy was the first community /government initiative in Australia to
seriously address the longDterm recovery of a "problem" region and has been recognised as a pilot
program for regional recovery programs. The Strategy has been steered by the SWS Group whose
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membership reflects a community /government partnership. With the completion of Enterprise
Reconstruction funding program, this business area has now been changed to the Rural & Regional
Initiatives Group (NR &M 2002).

Challenges
The major issues facing the group are:
1.
Certainty of funding to maintain the administrative capability of the group. This is especially
crucial since it seems unlikely that there will be further funding from NR &M funds after this
financial year.
2.
The survival of the group in its present form is of concern since it has had difficulty filling key
positions at the AGM 2001. The fragility of community groups in general can be associated
with burnout through overwork, dealing with many wider issues concerning the community
and the lack of sufficient remuneration to allow an adequate commitment to the issues.
3.
The Group has been seen as mostly dealing with rural reconstruction and adjustment issues
and consequently success in the dealing with the general community and economic and social
matters has by comparison been limited (NR &M 2002).

Achievements
Enterprise Reconstruction.

Subsidies have been made available for property build up, land trading, land leasing, property
development, particularly where enterprises have good economic prospects, and exit. This has been
supported by compliance measures such as requirements for land management plans, amalgamation of
titles, Safe Carrying Capacity assessments and annual inspection.
Financial Assistance has been approved to - 90 enterprises for restructure, resulting in 190 titles being
consolidated into 90 saleable units. Assessment has covered approximately 2,580,455 hectares with
2180 photo monitoring sites established (NR &M 2002). In summary:
There has been over $6M paid out to date with over $1.3M in forward commitments.
There are currently 46 active files.
108 applicants have been assisted with development type activities.
Regarding inspections, 23 are planned for 2002/03 and 11 for 2003/04.

Natural Resource Management
Various programs have been implemented, including bore capping, bore piping, assessment of safe
grazing capacity, nature conservation, monitoring of natural resources, resource economic analysis and
property management planning. Safe carrying capacity assessments have been completed on more
than 270 enterprises covering 50% of the properties in the 5 major shires in the strategy area. Some

1800 km of bore piping has been installed to replace open bore drains, already saving some 42
megalitres of water a day in the Great Artesian Basin. Some seventyDseven landholders have
benefited, 840 watering points have been installed, replacing 1300 km of drains (SWSG 2000, NR &M
2002).
Integrated Regional Development and Information & Technology

The South West Regional Economic Development group has fostered investigations of alternative
industries e.g. goat meat production, industry diversification, regional development and tourism.
Measures have been implemented to improve communication, Internet access, investigation of an
information system based on a geographic information system (GIS) containing natural resource
information, infrastructure, carrying capacity data and other spatial data (NR &M 2002).

Future funding and Group focus
Main points:

Funds made available this year are being transferred to the SWS account, for use in 20022003, under an agreement between SWS and NR &M.
The SWS has some additional funds from various savings over the years.

The community is still keen to see the SWS continue. They have recently advertised for a
project officer for 12 months to revitalise the SWS and seek to secure funding.
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To date the main support has been from the rural community rather than from town
communities. The present working group with two local business people aims to increase
support from the urban community.
Funding for this 2002 -2003 is adequate and there is also some administrative support being
provided by NR &M. However the SWS will need to be largely self reliant in 2003 -2004,
(DU and SWS IDC Minutes 2002 after F. Walker).

SWSG are positioning to maximise their chances of getting funding support, by linking in with the
Queensland Murray Daring Committee and being recognised as a regional strategy group. A possible
outcome could be that the SWS as an integrated strategy dies and becomes a NRM group. That would
be a serious loss since the SWS has always taken a more comprehensive and integrated approach that
has dealt with whole community issues not natural resource management alone. Unfortunately, a
whole of community approach makes it easy for issues to fall outside the mandate of certain agencies.

The NRM group of the SWS has not been in the same situation as the DU with regard to
administration funds, since they have not been using the new initiative Treasury funding. The group
has been getting the matching funds in the same way as other NRM strategy groups.

DESERT UPLANDS COMMUNITY SCHEME
Background
Following what was seen as the success of the community in the Mulga region (SWS) concerning the
degradation problem, the Aramac Landcare Group on 18 February 1994, resolved to seek an extension

of the Mulga Land Degradation Voluntary Property Build up Scheme to the Desert Uplands. The
Group wrote to the then Ministers for Lands and Primary Industries seeking support for the extension.

Following several public meetings, a joint stakeholder / departmental committee was formed. This
committee was known as the Desert Uplands Buildup and Development Committee (DUBDC),
( "Strategy" was added later). It held its inaugural meeting on 5 April 1995 (DUBDC 1996). The
Committee gained widespread support and endeavoured to define the nature and extent of the various

issues facing the community. At the time, there was a dearth of scientific research and other
information for the region and this became one of the main challenges facing the Committee. For this

reason, it was recognised that before adequate solutions could be developed, there was a need to
substantiate and quantify the problems. The studies needed to complete an integrated resource
management and regional development strategy for the region, were expected to take several years.
Assistance was received from the National Landcare Program for the employment initially of a
research officer, and then a coordinator to assist in the process of assembling existing information and
identifying gaps in the knowledge base (Anon 2000).

Treasury approval was given in September 1996 for the Desert Uplands to become a designated area
under the Land Degradation Voluntary Property Buildup Scheme. This Scheme is a component of the
Primary Industries Productivity Enhancement Scheme (PIPES) administered by the Queensland Rural
Adjustment Authority (QRAA). It provides concessional finance to facilitate the buildup of properties
to economically viable units and to enable landholders to adopt sustainable land use practices. This

was meant to be an interim measure until a more substantial scheme (similar to the SWS) but
focussing on to the needs of the Desert Uplands could be justified and funded (Anon 2000).

The Committee developed a Position Paper in October 1996, which outlined the studies and
information necessary to develop strategies to address the key issues. This Paper was presented to
Cabinet via an Information Paper and the support received was a basis for New Initiative funding to
undertake the various studies identified (DUBDC 1996). The new Initiative funding approved for the
Desert Uplands was respectively $132,000, $303,000 and $184,000 for the 1997 -98, 1998 -99 and
1999 -2000 financial years (NR &M 2002).

Stakeholders agreed that ideally the studies needed to be completed to allow the justification of a
buildup scheme. However, because of the availability of Federal funds through the Rural Partnership

Program (RPP), an opportunity arose to access funds for a buildup scheme. Between May and
September 1997 the now Desert Uplands Build Up and Development Strategy Committee Inc
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(DUBUDSC) successfully negotiated with Canberra, a $4M Scheme for property reconstruction over a

three year period, subject to matching funds from the Commonwealth and the State. This was
significantly less than the original estimate. Even so, this enterprise reconstruction strategy formed a
key component of the DU Scheme 1998 -2004, which also incorporates other sitategies known as
Natural Resource Management and Integrated Regional Development (Hynes 2000, NR &M 2002). A
Commonwealth State Agreement signed on 20 August 1998 supports the structural adjustment
component of the Strategy. The Agreement was for 6 years with the expenditure or commitment of

funds limited to the first 3 years. The second three year period allows for the expenditure of
contractually committed funds. Unexpended funds of approximately $2M in 2001 were rolled over
into a one year extension of the Agreement (Anon 2000). A unique feature of the Agreement was that
any interest earned on Commonwealth and State monies could be used for implementing the Structural
Adjustment Component of the Strategy. However, the State government reversed this agreement in
September 2000 (NR &M 2002). Progress during and since these achievements has be thoroughly
documented (DUBDC 1996, Hynes 1999, Anon 2000, Hynes 2000, Hynes et al 2000, DUBDSC Inc
2001, CMP- Economists 2001 a and b, CMP 2002, DU and SWS IDC 2002, Bray 2002). Under the
Agreement, NR &M has an obligation to constitute an interdepartmental committee (IDC) to facilitate
involvement by other State agencies. This IDC has assisted the Committee with advice on technical
and policy matters (NR &M 2002).

The Desert Uplands Scheme covers approximately 75,000 square kilometres (around 4% of the State).

There are approximately 6,000 people living in the area and around 320 grazing -based, rural
enterprises (DUBDC 1996). The mean size of these properties is 22 500 ha (Hynes 1999). Figure 1
(Map 1) shows that the smaller land parcels are mainly clustered around the south and southwest areas
of the region.

An analysis of the state of vegetation cover in this bioregion is summarised in Table 3.
Table 3: State of Vegetation Cover in the bioregion of the Desert Uplands.
Regional
Ecosystem
Desert Uplands

" ./o of Bioregion

",in

with remnant

: Bioregion

vegetation
cover

cleared per
year

SC%

Number
Regional
Ecosystems
(REs)

0.582%

77

%

°'o

REs
`endangered'

REs `of
concern'

of

3%

34%

(WR&M 2002 )

Regarding pasture sustainability, slightly more than 50% of the range of pasture types in the region are
rated as being sustainable with between 9% and 24% being degraded depending on grassland type
(NR &M 2002, Wilson et al 2002).
Funding
Since the DUBDSC is an incorporated body it has been able to attract funding from various sources.
Besides the $4M for Enterprise Reconstruction, the Committee has been able to attract other funds,

mainly through NHT, to undertake other programs associated with the social, economic and
environmental components of their strategy. Overall the Committee has been able to leverage funds of
over $6.5M over three years. Other funds that have gone into the Desert Uplands community through
the DUBDSC are summarised in Table 4.
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Table 4. Additional Funds Made Available to the DUBDSC*
Item

1996/97

State New

1997/98

1998/99

1999/00

132 000

303 000

184 000'

2000/0.1

2001/02

139 840

485 013

*

50 000
373 840

85 0002
570 013 3

120 000

Initiative
482 403

C /wealth
NETT

Landcare

NR&M
Total*

60 000
5 000
65 000

140 417
754 820

165 400
468 400

* hu òm_ia ion not available at this time
.Actual amounts made available t:r. DUBDSC were slightly less as these were negotiated allocations made available
under the New initiative Programs (Reviving Queensland Pastoral Regions). Note that the Reviving Queensland Pastoral
Regions new initiative ' as for the 1998/99 and 1999/00 years.
$65 000 was nude available from DNR budget, this was increased by $20 000 for matching fonds for the Nif f project
'On ground nature conservation', the total amount being $85 000. A further $132 000 was made available to lìxttd the

tx:ft resource officer.
= A further 855 000 was made available towards the mapping project (R&Ivi 2002).

Challenges
Issues challenging the DUBDSC Inc are somewhat similar to those of the South West Strategy.
1.
Certainty of funding to maintain the administrative capability of the group. This is especially
crucial since it seems unlikely that there will be any further allocations from NR &M after this
financial year. The committee sees the situation as akin to being abandoned when they are
delivering the desired outcomes.
2.

Although the Group is in a more robust condition than the SWS, it is nevertheless showing
symptoms of burnout in some members. Having adequate community representation on the
committee is an issue. A new DUBDSC Inc Chair has been appointed since early 2002.
Complementing this, the past Chair is acting coordinator to enable the Committee to continue
to operate.

Achievements and activities of the DUBDSC
General
The Committee has attracted approximately $6.5 m in project funds since its inception including
the $4M for enterprise reconstruction and approximately $2m from NHT.

Agreement was reached with the Barcaldine Shire Council and the Barcaldine Tourism
Association to build a joint Information Resource Centre. Construction commenced in August
2000. The Centre now provides an opportunity to build regional alliances for sharing information
between private industry and government agencies.
Indicators and the process for the monitoring and evaluating of the DU Strategy are in place.

The template for the `Desert Festival' developed by the DUBDSC for the year of the Outback
2002, was distributed around Australia, as a model for other communities and organizations. The
Desert Uplands Festival, 3 -19 May 2002 has been recognised as making a positive contribution
the regional community and establishing a valuable link with the Central West Aboriginal
Corporation (Bray 2002, DUBDCSC 2001, DU and SWS IDC Minutes 2002).
The Committee conducts a range of workshops for the community e.g. a Decision Support System
for sustainable scenarios. The latest being a Taxation Spreading Workshop.
A web site has been developed.
A GIS has been developed and has produced some 160 maps and is being constantly updated.
NHT funding of $40 000 was received over two years to develop an interpretative centre in the
display area of the new Resource Centre. This is now open to the public.
A partOtime person has established a "one stop shop" process to promote the Scheme and to deal
with prospective applicants. This is now to be funded by QRAA. The DU Scheme

Communications Officer was appointed in May 2002 and is already making a significant
contribution (DUBDSC Inc 2001, DU and SWS IDC Minutes 2002).
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Enterprise reconstruction and other projects
There has been 31 formally approved applications and 7 conditionally approved.
$2.77M has been committed out of the $4M, $1.3 M has yet to be committed.
The Scheme has been extended until August 2003.
Of the 38 approvals, 7 are for stock build -up, 5 for partnership restructure, 20 for water & fencing,
5 for build -up, 1 for tree clearing, 1 for irrigation (Minutes DU and SWS IDC, Tony O'Dea,
QRRA 2002).
$60 000 has been distributed towards 5 diversification ventures. Activities include Boer goats,
flowering eucalyptus, preserving and drying of native foliage and red claw ponds.

DUBDSC contributed $20 000 towards studies that identify and promote alternative uses of
unique native hardwoods. Exhibits were displayed at the Timber Exhibition at the Royal
Showgrounds Brisbane mid 2000 (DUBDSC Inc 2001).
Natural Resource Management

Development and implementation of a regional land resource assessment project that identifies
limitations and potential uses of vegetation and soils. This Land Resource Mapping project was
recently completed using $1.2M from NHT. The results will be available on the GIS and will
provide an essential foundation for regional property management planning.
Over the past three years, 52 projects have been funded totalling $345 000, using devolved grants
from the Advancing On Ground Conservation program. Activities included management

enhancement of natural resources and ecosystems e.g. fencing riparian areas to protect regional
ecosystems through controlled grazing pressure. This has been a successful program.
Approximately 1000 copies of the Desert Uplands Weed Identification "deck" have been printed
and are being distributed throughout the area.
A Carrying Capacity model has been developed with 16 representative properties.

A Carbon accounting project has been finalised and submitted to the Australian Greenhouse
Office (DUBDSC Inc 2001).

Future funding and the Committee focus
The DU Committee has been actively progressing its programs. However, the Committee is frustrated
by the situation they find themselves in every year regarding funding. There is no identifiable funding
for a coordinator after the June 2002. This was because DU has been funded differently from other
regional strategy groups. The funding model should be similar. Recent lobbying with senior NR &M
executives and the Minister has sought to provide interim funding for the next 12 months until funding

from NAP and NHT2 may become available (pers. comm. Lesley Marshall 2002).

The DU

Committee has numerous projects in progress involving substantial funds. They have completed the
second year of monitoring and evaluation. Currently the DU is seeking: $55 000 for administration
for the committee, $15 000 to make up a shortfall in the new position (Communications Officer)

funded by the Commonwealth's Regional Solutions Program and $20 000 to carry on with the
monitoring and evaluation program. It will access supporting funds from QRAA to complement with
this amount. Total sought is $90 000.

Originally there were 15 landholders in the Committee out of 25 members. Presently there are nine
landholders and an attempt is being made to increase the landholder representation. There has always
been high community support throughout the Desert Uplands. L. Marshall has advised that whilst
relations with the Fitzroy Basin are good, those with the Burdekin Dry Tropics could be better. She
expected that the Desert Uplands would not obtain funds through the NAP since the DU was not
The DU has
classed as a high priority salinity hazard area, although water quality is important.
formed loose partnerships with these regions and they are planning to use the same consultants to do
the management plan so that all the regional plans match. She anticipated that the DU would do most
.

of its work under NHT2 on water quality.

The Committee has received $38 000 from local

governments towards the resource mapping project, and $30 000 from the Barcaldine Shire for the
Festival. Barcaldine Shire has allocated $4000 for the Communication Officer. All shires support the
Committee in other ways e.g. free venues for meetings (DU and SWS IDC Minutes 2002).

L. Marshall further advised that the DUBDSC has been down this difficult budget track before. They
are not seeking a big budget --last year it was $120 000. NR &M seems to convey an attitude that there
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would be no more funding because the Committee does more than natural resource management.
Government is probably achieving more NR outcomes per person than many other regional strategy

groups throughout the state. This will always she said be a problem with groups that address
Environmental, Economic and Social issues in regions. Ironically if natural resource programs are not
part of a triple bottom line approach, it is unlikely they can be sustainable. An integrated approach
should be the most effective way for the future (pers. comm., Lesley Marshall 2002). The future looks
challenging but problems are now better understood and adjustment processes will continue to seek
sustainable land management pathways (Hynes 2000).

CONCLUSION
Funding support from Government
There are four major ways that funds flow to these regions:
Foundation funding: This comprise funds to establish a group and for the preparation of NRM
1.

and Investment plans, and is made available from the Commonwealth Government.
(Comment: The SWS and DU already exist and should be optimised).
2.

3.

Priority funding: This is for regions to continue to undertake working in high priority areas.
These are projects currently underway and should not stop as a consequence of the transition
to NHT2, or for projects that are so important that they have to be commenced before there is
an accredited plan in place. (Comment: Further genuine opportunities are present to maximise
the NHT activities in both regional strategies).
Facilitators and Coordinators: There are 650 being funded, 450 by AFFA and 200 by EA
Australia wide. It appears that in future only half this number is going to be funded. The

number for Queensland is presently unknown. (Comment: Rangeland Regional Groups will
need to mount strong arguments for ` Sustainability' or `Landcare Levy' funds to ensure fair
4.

allocations are made to these groups.).
State level funds: Government is reviewing avenues to assist at the regional level, however the

quantum available needs clarification (DU and SWS IDC Minutes 2002 after T. Stanley).

(Comment: Urgent action is needed to ensure base funds are provided to support the
administrative capacity of these groups)

The first three sources are from Commonwealth funds. Each region will only need to put in a single
bid. Timelines will be tight. The Commonwealth funds only become available when the bilateral
agreements are signed. The Commonwealth is seeking State matching funds and institutional policy
reform. There are clearly still a lot of negotiations to be undertaken. A move towards regional whole
of government type funding would be one option. This seems to be the policy direction. However
there are concerns on how to establish effective arrangements in terms of accountability and service
delivery.

Possible future directions -- funding of community groups and the policy framework
Both the Desert Uplands and the South West Strategy committees will need to be funded for
their administrative functions, since empowering communities to undertake NRM of resources
is both a Commonwealth and State policy.
The Committees need certainty and adequacy of funding to be able to function efficiently and
attract appropriate officers to key positions.

There are ongoing NR &M funding responsibilities and obligations in areas under the
Agreements with the Commonwealth concerning enterprise reconstruction.

The future source and quantum of funds to support the administrative functions of the
committees and the implementation of their strategies is not clear and await emerging policies
from both governments (Anon 2002).
There are some concerns expressed regarding the effectiveness of the enterprise reconstruction
especially regarding the long -term economic and resource sustainability. Part of the issue
seems to be the use of short-term measures to address long -term problems.

There is uneven focus on enterprise reconstruction caused by a lack of an overarching
government policy and an absence of information to support policy development
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Government is beginning to acknowledge that sustainability of natural resources means that
land types need to be matched with their capability. This may mean that certain lands need to
be taken out of production or their use changed (pers. comm. Tony Caltabiano 2002). Policies
need to be developed to support this concept.

Holmes (2000) has emphasised that the case for flexibility is strongest on marginal lands
where economic returns are less predictable. Actions are in progress in NR &M to link these
issues with a major phase of leasehold renewals which will address both diversification and/or
optimisation of land use under renewed leases.
This policy direction must be complemented by appropriate policies regarding social issues
and regional development.
Strategies need to be developed to emphasise regional development that assists with social and
economic issues.
Future submissions for Commonwealth funds should explore the acceptability of aligning land
use with economic and resource sustainability and associated policies (Anon 2000).
The forgoing recognises the need for triple bottom line strategies and funding bases.

Administrative arrangements
There is growing recognition that the economic, social and environmental issues need to be addressed
simultaneously.

The communities from both the SWS and the DU have been instrumental in

developing the required Regional Strategies. Whilst the presence of two groups (RSGs and the RPPs)
has been accommodated by NR &M in the past, changing funding situations in the future (i.e. for NHT
and RPP) will necessitate a reappraisal of funding and other arrangements for community groups in
general.

In a press release in 2001, the Queensland Minister for Natural Resources expressed an ongoing
commitment by NR &M in supporting community groups and the direction of that support. He said
"I want the department to engage communities and individuals more effectively, equipping them with
the information and skills needed to avoid land degradation from a diminishing resource base."

There is also an ongoing responsibility regarding the Agreements signed with the Commonwealth
concerning the SWS and the DU. These include compliance inspections of properties and land
resource condition reporting. At stake is the extent to which achievements are "built on" or forgotten.
In the latter case it may mean a waste of past - invested resources (Anon 2000, DU and SWS IDC
Minutes 2020).

Commonwealth Government approach and policies
The Commonwealth Government has been developing a new national policy for natural resource
management. A Discussion Paper was developed (Managing Natural Resources in Rural Australia for
Sustainable Futures, December 1999) for public comment. Further assessment includes the Natural
Heritage Trust Mid -Term Review, The Productivity Commission report on Ecologically Sustainable
Land Management, and various dryland salinity reports. Submissions on the Paper showed strong
support for devolving authority and empowering regions as well as the notion of capacity building of
individuals and communities. This reflects current Queensland government thinking and policies.
Support for regional strategy or community groups would seem likely. These Groups are now
underway, but they have presently left strategies like the DU in limbo.

Key Issues
The Success of the Schemes

One of the key questions concerns the level of success being achieved by the programs in the
Schemes. Whereas the success of the schemes needs to be judged against the outcomes sought by the

community and government this needs to be done a in a realistic way. These matters need to be
directed towards both urban and rural communities. This allows a focus on prosperity for all. A
prosperous healthy community is more likely to adopt sustainable management practices. Information
suggests that these community schemes are delivering NRM outcomes within their limitations, and
given that that they are dealing with long -term problems this is an important first step.
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Future Role of NR&M
Five policy issues are being addressed:
The rationale for the Government's involvement and to what extent it should get involved.
The communities' role relative to that of Government.
The role and responsibilities of NR &M.
The level of financial commitment by Government in protecting its interests and those of the
general and local communities.
The mechanisms for the delivery of the Government's interests.

Part of the problem confronting government is that little suitable information has been available on
which such policies can be developed. Although, there is ongoing annual assessment, the timely
availability of appropriate data is a problem. A detailed assessment will be carried out at the
conclusion of the Schemes (Anon 2000).

Future organisational boundaries and community engagement
Comment has been made that both the DU and the SWS have boundaries, which reflect bioregions as
opposed to catchments and as a result, the boundary overlaps has created issues, which needed to be
resolved. The issue of regional strategy groups and boundaries is complex. Even though the

communities in the DU and SWS are comfortable with the overlapping boundaries, some at the
government head office are not. However, the key is having a community of interest that makes it
work. Consequently boundaries should not be the important factor. In any agreement with the
Commonwealth there will be a need to explain and convince them regarding the acceptability of
overlapping boundaries (DU and SWS IDC Minutes 2002).

The fundamental frustration expressed by the SWS and DU is symptomatic of a problem within
government and how government works. Whilst there are good times with individual programs,
which build a genuine whole of community approach, these individual programs are never big enough
to support their business in the future. This is why there is a tendency to go through a cycle statewide
of building something up and letting it collapse. As such, we tend to destroy the capital built within
these communities. It is critical that actions are taken to break this unproductive cycle (DU and SWS
IDC Minutes 2002).

Alan Dale defines community engagement as "mutual communication and deliberation between
government and its citizens, effective to the point where both mutually participate in the development
of policy and delivery of services, with the final responsibility being with the elected government ".
The fundamental issue for regional engagement is how to maintain ongoing coordinated investment to
build a cohesive infrastructure for community engagement. There is a multi- million dollar investment
by government in community infrastructure in these two groups and this could be easily lost if the

right actions are not taken.

Further, the return that the government has been getting from that

infrastructure has been high. Nevertheless, the DU and SWS show that there have been impediments
in implementing this approach. These have been largely created by a solely program -based approach
(pers.comm. Alan Dale 2002).
The DU and SWS IDC can be used as a vehicle and facilitate research to address this problem under
the following points:

There is pressure in government to deal with community engagement with a political shift
towards establishing better relationships with communities to deliver outcomes.

The other program driving this thrust is ASAP - aligning services against priorities, to gain
efficiencies across agencies.
The other policy shift is towards devolved regionalism, and the devolution of responsibilities

towards communities through mechanisms like NAP and NHT and social and economic
programs. This has not been matched by community capacity building.
There are two processes going on at present, which give an opportunity for possible long -term
solutions. These are:
o
That Premiers Department is driving the community engagement improvement
strategy.
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o

The land and resources CEO's committee involves three key agenda, one of which is
this issue of community engagement. The thrust for that is NAP and NHT2 (pers.
comm. Alan Dale 2002).

Participatory approaches
In Australian rangelands, the trend in policy and governmental guidelines has been to promote
participatory approaches. Landholders usually appreciate opportunities to have a say and seek to
influence government policy and regulations. Government decisions can benefit from the input of
local knowledge. Kelly in research in the SWS and the DU (2001) found that although landholders and
agency staff agreed on the broad issues, misunderstandings were rife where subtle meanings and
underlying motivations were involved. Non - participants often think they cannot influence government

decisions through participation. Landholders who participated regularly with government were
motivated by both positive and negative factors. One key motivation was the desire to learn.

Key priorities identified at a Future Directions Workshop convened in Charleville in July 2001, which
complement a participatory approach were:

Develop and maintain strong and effective links between SWS subgroups, community and
government, and
Encourage involvement from people with enthusiasm, leadership so that a new SWS continues too
evolve (Stanfield 2001).

Power and the level of power sharing are key aspects of participatory activities. The importance of
these factors is often misunderstood or unrecognised by facilitators. Landholders did not always want
to be involved in decision - making, as sometimes simply receiving information is appropriate
Examination of government programs in SW Queensland highlighted that the level of power sharing
fluctuated over time. Several levels could operate during any one project (Kelly 2001). In highly
participative projects the level of power sharing would frequently be negotiated, even though the

levels between landholders and government were likely to vary. Some dissatisfaction about
participation, revolved around inaccurate expectations and confusion over power sharing. Facilitators

may assume simple strategies are adequate. Many institutional arrangements hinder effective
participation (Kelly 2001). Context, Purpose and Scale need to be taken into consideration. As a result,
the regional scale is likely to have fewer people involved, and more will be interested in learning about
management practices at the local scale. Lack of clarity about why participation was undertaken, short

term funding cycles, frequently changing staff, increasing regulations and politically motivated
changes between approaches to community involvement reduce the building of trust between
government agencies and landholders. Recommendations were:
Encouraging greater coordination between government agencies to reduce over consultation
Building trust between landholders and agency staffs
Fostering new alliances between groups with different perspectives
Clearly different participatory approaches are needed in different contexts (Kelly 2001).

Concluding remarks
The triple bottom -line strategies of the SWS and DUS have addressed economic, environmental and
social challenges faced by landholders and their communities. Special emphasis has been given to
enterprise reconstruction. And while a significant number of enterprises have been assisted, prior
influences that reflect the decisions of governments, market pressures and climate variability with

episodes of degradation over the past century, have been generally beyond the their scope.
Notwithstanding this, the important community led initiatives and people capacity building that has
resulted, provides a foundation for coordinating future regional NRM strategies. This social capital
should not be lost and plans should be considered on how to allow these groups to transform, facilitate
succession and adapt their programs to optimise scarce people resources to contribute to processes
seeking sustainable futures in these regions. It is critical that all parties, in a participatorary
environment and with adequate funding, facilitate this imperative.
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STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT AND THE WEST 2000 AND WEST 2000 PLUS PROGRAMS
G. Wise and T. Ferraro
Department of Land and Water Conservation, PO Box 1840, Dubbo, NSW 2840

ABSTRACT
WEST 2000 was one of the initial 12 rural partnership programs based across regional Australia. The
program was a partnership between the Commonwealth and NSW Governments and the pastoralists of
the NSW Western Division.

From 1997 to 2001, WEST 2000 invested $17.5M Government funds. Landholder funds more than
matched the government contribution to the program, demonstrating a significant commitment by
landholders to achieve profitability, self -reliance and enhanced natural resource outcomes.

The success of WEST 2000 resulted in a $12M follow on program called WEST 2000 Plus.

This paper describes the programs, their outcomes and experiences, as part of the journey of Shifting
Camp in a rangelands of the Western Division of NSW.

THE PREVIOUS CAMPSITE

The Western Division of NSW covering 325,000 square kilometres, or 42% of NSW, was
identified to be in a time of crisis in the early 1990s.

Environmentally, impacts were being felt through woody weed encroachment, excessive total
grazing pressure by rabbits, kangaroos, goats and domestic stock, surface and groundwater
quality and quantity concerns, the normal extremes of climate variability and questioning of
long term impacts on biodiversity.
Economic impacts included sheep and wool commodity price crashes, small property sizes, lack

of enterprise diversity, high interest rates, rapidly increasing costs of production, globalisation
and government red tape.
Social impacts included lack of employment and educational opportunities, declining services, a

changing population base, the uncertainty of native title implications to both indigenous and
non -indigenous people, and a decline in social capital.

WHO WAS IN CAMP?
Landholders:

- most of whom were in very depressed states, unable to see a positive future, and many of
whom were signalling they wanted to be supported to do what they always did.
Agency Staff:

- some of whom wanted to radically relocate the campsite, others wanted to use any resources
to support their own endeavours, whilst others wanted to start with a clean sheet of paper.
Movers and Shakers:
- a small number emerged from their swags to become both leaders and team players to assist in
shifting camp, using WEST 2000 as the mechanism.

WHY SHIFT CAMP?

WEST 2000 and WEST 2000 Plus sought to contribute to a competitive, viable and self
sustaining Western Division through the provision of measures to enhance productivity and
natural resource management.
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Expectations were to provide something for every pastoralist, but never to provide everything to
each pastoralist.
The WEST 2000 and WEST 2000 Plus programs were designed to be catalysts for change, to
add value to existing strategies and to focus on areas of perceived market failure.

The programs focused on delivering practical solutions directly to landholders, and not on
providing employment to third parties or on servicing management overheads.

DESTINATION FOR THE NEW CAMP
WEST 2000 was looking to achieve:
- profitable, self reliant and adaptable rural industries;
- sustainable management of natural resources; and
- robust, equitable and prosperous communities.

Starting in February 1997, WEST 2000 was to be delivered initially in three years, but was
subsequently extended to four years.

In the early planning, a more realistic timeframe suitable for the Western Division was nine
years, but this did not suit the Government financial supporters.

A number of opportunities were identified in WEST 2000 which totalled 19 measures and 45
projects. These fell into basic areas of:
- natural resource management 40%
- Rural restructuring
37%
- Training and skills development 5%
- Program management 9%

- Other 9%
The natural resource management predominantly related to on- ground grants for rabbit and
woody weed control, management of total grazing pressure and capping and piping artesian
bores.

The program management included staff support, a management board, communications,
consultation and evaluation.

Opportunities identified in the follow up program, WEST 2000 Plus were purposely trimmed
and more focused from those in WEST 2000. The six measures in WEST 2000 Plus are:
- Training and skills development -to improve the business management and technical skills of
landholders in the Western Division

16%

- Alternative industries - to provide information, support and incentives to landholders to
establish viable non - traditional activities in the Western Division.

6%

- Natural resource sustainability -to improve the state and management of the natural resource
base in the Western Division.
28%

- Managing the natural resource base -to investigate alternative methods for managing the
natural resource base.

5%

- Rural restructuring - to facilitate rural restructuring in the Western Division and to ensure
landholders have access to adequate counselling support. 37%

- Managing the WEST 2000 Plus Program - to implement, manage, promote, evaluate,
coordinate and administer the WEST 2000 Plus Program.

8%

For WEST 2000 Plus, the significant increase in percentage of funds contributed to training and
skills development and the development of alternative industries reflects the recognised benefits

of these measures.

A sizeable proportion of rural restructuring is specifically for social

counselling.
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RESOURCES NEED TO SHIFT CAMP
Money:

The total for WEST 2000 was $17.5 million. NSW provided $5.2 million and the
Commonwealth $12.3 million over duration of the program (1997- 2001). Cost sharing
requirements meant that landholders contributed well in excess of $17.5 million in cash
contributions to the program.

The additional $12 million for WEST 2000 Plus was provided in an equal split between
Commonwealth and NSW Governments over three years commencing in December 2000.

Direction:

Governments agreed with a landholder based negotiating group to a Memorandum of
Understanding.

Governments in consultation with landholders then developed guidelines.

A management board provided overall governance to ensure the journey did not lose sight of its
destination.
A very small group of enthusiastic staff, comprising an Executive Officer, a Project Officer, and
up to two "technical experts" made it all happen.

Trust:
Development of trust was one of the single greatest ingredients leading to the success of the
journey.

Trust was developed between Commonwealth and State Governments and community
representatives, within the management board, between the management board and the staff, and
between the program and the beneficiaries. Importantly, while the WEST 2000 Management

Board comprises a majority of landholders, votes on important were rarely, if ever, taken.
Consensus decision making and frequent consultation within the wider Western Division
community ensured the "high- trust" environment thrived.

Decisions were firm, transparent, objective, and able to withstand scrutiny.

Ownership:
All stakeholders claimed and displayed a high degree of ownership.

Decisions made by the diversely based management board were frequently firmer and less
compromising than may occur from a Government run program.

The final evaluation of WEST 2000 identified that the program had a positive impact,
particularly on environmental objectives, and to a lesser extent on economic and community
objectives.

THE ENVIRONMENT WHILST SHIFTING CAMP
The WEST 2000 program coincided with:
- ongoing low wool prices;
- variable impacts of long running drought across different parts of the Western Division;
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limited access to disposable income by pastoralists;

a significant period of government reform, particularly relating to natural resource and
environmental agendas;

the "Kerin Review" into administration of the Western Division initiated in 1998 and
unresolved by the end of the WEST 2000 program.;
shrinking front line advisory and extension services;
increasing emphasis on natural resource planning;
increasing acceptance of words and concepts relating to conservation and biodiversity;
a willingness by pastoralists to seek and adapt to change;
increasing access by pastoralists to technology, particularly regarding electronic delivery of
information;
ongoing challenge of native title.
The WEST 2000 Plus program coincided with:
- improved wool and cattle prices and cash flow availability;
- initial favourable seasons in most areas, followed by rapidly deteriorating seasonal conditions
across the whole of the Western Division;
- progressive sign -off by government of planning documents, including catchment blueprints,
and regional vegetation and water plans;
- amendments to Western Lands Act in 2002;
- ongoing challenge of native title.

SURVEY PEGS BETWEEN CAMPS
A number of survey pegs were marked as WEST 2000 and WEST 2000 Plus shifted camp.

The relationship between woody weeds and biodiversity was documented. An outcome is the
conclusion that to maintain biodiversity values, a mosaic of vegetation communities needs to be
maintained, rather than a monoculture of woody species.

A new survey technique to monitor the numbers of kangaroos was researched, established and
adopted by National Parks and Wildlife Service. An outcome is the realisation that far more
kangaroos exist in NSW than were previously estimated.
Rabbits were proven to have a negative impact on the diversity of vascular plants.

No practical techniques were established to allow application of biological control of woody
weeds.

The attitudes, aspirations and awareness of youth from throughout the Western Division were

energised through a highly successful YouthLink West Forum, which will result in the
emergence of future leaders, initiators and caretakers of the Western Division.

A paper arguing for major taxation reform in rangeland areas was published and presented to
Commonwealth and NSW governments. The State Government accepted a major policy shift as
a result of this paper by agreeing to forego stamp duty for land transactions in the Western
Division where a leaseholder sells an extension block and purchases land adjoining the primary
property. This policy position continues beyond the life of WEST 2000. The Commonwealth
Government indicated the paper was to be considered within their GST taxation reforms. No
discreet changes were evident at Commonwealth level.

REFLECTIONS IN THE CAMP FIRES
By the end of WEST 2000:
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- Twenty -two artesian bores were reconditioned, and 300 km of bore drains replaced by 700 km

pipe, saving 5,250 ML /year water in the GAB, and leading to increased water pressure in
many bores. This was estimated to have a benefit : cost ratio for the government investment
of between 1.4 and 8.5 to 1.

- 52,000 rabbit warrens were systematically ripped in an area covering 200,000 hectares,
resulting in enhanced ability to withstand droughts, increased sheep productivity, removal of
the impacts of rabbits on total grazing pressure (TGP) and on plant diversity. The benefit cost
ratio of the government investment was mostly positive, but ranged between 0.5 and 2.1 to 1.
This was influenced by country type and density of rabbits. The benefit cost analysis does not
include benefits to the value of the natural resource.

- Seventy -eight grants covering 450,000 hectares were involved in various TGP projects. A
further nine property scale TGP demonstrations were conducted. Outcomes for TGP
investments are likely to be resolved long term, but should be positive in natural resource
management and invaluable in knowledge and skills development.

- Control efforts were made on 120,000 hectares of woody weeds. This was aimed to return
land to a more open grazing environment. Major emphasis progressively became focused on

management burns and on keeping open areas open, through use of both differential
proportions of grants, and increasing standards of property management plans. The benefit
cost ratios varied between 0.1 and 4.8 to 1, with lowest ratios for all forms of mechanical
control, and highest ratios for burning.
- 110 families were connected to the Internet via state of the art two -way satellite technology.
This represented a major change for those families and included benefits such as children
remaining home for secondary schooling rather than shifting to a very remote camp with big
smoke, and increased use of the Internet as an information and property management tool.

- A very high proportion of Western Division people, perhaps 75% to 80 %, gained benefits
from individual or group training. This low cost measure has had a very large regional
impact, the scale of which cannot be measured either short or long term.

- Fourteen families re- established, 40 property buildups (allowing a further 25 families to leave
pastoralism) and 34 recipients of productivity investments were assisted through WEST 2000.

- A comprehensive evaluation was completed of the WEST 2000 program despite the fact that
performance indicators were not determined at the commencement of the program.

- There remained a need to shift camp again, to be called WEST 2000 Plus.

- A number of goals were not kicked, or games not played. No final outcomes report was ever
prepared for the investment given to biological control of woody weeds. Institutional reform
and business management objectives were not effectively completed through the WEST 2000
program, and re- establishment support, as predicted, did not drive structural adjustment.
Part way through WEST 2000 Plus:-

- A relatively seamless transition has occurred between the two programs, allowing WEST
2000 Plus to build on the positives of WEST 2000.

- Some criticism has been given to the new Management Board of WEST 2000 Plus, because of
the more streamlined and focused program with less projects than were covered by WEST
2000.
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- Particular criticism relates to WEST 2000 Plus not funding either a range of requests to
improve watering facilities, or mechanical control of dense woody weeds, activities with low
public benefit and a low benefit cost analysis.

- A looming, widespread drought is anticipated to limit landholders' potential to have time,
finance, flexibility and optimism to proceed with a number of projects in the short term.

THE EXPERIENCED CAMPERS
The knowledge and wisdom of experienced people should never be dismissed lightly. A some
of their messages include:-

A characteristic of rangelands is the long cycles and unpredictable nature of the main driver in
rangeland management - climate.

The consequences of climatic influence creates opportunities. Programs such as WEST 2000
and WEST 2000 Plus must work in harmony with these opportunities, rather than attempt to

override or ignore them.

To their credit, Governments agreed to the flexibility and

adaptability which was necessary within WEST 2000.

The importance of having trust within the team cannot be over -emphasised. The
consequences of the alternative are disaster, failure, perishing, inefficiency and
ineffectiveness.

In shifting camp, there are always choices between taking the easier or the more difficult
route. Depending on the circumstance, either may have merit. Importantly, focus on the
destination. Then make decisions and take the first and subsequent steps. Keep the task as
simple as possible, continually moving forward, with the occasional glance in the rear vision
mirror.

Recognise that there is a readiness within most people to accept and implement change,
provided they are a willing party to the process, rather than compulsorily involved. The high
uptake of the various projects and opportunities is proof of the preparedness for change when
non -compulsory opportunities are offered and appropriately packaged.

The input of the diverse skills and experiences of the Management Board members ensured
the elements of the programs are practical and relevant, rather than theoretical or idealistic.

A number of people who were recipients of various benefits of WEST 2000 subsequently
became part of the team in helping to shift camp. Their inputs were used in numerous
subcommittees, particularly in peer reviews for assessing future rounds of applications, and in
using newly acquired skills in organising a diverse range of events. This was an outstanding
example of value adding.

Admit to failure, but use it as a learning experience. Further, don't be afraid to repeat tasks
where there is demonstrated value in doing so.

Have clear differentiation of tasks and responsibilities, particularly between the Management
Board and the Executive staff. The Management Board provided governance and direction,
but never became involved at case level in any voluntary project.

Accept that shifting camp is only part of a journey, it is not establishing a new destination.
There is no finishing line.

Never undervalue or take for granted the essential support systems. In this regard, the
ongoing role of both Commonwealth and State Governments, and importantly, individual
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politicians within Parliament, including the responsible Ministers and the Local Members,
played unsung, critical contributions. Similarly, behind the scenes staff within the respective
Government Departments made significant contributions.
- Do not expect to be able to place a dollar value on the benefits, outputs or outcomes of every
activity. In everyday life, every one of us uses some of our time, or performs some type of
activity which cannot be effectively measured. Evaluating "health" weather of our mind, body
or natural resources in impossible to measure effectively in financial terms. Hence, benefit
cost analyses should never be the essential criteria for evaluation.

VIEWS ALONG THE JOURNEY
Whilst WEST 2000 and WEST 2000 Plus where shifting camp, some interesting views occurred
along the way. These are not necessarily unrelated to WEST 2000 or WEST 2000 Plus, as the
WEST 2000 journies had many indirect influences.

The degree of interest in various forms of diversification of land uses in the Western Division
has never been greater. Feral goats are now firmly established as a resource rather then a pest.
Constructive research and debate is ongoing to recognise kangaroos as a renewable resource.
Several new sheep breeds, particularly for meat production, are now well established. Bush
tucker, tourism, farm stay, aquaculture and essential oils are all being considered. Progressive
expansion of dryland cropping is inevitable.

Natural resource planning through Catchment Blueprints and Regional Vegetation Plans is
closely integrated with experiences gained through the WEST 2000 and WEST 2000 Plus
programs. Linkages between planning processes and WEST 2000 Plus continue to strengthen
and coordinated investment is now a reality.

A contemporary new rental system for Western Lands Leases has been adopted, based on
principles of natural resource impacts. Future rents per land holding will reflect a
combination of a base rental to reflect the grazing right, with added debits per hectare for areas
approved for each of cultivation and irrigation, and credits for areas approved for managed
rehabilitation. This replaces a rental system based on assessed sheep carrying capacity, or the
commonly used alternative of a land value basis.

- There is an increasing recognition and acceptance that not all land in the Western Division is
suitable for agricultural productivity.
Various initiatives, including a managed
conservation/stewardship -style pilot program in WEST 2000 Plus can be expected to offer
constructive approaches to address this longstanding dilemma.

- The quest by landholders for knowledge and information, and preparedness to use the skills
gained to enhance business and personal planning, management and decision making, will
provide invaluable rewards for the future.

LET THE JOURNEY PROGRESS BY CONTINUALLY SHIFTING CAMP.
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MONITORING QUEENSLAND'S GRAZED WOODLANDS - IMPLICATIONS FOR
GREENHOUSE AND PASTORAL INDUSTRIES
S.G. Bray', W.H. Burrows', L.J. Tait', P.V. Back', M.B. Hoffmann', and E.R. Anderson
1DP1, PO Box 6014, Rockhampton MC, QLD 4702
2DPI, GPO Box 46, Brisbane, QLD 4000

ABSTRACT

A woodland monitoring network has been progressively established within the 60 Mha of
Queensland's grazed woodlands since 1982. A subset of monitoring sites within this network has
been demonstrated to represent a study area of 27 Mha of eucalypt woodlands. The results from
monitoring this study area have shown that the woody biomass stocks are increasing. This woody
plant proliferation or thickening is providing a large carbon sink of 18 Mt C /yr in the 27 Mha study
area. If extrapolated over the 60 Mha of grazed woodlands in Queensland, the carbon sink is
approximately 35 Mt C /yr, which is equivalent to 25% of Australia's net emissions in 1999. This sink
is not currently included in Australia's greenhouse gas inventory. The woody plant proliferation is
also reducing pasture growth affecting the productivity and viability of livestock producing properties.

WHY START MONITORING QUEENSLANDS WOODLANDS?
Large areas of Queensland (approximately 60 Mha) are covered by grassy woodlands, which are used
for grazing domestic livestock. These woodlands provide a significant resource, which contribute to

individual grazing property profitability as well as the social wellObeing of rural communities
surrounding these grazing enterprises.
The woodlands are subjected to many pressures including:
Grazing of the grass layer by domestic stock and native animals
Changed fire regimes
Clearing, thinning and wood product harvesting
Variable climate including drought and wet periods

These pressures appear to be interacting and resulting in the proliferation (thickening) of woody
vegetation. This thickening often results in less grass growth, which can be utilised by grazing animals
(e.g. Beale, 1973; Scanlan and Burrows, 1990) and increased costs for mustering and management.

The effect of woodland thickening on the native wildlife and understorey flora, resulting from
changing the communities from open woodlands to closed woodlands, is largely unknown.

The TRAPS - Transect Recording And Processing System (Back et al., 1997; 1999) woodland
monitoring program was initiated in 1982, to develop an understanding of the changing vegetation
structure and population dynamics of Queensland's woodlands and to address the lack of reliable data
on which to base the development of sound management strategies for the grazed woodlands.
Results from the TRAPS woodland monitoring program have potential to be used for many purposes,
including:

research into the ecology and recruitment of woody plants, their life cycle and community
dynamics
following the process of clearing, suckering, regrowth and re- clearing.
monitoring the spread of exotic woody weeds
documenting changes in vegetation biomass (carbon stocks)
calibration and ground truthing of remote sensing technologies and computer models.

Long-term repeat sampling of monitoring sites facilitates measurement of the effects of episodic
events such as droughts, big fires, string of wet seasons, etc., but also averages out short-term events
so the long -term trends can be determined.
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HOW WERE THE WOODLANDS MONITORED?
The woody plant composition and structure of representative woodland stands were monitored using
the TRAPS methodology developed by the Queensland Department of Primary Industries (Back et al.,
1997; 1999).

The permanently positioned sites were not randomly selected but have been progressively established
on rural landholdings since 1982, to provide a broad cover of vegetation communities, prehistory and
geographical location across Queensland's grazed woodlands. TRAPS sites are generally set up in a
"representative" woodland stand for a district. The actual monitoring site is typically a 100 m x 100 m
area surrounded by a 100 m buffer zone of similar vegetation. Areas of disturbance such as ro ds,
creeks, fences and watering points are avoided.

A TRAPS monitoring site usually consists of 5 parallel, 100 m long belt transects, 4 m wide, with the
centre of each belt 25 m apart. The length of the transects can be increased if mature trees are sparse.
The sites are permanently marked with steel fence posts every 50 m along the transects. All woody
plants within the belt transect are identified and their position recorded to be relocatable within a
notional 10 cm grid. The location accuracy allows individual plants to be positively identified and
remeasured at subsequent samplings. The minimum data recorded for each woody plant includes:
species, plant height, stem number and stem circumference or diameter at 30 cm above ground level.
Stem circumference or diameter is measured at 30 cm to avoid buttressing and fluting at ground level
and allow the measurement of smaller trees and shrubs which would not be measured at 130cm or

breast height. Other recordings include canopy size for shrubby bushes and defoliation ratings
following fires or other disturbance. Photographs are taken from fixed photo points looking along each
transect line at each recording event. The sites are generally reassessed every 2 to 5 years.

Initially only live woody plants were measured within the monitoring system. But subsequently, the
monitoring of standing dead trees and recently, coarse woody debris, has been recognized as important
for carbon accounting and environmental habitat values. The regular assessment of projected foliage
cover along transect lines is currently under consideration. This will provide better linkage with
remote sensing techniques. The monitoring system needs to be robust enough to allow measurement
and incorporation of "new" attributes into the recording system.
The TRAPS sites are also used to monitor the ground layer plants. The QGRAZE monitoring system
(see Cliffe and Hoffmann, 1999) is used to record herbage species frequency along the transects.

VALIDATING THE MONITORING TECHNIQUE AND DESIGN
In point based monitoring, a relatively small number of sites are assumed to represent large areas. For
example, 57 monitoring sites have been used to document growth in woody vegetation in a study area
containing 27 Mho of woodland dominated by Eucalyptus /Corymbia species (herein referred to as
eucalypt woodland) in Queensland (Burrows et al., 2002). To justify extrapolation, the sites must be
shown to represent the environment, climate history and tree community structure of the study area.

In the above case, the sites were assessed for representativeness in relation to rainfall in the wettest
quarter, temperature in the wettest quarter, soil texture class, climate history and stand basal area.
Analysis of the environmental variables (rainfall and temperature) showed that 71% of the study area
was represented by at least one TRAPS monitoring site (Figure 1). Soil texture classes found in the
study area were also well represented. Analysis of climate history showed that rainfall experienced by
the longer established sites (9 -17 years) was generally low compared to the hundred year historical
record, while recently established sites (1 -3 years) had been subjected to periods of above average
rainfall. Stand basal area for the TRAPS sites was compared to values measured in the Statewide
Landcover And Trees Study (SLATS) project (Danaher et al., 1992). Again the TRAPS sites were
shown to closely represent the overall structure of eucalypt woodlands within the study area.
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Figure 1 Map of 27 Mha of Eucalyptus /Corymbia woodlands and associated TRAPS sites within the
study area. 71% of these woodlands (light grey) are represented by at least one TRAPS site based on
rainfall and temperature in the wettest quarter. Unshaded areas within the study zone have been
cleared or support vegetation dominated by other species. (adapted from Burrows et al., 2002).

HOW ARE THE MONITORING RESULTS USED?
To date the monitoring results have been used to document the occurrence and extent of woodland
thickening, validate terrestrial biomass and land cover vegetation models, ground truth remote sensing
technologies and enable analysis of woodland structure and dynamics.

The results of monitoring, in particular the documenting of woodland thickening, have been used to

address global through to local issues. Aspects of the global problem of greenhouse have been
addressed by demonstrating the presence of a large carbon sink within Queensland's woodlands,
which may impact on international and national policy. Property and regional scale issues are being
addressed by highlighting the problem of reduced pasture production in the woodlands in concert with
increased tree /shrub basal area, in areas not subject to clearing. The reduced pasture production has
implications for individual property profitability and surrounding rural community viability.

IMPLICATION OF THE RESULTS FOR GREENHOUSE

The TRAPS monitoring data has been used to document a significant carbon sink in 27 Mha of
Queensland's eucalypt woodlands (Burrows et al., 2002). Fifty -seven TRAPS sites dominated by
eucalypts were selected for analysis of woody vegetation growth and carbon stock change. These
included 30 long -term sites (mean 14 years) and 27 short-term sites (mean 2.1 years). Other sites
subjected to tree clearing, woodland harvesting or thinning during the period of observation and sites

regrowing from tree clearing within the previous 20 years were excluded from the analysis.
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Landholder information and field inspection were used to determine which sites were excluded on this
basis.

Standing carbon stocks were calculated by applying allometric relationships to tree circumference
measured during TRAPS monitoring (Burrows et al., 2000). The mean total standing carbon stocks
increased from 38.2 t C/ha to 43.7 t C/ha over the average observation period of 14 years for the longterm sites. On average 98% of the initial carbon stock and 93% of the final carbon stock was in the
live trees. The mean annual carbon increment of 0.37 t C/ha/yr over this period was significantly
greater than zero (P <0.001) and was made up of 0.21 t C/ha/yr increase of live woody above ground
biomass and 0.16 t C/ha/yr in standing dead above ground biomass. Of the 30 long-term sites, 26
showed a net positive carbon increment over the observation period.

The carbon stocks in short-term sites increased from 37.0 t C/ha to 38.6 t C/ha over an average of 2.1
years. The mean annual carbon increment was 0.7 t C/ha/yr, with the increase in the live woody above
ground biomass being 0.3 t C/ha/yr. The higher growth rate, compared to the long-term sites may
reflect the above average rainfall during the measurement period.

The mean total carbon stock increase for the 57 sites was 0.53 t C/ha/yr, which equates to 14.3 Mt
C /yr over the 27Mha of eucalypt woodlands in the study area. Adding below ground biomass to lm
depth (root:shoot ratio of 0.26) the total carbon sequestration rate is 18 Mt C /yr over the 27 Mha. If
similar figures are extrapolated across the 60Mha of grazed woodlands in Queensland the annual
carbon sink is approximately 35 Mt C /yr. This sink is not currently included in greenhouse gas
accounting in Australia (AGO 2001), but is equivalent to 25% of the total estimated national net
emissions in 1999.

A significant issue in the national greenhouse gas accounting debate is whether this carbon sink is due
to natural or anthropogenic (human induced) causes. Questions have been raised about whether the

woodlands used for extensive grazing are actively managed with suggestions that the thickening
would have occurred naturally as part of natural cycles, regardless of the grazing management. But,
increasingly strong evidence exists from around the world, indicating that woody plant thickening in
woodlands (savannas) is linked to the introduction of domestic livestock for grazing and altered fire
regimes (see Archer, 1995; Henry et al., 2002; Burrows et al., 2002).

The TRAPS monitoring work has led to current investigations into other tools to study vegetation
change. For example, using the delta 13 carbon signature of soil carbon to identify other sites where
woody vegetation thickening has occurred, as well as trying to predict a timeframe for the observed
thickening. Other techniques such as photo pairs and determining fire history, using grasstree
(Xauthorrhorea spp) signatures are also being pursued.

IMPLICATION OF THE RESULTS FOR GRAZING INDUSTRIES
The significant woodland thickening that has been measured in the monitoring program has large
implications for the grazing industry. Tree -grass relationships have been established for some of the
widespread communities within the eucalypt woodlands in Queensland (Scanlan and Burrows, 1990).
A large reduction in pasture production from woodland thickening can be demonstrated by combining

the tree -grass relationship with the mean annual increment in stand basal area of 2.1% per year
(Burrows et al., 2002).

A poplar box (Eucalyptus populnea) community on duplex soils in Central Queensland was utilised to
highlight the importance of woodland thickening, on a grazing enterprise's productivity. The decrease
in pasture production with increasing tree basal area for the community is shown in Figure 2. When
this relationship is incorporated with a 2.1% per year basal area increase, which has been observed in
Queensland woodlands, reductions in pasture production of around 30% can be predicted in the next
40 years (Table 1).
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Figure 2 Tree -grass relationship for a poplar box (Eucalyptus populnea) woodland on duplex soil near
Dingo, Central Queensland (Scanlan and Burrows, 1990).

This reduction in pasture production not only has an impact on the amount of pasture grown, cattle
production and individual property viability, but also has social and viability implications for the
surrounding rural communities. Environmental degradation is also likely to occur if cattle numbers are
not reduced in line with the reduced pasture production. Over- utilisation of the pasture would result in
soil erosion and landscape instability, which may lead to exotic weed invasion and loss of diversity of
native plants and animals.

Table 1 Tree basal area increase over time and subsequent reduction in pasture production. Tree basal
area is assumed to increase at 2.1% per year. The tree grass relationship uses the formula, Pasture
production = 629 +1310 *e( -0.2706 *tree basal area), for a poplar box woodland on duplex soil near
Dingo, Central Queensland (Scanlan and Burrows, 1990).
Year
1

20
40

Tree basal area
(m2/ha at 30cm)
4.0
5.9
9.0

Pasture production
(kg/ha)
1070
890
740

Vegetation management legislation has recently been enacted in Queensland, due to community wide

environmental concerns and the desire to limit further tree clearing. The availability of rigorous
monitoring data has enabled input into vegetation management guidelines based on scientific
evidence. The results of woodland monitoring have hi.hlighted the process of woodland thickening,
providing a case for woody plant thinning in "remnant" vegetation, which may allow producers to
maintain production. This argument is now generally accepted in the compilation of Regional
Vegetation Management Plans for Queensland's grazed woodlands. One question that still remains is,

how to prevent or reverse woodland thickening through management in these low -input grazing
systems?

FUTURE FUNDING AND MAINTENANCE OF MONITORING NETWORKS
Questions remain about the future funding and maintenance of monitoring networks. Currently, there
is little commitment to long term funding to ensure the integrity of monitoring sites. Data storage and

collection often rely on a particular individual's passion and commitment through periods when
monitoring is regarded as a low priority by Governments and institutions. What happens when the
main drivers and often instigators of these monitoring schemes retire or move on? Will many years of
monitoring be wasted? After 20 years we have only begun to encompass the lifespan of some of the
shorter -lived components of the woodland communities we are currently monitoring in Queensland.

There is little doubt that the existence of the TRAPS network has enabled a more open and balanced
debate to be engaged on the future of Queensland's grazed woodlands. Monitoring has shown that
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these woodlands are a substantial carbon sink. Similarly, the potential loss in pasture production
resulting from ongoing increases in tree /shrub basal area in retained grazed woodlands has been
highlighted and needs to be factored into management plans by land owners and administrators. In
short the real question this paper asks is not why monitor, but how else can this valuable data
contribute to current and future planning and management at local, regional, national and international
scales.
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ABSTRACT

This paper summarises the historical development of point -based monitoring systems in Central
Australia and the soil and vegetation changes that have been observed. Three main point -based
monitoring systems have been implemented on pastoral lands since the 1960s, each using slightly
different methods. The geographical spread of sites varies across the region, as does the frequency of
recording. In combination with seasonal effects, this makes it somewhat difficult to build a picture of
what changes have occurred on Central Australian pastoral lands. Recent results would suggest that
there has been a general stabilisation of soils, an increase in perennial vegetation cover and widespread
establishment of woody species. It is apparent that buffel grass has recently colonised areas where it
has not previously been recorded.

INTRODUCTION
Central Australia is the area roughly bounded by Tennant Creek (NT), Birdsville (Qld), Oodnadatta
(SA) and Warburton (WA). This paper deals with the area of Central Australia that lies within the
Northern Territory. The southern part of the Northern Territory contains about 85 pastoral leases
covering an area of about 300,000 km2. The main pastoral enterprise is beef cattle production and most
pastoral businesses in the area are family -owned.

A nine -year drought in the late 1950s and early 1960s had a devastating effect on the country and the

pastoral industry in Central Australia. In 1965/6, the Northern Territory Administration was so
concerned about the condition of the country that it requested the New South Wales Soil Conservation
Service to undertake a survey of the soil erosion problems in the Alice Springs district. The major
aims of the surveys were to set safe grazing capacities and recommend methods for the prevention and

control of soil erosion (Condon et al. 1969abcd, Bastin et al. 1983). Several field surveys were
conducted and the condition of soils and vegetation were described at various sites (Condon et al.
1969a). These locations were not permanently marked and were destined to fade into history until one
of the members of the original survey team (Geoff Cunningham), agreed to attempt a relocation of the
sites 27 years later. A combination of good field notes and an excellent memory saw 154 old sites
relocated, photographed and reassessed (Cunningham 1995). These sites, along with four new ones,
are now marked with steel pickets and are fittingly known as the "Cunningham" sites.

A combination of above -average rainfalls and low cattle prices in the early to mid 1970s led to large
herd build up in Central Australia (Chisholm 1983). The inevitability of a return to dry conditions
prompted the NT Government to continue refining safe grazing capacity estimates. Appreciating the
need for objective soil and vegetation data to help substantiate and refine these estimates in the future,
a series of fixed recording sites was installed. Station land resources were mapped and pasture yield,

composition and various other site characteristics were recorded. Vegetation condition state was
determined by the method of Lendon and Lamacraft (1976). By the end of 1978, a total of 222
Grazing Capacity Assessment (GCA) sites had been established on 12 stations in Central Australia
(Bastin et al. 1983).

Over time, the emphasis of the GCA program moved away from estimating grazing capacities and
focussed more on providing better advice and information to pastoralists. Following a workshop in
1980, the GCA sites became known as Range Condition Assessment (RCA) sites to reflect this new
purpose. In response to observed woodland thickening, the measurement of tree and shrub cover, and
the density of juvenile woody species were added to the suite of parameters that were measured.
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Details of the data collected and the methods used appear in Bastin (1989). Over time, the quality of

land resource mapping was improved, and together with CSIRO officers, objective methods of
vegetation assessment were developed and evaluated (e.g. Foran et al. 1986, Friedel & Shaw 1987,
Friedel & Bastin 1988, Friedel et al. 1988a, Friedel et al. 1988b, Shaw & Bastin 1989). However,
towards the end of the 1980s it was felt that the resources being invested in the program weren't
justified by the benefits that were being gained from it. There was a growing concern that the
interpretations of the data collected were too subjective and often merely described seasonal variation.

Greater benefit was considered likely from research and extension targeted at emergent land
management issues such as rabbit damage and shrub encroachment. Land resource assessment
programs continued separately when funds became available through the National Landrare Program
(and later, the Natural Heritage Trust). About 50% of stations had been mapped and 917 GCA/RCA
sites installed before the program ceased in 1990.
The implementation of a new Pastoral Land Act in the early 1990s revived point -based monitoring in
the Northern Territory. A major thrust of the Act is "the prevention or minimisation of degradation of,
or other damage to, the land and its indigenous plant and animal life" (Parliament of the NT 1994). To
determine whether this is being achieved, the Act provides for "the monitoring of pastoral land so as to
detect and assess any change in its condition ". The former NT Land Conservation Unit proposed a
two tiered monitoring system that was acceptable to the Pastoral Land Board. Tier 1 is a point -based
system similar to RCA and Tier 2 is a satellite -based system incorporating scientifically rigorous
ground data. Tier 1 was designed primarily as an extension program to raise awareness of pasture
response and land condition within the pastoral industry. Information from the sites is used by the
Pastoral Land Board to provide regional summaries of land condition. The establishment of sites under
the Tier One monitoring scheme commenced in the Alice Springs area in 1994 and incorporated some
of the existing RCA sites where they were considered suitable. Where the existing sites were deemed

unsuitable, or RCA sites did not exist, new photo - points were installed at the rate of one site per
paddock or per grazing area. There are more than 750 Tier 1 sites in Central Australia and about 30%
of these are old RCA sites. The Pastoral Land Board's intention is to reassess these sites every three
years and to encourage landholders to continue the monitoring between government visits.

In addition to the point -based sites described above, there have been many other monitoring activities

undertaken on pastoral lands in Central Australia. These activities have usually been designed to
measure the results of specific research projects. They include rabbit and cattle exclosures ( Foran et al.
1982, Foran et al. 1985, Foran 1986), rehabilitation sites (Centralian Land Management Association
1997), vegetation study sites ( Friedel et al. 1993) and grazing study sites (Phillips et al. 2001).

FINDINGS
The Cunningham Sites
Photographs taken during the 1960s droughts showed that vegetation cover was low and that the soils
were unstable on many sites (Condon et al. 1969a). Erosion was recorded at 83% of sites and 45% of
sites had nil pasture cover. When the same sites were relocated in 1993/5, erosion was recorded at
18% of them (Cunningham 1995). This suggests that soil stability had increased and/or that some of
the erosional features of the 1960s had healed. Only two sites showed nil pasture cover in the 1993/5
reinspection (Cunningham 1995). Both of these sites also had nil pasture cover in the 1960s. Perennial
pasture species were found on 95% of sites in 1993/5 (Cunningham 1995). Increases in tree density
had occurred at 65% of sites and increases in shrub density had occurred at 83% of sites (Cunningham
1995). The most common tree species to have regenerated were Acacia estrophiolata, A. aneura and
Atalaya hemiglauca. The most common shrub species to have regenerated were Senna eremophila and
Eremophila longifolia (Cunningham 1995). Of the Cunningham sites visited in 2001 /2, the trends
described above appear to be continuing. After three years of above - average summer rainfalls, many
sites show even greater densities of woody species and marked growth of individual plants (D. Walsh
pers. obs.). Buffel grass (Cenchrus ciliaris) has colonised some Cunningham sites since 1993/5 (D.
Walsh pers. obs.).
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The RCA Sites

The RCA dataset, consisting of several thousand records, is the most objective, extensive and
comprehensive record of historic soil and vegetation state at known locations in Central Australia.
During the RCA program, much of the information collected was used to substantiate interpretations
of land condition state and to provide land use advice on a confidential (and individual) landholder

basis. Some sections of the dataset have been summarised and the findings reported to the wider
community (e.g. Bastin 1992), however regional summary of the entire dataset remains an opportunity
for the future.
It has been proposed that palatable perennial grasses declined in the 1980s from the high levels present
after the wet years of the 1970s (G. Bastin pers. comm.). An investigation of the 143 RCA sites that

were assessed in both the 1970s and 1980s showed that a decline in perennial grass dry matter
occurred on 45 sites. Ninety sites showed an average increase of 19.2% and a further eight showed no

change (R. Dance unpublished). This suggests that a decline in palatable perennial grasses was
accompanied by an increase in perennial grasses of relatively lower palatability. These sites have not
been reassessed since the 1980s, however, recent visits to a range of RCA sites indicate that palatable
perennial grass species are doing very well (D. Walsh pers. obs.). This is likely to have been assisted
by a series of above - average summer rainfall seasons. Indeed, pastoralists have commented that they
are seeing palatable perennial grasses in places that they haven't seen them for years.

Like the Cunningham sites, the RCA sites demonstrate a general increase in the densities of woody

species. In 1969, Condon et al. (1969a) stated that witchetty bush (Acacia kempeana) was not
regenerating and that this species might die out. The series of unprecedented wet years in the mid
1970s led to massive germination of this species and it subsequently became regarded as a "woody
weed "! Recent visits to RCA sites confirm that this species is continuing to germinate. Germination
has recently accelerated in the southern part of the district due to reduced rabbit numbers and aboveaverage rainfall (W. Dobbie pers. comm.). Today, there is debate as to whether woody species are a
problem or not. Some pastoralists believe that high densities of woody species suppress grass growth
and should be controlled, whilst others believe that they are just part of a natural cycle and will decline
in time. The available technical evidence indicates that excessive woody vegetation does greatly
suppress pasture production (R. Dance unpublished). This pasture suppression may be less apparent in
very dry or very favourable seasons (R. Dance pers. obs.).
The Tier 1 Sites
Although some lessees have taken photographs on an annual or opportunistic basis, most Tier 1 sites
have been fully reassessed only once by a Pastoral Officer. The assessments therefore provide a
limited perspective of trend and the data collected are not intended for rigorous statistical analysis.

Year 2001 assessments of specific Tier One sites with an RCA history suggest that species
composition and perceived condition class remain similar to that recorded in 1983, but there has been
an increase in shrub cover. Sequential assessments of Tier 1 sites largely reflect a change in cover and
pasture composition from a predominantly winter- rainfall forb -dominated drought response in the
mid- 1990s, to a summer -rainfall grass -based flush that commenced in early 2000. This has been
highlighted at sites where successive annual assessments have been conducted over the last three

years. For example, productive country has commonly demonstrated a dramatic switch from a
copperburr (Sclerolaena spp.) dominant pasture with sub -dominant annual grasses to an annual grass
(Enneapogon and Aristida spp.) dominated sward. Palatable summer- growing perennial grasses were
generally present but of very low abundance immediately following the long period of winter rainfall
predominance. The Tier 1 sites indicate that the recruitment of palatable perennial grasses has been
recorded mainly under canopy cover or in drainage areas.

DISCUSSION
"This country has had it, nothing will ever grow here again ". That was the belief of many experienced

people in Central Australia towards the end of the 1958 -1966 drought (T. Leigh pers. comm.).
However, the capacity of the country to respond appears to have been underestimated. Thirty -five
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years after the devastating drought we are witnessing what could arguably be the highest vegetation
cover seen since pastoral occupation. Of course, this has not been a linear progression, with several
droughts having occurred during the intervening period.

The Cunningham series contains some of the oldest monitoring sites in Central Australia. Over 37
years, these sites have demonstrated a general stabilisation of soils, an increase in perennial vegetation
cover and widespread establishment of woody species. These trends are highly consistent with data
and observations from the younger, but more extensive, network of RCA sites. Shorter term changes,
such as the recent appearance of buffel grass where it has not previously been recorded, have been
captured by all three monitoring systems.

The wide range of "seasonal" response that can be observed on monitoring sites makes the
determination of range trend very difficult in Central Australia. Exclosure studies have confirmed the
overriding influence of seasonal conditions, particularly over relatively short time periods (Foran et al.
1982, Foran & Bastin 1984, Foran et al. 1985). This is partly because large areas of Central Australia
are characterised by annual short-grass and forb pastures that respond dramatically to rainfall, but can
be completely absent during droughts (Condon et al. 1969a). The timing of rainfall events throughout
the year also has a large influence on species composition. Consistent change only becomes apparent
after years of observation and this lag effect makes it hard to determine the causes of the change. For
these reasons, there is some reservation about the usefulness of point -based monitoring for detecting

meaningful change in range condition. Some pastoralists in Central Australia believe that arid
rangelands operate at cycles measuring hundreds of years rather than tens of years (G. Heaslip, A.
Smith, pers. comms). They believe that judgements made on the basis of a few years' worth of data
from a limited number of sites are misleading. To the people with these beliefs, the value of photo point monitoring rests in recording seasonal responses and prompting memories of certain events.

The Future
The NT Government has been developing and testing satellite -based monitoring throughout the
Northern Territory (Karfs et al. 2000). Satellite monitoring is considered necessary in order to assess
large tracts of country within a reasonable time frame and to provide reliable regional summaries of
land condition and trend. The Tier 2 monitoring system is considered to be a scientifically valid tool
contributing to the assessment of land condition for the purposes of the Pastoral Land Act and for
providing feedback to lessees.

An increasing number of Central Australian lessees are undertaking their own monitoring. The
industry's landcare group (the Centralian Land Management Association) currently employs a project
officer to assist producers with their point -based monitoring sites. The Centre Land Watch program
uses existing sites (Cunningham, RCA, Tier 1, exclosures and pastoralists own sites) and provides
help with site locations, plant identification, GPS use, pasture assessment and more. New sites are
installed with the lessee at their request. A major aim of the Centre Land Watch project is to integrate
the different monitoring systems on each lease in order to reduce the confusion that producers are
experiencing. Centre Land Watch offers a flexible, tailor -made service that allows pastoralists to

monitor what they want at a frequency that they determine and, in the case of Tier 1, to capture
information between government visits.

It is worth emphasising that much of the early information collected from Central Australian
monitoring sites has never been thoroughly summarised. The Centre Land Watch project is confirming
the position of all possible historic and contemporary sites to ensure that they can be revisited in the
future. This process will also determine what percentage of sites have gone "missing" and how many
have experienced a change in their circumstance (due to changes in infrastructure, land tenure etc.).
Given that these records become more valuable with every passing year, there is enormous scope to
revisit sites, analyse the data and reveal new knowledge about Central Australian pastoral lands.
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CHANGE IN BIRD POPULATIONS IN THE AUSTRALIAN ARID ZONE OVER 25 YEARS
Brett Melbourne "2, Kendi Davies', 2, Craig James' *, Ross Cunningham3, Graham Griffin'
' CSIRO Sustainable Ecosystems, Alice Springs
2 Current address: University of California, Davis, USA
3 Australian National University, Canberra

Studies at paddock scale have revealed that some bird species may be negatively affected by even
moderate levels of grazing, raising concern for their likelihood of persistence at regional scales if the
trend continues to add water points so that comprehensive even grazing of the landscape is possible.
We used data collected by volunteer observers in two periods (1977 -1981 and 1996 -2001) for the
Australian Bird Atlas, comprising 9200 bird surveys after extracting matching surveys conducted in

each time period at the same location, to compare changes in populations at the continental and
bioregional scale with known responses at a paddock scale. We determined whether populations of
118 bird species increased or decreased over 25 years in response to intensity of land use (pastoralism)
and natural environmental variation. We estimated the density of artificial water points (a surrogate
for the intensity of grazing by cattle and sheep), change in rainfall, and change in vegetation condition
(from time series of NDVI) for grid squares of one degree latitude and longitude. We modeled the
change in the probability of sighting a species within one degree squares between the two time
periods, in response to these variables. We used a general linear mixed model accounting for
components of variance within and between grid squares, spatial autocorrelation of grid squares, and
dependence of variance on survey effort, and adjusting for systematic differences in survey effort
between times and locations. We detected a range of responses to landscape characteristics at several
spatial scales, including that one third of the species examined changed in population (both increased
or decreased) in relation to intensity of land use. The results suggest large scale responses do mirror
the paddock scale results and that projects such as the Australian Bird Atlas can be used to create a
meta -database for analysing large scale changes in biodiversity.
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ABSTRACT

Reporting on rangeland condition and trend across State boundaries is possible due to the
complementary nature of the respective States' rangeland monitoring systems. While the State
monitoring programs have evolved for different reasons, a commonality of core attributes makes
cross jurisdictional reporting possible. Woody plant density, composition and cover are such attributes
that have been measured in the southern rangelands of Australia for the past decade or so. The ability

of the current monitoring programs to report at a regional or vegetation community scale enables
Interim Biogeographic Regionalisation of Australia (IBRA) regions to be used as logical units for
national reporting. This paper provides a first attempt at cross jurisdictional reporting.

An increase in woody plant density and cover was found for all reporting IBRAs across the southern
rangelands in the last decade. Similarly an increase in recorded species diversity can be noted for all
but one IBRA.

INTRODUCTION
There is an increasing need for reporting on the state of our rangeland resources on a national scale.
While the semi -arid and and areas of Australia receive increasing public attention through national
issues such as native title, biodiversity conservation, mining impacts, native animal management and
carbon storage the community demands more information on the status and trend of the condition of

these areas. Reporting on a national scale has in the past been spasmodic, uncoordinated and
responsive to immediate need through mechanisms such as State of the Environment Reporting and
national programs such as Aussie GRASS. Most recently the National Land and Water Resources
Audit (NLWRA) identified seven key natural resource management themes for inclusion, rangelands
being one of them. The Rangelands Theme aimed to provide a framework for the regular (5 yearly)
reporting on rangeland condition and change at national and regional scales. Consistencies between

State data were identified and a framework called The Australian Collaborative Rangelands
Information System (ACRIS) was developed to deliver State monitoring data in a standardised and
web -based format for public access.

This paper provides a first attempt at reporting across the southern rangelands of Australia, via IBRAs

using data from the existing State monitoring sites. While the States have established rangeland
monitoring systems to satisfy independent needs, there are many commonalities between the
monitoring objectives that enable cross border reporting to be meaningful. This paper presents data on

the change in plant communities in the southern Australian rangelands over a decade of State
rangeland monitoring. Data from twelve IBRAs within the pastoral zone across the southern
rangelands have been used in this paper. Six additional IBRAs could be reported on when
reassessments are completed.
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METHODS
Data presented were derived from three State rangeland monitoring programs summarised below -

Western Australia (Western Australian Rangeland Monitoring System) - The current WARMS
network of shrubland sites was established from 1993 to 1999 in the rangelands south of the Pilbara
with a planned five to six year reassessment interval. The first round of shrubland reassessment began
in 2000, due for completion in 2004. There are almost 950 sites with at least one site on all leases
bigger than about 50,000 ha. The system is designed to report at the vegetation type or regional/district
scale and not at the lease scale (Watson et al. 2001). A direct census method is used to derive the
demography for each species. The maximum crown dimensions of all shrubs are also recorded along
with landscape function attributes.

New South Wales (Rangeland Assessment Program) - The RAP network of sites was established from
1989 to 1992. The program aims to look at long term changes in the abundance and composition of

plant communities as well as changes in the soil surface characteristics. There are 338 core sites
stratified into seven major rangetypes throughout the western half of NSW (Green et al. 2001).
Approximately one quarter of all Western Lands Leases participate in the program. Sites are also
located on National Park estate. The program is designed to report at a rangetype or regional scale.
Sites are monitored annually stratified into those read in Spring (northern half) and Autumn (southern
half) Sites are 300 m2 and located within a 500 m2 homogeneous area. Woody chenopod density and
pasture composition and frequency are measured at chenopod sites along with soil surface
characteristics. Woody cover is measured at sites where trees and woody shrubs are present.

South Australia (Rangeland Monitoring Program) - Over the last ten years a baseline monitoring
system has been established over all pastoral properties in the State. There are approximately 5,500
photopoint monitoring sites assessing lease condition as a requirement under the Pastoral Land
Management and Conservation Act [1989]. The system aims to detect grazing- induced change using
different techniques in the northern cattle areas from those used in the southern sheep districts. Land
Condition Index sample points are used in the southern sites to monitor vegetation change. Density
and frequency of perennial plants are measured at each of these sites. A pilot study in the Gawler
Ranges and Kingoonya Soil Conservation District aims to determine necessary monitoring
reassessment intervals (Gould et al. 2001)

Raw data of woody shrub density, plant cover and species richness were used from the State
monitoring programs as described above. The number of sites contributing to the study across the
southern Australian pastoral zone is shown in Table 1. As the reassessment interval varies between
States, data were combined into two "reference periods" so that change could be observed between the

early 1990s and the late 1990s /early 2000s. Raw data were used to indicate change between the
periods and not time standardised. These reference periods vary between States as shown in Figure 1

below. The complementarity between periods will improve over time as full reassessments are
completed for both South Australia and Western Australia.
Figure 1. Data sampling period used as "reference periods ".

Reference period 1
NSW

Reference period 2

111111111111111111111111111111

SA

WA

;,ÑHÑf,s,ss.

x3g

ñ$

Year
89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 01
Table 1. Number of State sites within IBRAs for which reassessment data are available and used in
this paper.
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SPECIES
DIVERSITY
20
57
26
22

COVER

9
27
66
7

41
170
73

28
170

N/a

8

8

40

18

127

57
0

84
156
7
35
699

50
156

DENSITY
All Woody Perennials

Maireana spp.

BHC
CAR
COO
CP
DRP
GAS
GAW
GVD
MDD
MUR
PIL
RIV

20
57
26

20
32
24

23

N/a

N/a

N/a

36

18

170
76

79

8

7

40
156
7
33

28

19

TOT

629

447

259

IBRA

71

1

Atriplex spp.
17
16

46
57
26
8

7

2

558

BHC= Broken

Hill Complex, CAR= Carnarvon, COO = Coolgardie, CP =Cobar Peneplain,
DRP= Darling Riverine Plain, GAS Gascoyne, GAW awler, GVD =Great Victoria Desert,
MDD= Murray Darling Depression, MUR= Murchison, PIL= Pilbara, RIV= Riverina

Spatial depiction was used for showing change in vegetation density and cover across the southern
rangelands.

For each of density, species richness and cover, the ratio of the attribute value at reference
1.
period 2 (REF 2) to the value at reference period 1 (REF 1) was calculated for each individual site
within each IBRA. The proportion of sites within each IBRA for which this ratio was at least 1.0 was
then calculated.

REF 2
REF 1

This provides information on the proportion of sites contributing to the change within the IBRA and
indicates how widespread the result is. For example if the metric was derived randomly, 50% of sites
would show a ratio greater than 1.0 and 50% of sites less than 1.0.
The scale of the change by site was calculated by taking the average of the ratio between REF
2 and REF 1 for each of density, species richness and cover within each IBRA. This metric weights
each site within each IBRA on an equal basis but is influenced heavily by sites that experience large
changes. For example, in NSW some sites had zero values at REF 1 but large values at REF 2 which is
quite possible. A random result would provide an average site change of 1.0.
2.

,1 n REF2/REF 1
where n= number of sites
3.

To provide information on an IBRA -wide basis, ie. weighted by the attribute values at each

site, a pooled ratio of change across all sites within each IBRA was also calculated. This figure
indicates the overall amount of change observed on an IBRA basis. It is less influenced by sites
showing large proportional increases.

E REF2
E REF 1
Density - Change in total density for all woody shrubs was calculated. Calculations were done for
Maireana spp. and Atriplex spp. separately across all IBRAs. As these are the major genera common
across all States with available data it was worth looking at their contributions to the change in total
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woody perennial plant density. An IBRA map was produced to show the change in total density of
woody perennials. (Figure 2)

Species Richness - Woody perennial species diversity across IBRAs in WA and SA was calculated.

In NSW total species diversity was calculated including all perennial and annual pasture species
recorded which may be influenced by seasonal differences between REF1 and REF2.

Cover - Change in total woody cover (trees and shrubs) across all IBRAs was calculated. In NSW
averages were calculated for 1989 -1992 to determine REF1 and for 1999 -2001 to determine REF2 as
cover is measured every 3 years.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

An increase in woody perennial plant density, species richness and woody cover levels was found
across all IBRAs in the southern pastoral zone. Contributing to the total woody perennial density was
an increase in Maireana spp. and Atriplex spp. in all but one IBRA.

Figure 2A illustrates the proportion of sites within IBRAs where an increase in the total density of
woody perennials (chenopods in NSW) was observed from REF 1 to REF2. A large proportion of sites
throughout all central and western IBRAs showed increases in density. In eastern Australia despite the
Murray Darling Depression and Darling Riverine Plain IBRAs having a low proportion of sites that
increased in density, the average change per site and pooled change across the whole IBRA suggests
that a few site showed very large changes in density. This is consistent with good rainfall events for
germination occurring in 1999 and 2000 at some sites.

Figure 2B illustrates the proportion of sites within IBRAs where woody cover has increased from
REF1 to REF2. It is worth noting that the proportional change does not indicate the actual cover
change that has occurred at sites or IBRAs. Large proportional changes are seen at sites where initial
(REF 1) cover levels were very low and small proportional change at sites where initial cover levels
were high such as the Cobar Peneplain (CP). WARMS data shows that an increase in canopy area was
observed for all species in the Gascoyne - Murchison (Watson & Thomas, 2002).

Species Richness

Table 2 below summarises the site data for change in species richness within IBRAs. All IBRAs with
the exception of the Broken Hill Complex showed an increase in species richness.
Table 2. Changes in species richness within IBRAs in southern Australia over the study period.
IBRA
AVG SITE POOLED IBRA
SPECIES
PROP REF2 /REF1 >_ 1
2.63
All pasture species
0.99
3.11
MDD
0.65
0.64
All
pasture
species
0.15
BHC
1.01
0.54
1.14
DRP
All pasture species
0.59
1.10
1.06
All pasture species
CP
0.92
1.15
1.04
All woody perennials
CAR
0.92
1.10
All woody perennials
1.20
COO
0.99
0.87
1.13
All woody perennials
GAS
0.97
1.91
All pasture species
2.07
RIV
0.83
1.06
All woody perennials
1.12
MUR
0.75
1.11
All woody perennials
1.12
GAW

It is important to note that the NSW data represents all pasture species recorded in REF 1 and REF 2.
This includes all annual, ephemeral and perennial plants. The abundance of annual and ephemeral
pasture species is seasonally influenced.
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A more detailed study of WARMS in the Gascoyne- Murchison region of WA showed that recruitment

was observed on all 223 reassessed sites and that for a range of analyses there was little if any
difference between results for those species known to decrease abundance under livestock grazing and
those species known to increase (Watson & Thomas, 2002). As well as individual sites becoming
more species rich, individual species increased their occurrences across sites.

Given that perennial vegetation is recognised as a key contributor to rangeland condition, the
indicators used suggest that widespread improvement has occurred in the rangelands of southern
Australia in the last decade. The study demonstiates that despite the State monitoring systems being
designed to meet individual State objectives, data can be used to show cross jurisdictional change.
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DEAD WOOD IN THE ARID ZONE
SOME DATA FROM THE T.G.B. OSBORN VEGETATION RESERVE, KOONAMORE
R. Sinclair
Dept of Environmental Biology, The University of Adelaide, SA 5005

ABSTRACT
Very little information is available about how long dead trees remain standing, or fallen logs persist, in

the Australian arid zone. Some Information about dead timber is available from the records of the
T.G.B. Osborn Vegetation Reserve on Koonamore Station, South Australia. Two species were
examined , Acacia aneura (mulga) and Myoporum platycarpum (false sandalwood, sugarwood). Data
were extracted from records of both permanent quadrats and photopoints. Standing dead Myoporum
trees had a mean age of 31.2 + 5.7 years, fallen trunks 38.4 + 3.7 years. Mean age of standing dead A.

aneura was 40.0 + 3.7 years, fallen trunks 22.4+ 6.3 years. These figures are almost certainly
underestimates. The reasons why are discussed and some comparisons made with temperate forests.
Some individuals of mulga are capable of standing dead for over 75 years , while dead Myoporum
platycarpum may stand for over 60 years.

INTRODUCTION
Long term vegetation monitoring tends to concentrate on living plants; records of standing dead trees

are often not maintained, and data on fallen timber is even less common. Biomass estimates of
standing dead trees (snags) and coarse woody debris (CWD) are most commonly available for
northern hemisphere temperate or tropical forests, and even there, decay rates are not common. Very
little data appear to be available for arid, semi -arid or savannah ecosystems, yet standing dead trees
and fallen wood are important as habitat for many animals, a store of potential nutrients and carbon.
The decay rates and hence rates of release of these nutrients and carbon are significant for modelling
ecological processes and atmospheric CO2 balance models. Standing dead trees in the landscape may
give an impression of recent dieback, which may be quite false if the trees have been standing for
many years.
Some information about the longevity of dead wood in an arid environment can be extracted from the
records of the T.G.B. Osborn Vegetation Reserve at Koonamore, South Australia. This 4 km2 reserve

was set up in 1926 to follow changes in vegetation after the exclusion of sheep and rabbits. The
country is chenopod shrubland, with scattered trees, including mulga (Acacia aneura), false
sandalwood or sugarwood (Myoporum platycarpum), blackoak (Casuarina pauper) and bullock -bush
(Alectryon oleifolium). Sheep were brought into the area in about 1863, and rabbits are believed to
have arrived there about the early 1880s, and reached plague proportions not long afterwards. For
further details of the reserve, see Hall et al. (1964).

The Reserve is maintained by the University of Adelaide, and now has 75 years of records of
permanent quadrats and photopoints. Quadrat maps include dead trees when these are still standing.
Fallen trees and dead branches have also been mapped, although less consistently. Quadrats were read
annually for the first few years, but more infrequently since, with some gaps of several years.

Consequently it is possible to obtain from the records an indication of when a tree died, how long it
remained standing dead, and how long dead wood has persisted on the ground. In this paper results
will be presented for two of the most common tree species occurring on the Reserve, namely Acacia
aneura (mulga) and Myoporum platycarpum (false sandalwood, sugarwood). Comparisons are made
with data for standing dead tree decay rates in some northern temperate forests.
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METHODS

Quadrat records
The five large quadrats have been used in this study. Four of these, namely Q100, Q200, Q300 &
Q400 are 1 ha squares. The fifth, Q6 -80, is rectangular, 60x80m, so that the total area mapped was
4.48 ha. The two species occur at different density on different quadrats, and neither is present on all.
Quadrat data are originally recorded on printed chart cards, but have now also been transferred to an
Access database. The methods of recording data have varied over time and more detail is now
recorded than in the early years. Initially presence only of a plant was mapped, with canopy size of
larger plants indicated by a circle. A standing dead tree was indicated by a dotted circle, or sometimes
by an exclamation mark by the species symbol. Fallen dead wood was not usually indicated. In more
recent years, plant height and canopy dimensions have been measured and recorded, and the larger
fallen dead wood also mapped, if not always consistently. Fallen wood has not been included in the
Access database.

To extract the data on dead trees from the database, the coordinates were selected of all trees of one of
the species that were present on the earliest chart of one quadrat. For each of these trees, records were
searched through time for presence of the tree, the dates if and when the tree was first recorded as
dead, and the date if and when the record ceased, indicating that the tree had fallen. The original charts
were then checked for presence of dead wood at the coordinates of the original tree, and the presence
of this dead wood traced forwards through time until it was no longer mapped, or (more usually) until
the last reading of the quadrat.

Photopoint records.
Photopoint photos are filed on index cards with accompanying comments. To avoid duplication only
photopoints with fields of view that did not include a quadrat were considered. Those that showed
unequivocally identifiable trees were examined. Photo -sequences were examined for trees originally
alive, which died and/or fell during the course of the recordings. In some cases trees disappeared from
view in undergrowth when they fell. These fallen logs were located on a recent visit to the reserve.

Data were compiled as: mean time (years) dead trees were standing
mean time (years) dead trees were fallen but distinguishable
For standing dead, the means were of two categories:

1. Incomplete: individuals for which the first and/or last dates were unknown, either because the tree
was already dead in the earliest record, or the tree was still standing dead in the most recent record. All
fallen trunks were still identifiable, hence are classed as incomplete.
2. Complete: individuals for which first and last dates were approximately known, that is, the date at
which a live tree died or a dead tree fell.
Most trees were included in the first group.

Data were also displayed as frequency distributions in 10 -year age classes, distinguishing between
complete and incomplete records in each case.

RESULTS
The average ages of standing dead trees and fallen trunks of each species are summarised in Tables 1
and 2 below. These data include both quadrat and photopoint records.
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Table 1. Myoporum platycarpum mean ages.

standing dead

incomplete
complete
incomplete

fallen trunk

standard error

no. of trees

total number

5.7
3.0
3.7

14

42

28
34

34

standard error

no. of trees

total number

39
6

45

11.7

3.7
4.3

22.4

6.3

12

12

mean age
31.2
16.9

38.4

Table 2. Acacia aneura mean ages.

standing dead

incomplete
complete
incomplete

fallen trunk

mean age
40.0

Frequency distributions, showing the number of dead trees standing or fallen in each 10 -year interval,
are presented below (Figures 1 to 4). Here again incomplete records are distinguished from complete
ones.

Figure 1.

Figure 2.

Myoporum plalycarpum,standing dead
18

Myoporum platycarpum fallen trunks
12

complete

18

® incomplete

14

F""'"', incomplete
10

8

12
10

8
6
4
2

2-

M
0-9 10-19 20-29 3439 40.49 50-59 60.69

0-9

Age range, years

Age range, years

Figure 3.

1419 20-29 3039 4449 50-59 60.69

Figure 4.

Acacia aneura, standing dead

Acacia aneura, fallen trunks

16

cr,

complete
incomplete
12

w 10
-D

6

20-9 10-19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70-7

49 10-19 20-29 30.39 40-49 5459 60-69

Age range, years

Age range, years

Figures 1- 4.Frequency distributions of ages of dead standing trees or dead fallen trunks in 10 -year age
classes. Myoporum platycarpum, Figs 1 & 2; Acacia aneura, Figs 3 & 4. Solid bars, complete

records: ie beginning and end of the time interval recorded, at least approximately. Grey bars,
incomplete records: beginning or end of the time interval unknown- tree was already standing dead
when records began, and/or was still standing dead, or fallen trunk still identifiable, at most recent
record.
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DISCUSSION
It can be seen from the data that M platycarpum trees have a shorter mean lifespan as standing dead

(31.2 years) than do A. aneura (40.0 years), for the incomplete records. It is likely that the age
underestimate of these means is greater for the mulga, as a higher proportion of the mulga total sample
is incomplete (39 out of 45) compared with Myoporum (14 out of 42). No trees from the 46 recorded
as fallen have yet disappeared. Consequently the fallen time -spans are even more underestimated.
Myoporum appeared to have a longer lifespan as fallen dead wood (38.4 years) compared to mulga

(22.4 years), but this is almost certainly because less mulga standing dead trees fell during the
observation period, and more of these were at more recent dates.

The data as presented must be treated with caution, and for several reasons should be regarded as
estimates only, and almost certainly underestimates. Both M. platycarpum and A. aneura may senesce

gradually before dying completely. They were sometimes recorded as dead one year, but alive
subsequently. Trees may drop foliage in dry seasons, but later re- sprout, although the bulk of the trunk
remains dead. Hence it was sometimes difficult to estimate the exact date on which the tree should be
taken as dead.

The quadrats were read annually or more frequently for the first few years of the project, but less
frequently after about 1935, with gaps of several years in some cases. Hence there were often
uncertainties of a few years in date of death or falling, if this occurred in one of these gaps in the
records. Dates used were always the first date a tree was recorded as dead, or the last it was recorded
as present and dead, so when a tree died or fell during a gap in records, the age was underestimated.

More serious is the fact that most of the records are incomplete. That is, many trees, especially A.
aneura, were still standing dead at the most recent reading, (2000 or 2001), and nearly all of the fallen
dead -wood was still identifiably present at the most recent readings. Some trees were recorded as
present but dead when the quadrats were first read in 1926, and three mulgas and one Myoporum have
remained standing dead from their first to last recording. Seventy -five years of records are not nearly
enough to capture the entire life and death cycle of these trees.

Although many of the records are incomplete, some of the trees, especially M. platycarpum, fell over
within one of two years of death. Because these short times were easily captured within the time -span
of the experiment, the means of the "complete" categories are shorter than those of the "incomplete"
categories, which at first seems counter - intuitive.

No comparable data could be found for arid zone trees either in Australia or overseas. Data are
available for Northern Hemisphere temperate or tropical forests, but even these are not numerous.
Some figures were found for fall -down rates for standing dead trees, or snags. These are often quoted
as % per year. From these figures, half -lives of snags have been calculated, assuming an exponential
decrease, and shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Fall -down rates and half -lives of snags (standing dead trees) in Northern Hemisphere forests

vegetation type

snag
3.6 - 11

decay
rate half -life, years
constant
0.0367 - 0.1165
18.9 - 5.9

0.7

0.00726

98.7

9 - 21

0.0943 - 0.2357

7.3 - 2.9

Dobbertin et al.
(2001)
Lee (1998)

0.0597

11.6

This study

fall -down

rate, % per year
deciduous /conifer
S.
Appalachian
Mts, USA
Mt. pine forest,

Swiss Nat. Park
Aspen- dominated
boreal, Alberta,

Canada
Myoporum
platycarpum

source of data
Harmon (1982)

An exponential decay curve was fitted to the "complete" data for Myoporum platycarpum standing
dead trees, yielding a decay constant of 0.0597 and a half -life of 11.6 years. For the reasons given
above this is almost certainly an underestimate, but from Table 3 it appears to be comparable to rates
in mixed deciduous and conifer forests in the S.E. of the USA, slower than the Canadian boreal forest,
but much faster than the Swiss mountain pine forest.

Although the exponential fit to the Myoporum data is quite good (r2 = 0.950), there is no obvious
reason why this should be the case. Figure 1 does not represent an initial population of dead trees that
gradually fell over time. Rather it is a data -set of trees which died at many different times over a 75
year period. There is no a priori reason why the smallest age cohort (0 - 10 years) should be the
largest. The calculated half -life for Myoporum does not mean quite the same thing as that derived from
percentage decreases in standing dead trees in Table 3.

The A. aneura data do not show an exponential decay; the observation time is too short and sample
size too small. There is evidence that these mulgas occur in approximately even -aged stands, which is
not the case further north where stands are more extensive and recruitment patterns different (Crisp,

1978). Many trees within one stand died within a short time period (Sinclair, 1996). This has
contributed to the unevenness of the age distribution in Figure 3. The fallen dead -wood data (Figures 2
and 4) are also too incomplete to be compared with decay rates for logs or woody debris in forests.

Further work on the Reserve could reveal biomass of standing and fallen wood, for comparison with
forest estimates and to place the decay rates in context. Perhaps the most interesting conclusion from
this study so far is that some individuals of mulga are capable of standing dead for over 75 years ,
while dead Myoporum platycarpum may stand for over 60 years. Dead wood in the arid zone, if not
collected for firewood, may last for a very long time, and standing dead trees are not necessarily due to
recent dieback. They may indicate events long past. Nevertheless if there is no sign of young trees of
seedlings to replace them, the dead wood may be a good indicator of long -term gradual loss of trees.
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BIODIVERSITY MANAGEMENT AND THE AUSTRALIAN RANGELANDS
S.R. Morton

CSIRO Sustainable Ecosystems, GPO Box 284, Canberra, ACT 2601

ABSTRACT
Biodiversity has gradually moved from the periphery of rangeland management twenty years ago to a
position of greater prominence today. Despite greater acceptance of its importance, though, three
issues either aid or abet more active incorporation of biodiversity consideration into management
practice. The first is an issue of measurement: as in other biomes we still struggle to agree on what we
might record, monitor and target. The second issue concerns growing recognition that our rangelands
are in better shape than most other parts of Australia because the mantle of native vegetation remains
in place. As a result, governmental support for biodiversity management could well be forthcoming.
Third, and on the other hand, the declining relative economic value of rangelands production may
continue to lead to declining governmental contributions. My paper tries to sort out these competing
trends, and thereby to suggest where rangeland managers may find their attention being drawn in
future years.
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WHAT IS BIO- DIVERSITY?
FROM THE PATORALIST VIEWPOINT
Fran, John, Ashley and Debbie Dowden
Challa Station, Mt Magnet, WA 6638

INTRODUCTION
Challa Station is in the Shire of Mt. Magnet in the Murchison region. This is a working business and
as such our first priority is to make a living from the land. The Dowden family has leased Challa
Station from the Government of W.A. since 1888. At present there is John and Fran, and John's son
Ashley, his wife Debbie and their three children living on the property. These children are the sixth
generation of Dowdens on Challa.

Bio- diversity is not a word any of us would have used prior to the EMU team making contact with us
and it is probably not an everyday term we will use because of diversity having a close association

with diversification - which we do not wish to do.

In fact I had to look up the meaning in the

dictionary.

The Collins Concise English Dictionary tells us that Biodiversity is:
Bioindicating or involving life or living organisms;
Diversity 1.
The state of quality of being different or varied
2.
A point of difference

"Ecojunctions" was another term we needed explained. However we do know where the different
types of land systems meet and that these are the areas of greatest grazing pressures. Does this mean
that we do know what bio- diversity is or what ecojunctions are? Maybe the knowledge is the same as
the gums but the terminology is different.
Our highest priority is to care for the land, not to overstock, to watch the changes from long periods of

drought and the effects of water erosion (as happened in the big floods of 1992 & 1995), and the
wonderful regeneration from these rains. Revegetation in 1992 & 1995 far outweighed any water
erosion damage, that did occur in certain areas of channel country.

CONSTANTLY READING THE LAND
The men, especially, are constantly monitoring the situation of decreasing or increasing vegetation.
While working their land they watch and notice the changes. John, his father, grandfather and great
grandfather spent hours riding horses through the land, moving mobs of sheep. These were golden

opportunities to notice each and every bush along the way. Horses don't run through or over
saltbushes, but pick their way through the country. The riders noticed changes; plants, animals and
insects are observed. It is noticed which plants are eaten, which ones are left, even in the worst
drought. How long it takes for a bush to regenerate is closely monitored, when the emus are laying
their eggs, when the snakes and lizards are about and the echidna homes. This all comes with
experience. This is their life, their love, their children's future, their stock survival, therefore the
future income and ongoing survival of the property. If changes aren't noticed and measures taken to
correct as and when needed, there will be no future for the rangelands.

From these observations and knowledge they know which way water flows, the strength of the flow,
the gradients of the land, and what soil surfaces are absorbent and what soils need very steady rain to
gain benefit. It has been a saying at Challa for a long time - "things happen because of rain -not
because rain is coming ". Pundits will dispute this. How many of us notice the ants scurrying around
and it rains very soon after - or maybe it doesn't? Like most insects they are subject to barometric
pressure if the pressure is down there is insect activity and sometimes it even rains.
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Ashley, John's son, is the new generation. He has ridden horses as a child and also spends hours
observing the bush. Like most bush kids, he was generally sitting with the adults at the table when
stories of the bush were told. He has also spent most of his adult life riding motor bikes as his
mustering style. To add to this he also is a pilot and can see the land changes ever so clearly from a
"birds eye" view. Where water runs - to and from, where there is degradation, where there is growth
and where the land changes are. His children are now experiencing the same "bush education ", when
from an early age they go on mill runs and help in the bush - a very important part of our life and our
future. Motor bikes are a necessary tool for mustering and will remain so, however the knowledge of
the land has to be passed on.
To watch the animation on the faces of John's 94 year old father, John and Ashley discussing a change
here or there, as they have a cuppa, is an awakening to their love of the land. Without this love and
understanding being passed on, future generations will never understand. We believe this cannot be
gained from a desk in some government office. The science is all well and good, but scientists do not
observe the land for 365 days of the year.

STOCKING WELL WITHIN THE LAND'S CAPACITY
Stock numbers are always a bone of contention between governments and landowners. We have a
breeding policy on Challa; that if there is not enough feed on the ground in December, that will still be
there for the ewes to lamb down on in the following June /July -the rams are not put in. We don't
gamble on a summer rain. If it should rain in the summer it is a bonus.

Our selling program is governed by the amount of winter rains (fodder) we receive. This decision is
made early in August at the completion of shearing. If insufficient rains have fallen stock numbers are
cut back (above the usual aged and cull numbers) to enable us to get through to the following winter.
Once again if it rains in the summer it is a bonus the country recovers to enable us to carry on into the
future.

Therefore we are not biodiversity specialists, but we believe we understand the country. Summer
rains regenerate the perennials and supply fodder, winter rains apart from supplying fodder, continue
the growth of the perennials, which will get the stock through the next summer. Winter rains are
more reliable than summer rains in this area. If we are not overstocked and running our place to what
might happen, but managing our stock to what has happened, we believe the rangelands will continue
to provide us with a viable future.

There is a lot of reporting of nature reserves being left on fanning areas. The pastoralist has a full
property of nature reserve, if he is prepared to care for it. The biggest foreseeable problem is the 5%
of irresponsible pastoralists who are allowed to overstock and degrade their land. This puts pressure
on neighbours' properties, as large stock can constantly stray through fences for feed. The powers to
be seem to take a very long time to assess the situation, decide on an action, and then having the
"guts" to act on the action they have decided. People out in the field, neighbours reports, etc. point to
where there is degradation of the land happening; the relevant bodies should take some action and
back the field officers. If this is not taken up, as the financial position of some of these people
worsens and they become numbers people instead of property people - more land will be lost. Maybe
the EMU project with the monitoring sites will enable these landowners to see the errors of their ways.
RARE FLORA
In May 1999 we received a letter from CALM informing us that a "priority two" flora, Baeckea sp.
London Bridge population had been identified on our pastoral lease. As far as we know it is one of
only two known populations in the State, and occurs in an extensive area of breakaways on Challa.
Feral goats tend to camp in the breakaways and in some areas this rare plant population has been
grazed. Because an extra watering point has been developed in this area (prior to the knowledge of
this plant) the grazing pressure will increase. CALM asked us to protect the population on our land
and arrange our operation so that the flora was not disturbed.
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We had made some enquiries after we received the letter to find out if funding was available to assist
in the protection of the species. In consultation with the EMU project, we have applied for funding for
fencing materials to set up a small exclosure to keep all animals out of the isolated breakaway, where
CALM and EMU officers have identified mature and juvenile plants. As a control measure we have
also applied for TGM yards at three watering points that service the breakaway area. This will allow
us to constantly control goats to a minimal number in the breakaway area. We will do the construction
and ongoing maintenance of the TGM yards and monitor the site in the exclosure area, and compare it
against a monitoring site outside this area.

Until we learnt of the NHT funding, nothing else had been available. We decided that NHT funding
might be our best chance of protecting the population.

The major threats to the plant population are the feral goats that graze across the breakaway country
where these plants are found. To us, the solution is simple; fence off the concentrated macropopulation
and protect the other plants scattered through the country from goats by building trapyards to reduce
the feral goat population in the area.
This is what we have applied for funding for from NHT. One of the biggest problems with the NHT is

the fence costing. A substantial fence is required to exclude feral goats. This must be ringlock.
Electrifying is useless as animals will go through it once and all the goats will be inside the exclusion
area. NHT will only fund up to $1600 per km for the fencing. We only require 1.2 km of fence but the
materials alone add up to almost $5000 per km. It has been difficult to impress upon the NHT people
the need for such a costly and substantial fence, but it is obvious to us that nothing less than what we
have proposed would effectively exclude feral goats and protect the plant.
After we completed the application we spoke to a member of the NIT Regional Assessment Panel. He
said that NHT does not give any money for trapyards. If this is the case, then it looks as though our
application will be unsuccessful or at best only partially successful. So we will have this little rare

plant on our breakaways that everyone says is worth protecting but we are struggling to get any
funding to protect it.

We hope to show that sustainable pastoralism includes conservation, and that conservation does not
only happen behind exclosure fencing or on reserves. That said, our environmental focus remains on
maintaining the general health of the land and its vegetation; not on specific local biodiversity issues

We will be putting in a large amount of labour and time, to protect this plant for the future. It must,
however be a joint project. To maintain and conserve the rangelands to be sustainable support must
come from all parties. We are doing our best to run a business and to conserve the lands. Both State
and Federal governments must be forthcoming in helping the pastoralist manage specific biodiversity
values.

LAND CONSERVATION & REPAIR WORK

In consultation with the EMU "crew" we have embarked on a program to stop water erosion
continuing in one of the watercourses. This watercourse had been slowly eroding away the soil and
becoming a creek. It isn't very wide at this stage and we feel it would be a great experiment to try one
of the EMU projects. The land is in a tributary flood plain on hardpan. The idea was to pack the
edges of the eroding watercourse with brush to slow the pace of the water as it dropped off the 30cm
banks like a waterfall effect, which caused the erosion. Luckily ( ?) our very large family was coming
for an Easter break and they were all deputised to do the packing. Ken and Hugh have both been out
to check on happenings and some rearrangement has been made in parts. Have we any results nothing is known at this point because as per Murphy's law, it hasn't rained since the packing. We
have established a monitoring site in this area.

MONITORING
The EMU project is one of the few government initiatives that are an aid to the pastoralist. We are
able to transpose onto maps and into our monitoring sites our knowledge of the land. At this stage we
don't have big brother looking over our shoulder making demands. If this should ever occur I believe
you would find the pastoralist perhaps not recording 100% of the truth.

As it is, it's a guide and learning tool to (perhaps) the inexperienced pastoralist to assist him in the
preservation of the rangelands. To the experienced pastoralist who knows what is going on, it is

proving to the world that we are caring for the land and harvesting fodder in a commercially
sustainable manner.

All properties, without exception, have made mistakes in the past through overgrazing. This had been
done, mainly, through stocking rates set by the government in the past and the lack of understanding
of the delicate balance in the rangeland's flora. A lot of areas that have been degraded in the past are
slowly being brought back with careful management and stocking rates. This is where the EMU
monitoring sites are of immense value.
We have put in 29 monitoring sites. One of these is on a fenceline where up to 5,000 sheep are droved
annually for shearing and were then also droved back. These days we only walk them one way and

transport them back by truck. We will be monitoring the changes. Another site is within half a
kilometre of a new dam that is situated in country where stock were unable to utilise the feed, when on

the other watering points. Only a fool would believe that the number of delicate palatable shrubs
wouldn't decline at this site, but a proper perspective has to be looked at, in being able to maintain the
majority of the perennials so close to a watering point. Another site is situated on the edge of a land
change system and next to a watering point, which has been severely degraded vegetation wise and
with water and wind erosion. This area will never come back, even if de- stocked. There are a number
of woody plants now growing. It is interesting to monitor beneath these trees where birds have
delivered the seeds of fodder plants and they are gradually becoming established.

The education of the landowner to the scientific jargon should not be a threat. I doubt that it is. We
are mostly an intelligent lot, who can verbalise with the best of them. We probably don't know the
botanic names of plants, but we know what they are for. Furthering any person's education and
knowledge is for the betterment of the industry. However be aware that you can't do this from behind
a desk and expect to see results from landowners who are out there every day. In other words don't
get too scientific; a balance must be kept between the scientists, the landowners and Government.
One of the concerns of the pastoralists is that the monitoring system will become too unwieldy. When
we started the monitoring sites, we used a one -page sheet, a photo and a list of plants. The Mark ?
Monitoring Site Sheets are 4 pages and all very well for the scientific monitoring. We must ask, are
all the questions necessary for the pastoralist to achieve objectives of the monitoring the site?

For example to do 29 sites, we have so far spent 4 days x 2 people putting them in, 2 days x 3 people
doing the initial monitoring plus photo development, writing up forms, etc. We are still to do our
follow up monitoring photos. It is an adjunct to the pastoral activities and time is very important to us

If the job becomes too onerous it won't be done - or will only be done intermittently. It is
exciting to write up forms and have all the information required, but, it has to be something that is
all.

simple enough for the pastoralist to include into his daily activities, e.g. while out doing a mill run, etc.

Is a photo every year necessary? Is it necessary to have an aerial photo for each site? What is
necessary? It must be kept in mind that this is not the only activity happening on the property and
needs to be kept into perspective of the property development.

We, at Challa, have been part of the SQF accreditation trial project for Gascoyne Murchison Strategy.
As part of our accreditation manual, we have added an environmental management unit. This has
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included the EMU monitoring sites as part of the manual.

We would like to finish by commending Dr. Ken Tinley and Dr. Hugh Pringle for their effort to get
the EMU project up and running. Challa is a member of the Rangeland Fibre & Produce Association.
We were one of the first groups they worked with and we found the "EMU's" enthusiasm exciting.
Hugh and Ken are willing to listen to the pastoralist, take on board comments and discussion but still
able to effectively put their ideas forward. I believe our entire group is seeing the country in some
different view than before meeting them. We have a variety of ages within the Rangelands Fibre &
Produce Group, and all ages and gender have been prepared to take this activity on board. We would
be disappointed if Emu is not continued and would hope it will eventually be enlarged to encompass
the whole rangeland.

We believe there are many people benefiting from the land whether it be the pastoralist, the wool
merchants, the people eating our produce or even advisers to the Government bodies like CALM, etc.
We all need to be aware where our income comes from and our where futures may lie. We believe we

are custodians of the land, as well as making our living and lifestyle from it. Let us hope that
Government departments take this into account in the future and we are not overtaxed and rated which
will make it difficult to make a living from the ever -decreasing income.
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HOW MUCH BIODIVERSITY CAN A PASTORALIST AFFORD?
Neil D. MacLeod and John G. Mclvor
CSIRO Sustainable Ecosystems Long Pocket Laboratories 120 Meiers Rd Indooroopilly Q 4068

ABSTRACT
The need to preserve biodiversity in privately managed rangelands is acute and well recognised. The

best way to achieve this is to introduce better landscape design and vegetation management in
contemporary production systems. The challenge remains to achieve wide -scale adoption of modified

systems. We review findings of a case study that explored the application of design principles to
promote biodiversity in grazed woodlands. Poor economic prospects, management difficulties, and
equity issues emerged as major barriers to changing present practice. Suggestions are offered on how
pastoralists may address these issues to move forward. Public initiatives to support this management
shift are canvassed.

INTRODUCTION
Problems of biodiversity decline in rangeland ecosystems are well known. Formal reserves have an
important role in retarding this decline but their limited effectiveness requires that biodiversity also be
conserved on privately managed rangelands (Pressey 1995). The best way to achieve this goal is to

introduce better patterns of landscape design and vegetation management into contemporary
production systems (McIntyre 1994). A challenge, however, will be to promote the wide -scale
adoption of these modified production systems. Central to this is the question of whether pastoralists
can afford to implement them, and who will gain from the effort?

The paper draws on a case study in the grassy woodlands of Queensland that explored the potential
application of landscape design principles developed to optimise ecological sustainability including
conservation of biodiversity (McIntyre et al. 2000). Poor economic prospects, compounded by
difficult management issues and equity, emerged as barriers to changing present practice. These issues
are canvassed and some positive suggestions made on how pastoralists might address these issues in

order to move forward. Only some of the benefits of conserving biodiversity will accrue to
pastoralists. Equity is an important issue for adopting new practices with resource conservation
outcomes.

LANDSCAPE DESIGN PRINCIPLES
The Grazed Landscapes Management Project explored options for sustainable use of grazed woodland
ecosystems using 4 case study properties in south -east Queensland (size range 900- 10,000ha). An
integrated set of landscape design principles (McIntyre et al. 2000) was developed and tested against
the present management systems. These principles included:

maintenance of a perennial tussock grass structure across the landscape (70% minimum for
pasture area)
minimum levels of tree cover across the landscape (30% minimum woodland structure)
viable stands of trees /shrubs (5 -10ha) on all major land types
limiting intensive land uses (»30% maximum area)
riparian buffers (40- 100m), preferably fenced for controlled stock access
protection of vegetation on potential recharge areas where a salinity hazard exists
protecting critical habitat (10% area for dedicated reserves)
linkages of vegetation established between these elements across the landscape
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COMPARISON OF CASE STUDY PROPERTIES AND PRINCIPLES
Resource assessments were made for the 4 properties against the principles (Martin et al. 1999) and
the economic task of rehabilitating the landscapes was estimated by simulation modelling (MacLeod
and McIvor 1999). The economic cost has two components: (a) opportunity income losses of foregone
grazing due to changing tree /grass balance, and (b) the capital cost of any rehabilitation works.

The major re- vegetation tasks required to meet the design targets were to address potential salinity
risks and to restore vegetation buffers in riparian areas. Two properties were assessed to have salinity
risks and required 145 ha and 1707 ha of extra woodland respectively. All 4 properties required extra
woodland in the riparian areas (range 41 to 333ha). Provided this amount of woodland was restored,
little extra woodland was needed to meet the needs for viable patch sizes or overall woodland cover.

Current pasture production on the properties was estimated using the GRASP pasture growth
simulation model (McKeon et al. 2000). The tree basal areas were then changed to reflect the
woodland cover on the properties if the principles were applied and the simulations re -run. The pasture
utilisation rate was kept constant and the impact of the reduced forage production on carrying capacity

was calculated (Mclvor and MacLeod 1999). The additional woodland was estimated to reduce
carrying capacity by 8 -23 %. The effect of implementing the required landscape restoration tasks on
the profitability of the 4 case properties was to reduce gross margins (revenue - direct costs) by 1025% and after overhead costs are accounted for, further reduce net profit by 30 -80 %.

The effect of small changes in gross margins on profit is amplified when profit margins are already
low, a common case for rangeland grazing enterprises. Conservation management systems that require
income sacrifices of the projected order are not likely to be implemented very rapidly. These sacrifices
do not include the projected capital cost of implementing the systems that are estimated to be between
$65 -120 per hectare across the 4 case properties. The projected outlays may understate the actual
rehabilitation task. Fencing and planting strategies may require a major relocation and redesign of
infrastructure and additional labour to maintain the conservation works, a further disincentive to
undertake such rehabilitation work.

BARRIERS

The ecological theory behind the principles and their practical application were canvassed with 3
landholder panels. Numerous management and equity issues were identified as major barriers to
adoption. These included (a) economic - benefits compared to costs and effort; (b) technical treatment efficacy, pest, weed or fire hazards; (c) strength of conviction - incomplete acceptance of a
need to act - part related to doubt on technical effectiveness and to acceptance of the claimed extent of
landscape dysfunction; (d) time scales - hazard emergence and repair effectiveness (needs more
explanation); (e) situation - age of owners, farm size and plans for property retention/disposal; (f)
equity - distribution of benefits and costs; (g) loss of freehold rights and sovereign risk; and (h) limited
agro- forestry alternatives. Suggestions from the landholders to resolve some of these issues generally
related to smaller local initiatives (e.g. fire control in a remnant, more off -stream waters, retaining a
few more trees) and rarely to wide -scale options to fully accommodate the principles. The task was

simply seen as too big, too expensive, inconsistent with commercial practice or an unreasonable
impost to provide non -compensated public benefits.

MOVING FORWARD

The imperative to protect biodiversity is urgent and the impasse on adoption must be broken. Key
issues to be resolved are to clearly define pastoralists' "duty of care" for land management, and
finding cost -effective "Pareto" type options for sharing benefits and costs equitably between
pastoralists and the broader community.
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Duty of Care
The boundary between a reasonable expectation of pastoralists exercising a "duty of care" and making
a public good sacrifice is ill- defined. Many pastoralists consider it inequitable to have to provide non compensated public benefits. This is important because a mandated duty of care is central to policy
thinking on sustainable land management (Industry Commission 1998). Binning (1997) draws a "line
between practices that are required to achieve land use objectives at a landscape or regional scale and
additional practices or investments to sustain local sites of unique conservation value ". The former is
argued to represent a legitimate expectation by the community of private landholders fulfilling a duty
of care, while the latter is seen to be a clear case of making a significant commitment to the public

Compensation under this particular viewpoint is justified only in the latter case. Many
pastoralists would reject this distribution of responsibility for conservation; and the components of
landscape function included in "regional scale land use objectives" are contentious. A resolution is
good.

required as a matter of urgency.

Pareto options
The Pareto "20:80" rule, where the initial commitment of resources and effort (20 %) gives most of the
desired result (80 %), is well - recognised. It may be cost- effective to strategically apply elements of the
design principles to gain a large proportion of the desired biodiversity outcome without incurring all
the large projected income and capital losses mentioned above. Examples are conservative

management of riparian vegetation, wider provision of off course waters, and active protection of
woodland remnants. There may be scope to fence out larger waterholes to recreate viable riparian
reserves along the main channels. While the ecological performance of these multiple - purpose
reserves for wildlife conservation and watercourse protection is unclear, it is a step forward. The
capital costs should be considerably lower.

Institutions and Market Mechanisms
Working with the 3 landholder panels yielded valuable insights on how new institutions and market
instruments might impact on decision - making. Options to promote biodiversity include: (a)
information and motivational programs - education, training, information, networks; (b) management
agreements - contracts /covenants; (c) revolving funds - land exchanges with attached conditions; (d)
financial incentives - subsidies, cost reimbursement, tax deductions, rate rebates; and (e) regulatory
mechanisms - rights, obligations, and proscribed practices. The panels acknowledged that these
mechanisms might be important in some contexts. Compensation is a necessary, but insufficient step,
for easing the barriers. Rate rebates and subsidies are "sweeteners ", but insufficient inducement for
large -scale action. Tax concessions demonstrate a direct public contribution to on -farm works,
notwithstanding the limited compensation to small enterprises. Regulations (especially tree clearing)
are usually rejected.

Most incentives are seen to not be sufficiently attractive to overcome the economic, technical and
other barriers to implementing additional biodiversity conservation measures, much beyond those
already in place. These views are consistent with the large economic gap between the existing
profitability of the case properties and that projected with adoption of the design principles. Even if
capital works were fully underwritten by the community, there remains the prospect of a sizeable and
ongoing income loss. It is hard to see a situation emerging in which the community would seriously
meet both the up -front costs and an annual compensation payment for lost income opportunities
consistent with the scale of the task at hand.

CONCLUSION

Biodiversity conservation is a classic 'public good' that will not be provided in the quantities that
would be traded in informed markets. Public provision could involve dedicated conservation reserves
maintained at public expense (e.g. national parks, state fauna reserves). It could also be accomplished
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through direct payments to private landholders for providing conservation services, in much the same
way as they are rewarded for contemporary range products (livestock, crops and limited eco-tourism).
However, this is not presently happening to any great degree. Efficient and equitable market

mechanisms and institutions do not exist to facilitate the necessary cost -sharing required to
compensate landholders for their efforts and income losses from foregone agricultural production.
There is a long way to go in developing and implementing these types of mechanisms and the size of
the gap between private and public benefits and costs is large. In the meantime, limited Pareto type
options on private lands may be the best that can be hoped for as cost -effective, stop -gap measures. It
really comes down to how much biodiversity a pastoralist either can or is willing to afford.
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PASTORAL AND MINING ACTIVITIES IN W.A. - IMPACTS AND SYNERGIES: IMPROVING
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE PRIMARY ECONOMIC USERS OF THE ARID
RANGELANDS
Harley Lacy
Outback Ecology Services. 20 Bowman Street, South Perth WA 6151

HISTORY
Explorers, pastoral expansion and prospectors
Pastoral activity, knowledge, and primary infrastructure to the first mining activities
The pre 1960's, iron mines, into the nickel boom and then the gold boom
Actions to improve an antagonistic relationship
A more mutually beneficial relationship- but brought out?
Today W.A and many pastoral people economically dependent on mining.

EUROPEAN HERITAGE: PASTORAL AND MINING HISTORY AND THE ABORIGINAL
FUTURE
Interest and attraction by visitors and therefore economic benefit
Old homesteads, stock routes, and old minesites
Dreaming paths, travel and trade routes.

SCALE - ECONOMICS AND POLITICAL POWER
Relative to time and economics - sometimes social pariah's
Poles apart: pastoral and mining industries and their economics
Utilising Australian rangelands in a sustainable way
Regional areas can wield some power while the "one vote one value" idea is not law
Mining and the triple bottom line.

IMPACTS ON PASTORAL ACTIVITIES
Scale - Small localised, but dramatic, at times activity overwhelms pastoral people
Strip mining - prospectors and the future: nickel laterite mining and mineral sands
Changes to the waterless plains - permanent water bodies and water of the future
Physical risk, sources of pollutants, and points of attraction forever?
Economics - disruption, disturbance and damage - local and regional
Economics; temporal, resale values, compensation rights and buying out the industry
Social impacts; lifestyle disruption, social change, boom and bust communities
Mining however can destabilise local labour resources, through competition
Sustainability; who will outlast who? environmental capital.

SYNERGIES PASTORAL AND MINING ACTIVITIES
Pastoral people maintain the social capital and infrastructure while the miners are away

Pastoral people maintain and support local organisations and one of the reasons the government
maintain services - this is the conduit to future resources, and future industry through low cost
exploration and mining
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Mining - reasons for the government to provide capital grants for regional infrastructure
Mining - economic safety net during time of poor rates of return
Mining - potential for capital injections to pastoral leases
Mining capital for venture capital, alterative land use, and experimentation
Social scholarships and foundations, social facilities and economic benefits
Water resources identified tapped and available in inland areas
Locals make good, solid, stable employees, and bring local knowledge
Tax benefits and economic benefits could be enhanced for long term resident working people
Some pastoral people understand impacts on country and can make good advisers
Mining provides skill enhancement, growth in knowledge, and experience.

CONCLUSION
Mining and pastoral land users are mutual stakeholders and if they approach each other with respect
and understanding can both yield the benefits of a positive synergistic relationship.

People in arid lands - of all types and persuasions need to ensure local politicians assist them in
capturing a proportion of the constant one way flow of mine resource dollars to the cities, capital from
these finite resources may never return.

This capital requires wise investment, by communities and individuals to allow diversification of
pastoral activities and the development of other sustainable industries from socially, healthy regional
hubs.
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CONSERVATION VALUES IN MINED LANDSCAPES
Ian Kealley
Department of Conservation and Land Management, Goldfields Region

What is the Mined Landscape? The area of the direct disturbance or the regional zone of influence at the
mining operation? It can include both especially where mining companies manage extended areas of
rangeland.

While a very limited number of directly disturbed mined landscapes have some residual or created
conservation values (e.g. remnant bush areas or created wetlands), this does not generally apply within the
rangelands.

Mined landscapes do not have conservation value as once the landscape is altered it always remains
altered. Many mined rangeland landscapes, even rehabilitated ones, in fact have substantial negative local
conservation impacts and influences such as:
"'exposed salt water areas
" "artificial permanent water points and changed drainage
" "disturbed and unstable surfaces and altered landforms
" "altered vegetation associations

The positive aspects and value to conservation from mining and mined landscapes in the rangelands are
secondary and relate to the capacity of mining companies and mining operations to influence regional
conservation outcomes, input to conservation and biodiversity and achieve management of the wider
rangelands for conservation. Specifically:
Achieving regional conservation outcomes through tradeoffs and processes to ensure no overall loss
of conservation values.
Land Management for conservation. By managing for conservation the land not directly impacted by
mining on mining tenements or where companies own pastoral leasehold. Allocation of areas for
conservation, creation of formal conservation reserves (excisions, donation, purchase) or conservation
outside of reservation (S 16a, MOU, Covenants etc).

Allocating resources ($, time, people) for conservation and biodiversity work outside of directly
impacted areas.
Management of feral animals (herbivores and predators) in a regional sense.
Contribution to programs that reduce threatening processes within the region (e.g. impacts of grazing,
reduction of artificial waters, feral animals, fencing).

Research and survey. Both through the EIS and PER processes and while operating the mine by
contributing to improved knowledge by survey of flora and fauna. Extend surveys outside of the
direct zone of influence, contribute to regional data bases and knowledge systems.
Survey, for manage and research regional populations of rare, threatened and priority species of flora
and fauna.
Provision of infrastructure and support for regional conservation initiatives (access, accommodation,
data, and staff).
Develop partnerships with conservation agencies, community groups and indigenous communities to
achieve conservation outcomes through the points above and active land management.
Information education and knowledge. Develop awareness and education campaigns for conservation
within the sites, with the community and as targeted programs.
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The `being there' factor. Having staff on site provides eyes and ears to manage rangelands and allows
input to conservation programs.
Integrated land management. Manage all areas for all uses including conservation especially for areas
outside those directly disturbed.
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PASTORAL MANAGEMENT UNDER MINING OWNERSHIP
- JUGGLING HAND GRENADES
R. Lamont

Placer Granny Smith, P 0 Box 33, Laverton WA 6440

THE RIGHTS PANCAKES
Historical Rights
State Rights
Rights for Nature?

Emerging Rights
Multinational Rights?
The Ultimate Owners and Custodians

HOW DID I GET HERE?
Kings in Mulga Castles
Clash of Mindsets
Downsizing the Machine
If in Doubt call a Consultant

Commodities Compete
Panic Buying and NT Paranoia
The Brain Drain & Pitt St Cowboys
The Net Benefit Opportunity

GROUND ZERO
Fencing
Genetics
Animal Welfare
Relationships

Waters
Financials
Degradation

THE PLAN
Stop the Hemorrhage
Quality Infrastructure Cheaply
Diversification
Land Management

Not with a bandaid

Reduce Stock & Rebuild Owner involvement
Feral Animals

THE VISION
Economic Sustainability
Community Compatibility
Pastoral
On going Monitoring

Biodiversity Conservation
Indigenous
Mining
Preservation of the Vision

WHILE KEEPING IN MIND....
Big Rhythms
Policy Versus Practices
Conflict and Cooperation
The Revolving Door of Personalities
Corporate Whims
State Whims
Tragedy of the Commons (Otherwise known as a common tragedy)
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RELATIONSHIPS WITH PEOPLE AND LAND
- CONTINUITIES AND CHANGES.
Don Burnside' and Len Boladeras2

' URS Australia Ltd, Perth WA 6000
'Rangelands Australia

ABSTRACT
The relationships between rangeland people managing natural resources are changing. More people are
involved, the objectives for use, once clear -cut and relatively simple are becoming complex, and the
management requirements are growing in breadth and sophistication. At the same time that more input to
rangeland strategy and policy is being sought from rangeland people, there is a declining justification for
public services for the `how to' of day-to-day management. Some issues are evident -the need for
consistency between conversations and decisions taken at policy, strategic and tactical levels, recognition

of the growing heterogeneity in the nature of pastoral businesses, building skills in asking `why'
questions, enabling transition from public to private sources of professional support, and the need to build
better rewards for uses and management that deliver desired public outcomes.

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of our paper is to review the relationships in the rangelands - particularly as they relate to the
management of natural resources.

This paper presents some personal thoughts about how the relationships between `rangeland people'
themselves, and between these people and the land developed and how they are changing. We are
confining our attention to the environment we know best. Thus, by `rangeland people' we mean the WA
pastoral community in the Southern Rangelands and the people providing publicly funded support to that
community and land use. By `land', we mean the natural resources that sustain their pastoral businesses.
We bring parallel but different experiences to the paper. One of us (LCB) ran a pastoral business in the
North Eastern Goldfields for over 20 years. The other (DGB) was a rangeland management adviser in
government for 17 years. For 8 years, we had a close professional relationship around the day - to-day
challenges and opportunities facing pastoral management in the region.

THE RELATIONSHIPS - THEN AND NOW
Publicly funded services to the WA pastoral industry
In WA, critical inquiry into the nature of the land and how it works began in the Murchison in the 1930s
when pastoralists initiated university research into the value of mulga (Acacia aneura) as a fodder. In the
Kimberley, the focus was on management of the grasslands and the possibilities for irrigated horticulture.
Over the next 20 to 30 years, professional inquiry into pastoral management developed as a branch of
agricultural R &D. In 1979, about 45 professional and technical officers employed by the Department of
Agriculture serviced 427 pastoral businesses. A further 60 people were employed in leasehold inspection
and weed and pest control (Anon 1979). While the numbers have fluctuated over time as a result of
budgetary constraints and opportunities, the public commitment to support of the pastoral industry has
been at similar levels ever since. In current dollars, the net public commitment to supporting each pastoral
business is estimated at about $10,000 (Dames & Moore 1999).
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Changing assumptions in the relationship
We suggest that the thrust of the relationships between people in the rangelands were developed in the
1950 and 1960s around several articles of faith, as shown in Table I.

Table 1: Old and new assumptions underlying relationships
issue
Land ownership

fhgiiial assunotptron
Shared view that pastoral lessees
were seen as de facto owners of
the land they lease for grazing.
:

Land use

Grazing as the only enduring

Goals and objectives

use.
Shared goal as long-term
sustainable production.

Stakeholders

Relationship focus

Dominant issues

Relationship aims

Pastoral lessees and a few
agencies of government.
Objectives
for
individual
pastoral businesses.
Other objectives determined by
government agencies.
Lost
productivity
through
overuse at the time of settlement;
management should aim at
rehabilitation.
Pastoral managers need a way of
determining long -term trends in
the land resource.
Pastoral managers needed to be
more aware of the needs of the

land and vegetation resources,
Technologies

Source of Research
Development
and

Extension
Government
intervention

and better animal managers.
Principal management tools

EMer
assumptioms .;
An internal view that pastoral lessees are the de facto
owners of the land they lease for grazing.
The contrasting external view is that pastoral lessees
are principally managing for public good.
Other potential uses apart from grazing are recognised
as having legitimacy (i.e. multiple use).
Shared goal as long -term sustainable production and
ecological sustainability (using the distinction
provided by Stafford Smith 1994).
Anybody who is keen to get involved can argue for a
.

`stake'.
Regional/ industry objectives captured in strategic
planning done through participative processes;
community development.

The land resource is in sufficiently good condition to
support productive grazing enterprises.
Regional sustainable development assumes greater
importance.
Individual enterprises should be focusing on land uses
where they have a comparative advantage.

Pastoral managers need to be skillful business
managers, more aware of beyond farm -gate issues;
they need a means of benchmarking total business
performance.

Principal management tools are business planning,
were level (stocking rate) and ecosystem planning, total grazing control and
timing of grazing use. Other increased technology (e.g. solar water pumping).
technologies of marginal value.
Government

Pastoral lease inspection.
Crisis assistance.

Where possible, smaller leases
encouraged into

Government and private

Support for `clean, green' production.
New industry development.
Regional economic and social development.

restructuring Multiple enterprise businesses encouraged and more
common.

making larger ones that are
`more viable'.

In the original assumptions in the left hand column, the strategic focus was around supporting the pastoral
industry; with conservative land management, combined with careful flock and herd management seen as
a source of long -term productivity and by implication, enterprise prosperity. Generally, managers of
pastoral leases were seen as having all the management skills required. These assumptions dictated the
relationships, which were around the fundamental question `How to graze ?'. These underlying
assumptions are changing with the rate of change has accelerated since the early 1990s. The altered
assumptions that appear to us to be operating now have the features shown in the right hand column. In

this changing view of the pastoral environment, the strategic focus is around regional and industry
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economic and social development; multiple land use options; attention to whole station business
management skills, and beyond farm -gate issues. Managers are encouraged to seek training in business
management. Most importantly, the questions being addressed now include `What uses are best ?' and
`Why graze ?.

We accept that our analysis in the above table may be somewhat shallow and incomplete. What evidence
do we have for these changes? The 1990s saw a rash of initiatives affecting the WA rangelands. At the

national level, the Natural Heritage Trust, the National Principles and Guidelines for Rangeland
Management Strategy (Commonwealth of Australia 1999), a range of other national strategies, selection

of Shark Bay for World Heritage listing and Native Title legislation seriously challenged previous
assumptions about how rangeland `business' should be done. At state and regional level, the regional
development agenda (Government of Western Australia 2000), the Managing the Rangelands Policy
Statement in 1998, the Gascoyne- Murchison Strategy (Government of Western Australia 1998),
Rangeways (Friedel et al. 2001), and acquisition of pastoral leases for indigenous and conservation values
have all widened the rangeland agenda, and the issues being addressed. Finally, as noted in Kelly (2002),
landholders are increasingly required to involve themselves in consultative and participative processes that
deal with this wider agenda.

Strategic and tactical relationships
Relationships between pastoralists and service providers have both a tactical and strategic focus. In Table
2, we suggest how these tactical and strategic `conversations' may be changing.
Table 2: Old and new assumptions underlying relationships

bngaälütnpt ..n.
Land ownership

Land use
Goals and objectives

Stakeholders
Relationship focus

Dominant issues

Relationship aims

Iiiitiiii rgag iiiiiiiiiiii0 rbc.:...

.

An internal view that pastoral lessees are the de facto
were seen as de facto owners of owners of the land they lease for grazing.
the land they lease for grazing.
The contrasting external view is that pastoral lessees
are principally managing for public good.
Grazing as the only enduring Other potential uses apart from grazing are recognised
as having legitimacy (i.e. multiple use).
use.
Shared goal as long -term Shared goal as long-term sustainable production and
sustainable production.
ecological sustainability (using the distinction
Shared view that pastoral lessees

Pastoral lessees and a few
agencies of government.
for
individual
Objectives
pastoral businesses.
Other objectives determined by
government agencies.
Lost
productivity
through
overuse at the time of settlement;
management should aim at
rehabilitation.
Pastoral managers need a way of
determining long-term trends in
the land resource.
Pastoral managers needed to be
more aware of the needs of the

land and vegetation resources,
Technologies

and better animal managers.
Principal management tools

provided by Stafford Smith 1994).
Anybody who is keen to get involved can argue for a
`stake'.
Regional/ industry objectives captured in strategic
planning done through participative processes;
community development.

The land resource is in sufficiently good condition to
support productive grazing enterprises.
Regional sustainable development assumes greater
importance.
Individual enterprises should be focusing on land uses
where they have a comparative advantage.

Pastoral managers need to be skillful business
managers, more aware of beyond farm -gate issues;
they need a means of benchmarking total business
performance.

Principal management tools are business planning,
were level (stocking rate) and ecosystem planning, total grazing control and
timing of grazing use. Other increased technology (e.g. solar water pumping).
technologies of marginal value.
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Source of Research
and
Development
Extension
Government
intervention

Government

Government and private

Pastoral lease inspection.
Crisis assistance.

Support for `clean, green' production.
New industry development.
Regional economic and social development.

Where possible, smaller leases

Multiple enterprise businesses encouraged and more

encouraged into restructuring
making larger ones that are
`more viable'.

common.

Our sources for the assertions made in previous sections and in the above table include the GascoyneMurchison Strategy documents (Government of Western Australia 1998) and from regular reading of the
Southern Rangelands Pastoral Memo.

Who will be providing the Research, Development and Extension (R, D and E) services to grazing?
In agricultural development throughout Australia, the long -standing assumption has been that Government
will provide R, D and E services. This is changing rapidly with private services very active in broad -acre
agriculture - in 1998, about 25 per cent of farmers in WA were using private sources of technical and
business management advice (Marsh and Pannell 1998). The pastoral industry has lagged behind this
trend. The paper by John Fargher and others presented at this conference highlights the poor returns to
national welfare from public investment in the grazing industry. The implication is that there is little to be
gained from further investments by the public in grazing R, D and E. The corporate pastoral companies
have recognised the limits to public support, and are sourcing their own R,D and E. What about the
remainder? Complaints that we have heard from pastoralists who have been accustomed to high levels of
personal service in the past suggests that a process of `strategic withdrawal' is occurring, with a relative
shift into regional/industry strategic activities as opposed to local on- ground service.

We are presenting a picture of changing relationships conducted over tactical and strategic objectives at
different domains of operation. Table 3 presents this confusion of domains and conversations as a matrix.

Table 3: Service provision in the rangelands
Domain

Discussion question

Who is providing
Who has
it now'
provided the
service?
.:
....

Decision level

- .. -::...

The paddock

-

`How to graze ?'

The pastoral `What do we want
business

our future to

Tactical

Government

Strategic

Government

Industry
strategy
and
policy
Regional policy

Mainly
Government

be

like ?'

The industry

The region

The nation

What is the industry
contributing?

`What uses should

Mainly government
reducing
resources
Mainly government
reducing
resources
Government and
industry

-

Question not Government

be supported ?'

normally
asked

`What is the value of National/ State
policy

Question not Government

our occupancy ?'

Who will be
providing the
service?
Private sector?

Private sector?

Mainly industry

Regional
Government
Government

normally
asked

The level that many practitioners with a long `pastoral history' feel most comfortable with is the paddock/
pastoral business level. The relationships in the pastoral domain have always been better at considering
the `how to graze' question than the `what should we be doing' questions. While objectives seem simple
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at this level, without considering the regional implications of what is being considered and decided, there
can be a serious mismatch between that level and industry/region level decision - making. It is critical that
relationship processes operate vertically through the table, so that the decisions at the policy levels inform
the relationships at the tactical levels.

If government is getting out of the `how to' area, what then will it be doing? The public interest is in the

collective welfare of the rangelands, not in the performance of individual businesses.

Individual
industries, be they grazing, mining or tourism will fund their own industry- related R, D and E. Public

investment will increasingly be directed into asking the `what' and `why' questions in rangeland
management, with the `how to' being left increasingly to private interests.

CONSIDERING THE EMERGING RELATIONSHIP
Some advantages and disadvantages of the emerging relationship and the changing role for the traditional
service providers are suggested in Table 4.

Table 4: The `new', - strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats
Weaknesses

Strengths

Relationships more inclusive of all rangeland
people.

Reluctance by many to discuss the `why' as well as
the `how'.

High attention to holistic management skills.

Temptation to search for `quick fix' to poor

Encouraging management to look beyond the

commodity prices.

Inadequate attention to some of the production

boundary fence.
Encouragement and support of multiple objectives.
members.

basics.
Reduced availability of
increasing social isolation.

More cross -sectoral communication with `outside
community'.

Regional strategies don't deliver maximum benefit
because of blockers elsewhere in the system.

Better informed and skilled community leaders and

Legislative and administrative arrangements that

Regional context for local actions.
A focus on whole of region outcomes.

enshrine outdated assumptions.
Government withdrawal leaves vacuum in strategic
and tactical advice for individual businesses.
A desire to recreate the past.
Poorly researched new uses that go bad.

Economic opportunities for managing for non(e.g.

conservation,

services

Threats

Opportunities

market values
habitation).

day - to-day

strategic

Building the debate between the `what', `why' and
`how' in rangelands.
New means of rewarding good management.
Meeting new niche markets.
Exploiting the IT revolution (e.g. education, access

The rate of change may outstrip the capacity to
change.
Loss of community with increased technology.

Private advice encourages resistance to external
imperatives - return to `us and them'.
Using `one size fits all' approaches to the
relationships.

to information).
Remote technology.
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CONCLUSION - WHAT IS NEXT?
As discussed by Kelly (2001), the changes in how relationships work in the rangelands are not occurring
without some pain. It is important that the causes of the pain are addressed. We close by suggesting
some issues to be addressed for the emerging relationships to work to the benefit of rangeland people.
As suggested by John Fargher and others in their paper, legislative frameworks are required that
enable these emerging relationships to work better -that help capture the opportunities in Table 4.
We need market means of rewarding uses and management that contribute to community good.
Building capacity for the debate about the `what', `why' and `how' in rangelands in a way that ensures
consistency in decisions made across the levels.

Recognition that we have several `pastoral industries' - from large corporate well -resourced
companies, to small enterprises that operate as a base for off -farm activities. The `one size fits all'
thinking about how relationships should proceed can be comfortable for some, but not helpful. Very
different approaches are needed for different types of operation.

Recognition of the unique skills sets and personal constructs that may be required for successful
rangeland occupancy. How will these be encouraged?
Determining how the vacuum left by government's likely withdrawal from the `how to' questions will
be addressed? Strategic planning for that transition is required.
Determining how can the IT revolution in the bush be best exploited.
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WHERE DOES THE POWER LIE? LANDHOLDERS PERSPECTIVES ABOUT COMMUNITY
PARTICIPATION IN LAND MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS
Dana M. Kelly
Rural Extension Centre, University of Queensland, PO Box 1000, Gatton, QLD 4345

ABSTRACT

The perceptions of landholders regarding power relationships within community participation are
highlighted in this paper. The two major conceptualisations of power are used to analyse power
relationships within existing government rangeland management programs. Within the dominant
perspective, when power is viewed as a capacity, landholders expressed a desire to have more power and
influence over government decision- making. However, this study revealed anomalies within this
perspective of power. Power is dynamic and individual relationships are fundamentally important to
landholders, indicating the alternative perspective. Landholders do not necessarily act to maximise their

power. Rather, they choose participatory processes which ensure their interests are protected. Both
conceptualizations of power can assist in improving participatory approaches in rangeland management.

INTRODUCTION
In the Australian rangelands, the trend towards community participation is evident in the literature as well

as in government policy and guidelines (Commonwealth of Australia 1999). However, participatory
approaches are undertaken with little understanding of the underpinning concepts. Power is highlighted as

one of the key dimensions of community participation (Chambers 1997; Guijt and Shah 1998; Pretty

1999). Hence, improving the theoretical understanding of power and how power influences the
relationships between government agencies and landholders could enhance participatory activities.

This paper focuses on the perceptions of rangeland people regarding power relationships within
community participation in government natural resource management and other land management
programs. Interviews were undertaken with landholders and government staff, primarily in south -west

Queensland, but with some in central Queensland, western New South Wales and the GascoyneMurchison region of Western Australia. Rangeland people rarely discussed power explicitly, yet power
issues are often implicit.

Because power relations were rarely discussed explicitly, research included observation of participants,
and techniques to encourage reflection. A typology with different levels of power sharing in participation
was presented to landholders to stimulate discussion - Pretty's model (Table 1). This method highlighted

that people in rangeland management were well aware of power divisions and indeed used them to

advance their own interests. For them, the meaning of power fitted into one of the two main
conceptualisations.

Defining power

Different understandings of power have developed in two main traditions -the dominant tradition is
epitomized by the works of Habermas, and the alternative tradition is epitomized by Foucault's writings.
The Habermasian understanding is that power is a quantitative capacity, an entity which can be traded and
shared, where power is seen as repressive. Foucault's conceptualization is that power manifests in the
actions of individuals, inherent in all communication, and does not exist outside of relations between
people. Power is viewed as inevitable, with both positive and negative dimensions (Foucault 1980b, 1988;

Hindess 1996). Simplistically, Foucault focuses on the individual and micro -scale, while Habermas
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focuses on the collective and macro -scale. This study reveals the complexity of power relationships and
suggests that both traditions can develop understanding about community participation.

Defining participation in relation to power
Participation is used in this research, as in common parlance, to simply mean involvement or attendance it is an umbrella term meaning the range of processes through which local communities are involved and
influence government programs. However, the meaning of terms such as participation, consultation and
partnerships are inconsistent, with definitions varying across states, over time and between disciplines.

In the development and agricultural extension literature, the only "genuine" participation is that which
equally shares decision - making power between government agencies and local people. Various typologies
use power sharing to differentiates between types of participation - for example Arnstein's classic work
(1969), as well as Cornwall (1995) and Pretty's (1995b). These all highlight the desirability of transferring
control to local people. The literature and government policy emphasises the need to empower the weak,

women, minorities and vulnerable in society. This is a Habermasian view with the dichotomies of
"powerful" and "powerless ", focusing on the macro view of a formulaic approach to participation.

Table 1 Levels of participation
Arnstein's model
Manipulation
Therapy
Informing
Consulting
(e.g. attitude survey)
Placating (representative on a
Board or committee)

Partnership
Delegated power
Citizen control

Pretty's model

Cornwall's model

Manipulative participation (such as a Board Co- option
of representatives with tokenistic power)
Passive participation (where local people
Co- operation
receive information from government)
Participation by consultation (where locals
Consultation
provide information to government)
Participation for material goals (where locals
receive material incentives such as money)
Functional Participation (to achieve goals of Collaboration
external agency)
Interactive participation (where local people
can influence government decisions)

Self -mobilisation (where the power rests
with the local community)
(Adapted from Arnstein 1969; Pretty 1995b, 1999; Cornwall 1995)

Co- learning

Collective action

While the concept of power underpins these typologies, power relationships are rarely outlined explicitly,
either in the participation literature or in practice. The participation literature suggests that power is an
important issue, yet concepts about the theory underpinning the conceptualisation of power are poorly
developed. Power definitions and issues are often implicit in discussion, and the theoretical traditions are
rarely mentioned.

Pretty's typology in agriculture does not define power explicitly. However his meaning seems to fit with
the dominant conception - where power is a quantitative phenomena, it is the capacity to act, a commodity

which can be traded. Pretty says (1995b, 1999) that some people "have no power" indicating an
assumption that power can be possessed. He also mentions "distributions of wealth and power" which
implies that power is a quantitative capacity which can be acquired or shared. This view is similar to the
dominant tradition as epitomized by Habermas ( 1987, 1996) and many others, who see power as the
ability of a person to "do" something, such as influence decisions and bring about outcomes; or the ability
of a person to have power "over" others.

In practice, power is not commonly discussed. Perhaps this is because the theory is not well understood.
Also, it is probably because power issues are difficult topic for people to discuss openly, usually fraught
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with emotions. For all participants, both agency facilitators and landholders, discussions about power
usually mean questioning one's personal motives for involvement and undertaking consultation or
participation activities. Also, such discussions can require some level of honesty and trust within
relationships and between individuals in the group.

Landholder's perceptions of power and participation
In this study, landholders identified a lack of trust and "the old bush suspicion of government" as a major
problem in south - western Queensland. Landholders sometimes trusted individual government staff, but
actions of the agency often shattered trust. They feared what happened to information given to the agency
over time, especially as staff and government policies seemed fairly transient. Mistrust developed from
landholder's perceptions that: they are not heard; local knowledge is not incorporated; government does
not want to understand; and participation exercises are a pretence. For example:

They assume you have plenty of time to come to meetings ... most of them have never been out here,
they have no idea of distance, or of anything else out here ...
They don't try and understand our language, yet at the same time they expect us to understand their
language ... we talk two different languages completely
I think they deliberately do it (use jargon and technical language) to lose people
I've seen it [participation] put into practice, they [government] just take it over, seems like another
public relations exercise where they get control of the direction, they don't even give you a chance to
control it.
Everything is done under the guise of public consultation; if the government goes to enough people,
someone will give them the answer they want and then they can justify their proposal by saying these
people wanted it, and also say we consulted.

If mistrust is to be overcome, the level of power shared espoused by government needs to be consistent
with the practice of participation. Transparency and honesty within relationships is also needed for trust to
develop between landholders and government staff. The comments of landholders indicate intricate
interactions between communication and power and between knowledge and power.

Knowledge and power influence each other according to Foucault and others - "it is not possible for
power to be exercised without knowledge, it is impossible for knowledge not to engender power" (Sarup
1988 p.82). This conceptualisation suggests that the source from which knowledge originates
fundamentally influences the power relationships. In Australian rangelands, some landholders "would
rather look over the fence than listen to the experts." When government expertise is not recognised by
landholder this contributes to a loss of power for government in terms of Foucault's framework. Thus,
power is not absolute, it is strongly linked to knowledge. Likewise, when local landholder knowledge is
under- utilised by government, this contributes to loss of power within the local community. Landholders
frequently complain that their experience and knowledge is not valued. Government structures and
communication styles still fail to incorporate landholder's knowledge with scientific understanding,
sometimes unintentionally. Lack of trust and poor communication between agencies and landholders
exacerbates to the problem. However, landholders interviewed were more motivated to participate in
rangeland management programs when they had a high degree of power sharing. The trend of increasing

community participation and governments sharing power with local people is appreciated by most
landholders.

While landholders wanted participation where they shared in decision - making power, they do not always
want this type of participation. Several existing rangeland projects did share the power of decision making, one of the levels which landholders considered as "ideal ". However, some thought that there was
too much participation expected of them, and that over -consultation was an issue. Others expressed strong
opinions that the government should play a major role:
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government is elected to govern, and sometimes they should just make some decision. On more
complex and difficult issues it is important to consult [e.g. vegetation clearing]; but government
should not consult on everything. It is a waste of time to consult on everything.

I think a lot of times... growers need some assistance and direction, need some guidance ... it's not
that they are not enthusiastic, but they... don't have the skills in organising and obtaining information
that is going to be helpful ... we are notorious for going off the track ... it is beneficial that they have
some sort of guidance

Sometimes, simply receiving information was seen as appropriate (Pretty's level 2), and in some
circumstances landholders said that providing information (Pretty's level 3) was the appropriate level. Yet
the typologies imply that more participation and a greater degree of power sharing are always better. For
the landholders there was no single "ideal" level of power to aspire to, as promoted by Habermas and

others ascribing to the dominant conception of power. When asked about the ideal approach for
participatory landholders said that this was the wrong question - "it is horses for courses ".

Landholders emphasised the contextual nature of power, fluctuating levels of power within projects and
the importance of the personalities of the individuals involved. The fluidity of power was explained
within specific projects where several levels of power existed, and these levels fluctuated over time and at
different stages. This is illustrated in Figure 1 and in comments such as:
"Landcare... starts back with participation for material incentives (level 4) and builds towards level 7
(self - reliant participation) from there ".

"Bestprac spends more time at the 7 stage" (self - mobilisation), than many other projects; however "it
begins at 5" (functional participation following government goals). As one government officer said

"you get them together to a group, you go in there the first time and you've got the goals and the
function of the group ... then they participate in saying what their needs are ", which is level 3
(participation by consultation). The group often then moves to 6 (interactive participation) and "Once
it gets rolling then it becomes self reliant ".

This project started at 7 (self -mobilisation) when
initiated by the community and moved through
3 (participation by consultation), 6 (interactive
participation), 2 (passive participation),
before concluding at 5 (functional agency
participation) with the government setting the
goals, taking over running the project and taking
the credit for the project, a common
occurrence according to landholders.

Figure 1 Fluctuating power
One of the most frequent comments by landholders was that the personality and attitude of the individuals
was fundamentally important in participatory activities. Government facilitators needed to be:
someone enthusiastic, a good listener, can communicate well and not an overbearing personality
However, some government people were accused of being arrogant and:
inclined to talk down to you all the time as if you are from out of space; they have it all up here, they are
real super intelligent and you are a nut.
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The importance of the personalities and communications skills of agency staff was often not recognized
by government. People tend to be employed and rewarded for their technical skills, and not for their
interpersonal skills and ability for liaise effectively with landholders. Performance criteria need to be
changed to reflect the skills required for participation if this role is to be improved.

Fluidity of power levels and power relationships between individuals indicate a conceptualisation of
power focused on the micro aspects of projects. Such an understanding of power fits more with Foucault's
(Flyvbjerg 2001) concept of power, which contrasts with the dominant tradition. Being a Foucauldian
perspective, it sees all individuals as vehicles of power, thus disrupting the commonly discussed
dichotomies, such as macro /micro and powerful/powerless. This conception allows us to:

"shift our concentration from the center and national institutions such as the state, not because this
enables the powerless to speak and be heard, but because those macro- spheres of authority are not
necessarily the only focal conductors of power" and in this conception

"knowledge is culturally, socially and politically produced and is continuously reformulated as a
powerful normative construct." (Kothari 2001 p.141).

A Foucauldian analysis obviously has benefits by emphasizing the dynamic and contextual nature of
power. As Foucault and others (Gibson -Graham 1995; Hailey 2001) argue, the formulation of universals
and "ideals" can actually reinforce domination and limit the opportunities for solutions. However, the
dominant approach, as explained through the works of Habermas, has useful insights for participation.

CONCLUSION

This paper suggests that both a macro and micro analysis are needed to understand the complexity of
power relationships. As such, both traditions of power, the dominant view as epitomized by Habermas,
and the alternative conceptualization as espoused by Foucault, can contribute to improving participatory
approaches. Pretty's typology is aligned with the dominant conceptualization. It highlights that different
types of participation allow different levels of power sharing, the macro perspective. Power sharing was
found to be important to landholders as many are motivated by being able to influence government
decision - making.

A Foucauldian analysis provides insights about the micro aspects, such as the fluidity and contextual
nature of participation. Here it is the relationships between individuals which are fundamental to
participation. Emerging points from this study were that
landholders do not always want to share power in all aspects and all stages of a project
power levels fluctuate during projects
individual personalities and the context of power relationships are vitally important.

The implications for designing participatory processes are that it is important to negotiate with all of the
participants, which level of power sharing is appropriate at each stage of the project. The fluctuating
nature of power means that any evaluation can really only capture a snap -shot in time and space. There is
no one "ideal" participatory approach which is appropriate for rangeland management - formulas and
principles can assist our understanding but these need to be tempered by a sensitivity to context and the
nuances of individual relationships.
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ABSTRACT

While planning is essential for strategic investment in natural resource management, too
much planning and not enough doing will not only compromise on outcomes, but erode the
community support that is so critical to achieving real change. In NSW, catchment
management planning has been an evolving process, with many community members being
involved for more than a decade. This year will see the end of the planning phase, with the
release of Catchment Blueprints.

With the planning almost over, it is imperative that government moves quickly to support the

transition from "developing plans" to "implementing actions ", or risk losing community
commitment.

This paper provides a brief assessment of the need to move forward on natural resource
management, from planning to implementation, and identifies some of the challenges for
achieving this, particularly in the rangelands.

This paper is based on the experiences of both authors in natural resource management over
the last ten years, in New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia.

INTRODUCTION

Community participation across many disciplines and in all parts of Australia is either
experiencing change, or in decline. This decline is occurring for a variety of reasons,
including expectations not being met, economic downturn and population decline. The legacy

of past (and present) natural resource management efforts is a swag of comprehensive
strategies and plans - rarely implemented - and on- ground actions that in some cases are
failing to achieve their full potential for lack of planning and integration. The challenge is to
get the plans and strategies off the shelves and into action.

COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION IN NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
PLANNING
The movement towards community involvement in the management of natural resources has

existed for many decades, and has been boosted in the past by the introduction of such
programs as Landcare and Total Catchment Management (NSW). Such programs sought to
bring together like- minded individuals to tackle natural resource challenges together. The
results of such programs have been mixed, and have had their share of both criticism and
accolades. The New South Wales experience of Total Catchment Management, for example,
was until recently, a fairly benign process with little guidance or real influence given to the
Catchment Management Committees (CMCs). Some excellent catchment management

strategies were produced, but were rarely, if ever, implemented, despite good intentions on
the part of the CMC.
In 2000, NSW changed their approach to catchment management, converting the Catchment
Management Committees to Catchment Management Boards and providing clearer, more
explicit operating instructions. While the new Boards had less autonomy than their previous
Committees, they were in fact given greater power to achieve, through improved government

commitment and support. And while given seemingly unachievable timeframes for the
delivery of new, more focussed, catchment management plans - later to become Catchment
Blueprints - all Boards met their deadline to produce a document for public consultation in
mid -2002. Key to this success was the technical support provided by government agencies
and the commitment, and willingness of Board members to respond to their new charter. The
Catchment Blueprints establish broad catchment -level targets and locally- specific
management actions for sound, community -endorsed, natural resource management across the
state (DLWC: 2000).

This change in approach to community participation in catchment planning has been
occurring in most states, prompted by local, state and federal catalysts. Committee "burnout"
and lack of confidence in the process, due to insufficient outcomes, has been a clear message
from local groups to state governments administering catchment management programs. State
governments have also been feeling the pinch of the resource -hungry processes. Overriding
all of this has been the Federal government's move towards the strategic delivery of natural
resource management funding through regionally -based groups, such as Catchment Boards.

For example, the National Action Plan for Salinity and Water Quality requires strategic
regional planning and target setting, amongst other things, as a basis for investing in
catchment -level natural resource management.

Community participation programs, particularly in rangeland areas, have been in decline for
the last few years for a number of reasons (Centre for International Economics: 2000). The
most outstanding reason for this is the differing expectations of the two main parties involved
- the community and the government. Community people involved in these programs often
feel as if the rules of the game are constantly being changed by governments, that they have
little ability to make real on- ground changes and that they are seen as a token gesture towards

the much publicised community- government partnership approach to natural resource
management. Similarly, government agencies have faced changing Ministers, policies and
legislation and the need to provide guidance to the community.

Economic and population decline has also had an impact on the community's priorities and
time available to pursue such programs. A major problem facing natural resource
management groups in the rangelands is the lack of membership - often not because there
aren't people who are willing, but that they simply cannot afford the time. It is not uncommon
to see the same faces on many committees. While this may aid the integration of groups, it is

likely to be at the expense of generating new ideas and being able to deliver outcomes.
Committee "burnout ", as already mentioned, poses a real threat to continued community
engagement in natural resource management in the rangelands, as there is simply a limited
population from which to choose willing and able members.

There are also some members of the community who feel they have been "over- consulted"
and the catchment "over- planned" with very little result to show for it.

For the integrity and future of community- government partnerships in natural resource
management, particularly in sparsely populated regions, it is now very critical that plan
implementation occurs and natural resource management outcomes are achieved.

THE "SHIFT" TO IMPLEMENTATION
The shift to implementation will require more change for the community - moving out of the
comfort zone of planning, establishing goals and setting targets. Implementation will put
plans to the test. When applied to the "real world ", some plan targets and actions may prove
to be impractical, politically or socially unacceptable, or new technologies and information

may arise that require adjustments to be made to plans. Plan implementation will not be
without challenges or even controversy.

The government has imposed a range of incentives for implementation. The primary
incentives include the provision of support and resources (both financial and human).
Interestingly, some community groups feel that the provision of these incentives actually act

as impediments, as not enough resources are provided to "get the job done properly ".
Impediments also relate to the way in which funding is distributed and managed. For
example, devolving funding with strings attached, or not providing a suitable process to
manage funds. Other impediments include changing the goal posts - i.e. changing the
guidelines for planning, or changing boundaries. These things can further reduce the
confidence of the wider community in the integrity of the process going on and reduce their
level of involvement.

An important realisation is that just as implementation begins, planning will not end. The
results of implementation will require regular reviewing and updating of the planning
document. It is critical that the planning cycle (Figure One) continues. The continuation of the
planning cycle may also incorporate a shift towards greater integration and coordination of

plans and policies at a regional level - addressing a significant criticism of some current
natural resource management frameworks (House of Representatives Standing Committee on
Environment and Heritage: 2000).
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Figure One: The Planning cycle (adapted from Land & Water Australia: 2001)

HOW DO WE IMPLEMENT SUCCESSFULLY?
This is the question facing many natural resource groups at the moment. The important word
is "we ". Critical to effective implementation is acceptance /agreement to the planning actions
by the individuals /groups involved (sometimes called stakeholders). At the core of this is the
development of relationships of trust - this takes time and is an ongoing part of any process of
this kind.

The community, especially, needs to feel involved and "own" the actions and be proud of
their outcomes. How can this be achieved? First, groups need to be open to ideas and views of
the community throughout the process. Second, they need to communicate honestly and
regularly with the community to avoid surprises and build knowledge - communicate means
both listening and speaking. Having a presence in the area for which you are working is an
important factor in being accessible for communication to occur. Third, they need to back up
what they say with action. For example, it may be worthwhile to implement those actions that
will get the "runs on the board" with the community first.

Implementing the actions of a plan can be assisted with a business -like approach. That is,
written agreements with key organisations and government to ensure completion. Negotiation
and project management skills will be required to enact this part. That is, clearly stated
objectives, activity plan, budget, communication, monitoring and evaluation.

Coordination from a central point will also be required to ensure effective project
management and open communication channels. Coordination with other relevant processes
will also ensure that the implementation of the plan is integrated, and value is added wherever
possible.

Critical to implementation is capacity. That is capacity for the community and government to
invest in the desired outcomes. The Natural Heritage Trust (NHT), and its predecessors have
provided access to funds for community organisations, but have also created a "funding cycle
that is becoming more difficult to manage and may not have effectively addressed natural
resource challenges as effectively as other options. For example, it is well recognised that
there is still large amounts of NHT funding still awaiting expenditure by the groups who
applied for the money.
The lessons from past funding woes have been learnt, and things are changing with regard to
government provided funding - namely, that funding distribution is far more strategic and
accountable (e.g. the National Action Plan for Salinity and Water Quality, and the Australian
Government Envirofund). However, there are other opportunities for funding available, as
have been discovered by some groups - these include utilising private enterprise, establishing
cooperatives and "green banks ", and levies.
There is no defined or "correct" model for implementing natural resource management plans,
however, we can listen, learn and adapt to others who may have experiences to share. The

following list is by no means exhaustive, but contains some lessons learnt (as described
above) from natural resource management groups operating in rangeland areas.

A few ideas for effective implementation ...
what do you need to make it happen?
Community involvement and ownership of the
outcomes

Partner organisation/stakeholder involvement and
ownership of the outcomes

Actions and activities from the plan managed as
projects

Movement away from the funding cycle - consider
other options
Frequent, transparent and well communicated review
and evaluation
Good communication of results -both good and bad.
Central coordination and communication
Active integration with other planning and
management processes
Be flexible - things may not work out as planned!

CONCLUSION
Politically, socially and economically, the shift towards implementing natural resource

management plans that have taken so much time, effort and money to develop must take
place. There will always be impediments along the way to change, but there is enough drive
in the community to make it happen if that is what is really needed. The key is to be flexible things may not always work out as planned!
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ABSTRACT
Assessing landscape function is now an established component of rangeland monitoring programs. In this
paper, we focus on the spatial arrangement of perennial vegetation patches as a readily measured and
useful indicator of landscape function. We demonstrate work in progress to verify indicators of landscape
function. We then show how a recently developed directional leakiness index based on high resolution

remotely -sensed imagery may allow up- scaling from ground -based assessment. Concurrent work
involving simulation modelling of landscape processes is also contributing to this up- scaling. We explore
the potential of satellite imagery, including recently available "hyper- spatial" and hyperspectral data, to
continue this up- scaling to paddock -scale where the real decisions about land management are made.
Where vegetation patches are predominantly comprised of palatable forage, there should be a direct link

between index values of landscape function and stability of livestock production.

But what is the

corresponding relationship between landscape function and biodiversity? We discuss possible functional
relationships and support these with examples where data are available. Finally we comment on potential
developments that may improve the versatility of landscape functional analysis for monitoring rangelands
for production and conservation outcomes.

INTRODUCTION
Healthy grazing lands (rangelands) have been broadly defined as those landscapes "that function to (1)
conserve resources by retaining water, soil and nutrients, (2) provide habitat for maintaining native plant
and animal populations, and (3) meet the material, aesthetic and cultural needs of people living in these
rangelands (Whitehead et al., 2000). Although this working definition of landscape health was developed
for the savannas of northern Australia, we view it as generally applicable to most landscapes.

In this paper, the first component of rangeland health, retention of resources, is examined by reviewing the
concept of landscape function, which underpins rangeland monitoring and minesite rehabilitation at local
scales. We discuss progress in verifying indicators of landscape function. We then demonstrate how the
spatial arrangement of vegetation patches, which acts as a powerful indicator of landscape function, can be
scaled up to larger areas using remote sensing and simulation modelling approaches. Finally, we explore
ecological links between resource conservation and habitat quality and from that, the potential of patch
arrangement to act as a surrogate for monitoring aspects of biodiversity status. We do not discuss the third

component of rangeland health, that is, social and cultural aspects, apart from acknowledging their
importance and emphasising that knowledge generated here needs to be integrated with resource retention
and habitat -diversity information.

A CONCEPT OF LANDSCAPE FUNCTION
Landscape function refers to the effectiveness of a landscape as a biophysical system and this reveals that
the conservation of resources within landscapes is an important unifying concept (Ludwig et al., 1997).
This is similar to the principles articulated by Odum (1983) who used energy as his unifying principle.
Landscapes styled as "functional" regulate the flux of vital resources so that their progress down slope is
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slow and opportunities for absorption and cycling are high. Conversely, dysfunctional landscapes tend to
lose or leak vital resources out of the system. There is a continuum between highly functional and
dysfunctional landscapes.

Basically, semi -arid and arid rangelands are landscapes that are spatially organised as patchy systems
comprised of a network of runoff and runon zones, where this structure functions to conserve scarce water
and nutrient resources (Ludwig and Tongway, 2000). As soil and litter, and their nutrients, are
redistributed by wind and water processes, some areas within the landscape are enriched through the
accumulation of water and nutrients (i.e., form `fertile islands'). These areas typically support a higher
biomass of more persistent (perennial) vegetation. Correspondingly , adjacent areas that shed water and
soil become more depauperate and are either bare or grow sparse ephemeral vegetation. This produces
vegetation patterns critical for surface hydrological processes that conserve resources within the
landscape. If these vegetation patterns are disrupted, the capacity for resource retention and the potential
productivity of the landscape is reduced. Intact landscapes have patch arrangements that efficiently retain
soil and litter carried by wind and water. As patch structures break down through disturbance, pathways
for surface flow become more direct and nutrients and water progressively leak from the system.

We recognise that resource conservation may seem not to hold in some rangeland environments, or its
relevance may appear disguised. Examples include tussock grasslands on flat cracking -clay soils, and
temperate and sub tropical grassy woodlands with annual rainfall in excess of about 600 mm. These areas
may have grassy -sward ground layers not characterised by patchiness where resource regulation is
effected by grass butt size and crown separation factors. Nevertheless, the principle of resource regulation
holds at these and much higher rainfall regimes. We also recognise the importance of nutrient cycling in
maintaining plant productivity often evident at the within -patch scale (see paper by Adams, this session)
but argue that in many rangeland environments, resource redistribution through runoff and runon is a
reality and that resource conservation is vital to maintaining biophysically functional landscapes.

INDICATORS RATHER THAN DIRECT MEASUREMENT
Directly measuring the capture of water and nutrients by landscape patches is very time -consuming and
costly (e.g., Valentin et al., 1999); therefore, simple indicators of these landscape processes are required

for monitoring purposes (Ludwig and Tongway, 1995; Tongway and Ludwig, 1997; Ludwig and
Tongway, 2000). We believe that an indicator in this context is a piece of information, easily acquired,
that links scientific measurements to practical interpretations of landscape function. Sensible and useful
indicators inform, are robust yet sufficiently sensitive to detect change, convenient and inexpensive to
apply, capable of providing a predictive understanding of ecosystems when used with an appropriate
conceptual framework and amenable to use by a range of operators after appropriate training. Where
indicators are devised for directly informing land managers, as distinct from making data collection easier
or more cost -effective for scientists, then joint ownership is essential. That is, users should relate to what
the surrogate is indicating and have confidence in the information provided.

So what are simple and useful indicators of resource conservation? At the broader level of landscape
organisation, they relate to the spatial arrangement of permanent vegetation patches. At a finer scale,
patches (and associated interpatch spaces) may differ in their functional performance according to their
differential responses to stresses and disturbances in the landscape. These fine- scaled changes can be
assessed by soil surface indicators used at the within -patch and within -interpatch scale. It is at this finer
scale that processes such as infiltration, runoff, deposition of sediment, litter decomposition and aggregate

stability can be assessed. This is the basis for a monitoring procedure called "landscape function
analysis ", though it is fair to say that below - ground processes are explicitly not addressed. Indices
reflecting soil stability, infiltration rate and nutrient cycling are derived from eleven simple indicators
assessed by careful observation (Tongway and Hindley, 2000).
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Progress is being made on verifying that these simple indicators are related to the measured variables that
they purport to represent (Fig. 1). Good relationships have been found in rainfall regimes from 200 mm to
4000 mm annual rainfall for the infiltration and nutrient cycling indices (Tongway, unpublished data).
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Figure 1. Relationships between the LFA indices of nutrient cycling (left) and infiltration (right), and
measured soil properties in a york gum (Eucalyptus loxophleba) - jam wattle (Acacia acuminata)
woodland in the Western Australian wheat/sheep zone.

In addition to indicators of soil surface condition, the cover and number of patches, mean obstruction
width of patches, and the mean fetch length or distance between patches (Ludwig and Tongway, 2000)
have proven useful as indicators of the potential of a landscape to retain resources. In addition to these
simple vegetation patch measures, the arrangement of patches within a landscape is also important for
how well water and nutrients are retained and utilized for plant production (Ludwig et al., 1999a). There
may be a variety of types of both patches and interpatches in a given landscape.

SCALING -UP LANDSCAPE FUNCTION INDICATORS
At the site level, ground -based methods exist for assessing landscape function (Ludwig et al., 1997) and

this methodology has been incorporated into agency monitoring programs (e.g., Karfs et al., 2000).
However, there is still the need for the assessment of function at the scale of paddocks, which is the scale
important to rangeland managers.
One approach to bridging the scale gap between site and paddock is to use remote sensing techniques. For
example, we have recently developed a directional leakiness index (DLI) based on very high resolution

remote sensing (e.g., aerial videography; Ludwig et al., 2002). We see this approach as a potentially
useful way of indicating landscape function (regulation of resource efficiency) over broader areas. DLI is
based on the distance between patch pixels down "columns" of an image (see Ludwig et al., 2002 for

formulation and computing details) and index values range between zero (a fully conserving, patchdominated landscape) and one (totally leaky or dysfunctional). The DLI formulation is "tuned" so that
values closely match published data for soil loss versus cover. For example, it is known that resource
leakiness (e.g., soil loss) rapidly declines as patch cover (e.g., perennial grass tussocks) increases from
very low levels to about 40 %, with soil loss little affected at higher ground covers (Scanlan et al., 1996).
Testing has shown that the leakiness index positions savanna sites with considerably different patch cover
along a continuum of resource conservation that agrees with that obtained using ground data (Ludwig et
al., 2002). It has also ranked savanna and arid sites against rated functionality more precisely than other
published landscape metrics that would appear to have this capability (Bastin et al., 2002a).
Further development is now required to link the leakiness index with high- resolution satellite data to see if
suitably precise estimates of resource conservation can be assessed over larger areas. The `hyper -spatial'
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capacity of currently - available IKONOS imagery is appealing but its 4 m pixel resolution may impose
limitations on the ability to discriminate fine -scale vegetation patches. At this pixel size in tussock
grassland, patch discrimination will likely be at the level of groups of tussock grasses with many scattered
and isolated tussocks being inappropriately classified as interpatches. Where effectively functioning
patches are much larger (e.g., mulga groves in central Australia), enlarged pixel size should not be as
severely limiting. We need to test how sensitive the leakiness index is when not all patches are adequately
discriminated and how critical this may be as index values are integrated across landscapes in a paddock.

The hyperspectral qualities of `new generation' satellite data (e.g., Hyperion, 228 bands in the spectral
range 0.4 to 2.5 mm, see http: / /eo1.gsfc. nasa. gov /Technology/Hyperion.html) may partly compensate for
the limitations imposed by pixel size in adequately discriminating functioning patches in some landscapes.

The key requirement will be to suitably `unmix' patches and interpatches as components of enlarged
pixels to see if resultant DLI values better relate to measures of resource conservation (landscape function)
obtained by other means.

Our landscape leakiness concept and index (DLI) assumes that flows are approximately in a straight -line
direction. This assumption is reasonable for many low- relief landscapes where sheet -flows dominate, e.g.,
the gentle slopes of semi -arid woodlands in eastern Australia (Ludwig and Tongway, 1995). However, if
images include more complex terrain where flows of water are more tortuous or channelised, it would be
desirable to include suitably precise digital elevation models with DLI calculations made from satellite
imagery. Available contour data generally preclude the generation of locally accurate DEMs and efficient
mechanisms have to be developed based on appropriate remotely sensed data (e.g., radar).

It is inevitable during scaling up that the detail of some fine -scale processes will be diminished and
perhaps lost. The course we propose could involve undue devaluing of the importance of nutrient cycling
in water -limited environments (Adams, this session), particularly on stable soils (e.g., cracking clays)
where there are demonstrated links between nutrient accumulation and perennial vegetation. However, we

argue that our suggested scaling approach is relevant to many grazed landscapes because of the
importance of local redistribution (runoff - ninon) and the principle that patch persistence regulates
resource supply. Conservation of resources at the patch scale appears to follow through to populations of
patches when high resolution remote sensing and the leakiness index are used to rank the functionality of
landscapes (Ludwig et al., 2002; Bastin et al., 2002a). Because we cannot distinguish what is present
under tree canopies in these remotely sensed data, we may have lost important information about patch
quality (e.g., perennial grasses present or absent). Biochemical indices (e.g., nitrogen and lignin content,
Serrano et al., 2002) derived from hyperspectral imagery may assist in retrieving some of this information
and may also provide useful surrogates of nutrient cycling.

MODELLING LANDSCAPE FUNCTION PROCESSES AND PREDICTIONS

Another approach to scaling up from site -based process studies to larger -scale landscapes is to use
simulation modelling techniques. Progress is being made on developing a spatially- explicit, process based simulation model of savanna rangelands (Liedloff et al., 2001). A model, called Savanna.Au, uses a
grid -based design to simulate the flows of water and soil across landscapes at the scale of a paddock. For
example, runoff -ninon processes have been modelled as influenced by the condition of soil surfaces (Fig.
2), where the number of runoff events and amount of runoff with large rainfall events is considerably less
with good surface condition than with poor condition. Soil surface condition is affected by disturbances
such as cattle grazing and fire. The aim of the Savanna.Au model is to predict the outcomes of such
disturbances as influenced by different soil types and climatic patterns. For example, simulations have
confirmed field studies that suggest that eucalypt savanna rangelands on red loam soils are less resilient to
grazing than savanna grasslands on grey clay soils (Ludwig et al., 2001).
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LEAKINESS IN RELATION TO REDISTRIBUTION

The characteristics of vegetation patches change in different environmental settings and along large
environmental gradients. For example, Bastin et al. (2002b) reported that patch size and cover decreased
and patch separation increased as rainfall decreased from northern to central Australia. Loam sites tended
to show greater variation in patch characteristics than sand and clay sites. Although we lack information
on water and nutrient relationships, the data provide some inferences about likely redistribution processes.
The smaller distances between larger patches on wetter clay sites in northern Australia suggests that there
is very limited movement of resources through this landscape and consequently little leakage. In central
Australia (near Oodnadatta), patches are very much smaller and further apart on clay soils. They exist

because water runs into gilgais that support perennial saltbushes (Atriplex spp.) and Mitchell grass
(Astrebla pectinata). Nutrients in any water -borne sediments presumably aid persistence of these
perennials. Gilgais retain some of the water within the gibber -strewn and gently sloping landscape but in
intense rainfalls, variable amounts flow through (leak) to lower gidyea -lined creeks. Data describing
patch size and separation for loam sites also indicate that redistribution is important for their persistence as
aridity increases. Sand sites have broadly similar patch characteristics from northern to central Australia
suggesting that redistribution is less important, presumably because their high infiltration rates largely
preclude surface flows of water and sediment.
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Figure 2. Savanna.Au model simulations illustrating how runoff (solid portion of bar) differs for rainfall
events over a 10 year period (1957 -67) for a savanna landscape with (top) good surface condition (SCI =
0.8) compared to (bottom) poor surface condition (SCI = 0.2). A landscape with good surface condition
has fewer and smaller runoff events. The simulated savanna landscape is located on red loam soils in
Conkerberry Paddock, Victoria River Research Station, Kidman Springs, Northern Territory.
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How then do we accommodate resource movement through landscapes (i.e., leakage) as a component in
the analysis of landscape function, particularly in determining grazing impact in landscapes? We need to
recognise where and when redistribution between landscapes is a natural process and have a mechanism

for filtering its effects during monitoring. One conceptual approach may be through the notion of
landscape resilience; that is, do existing monitoring methods (e.g., our leakiness index) provide a useful
measure of change in resilience. Resilience is defined in terms of both resistance to disturbance and degree
and rate of recovery from a disturbance- induced change (Honing, 1973; Carpenter et al., 2001). In a
production sense, we mean change in the capacity of a landscape to produce palatable forage at the scale
of paddocks and over a 5 -10 year period. Loss of resources (e.g., increased runoff) from one landscape
unit may not matter in the medium term if these resources are captured and held by an adjacent unit and
the overall net result is increased supply (or stability) of palatable forage. It is difficult to think of
examples where this is the case as the reverse situation (resource degradation and loss of resilience) is
more likely; e.g., proliferation of inedible woody species in sinks due to increased runoff and deposition of
topsoil eroded from adjacent footslopes.

Our leakiness index uses an appropriate reference area to calculate the extent to which resource
conservation is reduced due to disturbance and can thus handle the situation where resources are moving
through, and potentially being lost from a landscape. A requirement now is to work out the implications
of resource transfers between landscapes (as distinct from the patch scale) and the extent to which these
matter for landscape resilience.

LANDSCAPE PATCHINESS AND BIODIVERSITY
Does landscape patchiness and the associated concepts of resource conservation and landscape function
provide any useful information about the status of biodiversity? A highly biodiverse landscape should be
highly functional while degradation can result in both loss of function and species. In between, there are
many possibilities such as retained function and loss of species through, for example, predation. To
progress conceptual development in this area, we suggest that initially biodiversity be thought of in terms
of providing suitable habitat to maintain viable populations at appropriate spatial and temporal scales.
Thus, we would anticipate a relationship between patch obstructions that capture and hold resources and
habitat quality specified by security of food and shelter. To better determine the potential role of patch
structures, we suggest an analytical structure that may include (and is certainly not limited to) some of the
following:
1.

What conditions of resource supply are required for different organisms (at least initially, perennial
plants) to occur in different places? For example, can adequate soil water supply be specified

statistically (mean, standard deviation, extremes, vertical distribution etc) for different soil
textures /types?
2.
3.

When (and how much) is redistribution needed to allow these organisms to persist (prosper) in an
environment where otherwise they wouldn't?
What is the functional relationship between degree and frequency of disturbance (by grazing, fire)
and amount of landscape still able to support this organism type? Answers here will also need to
account for process and rate of recovery from disturbance.

The Biograze work ( Landsberg et al., 1997; James et al., 2000) has demonstrated that some plant and
animal species are adversely affected by any level of grazing disturbance. Again using distance from
water as a surrogate of grazing pressure, Ludwig et al. (1999b) showed how loam and clay soils in
northern Australia had different trends in vegetation patch attributes, plant and grasshopper diversity along
grazing gradients. Using this type of evidence, we hypothesise that landscape function (resource
conservation) and occurrence (persistence) of species could have different functional responses to levels

of grazing on different soil types (Fig. 3). These curves are not meant to be definitive; rather, their
purpose is to encourage thinking about possible responses of landscape function, habitat quality and
species persistence to grazing disturbance on broadly different soil types. The landscape function curves
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are analogous to the sigmoidal relationships developed by Graetz and Ludwig (1978) and proposed by
Tongway and Hindley (1999) for rangeland monitoring.
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disturbance) on (a) cracking clay, (b) loam and (c) deep sand soils.

Clay soils, and particularly cracking clays, are generally resistant to grazing and altered patch properties
leading to reduced conservation of resources would be expected to only extend a short distance from water
(Fig. 3a). Where the structure of both soil (e.g., surface cracks, gilgais) and vegetation (density and cover
of tussock grasses) provide habitat for fauna, we expect this element of biodiversity value (habitat quality)

to show a similar, but slightly less resilient, response to distance from water to that hypothesised for
landscape function. The structure curve lies below the landscape function curve because (1) trampling
breaks down soil structure collapsing gilgais and filling surface cracks and (2) grazing reduces cover of
tussock grasses. Provided gilgais and tussocks (patches) persist, vegetation structure (and habitat quality)
should be maintained. However, patch cover will vary with rainfall and level of defoliation.

There is evidence that some plant species occurring on loam soils are much more vulnerable to grazing
disturbance in that they are only found in water- remote locations (James et al., 2000; Fig. 3b). Using the
data of Ludwig et al. (1999b), we expect that increased landscape leakiness will propagate further from
water than is the case on cracking clay soils due to both loss of palatable perennial vegetation and altered
soil properties. Vegetation structure will likely show a variable response to long term grazing across the
loam soils of Australia's rangelands. However, because trees and shrubs are an important component of
patches on many loams, index values of habitat quality could mirror those of landscape function (resource
conservation) in some situations where grazing is the principle cause of disturbance. Different response
shapes will likely occur with shrub encroachment or where fire has removed much of the woody layer.
Functional responses are more tentative for sands because of even greater lack of data. In Fig. 3c we
suggest that the response shapes on deep sands in central Australia (hummock grasslands) may be similar
to those defined for loam soils. That is, a small number of species are adversely affected by any grazing
while landscape function is relatively unaffected. Vegetation structure is more sensitive to grazing
disturbance. Fire is a further disturbing influence and may interact with grazing to alter the shape of the
structure and species curves.
As stated previously, our intention is not to specify definitive response shapes but to argue that the ability
to define continuous functional relationships between the degree of disturbance (grazing in Fig. 3) and the
amount of landscape still able to support an organism type may provide insights into aspects of monitoring
and managing biodiversity. Where functional responses are aligned, then the nature of vegetation patches
(and implied degree of resource conservation) may provide a suitable surrogate of attributes aligned with
biodiversity, and methods like the leakiness index a suitable means for monitoring its status.
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ABSTRACT

A balanced view of the role trees play in grazing systems is required to improve landscape level
management and planning. Producers are monitoring the value of retained native vegetation on their
properties in terms of beneficial (pasture quality; micro- climate; cycling of water, carbon and nutrients;
and biodiversity) and competitive effects (competition for water and nutrients). The work presented in

this paper summarises the initial findings from two case study properties in the southern brigalow
bioregion. The results demonstrate that retaining trees in what would be otherwise fully- cleared paddocks
provides positive benefits to the production system and aids the conservation of elements of the endemic
biodiversity.

INTRODUCTION
The design of sustainable pastoral systems requires an improved understanding of the role trees play in
landscapes, both the competitive and beneficial effects. Compared to other parts of Australia, southern
Queensland has had significant levels of tree clearing in the past decade. Clearing is conducted to
increase pasture production and maintain or increase carrying capacity. There is growing community
concern over the potential losses of biodiversity from over -clearing and inappropriate management (e.g.
over - grazing, changes to fire regimes). There are also concerns over accelerated soil loss, soil compaction
and changes to hydrological regimes, and the increasing risk of dryland salinity. Finding the balance
between native vegetation retention that provides for production, gives shelter for stock and wildlife, and
provides ecosystem services is essential in managing productive grazing systems in southern Queensland.
Producers are monitoring the value of retained native vegetation on their properties in terms of beneficial
(pasture quality; micro -climate; cycling of water, carbon and nutrients; and biodiversity) and competitive
effects (competition for water and nutrients).
Three different research components were undertaken:
1.

The ecosystem services provided by vegetation retention were reviewed. Traditional scientific
research methods were used, including collation of published information and scientifically
acceptable data acquisition methods.

2.

3.

On -farm monitoring trials were established in conjunction with community groups (landcare and
catchment groups), employing participatory action research (PAR) methods. The aim was to
scientifically test long -standing folklore (eg. "trees cause erosion ") and/or provide evidence to
support anecdotal observation and local knowledge. A suite of different methodologies was
employed depending on the interests of the community group and the individual landholders.
Individual landholders and community groups were encouraged to undertake their own experiments
in order to test local hypotheses. This was achieved through empowering groups and individuals by
providing appropriate methods, techniques and interpretative support.
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METHODS

Four grazing properties located in the brigalow bioregion in southern and central Queensland were
sampled between 1999 and 2002. Data from two locations, Dukes Plains and Worrawa are presented in
this paper. On each property, native vegetation was retained in a strip configuration at sampling locations,
although the design varied depending on landholder preference and vegetation type.

Dukes Plains is an 8000 ha grazing property in the southern central highlands of Queensland. There are

two distinct land types on the property: Brigalow Downs (Acacia harpophylla) and forest country,
dominated by spotted gum (Corimbya maculata) and ironbark (Eucalyptus spp.). Short-term, intensively
controlled rotational grazing (known as cell grazing) is employed on the property. Two tree retention
strategies were adopted in the experimental paddocks:
1.

2.

Narrow grass strips (ranging in width between 4 and 6m) containing young brigalow regrowth (up to
6 years old) ranging from one tree wide to a maximum of 6m wide; and
Wide grass strips (120m wide) containing strips of 20 year old brigalow regrowth approximately
20m wide.

Worrawa is a 2000ha mixed grazing and cropping property located in the Moonie River catchment in the
Murray Darling basin, 20km west of Moonie. The property is predominately Brigalow Downs and has a
large red sand ridge supporting ironbark (Eucalyptus melanophloia) and cypress (Callitris endlicheri)
through the length of the property. Paddocks dominated by Brigalow Downs have been cropped, and have
brigalow/belah shadelines of various widths on their margins. The vegetation of the sand ridge is retained
through the length of the property, linking Southwood National Park to the Moonie River.

Measurements

At Dukes Plains, ambient air temperature was measured hourly, with periodic measurements of soil
moisture status and grass growth rate. A rainfall simulator was used to assess effects of trees on water
infiltration. Topsoil (0 -5cm) nutrient measurements were taken from beneath and between strips. Soil
biota were surveyed over a five -day period in December 1998 by pitfall trapping and soil core extraction.

At Worrawa, climatic data and volumetric soil moisture (0 -30 cm) were measured hourly. Surface soil
biota were sampled over a five -day period in April 2001 by pitfall trapping. Surface soils (0 -5 cm) were
sampled for cotton strip assays under constant temperature and moisture in the lab. All data are presented
in relation to the distance from the edge of the tree strip.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Substantial evidence of both production and biodiversity benefits from retained vegetation has been
collected.

Microclimate effects

The retention of strips of trees in otherwise cleared grazing paddocks substantially affected the
surrounding microclimate. At Dukes Plains, maximum temperature beneath strips of brigalow trees was
on average 4.5 °C lower than the open paddock. The difference was greater when the temperature in the
open was above 35 °C, being on average 7.2 °C cooler in the shelterbelts. Similar microclimate effects
were recorded at Worrawa, where temperature extremes (measured as the difference between maximum
and minimum temperature) beneath trees were on average 15 °C less, compared to open paddocks. The
shelter effect of trees extended beyond the canopy boundary at both locations, with substantial declines in
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maximum temperatures at least 30-40m beyond the canopy (depending on tree height). This effect is
likely to be due to cooling of turbulent flows around tree belts and the zone of influence will increase with
tree height. Despite the introduction of heat tolerant cattle, the landholders believe that shade and shelter
is important to maximise animal production per head. Shade may enable cattle to graze longer during the
day and may extend the pasture usage to areas well away from watering points.
Soil effects

Retained vegetation had a positive effect on the soil's physical and chemical properties. Results from
rainfall simulations at Dukes Plains demonstrated the influence of trees on soil infiltration to varying
distances, with optimal infiltration observed between 15 and 30m from tree belts; corresponding with a
reduction in surface soil (0 -5cm) bulk density. At Worrawa, continuous monitoring of soil moisture (030cm) revealed that during a high intensity rainfall event, 30mm more water (of a 45mm rainfall event)
infiltrated beneath trees, compared to the neighbouring open paddock. The result was contrary to the
popular belief that trees cause runoff.

Changes in the soil nutrient status and soil biological status were also observed. At Dukes Plains, soil
nitrogen and carbon levels were higher beneath tree strips than in adjacent grassed interspaces. Changes
in soil biological status and activity are implicated in improving soil fertility, but the processes whereby
trees improve soil fertility are numerous and difficult to separate (Young 1989).

Pasture quality

The nutritional quality of grass beneath the tree strips was enhanced compared to that of the open
paddock. At Worrawa, beneath-tree pasture biomass was lower than open paddock (450kg/ha vs
3000kg/ha), but the total nitrogen concentration was greater (1.4% vs 0.6% N). This difference in
nutritional quality would be expected to benefit animal performance, as nutrients, such as nitrogen, are
often deficient in the diet of ruminants in tropical grasses. Grass pastures that are high in nitrogen can
improve rumen fermentation leading to increased digestibility and intake of low quality fibrous grasses
(such as those in the open paddocks) and hence improve animal production (Minson and Milford, 1967).

Biodiversity benefits
At Dukes Plains, differences in the soil mesofauna and surface dwelling invertebrates were observed. The
number of individual ants was ten times higher beneath tree strips compared to the neighbouring open
paddock (Aston, 1999). The tree strips also had higher ant species diversity, less generalist ants, and a
greater numbers of mites and collembola. At Worrawa, few differences were apparent in the surface-

dwelling ant species composition in the tree strips compared to similar native vegetation in the
neighbouring national park. The exception was at the strip edges where opportunistic species were more
prevalent.

Surveys of lizard diversity in the tree strips under tree strips at Worrawa found 14 species, being
comparable to that of the neighbouring national park (20 species, R. Johnson personal communication).
Reptiles are generally less dependent on habitat size per se but sensitive to habitat quality (Kitchener, et.
al., 1980). Although the strips at Worrawa are narrow, they offer good quality habitat for terrestrial and
aboreal lizards. Strip clearing maintains small mosaics of remnant vegetation in what would otherwise be
a fully cleared landscape. Maintaining the remnant in good condition has retained components of the
endemic biodiversity that would otherwise have been lost.

Denser populations of soil fauna and invertebrates offer a potential mechanism to explain changes in soil
physical and chemical properties. For example, cotton strip assay results from Worrawa indicate higher
soil biological activity beneath trees compared to the open paddock. Soil organisms maintain soil fertility,
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structural stability and sustainability (Freckman et al., 1997) through their contribution to a number of
processes including soil turnover rates, organic matter content, formation of stable soil aggregates,

porosity, water infiltration and retention, gas exchange, decomposition and nutrient cycling, and
regulation of microbial community composition. Management that encourages a diverse soil invertebrate
community may maintain soil fertility and promote a stable, well -structured soil. (Sanginga et al., 1992).

CONCLUSION
The results showed that retaining native woody vegetation in grazed landscapes could provide ecosystem
services to the surrounding production system and provide direct production benefits (shade, nutrition)
while contributing to an avoidance of the effects of overclearing such as rising watertables, salinity and
greenhouse gas emissions (Main, 1999). Treed strips in what would otherwise be cleared paddocks may
also aid on -farm biological conservation, especially if they link remnant vegetation and conservation
reserves. Conservation practices, especially those that directly benefit the surrounding production system,

should be a priority for land managers as species diversity inevitably is important to landscape and
ecosystem functioning.
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ABSTRACT
The natural abundance of deuterium (2H) within soil water, groundwater and plant sap has been useful in
determining sources of water used by a range of plants species growing in deserts, savannas and riparian
systems. This, combined with "heat pulse" methods for measuring amount and direction of sap flow, can

estimate of the volume of water used by trees within the landscape with different water availability.
Increasing extraction of groundwater by government agencies, the mining industry and pastoralists in the
Pilbara has focused attention on the health and survival of riparian vegetation. However, there has been
no quantitative analysis of the sources and availability of water to any species in the Pilbara.
Despite increasing industrial use, the role of groundwater in maintaining /supporting ecosystems is poorly
understood throughout semi -arid Australia and limited to assumptions based on descriptions of plant
communities. This paper summaries numerous detailed studies of the physiology of Eucalyptus and
Acacia spp. at Hamersley and Marillana Stations in the Pilbara. We used a landscape approach to assess
plant responses to a gradient of water availability, where depth to groundwater increased with distance
from creek - lines. Species growing in creek -lines used both soil and groundwater, but the source was
dependent on season. The implications of these finding are discussed in terms of possible changes in plant
communities, in response to changes in water availability resulting from a disturbance.

INTRODUCTION
Both the short- and long -term availability of water affect the physiology and hence distribution of arid and
semi -arid plants. The large variation in life -form, anatomy, morphology and physiology among these
communities can be traced to variation among species in their dependence on groundwater or soil water

(e.g. Dodd et al. 1998). In semi -arid rangelands the water content of surface soil fluctuates due to
evapotranspiration while deeper soil layers are buffered by recharge.

Increasing extraction of groundwater by government agencies, the mining industry and pastoralists in the
Pilbara has forced attention on the health and survival of riparian vegetation. There are also concerns that
interruption of sheet flow (e.g. roads and railways) has contributed to the decline of some species owing to
a perceived dependence on soil water. However, there are no quantitative analyses of the sources of water
used by these species or, in fact, of the availability of water to any species in the Pilbara. Despite
increasing use of groundwater, its role in maintaining and supporting ecosystems is poorly understood
throughout semi -arid Australia (Hatton and Evans 1998) and limited to assumptions based on descriptions
of plant communities in relation to where they grow in the landscape (e.g. Masini 1988).

Understanding the effects of changes in hydrology on species composition will only be improved if we
can establish where different species access water and to what extent they depend on soil water and or
groundwater. Clearly, alteration of these sources following disturbance can affect survival and hence
species composition and possibly impact local biodiversity.
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METHODS
We compared drought stress and the sources of water used by different species growing at Hamersley
Station in the Pilbara region of north- western Australia. Species were examined among seasons between
1996 and 1999 at sites within a creekline (E. victrix, E. camaldulensis, A. citrinoviridis), a floodplain (A.
xiphophylla, A. aneura) and hill -slope (E. leucophloia, A. xiphophylla, A. aneura). The dependence of
riparian species (E. camaldulensis, M. argentea) on groundwater was inferred from additional studies of
tree water use at Mari llana Station in 2000. Sites were selected that differed in depth to groundwater that
in turn depended on the distance to dewatering bores used to pump water from nearby mining pits.

Estimates of the availability of water to trees, such as shoot water potential and stomatal conductance
(Turner 1981) and isotopic signals of water (b 2H), which depend on ratio of 2H to 'H, were used to
determine the sources of water available to trees (Flanagan and Ehleringer 1991). These techniques, in
conjunction with a recently modified heat pulse method (Burgess et al. 1998) that allowed estimation of
the volume of water transpired by riparian species, helped to evaluate species dependence on groundwater.

Potential water sources in trees were identified by comparing the isotopic signature (S 2H) of rainfall, soil
water and groundwater with the water collected from within roots and branches of trees. Soil samples
(50 g) were collected at depth intervals of 25 cm to a maximum of 3 m and sealed in zip -lock plastic bags
and stored in a freezer. In the laboratory, the water in frozen soil was cryogenically extracted (e.g.
Dawson and Ehleringer 1998). Root systems of trees were exposed using a backhoe and hand tools.
Branches selected from the canopy in full sun and leaves were removed immediately. Xylem water was
extracted in the field by applying a mild vacuum to a container, using a hand pump, surrounding the cut
end of a shoot or root.

RESULTS
Seasonal water availability was more variable for species growing on the floodplain and hill -slope than
species in the creekline and, overall, less water was available to species on the floodplain and hill -slope
compared to species growing in the creekline. The difference was most extreme in summer before
cyclonic rains. However, following winter rains, water availability was greatest for all species regardless
of where they grew. In the driest month of the study, the availability of water to A. aneura and A.
xiphophylla on the floodplain was greater than the same species growing on the hill- slope. In contrast, the
seasonal variation in the availability of water to creekline species was far less than the other species
growing elsewhere in the landscape.

The sources of water used by the trees identified from isotopic analyses confirmed the extent and
seasonality of water stress. Species on the floodplain and hill -slope did not have access to groundwater.
Creekline species had access to groundwater since the 82H of water within branches and tap roots of E.
victrix and A. citrinoviridis was similar to that of groundwater. The similarity was greatest before summer
rains, and suggests these riparian species had access to water 21 m below the soil surface; however, after

rain, water within 2 m of the soil surface was used.

Generally, the 82H of water in shoots of A.

xiphophylla and A. aneura on the hill -slope and floodplain were similar.

Widely distributed creekline species such as E. camaldulensis typically used around 80 L /day with little
seasonal variation during wet years when the soil profile is saturated. It was difficult to determine if this

water was mainly taken up by the tap root. Melaleuca argentea that is only found where water is
permanent and close to the surface (< 2m) uses more water, typically greater than 120 L /day. It seems that
diurnal cavitation within the xylem of roots reduces the actual volume of water transpired compared to the
potential water use typically calculated at these sites, given the very dry conditions and permanent water
that is available (Graham 2001).
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DISCUSSION
Riparian species at both sites are probably similar to other riparian vegetation in that following rain they
use moisture from surface layers of the soil profile (e.g. Sala and Lauenroth 1982, Ehleringer et al. 1991,
Lin et al. 1996), switching to deeper sources as soil water is depleted (e.g. Thorburn et al. 1993). In
contrast the floodplain species are dependent on the soil water and therefore strongly influenced by
rainfall. This suggests that riparian species may be susceptible to dewatering, On the other hand
floodplain species that rely on sheet flow (e.g. mulga within groves) may also die if roads and railway
lines alter drainage patterns, though it is likely that this may be restricted to one grove.
Woody species extract water from deeper in the soil profile than grasses (Knoop and Walker 1985, Walker
and Brunel 1990, Le Roux et al. 1995, Sala et al. 1997). As a result of this "two -layer system" it is
perhaps not surprising that woody species may actually be less tolerant of drought than grasses (e.g.
Soriano and Sala 1983). Modelling over long-time scales suggest that increasing summer rainfall will
favour grasses while winter rainfall will favour shrubs /trees (Weltzin and McPherson 1997). A "two -layer
system" thus helps explain the co- dominance of Acacia spp. and grasses in semi -arid regions of Australia.

A. xiphophylla survive on soil water stored within the massive clay profile of cracking clays (perhaps
greater than 2 m depth) while groves of mulga (A. aneura) access water deep within the grove. The dry
surface soils and deeper wetter soil may generate hydraulic lift where water is brought from deeper parts
of the profile to soil closer to the surface, which may assist shallower rooted species. This water that is
additional to rainfall may help explain the importance of these plants to the overall function of systems
that possibly support other vegetation.

The ability to switch from groundwater to soil water, when available, has been noted for other
phreatophytic species. Phreatophytes in semi -arid regions, like all shrubs and trees in dry environments,
probably take up most nutrients through fine lateral roots, following pulses in the availability of nutrients

that follow rains.

The switch between groundwater and soil water is also important for nutrient

availability, though this is often overlooked in hydrological studies (e.g. Dawson and Ehleringer 1991).

Long term dewatering in an area has the potential to alter the species composition of riparian systems and
may favour shallow- rooted grasses and shrubs not dependent on groundwater. The coarse nature of these
soils, however require a high degree of drought tolerance. These species are likely to be transient as they
will be flushed from the creeklines following heavy rains and flooding.
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ABSTRACT
We do not need to invoke the possibility that nutrients are 'transferred' or 'captured' to explain nutrient
enrichment of surface soils in arid and semi-arid landscapes. Indeed, unless the roles of nutrient cycling
and productivity are considered explicitly, any assessment of 'ecosystem function' that relies on the
' capture paradigm' will either fail the test of predictive power owing to confounding of capture with the
water-driven effects of spatially heterogenous productivity, Oli in other instances, be exposed as a
tautology. Before we adopt and attempt to operationalize any conceptual model, the proper scientific
process dictates that we need to demonstrate it rests on sound principles. In the case of ' resource transfe '
models we need to demonstrate, rather more rigorously than has been the case to date, that some patches
or parts of landscapes are losing resources and others are gaining those resource, in particular, labile forms
of C, N, P etc. We also need to demonstrate that losing resources actually means an ecosystem is
' dysfunctional'. While mine may be an old-fashioned 'Popperian' view, the appealing, intuitive nature of
a range of conceptual models (e.g. succession, competition) has lead to many years of wasted effort by
(especially Australian rangeland) ecologists. I am concerned we do not do the same again and this paper
is deliberately intended to be provocative.
INTRODUCTION
The heterogenous distribution of resources and their consequences for plants and plant commumtles
within landscapes is a major branch of modem ecology (e.g. Caldwell and Pearcy 1994, Kareiva and
Wennergren 1995). Arid and semi-arid ecosystems and landscapes are amongst the most poignant of
examples owing to the dramatic effects of limited availability of water on plant growth and distribution.
The striking patterns of plant distribution seen in arid and semi-arid ecosystems (e,g, Friedel 1994) have
been of much scientific interest for many years and the Australian continent is a natural focus for such
research owing to its large semi-arid and arid regions.
Charley (1972, 1977) provided impetus for many of the more recent studies of heterogeneity of soil
nutrients in rangelands with his recording of greatly increased concentrations of nutrients and rates of
nitrogen mineralization in soil under shrubs in comparison with soil well distant from shrubs . At about
the same time and in a major synthesis, Noy-Meir (1973) argued that a heterogenous distribution of
resources, especially water, produces a more productive landscape than one in which resources are evenly
distributed. While a slightly different view was put by Schlesinger et al. (1990): " .. .. .. .when net, longterm desertification of productive grasslands occurs, a relatively uniform distribution of water, N, and
other soil resources is replaced by an increase in their spatial and temporal heterogeneity", the two are
reconcilable once the effects of vegetation type on heterogeneity are considered.
There are now numerous, highly detailed, studies of the availability of nutrients in arid and semi-arid
ecosystems (e.g. Hook et al. 1991, Burke 1989, Schlesinger et al. 1996, Reynolds et al. 1999, Whitford
et al. 1997, Kelly and Burke 1997, Burke et al. 1999). Nonetheless, difficulties (especially those
associated with often extreme temporal and spatial availability of water) associated with ascribing cause
and effect in relation to patterns of distribution of vegetation and nutrient availability in arid and semi-arid
ecosystems, have constrained most in their attempts at biogeochemical modelling. As pointed out by
Pastor et al. (1999): "in a compilation of articles on recent advances in the theory of spatial ecology
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(Tilman and Kareiva 1997), only one treats nutrient uptake specifically and rigorously (Roughgarden
1997), and none treats nutrient cycling through the soil at all".
Here I follow the lead of Pastor et al. (1999) and use some simple examples to highlight the difficulties
associated with ascribing cause and effect in relation to ecosystem function in Australian rangelands.

PRODUCTIVITY IN AUSTRALIAN RANGELANDS - DRIVING VARIABLE(S) AND
CONSEQUENCES FOR CARBON AND NUTRIENT TURNOVER AND NUTRIENT
AVAILABILITY
A first, somewhat pedantic, point is a reminder that water availability has been demonstrated, conclusively
and repeatedly, as the major determinant of productivity on both spatial and temporal scales in arid and
semi-arid Australia. Every pastoralist and grazier knows this and a multitude of scientific studies confirm
it (e.g. Eamus 2002). Moreover, water availability controls productivity at just about all scales individual plant, plot or patch, landscape or ecosystem; daily, monthly, yearly.
A second, perhaps less pedantic point is that productivity determines the amounts of organic matter and
nutrients turned over. This too has been conclusively demonstrated. While the responses of turnover of
organic matter may lag those of productivity to changes in water availability, on the whole, these
processes are tightly coupled.
The determination of 'available nutrients ' has a long history in agriculture, forestry and rangeland science.
Estimates based on soil testing have their drawbacks, especially those estimates that rely on static
quantification of pool sizes owing to their failure to reliably estimate the rate of production of forms of N
and P available to plants. Quantification of the rates of major processes such as mineralization of N and P
is internationally acknowledged and widely used as the preferable approach but has only recently been
used in Australian rangelands (e.g. Bennett and Adams 2000, Bentley et af. 1999, Ingram 2002) probably
owing to perceptions that " .. . .measuring rates of nutrient transformation is difficult and unreliable"
(Ludwig et af. 1997). Similarly, we know from studies across ecosystems that the amount of nutrients ' in
circulation' (i.e. in the active microbial and fungal pools in soil, in the organic matter shed each year, in
throughfall and rainfall, and N fixed via diazotrophy) is probably the ideal but seldom obtainable 'best
measure'.

THEORETICAL EXAMPLES OF NUTRIENT CYCLING AND ITS CONSEQUENCES
Example 1
•

•

A scattered (or 'clumped') shrub land of 1000 stems ha- 1 with an annual NPP of 1 tonne ha- 1 and where
each shrub occupies (e.g. projected foliage cover) -4 m2 and returns its litterfall and throughfall and
stem flow nutrients to the top 10 cm of soil in that same 4 m2 .
The amounts of N cycled annually = - 109 shrub -1 (or 10 kg ha-I assuming the N content of litterfall
to be - 1%).

•

The amounts contained in the surface 10 cm of the 4 m2 or so of soil used by each shrub (assuming a
bulk density of 1.4 and a weighted mean total N concentration in surface 10 cm of 0.05%) = - 280 g
shrub-I .

Each and every year there is a possible enrichment of surface soil (of about 1 in 30) as a result of the
'concentrating' effect of nutrient cycling.
Also, as is typical of many / most arid and semi-arid soils, the N content of soils is low by comparison
with more temperate soils and especially with soils from cold, wet climates. Consequently, a large
proportion of the N capital of such arid / semi-arid systems can be turned over in anyone year (it would
take only 28 years to tum over 100% of the N content of the surface 10 cm of soil), providing greater
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opportunities for expression of the potential 'enrichment' under the shrub. Equally obviously, if all N
taken up were taken from the surface 10 cm, then there would be no net 'enrichment' effect. However,
while surface soils undoubtedly contribute a large proportion of annual nutrient requirements, the
prevailing moisture conditions dictate that rather more nutrients are taken up from greater depths than is
found in more temperate ecosystems.
Probably of even greater significance to the 'enrichment' effect is the high probability that in such
landscapes (scattered shrubs), individual plants draw their water (and thence nutrients) from areas greater
than that covered by their canopy. This is an integral aspect of the 'spatial organization' concept proposed
by Noy-Meir (1973). In water-limited landscapes where soil and terrain are more or less uniform
(moderate slopes, even depth and physical properties of soil), optimal use of that resource requires a
scattered distribution of plants, allowing each the maximum possible area from which to draw water.
Hence, and for example, even if we assume that all nutrients are acquired from the top 10 cm of soil, but
now from an area of 6 rather than 4 m2, then the further 'enrichment' of the surface soil under the shrub is
proportional to the ratio of the areas from which the nutrients were drawn and returned (i.e. increased by a
factor of 6/4).
Example 2
•

A groved Mulga woodland with the same 1000 stems ha- l but an annual NPP of 4 tonnes ha- l .
Assume that 90% of this NPP falls as litter within the grove, 10 % outside the grove. Groves occupy
40% of the total area, areas between groves (poorly vegetated) amount to 60% of total area.

•

The amount of N cycled in the groves = 9 g m-2 (with assumptions as above) and is all added to the
soil surface in the grove each year; the amounts contained in the surface 10 cm of soil (assuming bulk
density of 1.4 g cm-3 and total N of 0.08%) = - 112 g m-2 .

•

The amount of N cycled outside the grove = 0.67 g m-2 and the N content of the surface soil is likely
to be less than half that inside the grove (say 50 g m-2).

Here, where NPP outside the grove is close to zero, potential enrichment of surface soils within the grove
(via nutrient cycling alone) viz-a-vis outside the grove is even more marked (9 / 0.67). Moreover,
turnover times (the time required to return 100% of the nutrient capital of surface soil) for soil N within
the grove are closer to 12 years than to 30.
DISCUSSION
As examples, the undulating landscapes that characterize the Murchison, the Gascoyne and the Fortescue
catchments of W A encompass vast areas of rangeland, and are, on average, many millions of years-old. If
resources were transferred down-slope at rates even a fraction of those of rates of turnover (see above)
then, after the passage of those millions of years, every hilltop would be a desert and every creek-line an
oasis. That this is not the case is obvious. Similarly, the Australian continent is remarkable now for its
slow rate of loss of nutrients. We might imply that Australia is the epitome of a 'functional' landscape but
a generalization at this scale would be meaningless.
These simple observations and the sample calculations and reminders of basic biological principles, do
nothing more than illustrate what is known as a result of a hundred years of nutrient cycling research,
dating back to Ebermeyer in the latter 19th century (Attiwill and Adams 1993). Nutrients are
heterogenously distributed in most ecosystems and rangelands are not unique or unusual.
In particular, we know that the strength of the 'biophilic' distribution of nutrients is a consequence of
nutrient cycling that in tum depends on productivity. This returns us to the Noy-Meir question: why is
productivity heterogeneously distributed in arid and semi-arid ecosystems? Almost certainly the answer
lies in the question. The Oistribution of the limiting resource, water, is seldom homogenous and
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productivity follows a similar, though not identical heterogeneous distribution owing to the ability of
plants to access water at long distances both vertically and laterally. The consequences of heterogeneous
productivity (driven by the heterogeneity of water availability) for nutrient cycling, nutrient availability
and nutrient enrichment of patches, groves and clumps, are illustrated above (compare mulga groves with
scattered shrubs). Nutrient 'enrichment' of surface soils will be greatest where productivity is greatest.
Again, the consequences for carbon and nutrient turnover are obvious and unless we disentangle these
water-driven patterns from those that may be due to capture or loss of nutrients, then we stand poised at
the head of a false path.
Nutrient heterogeneity has been described for more than 100 years and has been the subject of an
enormous amount of research. Jenny (1941), for example, provided a classic among the many syntheses
of the likely causes of heterogeneity. More recently, Stark (1994) published a cogent summary of the
likely significance of the various processes that contribute to heterogeneity, foremost being rates of
nutrient turnover or cycling. At small scales, say centimetres to metres to tens of metres, the phenomenon
of ' resource' or ' fertile ' ' islands' has been the subject of considerable and more recent research in arid /
semi-arid ecosystems. However, the more general pattern of heterogeneity of the nutrient content of
surface soils, especially soils surrounding dominant trees and shrubs has a far longer history and
encompasses: forests (e.g. Zinke 1962, Fisher and Stone 1969, Boettcher and Kalisz 1990), heath and
tussock tundra (e.g. Giblin et af. 1991), Mediterranean heathlands (e.g. Adams et a/1994), and even areas
of forests that have been mined and restored (Todd et af. 2000). This list is far from exclusive but serves
to remind us that we should be seeking generality rather than 'uniqueness'. In this light it is interesting to
examine the detailed account of the nature of soil organic matter around grass tussocks published recently
by Burke et al. (1999) . While noting that physical distribution of material by wind and water is "at least
one important process" in the development of spatial patterns, Burke et. al.(1999) supplied good evidence
of the need for detailed analysis of the quality of the organic matter rather than just its quantity before we
infer what the consequences of its transport might be for ecosystem or landscape function
In their
summary, Burke et af. (1999) noted that topographic variability (over time scales of centuries to thousands
of years) had the largest effect on more stable organic matter with micro-site (,resource islands') having
an effect on more labile organic matter that turns over at the timescale of plant life spans (and thus
contributes to nutrient availability). It should also be immediately obvious that the quantity of organic
matter available for any putative redistribution process depends strongly on productivity. High
temperatures throughout the Australian arid and semi-arid regions dictate that the organic matter shed
each year decomposes quickly, especially the labile fractions. Capture of nutrient ions from floodwaters
cannot be regarded as serious proposition and wind or water transport of non-labile organic matter will
contribute little to nutrient availability.
In closing I make two pleas. The first is for some rigour in the use of language. ' Resource regulation' or
'functional' and ' dysfunctional' landscapes are not determined by repetition of a concept or by an everincreasing set of terminology Gargon).
.H. Peters' classic (1993) work - "A Critique for Ecology" should be compulsory reading for every budding landscape ecologist. My second plea is that rangeland
ecologists and managers 'get out more' - insular and even idiosyncratic approaches have not served us
well in the past and are unlikely to succeed in the future.
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SOIL RESOURCE TRANSFER AFTER DISTURBANCE IN SEMI -ARID WESTERN
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ABSTRACT
Nutrient -rich patches occur around grass tussocks, logs and trees in semi -arid landscapes. Landscape
patterns and processes associated with such nutrient patches can influence lateral water movement but it is
not known to what extent lateral flow in turn affects soil nutrient transfers. Large -scale disturbances, such
as fire, occur frequently in the arid zone of Australia and can alter the landscape by removing obstacles

that might otherwise promote accretion of organic matter owing to lateral movement of water. We
examined lateral movement of nutrients through the soil in a recently burnt and unburned spinifex
(Triodia sp.) community in the semi -arid Pilbara region of northern Western Australia. Nutrient
treatments were applied to individual 1m2 sub -plots in burnt and unburned areas in order to examine
nutrient movement over time. At 3 and 8 months after application, there was no significant transfer of P
outside of the application plots and no significant difference between burnt and unburned sites. However,
after 11 months, P transfers to at least 10 cm outside of the plots were discernible. Lateral movement of P
was significant only in burnt areas, although trends were similar in both burnt and unburned plots, i.e. CV
was greater in unburned plots. Nutrient transfer is an extremely slow process and is likely to be highly
dependent on frequency and intensity of rainfall, as well as soil characteristics.

INTRODUCTION
Soil resources are heterogenously distributed throughout arid and semi -arid landscapes (Noy -Meir, 1985).
In these regions, nutrient -rich patches occur around grass tussocks, logs and trees. Nutrient patches are
thought to develop through accretion of organic matter owing to lateral movement of water (Tongway and
Ludwig, 1990). Large -scale disturbances, such as fire, occur frequently in the arid zone of Australia and
can alter the landscape by removing obstacles (e.g. grass tussocks) that might accentuate these nutrient rich patches. Little is known about the effects of fire on nutrient movement in semi -arid landscapes.

Tongway and Ludwig (1994) suggested that a decrease in plant density and cover might result in
decreased retention of nutrients within a system. The aim of this experiment was to quantify lateral
transfer of nutrients after rain in burnt and unburned parts of the landscape.

METHODS
Study sites were established on Hamersley Station (22°17'S; 117 °40'E) in November 2000. The climate is
sub - tropical and summer rains predominate owing to seasonal cyclonic activity. However, rainfall is
highly variable within and among years. Experimental plots were established in recently burnt and
unburned spinifex (Triodia pungens). Phosphorus (applied as superphosphate granules) and nitrogen (as
99.9% enriched'SNH4) were applied to individual 1m2 sub -plots in experimental plots in order to examine
the direction of nutrient movement over time. All treatments were compared to reference plots (no
nutrients applied). Soil samples were taken along a down -slope axis from within the plot and at 10, 25
and 100cm from the edge of the application plot, following the wet season in March 2001. Plots were
sampled again in July and October 2001, and March 2002. Inorganic P (Pi) was estimated by extraction
with anion exchange membranes (AEM) and NaOH (Bentley et al., 1999). Soil was analysed for N
content ( %) and 15N natural abundance (%o) using an Automated Nitrogen Carbon Analyser -Mass
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Spectrometer consisting of a Roboprep connected with a Tracermass isotope ratio spectrometer (Europa
Scientific Ltd., Crewe, UK).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results presented here are preliminary results. Details of nutrients other than P will be presented at
The Australian Rangelands Society 12th Biennial Conference.

Anion exchange membranes are considered to extract the most labile or mobile inorganic P (Saggar et al.,
1990; Bentley et al., 1999). NaOH- extractable P is considered to include both readily mobile and less
soluble forms of P. Where P was measured as either AEM -Pi or as NaOH -Pi, at 3 and 8 months after

application, there was no significant transfer of P outside of the application plots and no significant
difference between burnt and unburned sites (Figures 1 and 2). After 11 months, P transfers to at least 10
cm outside of the plots were discernible by AEM extraction. However, lateral movement of P was
significant only in burnt areas, although trends were similar in both burnt and unburned plots, i.e. CV was
greater in unburned plots
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Figure 1: AEM -Pi for three sampling dates, showing (a) burnt, P added; (b) unburned, P added: (c) burnt,
control and (d) unburned, control (n = 9 ±se).
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Figure 2: NaOH -Pi for two sampling dates, showing (a) burnt, P added; (b) unburned, P added: (c) burnt,
control and (d) unburned, control (n = 9 ±se).

The greater variation in unburned plots is partly attributable to sampling, where samples were taken from
both under tussocks, and in open spaces between tussocks, while burned plots were more uniform i.e.

there were no tussocks. Phosphorus may vary with small -scale spatial position in arid/semi -and
landscapes, and concentrations may be higher in open areas (Rice et al., 1994), or under vegetation
(Schlesinger et al. 1996), depending on site. While there was summer rainfall (Nov -March) immediately
after P application to the plots there were no significant changes in P concentration and movement until 8
months after application. It is likely that a large rainfall event after March 2001 mobilised P; however,
rainfall data is yet to be fully analysed. Nutrient transfer is a slow process in the Pilbara and is likely to be
highly dependent on frequency and intensity of rainfall, as well as soil characteristics.
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ABSTRACT
There is growing evidence of long term degradation of soil resources as a result of grazing pressures in
many parts of the upper Burdekin catchment, north Queensland. To assess pathways to recovery of
grazed land, sites were selected where small parts of a paddock had been fenced off to completely exclude
cattle for the last 15 years. Generally, exclusion improved cover and soil surface condition but had little
effect on nutrient stocks. However, in grazed areas, some nutrients were in greater concentrations close to
the surface and therefore more vulnerable to loss through run -off from rainfall events.

INTRODUCTION
The upper catchment of the Burdekin River in north Queensland has been used for beef production for
many decades and there is growing evidence that grazing pressures have resulted in degradation of this
resource (Ash et al. 1997). Amongst the evidence for this decline are results of long-term exciosure
experiments assessing impacts of grazing intensity since the mid 1980's on a range of factors including
grass productivity and sediment generation from hillslopes (Scanlan et al. 1996a,b).

In this paper we present the preliminary results of a study using these long -term exclosure sites to evaluate
the extent and rate of `recovery' in soil physical and chemical properties where cattle have been excluded.

METHODS
Six sites, representing two major soil types, were chosen from the ten exclosures originally established by
Pressland and Scanlan (Scanlan et al. 1996a,b) some 15 years prior to our study. In addition to the 4 ha

`exclosed' treatment which excluded domestic stock, these researchers also set up 0.25 ha exclosures
which excluded kangaroos and other large native animals. At each site we compared selected soil
properties in these 0.25 ha `complete exclosures' with those in adjacent areas outside which were subject
to normal grazing pressures. Unfortunately we could not use the original 4 ha `stock only' exclosures as
some were no longer intact.

Three of the sites were on red duplex soils derived from granodiorite (MV, KR, and LV) and three on
neutral yellow duplex soils derived from sedimentary parent material (KHE, KHW, and BR). At each of
these sites, the exclosures ( ungrazed) and grazed areas close by were assessed for soil surface condition
(Tongway and Hindley 1995), above ground biomass (standing and litter), and soil physical and chemical
properties. Soil surface condition, above ground biomass (0.25 m2 plots), near -saturated hydraulic
conductivity using a mini disc- permeameter and soil bulk density were measured at the same five
randomly selected locations. Soil chemical properties were measured on two replicates of seven bulked
cores. The cores were separated into 0 -5 cm and 5 -15 cm depth. An additional 0 -1 cm sample was
collected at the same seven locations as the core samples. Bulk surface soil from some sites was returned
to the laboratory for nutrient status analysis by bioassay. Results for the three sites on granodiorite parent
material were similar in nature, as were two of the sites on sedimentary parent material (KHE, KHW).
The other sedimentary site (BR), showed atypical results; this was the only site at which the sampling
locations of grazed and ungrazed areas were some distance apart. The data presented here in tables and
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figures are for the MV (granodiorite) and KHE (sedimentary) sites only, however, the text in the results

and discussion refers, in general, to the other sites on the same parent material. (ie KR, LV on
granodiorite; KHW on sedimentary).

RESULTS
Excluding cattle had a substantial effect on pasture species composition. In the granodiorite landscapes,
marked differences in pasture condition were evident between the exclosure and the adjacent grazed area
with areas outside being almost totally dominated by the introduced, stoloniferous grass Indian couch
(Bothriochloa pertusa) and having a markedly lower ground cover. In contrast, although B. pertusa was
present within the exclosures, these areas had a high ground cover and contained a high proportion of
palatable, perennial species like Heteropogon contortus, Dicanthium secriceum, Bothriochloa ewartiana
and Chrysopogon fallax as well as a wide diversity of native legumes. On the sedimentary landscapes,
differences in pasture composition were less evident inside and outside the exclosures with both areas
containing a relatively high proportion of species like H. contortus, B. ewartiana and, in some cases,
Themeda triandra. Nevertheless, the grazed areas tended to have a lower proportion of these species as
well as a higher proportion of the increaser grass Bothriochloa decipiens and a relatively lower ground
cover.

Excluding cattle also markedly affected standing biomass and cover (Table 1) with the grandiorite
landscapes being more responsive than the sedimentary landscapes. At all sites, except BR (data not
shown), standing biomass and percentage cover were significantly greater when cattle were excluded.

Table 1. Effect of excluding cattle on above ground biomass, cover and soil surface condition. Within
each soil parent material, cattle and no cattle treatments are significantly different (* P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01,
* ** P < 0.001). Data are for the MV and KHE sites only.

Granodiorite (MV)
Parameter

Cattle

No cattle

Sedimentary (KHE)
Cattle

No cattle

766
Standing Biomass (kg/hal
Soil Surface Condition Assessment

7208**

1898

2509***

Cover(%

>,50 **
72**
50**
35**

15 -30

>50 **

Stability ( %)
Infiltration ( %)
Nutrient Cycling ( %)

1 -15

60
23
16

70
36
26

75 **

43*
35**

Soil surface condition was also affected by excluding cattle with significant increases the Tongway and
Hindley indices of stability, infiltration and nutrient cycling (Table 1). Generally, the indices were similar
across all sites when cattle were excluded. However, when grazed, the granodiorite landscapes tended to
have lower indices.

Soil physical properties such as bulk density and hydraulic conductivity were generally improved by
excluding cattle (Table 2). In another experiment, infiltration rate was increased more than 10 -fold, from
approximately 6 mm/hr to greater than 75 mm/hr (MV site; Roth, in review) by excluding cattle.

In spite of the large differences in biomass, cover and soil surface condition, 15 years of excluding cattle
had little effect on soil nutrients. Data from two selected sites show that while there are some differences
between cattle treatments, these differences are often small and not consistent between sites (Table 2, Soil
depth 0 -5 cm). Results from other sites show similar trends. For example, excluding cattle increased
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exchangeable Ca and CEC at MV, but decreased these parameters at KHE. These results also suggest that
the sedimentary site (KHE) has a greater natural fertility than the granodiorite site (MV).

The small difference in nutrient status between exclosed and grazed sites was confirmed by bioassay in
soil from MV (Figure 1). Thus when no nutrients (`nil') were added (as is the case in the field), there was
no difference in growth of buffel grass (Cenchrus ciliaris) on soil which had been excluded from cattle
compared to that which had been continually grazed, indicating little change in effective nutrient status.
These results also demonstrate the general low fertility status (`nil' compared to `complete') and the most
limiting nutrients that are responsible for this low fertility (P >N >S >K). Closer inspection of these results
indicates that in many treatments which exclude these most limiting nutrients, growth is better in soil
which has been grazed compared to ungrazed, especially in the `minus N' treatment.

Table 2. Effect of excluding cattle on selected soil properties. The numbers in the smaller font represent
the standard error of the means. Data are for the MV and KHE sites only.
Sedimentary (KHE)

Granodiorite (MV)

Parameter
Soil Depth 0 -5cm
Bulk Density (g /cm31
Hvdr. Cond.' (mm/h)
DH (water)
CEC (cmol + /kg)

Cattle
1.60

0.02

1.41

0.02

4.9
6.45

1.3

1.2

0.02

3.1

0.4

5.6
6.87
8.2

0.84
0.065

0.04

1.05

0.01

0.005

0.000

Exch Ca (cmor/kg)

1.5

0.3

Exch K (cmol + /kg)
Exch Mg (cmol +/kg)

0.5

0.0

0.075
2.8
0.6

1.2

0.1

1.6

Bicarb. P (mg/kal

4.9

0.4

4.4

0.8

1.68
0.113
90

0.37
0.018

1.50
0.098
64

0.023

Total C (%
Total N ( %)

Soil Depth 0 -1 cm
Total C ( %)
Total N ( %)

Total P (%

21

No cattle

Cattle

No cattle

0.04

o.'

1.64
3.0
6.33
11.7

0.03

1.51

0.03

0.8

6.0
6.35
9.0

0.15

0.08
2.2

"

1.4

1.9

0.025

1.58
0.100

0.3

2.23
0.135
5.3

1.4

4.1

0.2

0.1

1.0

0.1

1.0

0.0

0.0

2.7
6.0

0.4

2.4
4.8

0.0

5.01
0.28
250

0.90

0.37
4

0.35

0.9

0.06
a0

2.78
0.17
205

0.04
0.000

0.3

0.41

0.02
25

a Hydraulic conductivity determined at -2 cm suction
3.0

Bioassay to
Figure 1.
determine natural fertility
and limiting nutrients in MV
soil.

2.5

2.0
1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0

Complete
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As the soils used in the above experiment were collected from the surface, a separate analysis of a 0 -1 cm
fraction was done (Table 2). At the MV and KHE sites, this revealed that in the very surface of these
soils, there is tendency for nutrients to be higher under grazed compared to ungrazed soils. Further, the
higher ratios of carbon and nitrogen in the 0 -1 fraction to that in the 0 -5 fraction in grazed areas would
suggest less mixing of these nutrients though the soil.

DISCUSSION
Recovery
While the biomass recovery observed may have occurred within the first five years (see Ash et al., 2001;

Scanlan et al., 1996b), it is less clear what length of time was required for the recovery of soil
hydrological properties. Scanlan et al. (1996a) showed reduced runoff during the first five years of

excluding cattle but the response was generally small compared with that found by Roth (in review) after a
further 10 years at the same site. Although not quantified, there was clear visual evidence of greater soil
fauna activity (castings) in the exclosed areas, and the more even distribution of nutrients through the
upper soil layers of the ungrazed sites would support this conclusion. It is likely that increased biological
activity may have contributed to the reduced bulk density and increased infiltration rate in ungrazed areas,
as has been reported for a range of sites in the Burdekin by Roth (in review).

It appears that the improvements in soil condition were not generally associated with any marked increase
in soil or site nutrient status over the 15 year exclosure period, possibly due to differences in turnover
rates. While efficient nutrient turnover will be an important part of the recovery process, the results of the
bioassay clearly indicate that soil fertility may be one of the factors limiting primary productivity and
therefore potential rates of recovery. This suggests that improving soil nutrient status, in addition to
grazing management, may be necessary to increase recovery rates to timescales that are manageable.

Potential for Nutrient Loss
Under grazed conditions, there is some evidence that the nutrients retained on site have accumulated in the
surface to a greater concentration than under ungrazed conditions because of assumed lower rates of
bioturbation. Thus under grazed conditions these nutrients would be more vulnerable to loss because of
both their position within the profile and the greater likelihood of rainfall events causing runoff containing
suspended sediments (Scanlan et al. 1996a).

In these already eroded sites, it is unclear what the implications of these potential nutrient losses will be on
primary productivity in the long term as the nutrients being lost at the greatest rate may not necessarily be
the ones currently limiting growth.
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SEED BANKS AND SAFE SITES IN GRAZED ARID GRASSLANDS
J.E. Kinloch and M.H. Friedel
CSIRO Sustainable Ecosystems, PO Box 2111, Alice Springs, NT 0871

ABSTRACT

We assessed the seed bank dynamics, standing herbage dynamics and soil loss along two gradients of
grazing with different histories of grazing use, in the arid grasslands of central Australia. We also
examined the impact grazing had on the number of `safe sites' for seeds by assessing the fine- and broad scale trapping of resources. It is likely that the size of seed banks was reduced in the first instance by the
indirect effects of grazing through the loss of `safe sites'. For both gradients, the process of soil
destabilisation and loss preceded changes to the vegetation composition. This suggests that, in this
environment, soil -based rather than vegetation based indicators would provide a better early warning of
rangeland deterioration.

INTRODUCTION
To determine why plants fail to germinate and establish on degraded areas we need to understand how
grazing interacts with the underlying ecological processes of arid ecosystems. Previous studies in the
calcareous grasslands of central Australia showed that, on areas which had a long history of heavy
grazing, herbaceous vegetation failed to recover despite major reductions in stocking levels and good
rainfall (Friedel 1997). It appeared that heavy grazing and trampling by livestock had changed resource
distribution processes, leading to nutrients and water becoming decoupled (Tongway et al. submitted).
Consequently the lack of plant germination and establishment may be attributable to a disconnection
between the availability of nutrients and water in space and time. Alternatively a lack of propagules may
have prevented plant germination and establishment. Grazing can either directly reduce the number of
propagules through grazing of seed - bearing plants, or the effects can be indirect through changes to the
soil and landscape processes that maintain `safe sites' for seeds.

In this study we examined the soil, herbage and seed banks along two gradients of grazing with different

histories of grazing use, in the arid grasslands of central Australia and we investigated what impact
different grazing use had on the number of `safe sites' by assessing the fine- and broad -scale trapping of
resources.

METHODS
The study was located on two stations south of Alice Springs on grazed calcareous grasslands. At station
A, the watering point had been permanent for only 16 years prior to the study, and grazing over that time
had been moderate. At Station B, the watering point had been permanent for 42 years prior to the study
and had been heavily grazed by current standards; the long-term stocking rate was more than twice that at
Station A. Grazing had continued at Station B during a severe drought that began soon after the watering
point was made permanent. Study sites, 150m2 in area, were set up at intervals along a radius of grazing
use centred on each watering point. The most intensively grazed site at each watering point was less than
500m away and the least grazed site was greater than 6.2km away. Each site was subdivided into nine
50m x 50m tiles and these tiles formed the basic unit of measurement.
Six monthly vegetation surveys were conducted on the sites, post - winter and post -summer, to assess the
frequency of all non -woody species. At the same time, soil cores were taken from the study sites for
germination trials in a glasshouse. These germination trials gave an estimate of the `readily germinable'
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component of the seed bank. Vegetation and seed bank data were collected over a three year period at
Station A, and over a one year period at Station B.
The fine -scale ( <1m2) trapping of resources was evaluated by assessing the soil surface condition at each
of the study sites using the methods outlined in Tongway (1994). The evaluation of the broad -scale

resource traps at Station A focused on recording the presence of `active resource traps' for all sites.
Active resource traps are physical barriers ( >_1m2), such as Maireana astrotricha shrubs, Acacia spp. trees
and associated soil mounds or remnant log mounds, which had a greater herbaceous cover than their
surrounds, suggesting that the supply of resources such as water and nutrients were favourable. At Station
B, the number of Maireana astrotricha shrubs per unit area (Friedel et al. submitted) indicated the
potential for broad -scale resource capture along the grazing gradient.

Pit traps, 20cm in diameter, were installed at each site along the gradient at Station A to give an indication
of the amount of soil loss at each site. The traps were in place for three years and were emptied every two
months. They collected any soil, litter or seed blowing or washing across the soil surface.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Station A
Where grazing use had been moderate and relatively short ( <2 decades), neither the size of the germinable
seed bank nor its composition were related to grazing (Table la). On the other hand, differences in the
capacity to trap and retain resources, at both the fine and broad scale, were related to grazing: the number
of `safe sites' declined as grazing intensity increased. At the fine scale, trends in soil surface attributes,
especially those related to stability of the soil surface, were related to grazing (Table lb). For example
cryptogams, which indicate a stable soil surface, were not present at the three sites closest to water and the
amount of eroded sand was a lot greater at Sites 1 and 2. A similar trend is also evident for the broad scale active resource traps. These traps were only present in the majority of the nine tiles on each site, for
the less intensively grazed Sites 4 and 5 (Table lc).

This declining trend in resource -conserving capability is well illustrated by the increased amount of soil
loss, over a three year period, on the more intensively grazed sites (Fig. 1). Such a dramatic increase in
soil loss suggests that the ability of the landscape to trap and store resources like water and nutrients, as
well as seed, has been much reduced.
Despite the apparent decline in the number of `safe sites ', we found that standing herbage was still able to

recover after rainfall (data not shown) indicating that, at that point in time, the replenishment of seed
supply was sufficient to overcome the declining number of `safe sites ' for seed capture. At this site,
changes to the soil surface and resource -trapping capability appear to have preceded any changes to the
vegetation.

Table 1. Summary for Station A of (a) mean number per survey of germinable herbage seeds over the
three year study period, (b) soil surface stability and (c) the number of tiles (out of 9) where active
resource traps were present. Soil stability attributes were assigned to classes (1-4; where 1 = nil cover of
cryptogams and 1 = >50% cover of eroded sand). Distance of sites to water: Site 1 = 0.5km; Site 2
0.9km; Site 3 = 1.7km; Site 4 = 3.0km; Site 5 = 6.2km.
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Site 1

Site 2

Site 3

Site 4

Site 5

(a) Mean number /survey of germinable seeds

188

207

303

114

236

(b) Soil surface stability
Median index of cryptogam cover
Median index of eroded sand cover

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

(c) Number of active resource traps

1

1

1

7

6

The number of germinable seeds was greatest when the soil crust was intact and when soil infiltration and
litter cover were high. These conditions were only present across individual tiles on up -slope areas of
Site 3 and may explain why this site had the higher number of germinable seeds (Table la). The large
particle size of the sandy soils, in these tiles, allowed the seeds to more readily move vertically down the
soil column and enter the seed bank. Conversely lower numbers of germinable seeds were present when
the soil clay content was high and a hard physical soil crust was present. These soil conditions prevailed
over the majority of tiles on Site 4 and probably accounts for the low seed bank size on this site (Table
l a).
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8000 6000 cu
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E

2000 0,
0.0

1.0
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7.0

Distance from water (km)
Fig. 1. Variation in the mean amount of total soil and other material caught in pit traps over a three -year

period at different distances to water at Station A. Vertical bars indicate 1 SD. Number of replicates at
each site differed as data were not available for the full three -year period for all traps. Number of
replicates: Site 1 = 5; Site 2 = 5; Site 3 = 7; Site 4 = 6; Site 5 = 6.
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Station B
Where grazing had continued over a long time ( >4 decades), and included a period of drought, permanent
changes to the standing herbage, soil surface condition and resource traps were apparent. The size of the
germinable seed bank at sites 1 and 2 was less than half that found at the less intensively grazed Site 3
(Table 2a). The composition of both the germinable seed bank (data not shown) and standing herbage
(Friedel 1997; Friedel et al. submitted) were also changed at the two most intensively grazed sites.

Differences in the fine- and broad -scale resource traps were similar to those found at Station A. Lower
cryptogam cover and higher cover of eroded surface sand at sites 1 and 2 indicated a decline in soil
stability (Table 2b). At these same sites fine -scale microtopographic relief was reduced (Table 2c), thus
limiting the potential of the sites to trap soil, water, nutrients and seeds. Larger resource traps also
declined, since fewer Maireana astrotricha shrubs were present closer to the watering point (Table 2d).
This deterioration of the fine- and broad -scale resource traps where grazing is intensive indicates that the
number of `safe sites' for plant germination and establishment has declined on this grazing gradient.

Table 2. Summary of (a) mean number per survey of germinable herbage seeds over the one year study
period, (b) soil surface stability, (c) soil microtopography and (d) number of Maireana astrotricha shrubs

at Station B. Distance of sites to water: Site 1 = 0.3km; Site 2 = 4.5km; Site 3 = 8.6km. Soil surface
stability data from Tongway et al. (submitted) and shrub data from Friedel et al. (submitted).
Site 1

Site 2

Site 3

(a) Mean number /survey of germinable seeds

46

37.5

98

(b) Soil surface stability
Median cover of cryptogams ( %)
Median cover of eroded sand and gravel ( %)

1.4

1.7

44

45

2.7
32

(c) Microtopography
Median value of maximum microtopographic depression (mm)
Median value of maximum microtopographic hummock (mm)

3.1
10.0

3.2
9.0

4.3
15.6

(d) Number of Maireana astrotricha shrubs (per m2)

0.01

0.08

0.41

There is insufficient evidence to determine whether direct effects of grazing, through reduced seed supply, or indirect

effects of grazing, through changed soil and landscape processes, caused the initial decline in the seed bank at
Station B. However, it is unlikely that seed supply would have been limiting in the early stages of degradation. The
seeds of many species present are wind -borne and would be readily replenished from outside the immediate area. It
is more likely that the decline in `safe sites', together perhaps with decoupling of nutrients and water, constrained

plant germination and establishment in the first instance. The direct effects of grazing may have become more
important in the long term when sustained heavy grazing had brought about widespread plant species compositional
change.

We conclude that soil -based indicators of rangeland condition would probably provide an earlier warning
of rangeland deterioration in this environment than would conventional vegetation -based indicators.
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ABSTRACT
If the landscape function paradigm is to fulfil expectations, then it must, by definition, make ecological
sense at the landscape -scale, as distinct from the patch -scale, and thereby provide meaningful direction to
land managers. The approaches so far suggested for interpretation of an ecosystem's functionality do not
have universal application. Our overall impression is that the work on developing indicators of landscape
function has moved well ahead of the underpinning science. We must do the basic research work
necessary to modify our rangeland models so they pass the `test of predictive power'. We require a good
understanding of fluxes of water, soil particles and associated nutrients and litter within and through
landscapes and how these fluxes vary in response to, for example, geomorphology, vegetation structure
and soil type. Just as we are learning that landscape function cannot be generalised across all landscapes,
so we may learn that the interactions of composition, structure and function cannot be generalised to
support the management of biodiversity. Our interpretation of the papers presented here is that our ability
to interpret impacts of management of rangeland and thereby prescribe alternatives remains elusive.

INTRODUCTION
In the same way that Clementsian succession and then state and transition concepts captured the attention
of both theoretical and practicing range ecologists (among others), so has the landscape function approach
in recent years. This approach is largely attributable to David Tongway and John Ludwig (e.g. Ludwig
and Tongway, 1995) and draws strongly on concepts developed by Noy -Meir (1973), Pickup (1985) and
others. State and transition theory forced us to address temporal change and temporal scale but provided

little to assist interpretation of spatial change. A major advance provided by the landscape function
approach is that it directly addressed spatial scale, especially at the scale important to management. It is
an interesting observation that, following the publication of Westoby et al. (1989), papers relating to state

and transitions were commonly presented at rangeland conferences and congresses, while at this
conference there are few if any dealing with this approach. Instead many researchers are now exploring
the complimentary approach of analysing landscape function, in order to `read the rangeland'.

In preparing for this conference session on ecosystem processes we suspected that, as with most new
concepts, enthusiasm for applying the approach was racing ahead of the basic process -based research
necessary to underpin it. We sought input from researchers who have tested or applied the concepts, or
developed spatial perspectives that could contribute to production and biodiversity management. In this
overview we explore whether the theory may have been extrapolated too enthusiastically. We also seek to
articulate where models of landscape function provide uncertain direction for improved management.

WHAT IS LANDSCAPE FUNCTION?

Many now consider that the fundamental requirement for `healthy' ecosystems is that the ecosystem
functions of nutrient cycling, conservation of soil and water resources and consequent production of
biomass remain intact (Ludwig and Tongway, 1997; McNaughton et al., 1989). However, current
research does not necessarily address all these functions. Bastin et al. (this session) adopt a narrower
definition relating to conservation of resources (water, soil and nutrients) and fluxes of these resources
through and from landscapes where dysfunction relates to leakage of resources -a `geomorphic' view. In
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this model, nutrient cyclmg is considered incidentally and not explicitly We highlight here the need for
clarity in defining landscape function We suggest m this review that the focus be shifted to component
parts. both nutrient cycling and geomorphic processes (resource -capture), and the interplay between the
two, in determining production of plant biomass

There seems to be no argument that perennial plants (grasses, shrubs and trees) form the building blocks
of functional landscapes Perennial plants play an essential role m nutrient cycling and nutrient
enrichment of surface soils (biogeochemical processes), and vegetated landscape patches moderate both
aeolian and fluvial geomorphic processes, assisting retention of water and nutrients within the landscape.
However, how each of these processes affects the ability of various landscapes to convert rainfall into
biomass remains largely untested (Adams this session), even though conversion of rainfall into biomass is
perhaps the most direct measure of landscape function (McNaughton et al., 1989) Indeed Adams
suggests that most nutrient enrichment can be readily explained by well -documented processes of nutrient

uptake, leaf senescence and litter decomposition, without the need to invoke any contribution from
transport mechanisms. On the other hand, quantification of geomorphic processes requires more of a
landscape perspective relating to overland flows and ultimate destination of mobilized soil, nutrients and
litter On the assumption that a healthy landscape is efficient in converting rainfall and mn-on into
biomass, the point of contention is whether this is driven by geomorphic processes or nutrient cycling or a
combination of both.

In the presented papers we see conflicting evidence regarding the relative contribution of each of these
processes Ford et al 's (this session) controlled experiments in Pilbara systems showed that applied
nutrients did not move laterally m response to rainfall irrespective of whether the sites were disturbed or
undisturbed or whether obstructions were removed by fire. On the other hand, Kinloch and Fnedel (this
session) measured sigmficantly greater movement of soil (and presumably associated soil nutrients) in the
and grasslands of central Australia m the presence of disturbance and when there were fewer active
resource traps These contrasting observations may be attributable to soil and topographic differences.
Just how important is the resource - trapping process vis a vis nutrient cycling? Is the relative importance

of each related to structure of vegetation, geomorphology and soil type? Loss of perennial grass on
crackmg clays, for example, appears to have no effect on loss of resources from the system, although we
would assume that nutrient cycling is seriously impaired and the availability of nutrients would decline
over time. We are unaware of any data to support these assumptions. Outcomes appear to depend on
scale and the type of resource (water, soil or plant nutrients). Processes active at the patch -scale may not
be those active or important at the patch - mosaic or landscape scale (Reynolds et al , 1997). For example,
accumulation of organic carbon and nitrogen may be more a function of nutrient cycling than physical
trappmg of wind- and water -blown litter at the scale of individual patches. However, conservation of
these, nutrients within the landscape may have less to do with nutrient cycling and more to do with
resource trapping. This all highlights the requirement for basic science at the process level to quantify the
sources and fluxes of each resource at various scales to establish a firm basis for, what in our opinion, is
too loosely referred to as landscape function

This leads us to suggest that application of the Iandscape function approach cannot be applied by rote.
The approaches so far suggested for interpretation of an ecosystem's functionality do not have universal
application. While they have done much to help us think about landscapes differently, they should not
constrain our thinking or lead us to assume that `now we have the answer'.
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SCALING UP TO LANDSCAPE SCALE AND RESILIENCE
Our observations are that some landscapes remain highly functional irrespective of losses of perennial
plants (that is, they continue to efficiently convert rainfall into biomass) while on others excessive
disturbance results in catastrophic losses of soil and significant reductions in landscape function (and thus
low rainfall use efficiency). Why is this so? What factors determine a landscape's resilience to
disturbance (Walker et al. 1981)? We suspect also that the relevant contributions of these processes may

also be related to event size.

For example, a one in a hundred -year rainfall event may have a

disproportionably greater effect than the accumulated effects of a year or more of modal rainfall events
totalling the same amount, and we suggest the concept of threshold events may be a useful in developmg
landscape function models We question for example whether the results of Ford et al.'s research would
be the same followmg a cyclonic deluge? Tongway and Ludwig (1994) make the distinction between
'plant- moderated' and landscape- moderated' landscapes and suggest inter -relations with landscape
resilience. Bastin et al. present the challenge to work out the implications of resource transfer between
landscapes - as distmct from the patch scale' - with which we agree wholeheartedly And, continuing the
sentence, `the extent to which these matter for landscape resilience' - whereas the issue may be rather how
landscapes of different resilience respond in terms of redistribution of resources in the face of disturbance.
Nevertheless, an a-priori assessment of landscape resilience in the Western Australian shrubland provided
few insights mto the capacity of landscapes to respond to rainfall. Contrary to expectations, herb mass
mcreased on both resilient and non - resilient landscapes as proportional areas occupied by vegetated
patches declined (Holm et al., 2002b)
Is resilience a useful categorization for landscapes, which will enable better understanding and

management strategies? We don't know. There are few established procedures to classify landscapes
according to resilience (see Holm et al , 2002b for details of one approach). To quote Illius and Hodgson
(1996) `The most widely practiced [way of establishing an ecosystem's stability and resilience] is to look
out of the window periodically and see if it is still there after all these years and, if so, conclude that it
must be persistent, is probably stable, and therefore resilient'

We concur with Illius and O'Connor's summary (1999) that theoretical concepts, mcluding metaphors for

landscape expression such as resilience, may be popular but do little to assist defining underlying
mechanisms responsible for different responses of landscapes to perturbation, a point well made by
Adams. A proper basis for understanding concepts such as resilience and landscape function will only be
achieved through studies that quantify the interplay between patch heterogeneity, geomorphic processes
affectmg movement of materials around landscapes, and biogeochemical processes of nutrient cycling
The work of Snyman and Van Rensburg (1987) in South African grasslands and Burke et al. (1999) in
grassland ecosystems in the central Great Plains of the USA are examples known to us, however the work
is at the small -plot scale and Snyman himself makes the point that it is difficult to scale up these results to
the landscape -scale. Kmloch and Friedel and Roth et al (poster session), both consider processes at the
landscape- scale, and we see a need for more investigations at this scale.

INDICATORS OF LANDSCAPE FUNCTION
In the context of this conference session, Bastin et al. provide an admirable definition of an indicator as `a
piece of information, easily acquired, that links scientific measurements to practical interpretations of
landscape function'. If the landscape function paradigm is to fulfil expectations, then it must, by
definition, make ecological sense at the landscape -scale, as distinct from the patch -scale, and thereby
provide meaningful direction to land managers Our overall '
sirs is Aar the work on developing
indictors of landscape fuuction has moved well ahead of the underpmnmg science
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The landscape function analysis (LFA, Tongway and Hindley, 2000) approach is being enthusiastically
adopted, on the assumption that it can be applied in all landscapes. Clearly this has not been sufficiently
tested. In a study by one of us, proportional areas of vegetated patches were found to be positively
correlated with oxidizable C and total N in surface soil in low - woodland, but not in low -shrubland
communities. Furthermore, suggested indices of soil- surface condition and derived ratings of landscape
function were positively related to soil fertility but less clearly with proportional areas of vegetated
patches, and these relationships were community -type specific (Holm et al., 2002a). Webb et al. (this
session) reported that 15 years of excluding cattle from Burdekin sites produced large improvements in
biomass, cover and LFA indicators of stability, infiltration and nutrient cycling, but resulted in little
improvement in soil nutrients.

Returning to the point made earlier, we require a good understanding of fluxes of water, soil particles and
associated nutrients and litter within and through landscapes and how these fluxes vary in response to, for
example, geomorphology, vegetation structure and soil type, before we can begin to unravel relationships
between indicators of landscape function.

Scaling up inevitably leads to loss of fine scale detail, which is incorporated into some broader -scale
response. Plant biomass responses to rainfall at the patch -scale may vary widely according to many patch specific factors (run -on/run -off, plant composition, nutrient availability etc.) yet at the landscape -scale,

this variability is subsumed and may be represented, for example, as a single index of greenness as
measured by NOAA satellites (Tucker et al., 1985). This information is useful for clients with an interest
in such broad -scale issues as global warming, drought and carbon sequestration but may be of limited use
if questions being asked, for example, relate directly to impacts of land -use on biodiversity. However
clients have different information requirements depending on values they ascribe to the landscape (West et
al., 1994) and for a range of indicators that address these needs.

LANDSCAPE FUNCTION AND BIODIVERSITY

While researchers are well on the way to defining the unanswered questions and areas of doubt with
regard to factors affecting how landscapes respond to rainfall, we appear to know less about landscape
function and biodiversity. The relationship can be viewed in both directions as in these two example
questions. A) Is there a change in resource retention when single -stemmed plants without mounds replace
multi- stemmed shrub mounds? In other words, what is the effect of change in biodiversity on landscape
function? Or considering the effect in reverse: B) Is there concomitant decline in biodiversity as
landscapes degrade? As with all these processes, the answers to these questions have both temporal and
spatial dimensions. On most landscapes, degradation is accompanied by loss of perennial plants and an
increase in annual plants in the short-term. Over much longer time- frames dislodged soil materials may
be re- deposited, and colonised by alternative suites of perennial species, and often at broader spatial scales
(e.g. Archer, 1995).

Some contributors to this session consider type B questions -that is, the effect of landscape degradation
on biodiversity. Ayers' (poster session) evidence from western New South Wales is that, at a single point
in time, patches supporting trees and perennial grass scored slightly better than woody shrub patches, and

consistently better than run -off areas, on Tongway and Hindley's (1995) soil surface condition
She also found that most taxa examined (which included plants, vertebrates and
assessment.
invertebrates), were unresponsive to differing shrub cover, although a small proportion were. This is
consistent with Landsberg et al. (1997) who examined the response of various taxa to gradients of grazing
in a range of sites across inland Australia. They found that a few species were restricted to the least
grazed (most `functional' ?) areas, while most others persisted to a greater or lesser extent.

Landman et al. (this session) reported that trees in Pilbara creeklines depend on both soil and groundwater
while trees on floodplains and hillslopes do not access groundwater and survive without it. Industrial use
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of groundwater will lead to differential loss of trees in creeklines, as a consequence. While this will mean
a substantial change at landscape scale, what do we know about likely changes to functionality of the
creeklines and impact on other taxa? Chilcott et al. (this session) provide us with some insights into the
impact of biodiversity on function. They tell us that retaining strips of native vegetation, including trees,
in paddocks being cleared for grazing benefits the soil's physical, chemical and biological properties and
brings about some changes to soil and surface fauna, arguably through reduction in evapotranspiration.

A body of theory has been developed on Type A questions that is, the effect of loss of biodiversity on
landscape function. Concepts of `rivets' (Erlich and Walker, 1998) where the system fails when one too
many (species) falls out, `keystones' (Hurlbert, 1997) where.the system fails when a key species goes and
`ecosystem engineers' (Power et al.; 1994 ' species`` which shape environments to the benefit of others,

remain tantalizing ideas, as yet unproven, and provide few insights into the relationship between
biodiversity and landscape function in rangelands. We need to refine our concepts and test them more
thoroughly before we can be confident that they will lead to improved management.

CONCLUSIONS
Our concepts of retention and loss of resources in rangeland systems are dependent on scale. Losses from
a single shrub mound may be captured by others close by, so that at a 100 sq m scale, no loss occurs.
Losses from several hundred sq m may be captured by a nearby closed drainage system, so that there is
still no net loss. In the case of livestock production systems, overall plant production may remain the
same despite spatial rearrangement, or it may be radically reduced if the system is open and susceptible to
resource loss at the whole system level. We may need to think in terms of nested scales to understand the
different processes at work.

It is perhaps relatively simple to think about landscape function in relation to livestock production systems

because we can relate function to the scale of management units, perhaps paddocks or properties.
Biodiversity is less immediately amenable to neat scale limits because it can be conceptualised in . many
..

ways, from diversity at genetic to landscape level, and from perspectives of structure, function and
composition (Noss -4 990).

Right now, our understanding of biodiversity in rangelands is largely limited

to structure and composition at community to landscape scale, while we are beginning to deal with
function and its interactions with structure and composition.

We suspect that increasing understanding will show that we should not be looking for a single model
which will work for all landscapes or ecosystems. Just as we are learning that landscape function cannot
be generalised across all landscapes; so we .may learn that the interactions of composition, structure and
function cannot be generalised to support the management of biodiversity. We will also need to grapple
with spatial and temporal scale and., recognise that we may require different models to deal with aspects
from local up to regional scale and apply these models not just over a few years as is the norm, but over
decades or more.

The concept of landscape functional analysis (Tongway, 1991) has been influential in the last decade of
rangeland science and has stimulated us to re -define our understanding of ecological processes. However,
it is important that `we continue to test and challenge our concepts. We believe that enthusiasm for
adopting and applying this new thinking has indeed moved ahead of the underpinning science and we are
hopeful that the next decade will see significant growth in our understanding of ecological processes in
relation to how nutrients are distributed and redistributed within and between landscapes. This is a clear
challenge to those distressingly fewer and fewer researchers among us - especially to those who have `got
about more', to quote Adams. We must do the basic research work necessary to modify our rangeland
models so they pass the `test of predictive power'.
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We have made the point elsewhere that most rangeland monitoring systems have attempted to assess
impact of management through interpretation of change in botanical composition, but this has been
fraught with uncertainty (Friedel et al., 1993; Holm et al., 2002a). We acknowledge that these monitoring
systems should also address processes that modify growth and productivity especially at landscape scales,
but our interpretation of the papers presented here is that our ability to interpret impacts of management
and thereby prescribe alternatives remains elusive.
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INITIATIVES IN NATIVE TITLE AND LAND MANAGEMENT IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA:
THE STATEWIDE NATIVE TITLE NEGOTIATIONS PROCESS
Parry Agius and Jocelyn Davies
Aboriginal Legal Rights Movement Native Title Unit, 4/345 King William St, Adelaide.

ABSTRACT

The statewide negotiating process initiated three years ago in South Australia to give meaningful
recognition to native title and to settle native title claims involves native title groups, the Aboriginal
Legal Rights Movement, the SA Government, the SA Farmers Federation, and the SA Chamber of
Mines and Energy. In the rangelands it is highlighting and building on common ground between
native title groups and pastoralists. Through the development of Indigenous Land Use Agreements, it
will bring improved relationships, equity and justice, and stronger leadership among native title
groups.

INTRODUCTION
Ten years ago this year the Mabo decision of the Australian High Court recognised indigenous native
title for the first time in Australia. The High Court reinforced the implications of this decision for
rangelands in 1996 when the Wik case established that native title rights and pastoral lease rights coexist. In themselves these decisions and the Native Title Act, 1993 have not delivered recognition `on

the ground' for Aboriginal peoples. But they have paved the way for several rangelands Aboriginal
groups, particularly in WA, to be accorded this recognition through consent determinations determinations of native title in which all parties to the claim, both Aboriginal and others, have agreed
about the existence of native title and its contemporary meaning for land use. We are working for
similar outcomes in SA. A statewide negotiating process through which we are aiming to give
meaningful recognition to native title and to settle native title claims involves native title groups, the
Aboriginal Legal Rights Movement (ALRM), which is the Native Title Representative Body for SA
appointed under the Native Title Act to represent native title groups, the SA Government, the SA
Farmers Federation (SAFF), and the SA Chamber of Mines and Energy (SACOME). These parties
have all agreed to work to the development of Indigenous Land Use Agreements (ILUAs) about their
common and conflicting interests.

ILUAs are provided for in the Native Title Act as a mechanism for native title groups and others to
conclude legally binding agreement about the interface between native title and other rights and
interests in land and natural resources. ILUAs can apply to the use and management of a particular
area, such as an individual pastoral property, or they can provide for procedures for decision making

(including `future acts' as defined in the Native Title Act) across a class of activities, such as
diversification on pastoral leases, or conduct of mineral exploration.

As well as working towards ILUAs on these kinds of issues, the SA process is spawning initiatives in
legislative and policy reform. It has for example developed a discussion paper about legislative
changes to reconcile procedural difficulties in simultaneously implementing the Aboriginal Heritage
Act (SA) 1988 and the Native Title Act, 1993, while retaining the protection that both Acts accord to
Aboriginal cultural values and providing a clearer, more workable process for development approvals.
This discussion paper is now in a public comment phase (see SA Native Title Negotiations 2002). In
the minerals and energy sector, the SA process has developed an employment and training strategy for
Aboriginal people which is of particular relevance to exploration activities, since opportunities for
Aboriginal employment or other benefit from any particular exploration project are limited by the
small scale, transitory, and uncertain nature of these industry operations. In the longer term, we hope
that this native title negotiations process and the ILUAs it concludes will lay the ground work for
consent determinations of native title to be made by the Federal Court.
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In our work for and on behalf of SA native title groups as part of this process, we aim at meaningful
recognition of native title -that is recognition of native title groups' current and future responsibilities

to care for country, recognition of past injustice, access needs, protection of important country,
economic and other benefits to end Aboriginal socio- economic marginalisation, and a far greater role
for native title groups in future decisions about their country than they have had in the recent past.
Associated outcomes which we are working towards include improved relationships between native
title groups and other rangeland stakeholders, and stronger leadership among native title groups for
sustainable development. ILUAs can bring these outcomes. And since ILUAs are developed through
negotiation, they will bring these positive outcomes for native title groups only to the extent that they
also address the outcomes sought by other parties to the negotiations. Already we are seeing positive
outcomes in the willingness and capacity for government, SAFF and SACOME to work with native
title holders in developing cooperative approaches to mutually important issues, as in the examples
above.

Rangelands native title groups have many common interests with pastoralists, as also with mining
companies and with government priorities for rangeland management. They include, for example,
economic development and improved regional economic opportunities and services, which are
important outcomes for all rangelands people; and conservation of Aboriginal cultural heritage, since
this is part of what all Australians value about rangeland environments, and since - for Aboriginal
peoples - this encompasses biodiversity conservation and restoration of degraded landscapes. Part of
the rationale behind negotiating for native title settlement in SA, rather than pursuing claims through
court, is to develop improved relationships and understanding between native title groups and others,
as an improved basis for working on these common interests. There has not previously been a forum
in South Australia through which Aboriginal and pastoral interests can work towards shared goals and
interests. The statewide native title negotiating process is thus breaking quite new ground.

The process is complex. It necessarily operates at a number of scales and within a number of policy
and legislative sectors. For example, while questions of how native title rights and interests are given
meaningful recognition on an individual pastoral property are of paramount concern to the pastoral
lessee and the native title group for that property, at a broader scale policy and legislative frameworks
for biodiversity and cultural heritage conservation, regional development, diversification of pastoral
businesses, tenure review, and public access need to be considered to establish the scope of `on the
ground' negotiations.
Here we first outline the structure that has developed for the statewide native title negotiations process.

We then outline some of the governance issues for native title groups which are critical to their
participation in this process, and to their management of its outcomes. Finally we discuss some issues
encountered to date from considering how native title coexists in practice on pastoral lease land.

STRUCTURE FOR STATEWIDE NEGOTIATIONS

The peak forum for the SA statewide native title negotiations is known as the `Main Table',
representing SA Government, SAFF, SACOME and ALRM with the National Native Title Tribunal
(NNTT) as an observer. Main Table meetings started late in 1999 when all these parties came to agree
that court action would be a costly and lengthy way of pursuing settlement of native title claims. And
that the outcomes from court action would work against building of sustainable relationships between
native title groups and other South Australians. Late in 2000, native title groups also agreed to
participate in this negotiating process.
The Main Table has developed protocols for discussions between the parties about settlement of native
title claims, identified issues of concern to each party, and it oversights a work program to address
these issues. It has taken responsibility for managing the approach to negotiations, the order in which
issues are addressed and the interrelationships between them. Its workhorses are various `Side Tables'
which involve all or some of the Main Table parties and are concerned with particular sectoral issues.

These Side Tables consider the specifics of issues as each party sees them, research background
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information and provide a discussion forum for developing potential solutions. While each party has

its own responsibilities to its own constituents which condition its approach at the Side Tables,
discussion in these forums is often frank and wide ranging and this can make it easier for everyone to
`think outside the box' and to set points of difference aside in favour of positive initiatives on matters
of mutual concern. The Main Table and Side Tables all have the same independent Chair, whose
consistent involvement helps to ensure focus is maintained on terms of reference, agreed outcomes
and work programs. Representatives of the parties also meet very informally in Working Groups,
from which they report back to Side Tables on progress and matters that require wider consideration
and research.

To date, the Side Tables have operated on the following issues: Heritage, (Minerals) Exploration,
Pastoral, Communications and `Relationship to Land'. The first three concern particular sets of

substantive issues and have been the highest priority sectors in a list that also includes Local
Government issues, Protected Areas and Fishing, for example. The Communications Side Table
concerns media and public statements. The `Relationships to Land' Side Table is perhaps the most
innovative, being a forum to encourage the parties to develop a better understanding of each others'
cultures; how these cultures determine relationships to land, and how these relationships to land can be

effectively protected and enhanced through settlement of native title claims. As such, it is a forum
which assists in developing effective mechanisms to address emotional and procedural issues which
are critical to effective negotiation on substantive issues.

The work program of the Relationships to Land Side Table includes developing understanding of cross
cultural negotiation processes and of effective tools for cross cultural communication and
understanding. In a departure from the typical stereotype where cross cultural training aims at
improving non - Aboriginal peoples' understanding of Aboriginal cultures, this Side Table is taking a
mutual approach. As well as developing tools whereby farmers and miners and the government can

better understand Aboriginal cultures and relationships to land; it is equally concerned with tools
whereby Aboriginal people can better understand the cultures of farmers, miners and the government
and their relationships to land. It also has a brief to consider questions of terminology, and to develop
mechanisms to build mutual understanding of the meaning that different people give to the same term,

where necessary settling on a common definition to use in agreements. One early outcome is a
statement of common understanding and the basis of an MOU between SAFF and ALRM to mark the
cooperative relationship that their leadership groups have now begun to develop for the first time.

Although native title is often characterised as a Commonwealth responsibility, this process would not
have started at all without the foresight, practical support and funding of the SA government, initially
when the Liberal Party was in power, and now under Labor. Continuity of funding for participation is

an issue for all parties as each is reliant on special allocations from State and/or Commonwealth
sources to maintain its involvement. Mutual advocacy for each other's funding requirements has
emerged as all parties realise that they cannot make progress to their own goals for the negotiations
without the participation of other parties.

A major part of ALRM's resource needs are for communication with and involvement of native title
groups (see below). ALRM has also needed to augment its core legal and anthropological expertise
with economists, geographers and advisers experienced in government process, mining and agribusiness. This has been important to giving ALRM and its constituents a well developed
understanding of issues for the mining and farming sectors and for government land managers and a
capacity to respond to the concerns of other parties and propose workable directions on key issues.
This broadening of professional expertise is perhaps a hallmark of the cultural change necessary if
Aboriginal organisations are to be effective in settling native title claims through negotiation.

GOVERNANCE AND REPRESENTATION OF NATIVE TITLE GROUPS
Native title groups need to be represented directly in these native title negotiations because it is the
future of their native title which is being addressed. Native title holders themselves emphasises that
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in Aboriginal customary law (which Australian law has established as determining the content of
native title and its meaning) only traditional owners (ie native title holders) can speak for country.
Further, native title groups' participation directly in negotiations will itself deliver outcomes in terms
of empowerment of the native title groups and their members - through information, improved
understanding of how native title is viewed and managed in government process, and improved
mechanisms and experience of decision making. Such outcomes are critical for sustainability of
agreements that are reached during the negotiation process - they build the native title groups'
capacity to implement agreements that are reached, as well as helping to ensure that agreements are
actually satisfactory from the native title group's point of view.

Our concern to have native title groups as active participants in these negotiations seems to set this SA
approach to settling native title claims apart from negotiating processes in other states (Agius et al
2001) where many of the agreements concluded at a statewide or regional level have been negotiated
by representative bodies, ALRM's counterparts, with very limited direct involvement of native title
groups. However, while the principle of native title group representation at the negotiating table is
sound, there are considerable practical difficulties in implementing it.

In SA ALRM works with 22 native title groups. Until the Mabo decisions the existence of these self
defined Aboriginal cultural groups was ignored by government, who instead directed their efforts to

promote Aboriginal self determination and to strengthen the internal dimensions of Aboriginal
governance towards the old mission or government reserve communities and to residential groups of
Aboriginal people in Adelaide and major towns. Having only become visible entities with relevance

to government decision making within the last ten years, most native title groups remain
unincorporated and lacking in even basic communication resources.

As a result of ALRM's work with native title groups over the past four years, each group now has
identified a Native Title Management Committee (NTMC), at least with interim status. These NTMCs
comprise the named applicants for each claim, and other people nominated by the group. They are
authorised by all the members of the claim group to lead decision making about the management of
the claim. Securing the NTMCs' decision about whether or not to participate in the Statewide native
title negotiations involved ALRM in convening conferences of all the NTMCs, termed Congress
meetings, to share information and perspectives and come to decisions. ALRM continues to work
towards mechanisms whereby the Congress and its NTMCs will be direct participants in the Main
Table and Side Table processes. Resource needs for communication and building effective
governance amongst claimants at a statewide level are considerable and outcomes are slow to emerge
when working with such a large and diverse group of constituents. To date, the aim of achieving
active participation of NTMC /Congress in the Main Table and Side Table processes remains elusive.
Ataa local scale, however, NTMC leadership for negotiations is occurring through pilot negotiation
processes.

PILOT NEGOTIATIONS
Through pilot negotiation processes at a local level ALRM, the SA Government, SAFF and SACOME
aim to develop experience in negotiation methods which is applicable to broader scale issues, and to
settle some key issues for three particular NTMCs. One of these, outside the rangelands, represents
Narungga people. They are involved as a pilot because the SA government agreed in 2001 to pursue

settlement of a list of issues of concern to them in their country on the Yorke Peninsula, in partial
recognition of the Narungga agreement to extinguishment of native title on 16 ha of `public' foreshore
reserve which was necessary to allow the development of a privately owned canal residential estate.
The process showed the serious concern and deep emotion that extinguishment of native title arouses
for Aboriginal people, as well as the goodwill of the State government in committing to address issues
that are central to Narungga people's future but which were marginal to the government's agenda until
raised by Narungga.
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The other two pilot groups - Yankunytjatjara and Anatakarinya - are both peoples of the rangelands of
north central SA. Within their traditional lands are a range of issues of key concern to many

stakeholders - such as processes for mining exploration, pastoral lease futures, biodiversity
conservation, outback tourism and protected area management. Other key influences leading to their
nomination as pilot groups for the negotiations are that they are internally coherent and have few
overlaps on boundaries, or shared claim areas, with other native title groups. They also have extensive
experience in negotiations from previous involvement in mining exploration and mining agreements.
A program of meetings on country is now developing to facilitate the direct involvement of these
groups in particular issues for the future of native title, including about how native title and pastoral
operations interface on a pastoral lease.

PASTORAL ISSUES

There are many issues for negotiation in respect of native title rights and interests and those of
pastoralists and other parties on pastoral leases in South Australia. The Main Table and Side Tables
processes can have most impact on policy and legal issues which apply to all pastoral leases, and in
identifying and scoping practical issues that can only be resolved by direct negotiation between
individual pastoral lessees and native title group members.

SA pastoral leases have always contained a reservation to Aboriginal people of their rights and
interests `as if this lease had not been made' (to quote lease wording). In recent years, this has been
reflected in section 47 of the Pastoral Land Management and Conservation Act (SA), 1989 (PLMC
Act) which provides rights of access by Aboriginal people to pastoral leases for the purpose of
carrying out traditional pursuits except within defined distances of homestead and artificial water
sources. The provisions in the Act are not however satisfactory to native title groups, as there is no
enforcement mechanism and claimants in some parts of the state consider their access rights for
traditional pursuits have never been available in practice.
For pastoralists the provisions raise
practical difficulties such as potential disturbance to livestock.

Management of the Act by the Pastoral Board has never had any input from Aboriginal people and one
of the broader issues for consideration in negotiations is how this situation can best be remedied.

Since 1993 the Native Title Act has placed a legal requirement on the Pastoral Board to consider
native title in its decision making. However in practice, the PLMC Act, together with the policies that
the Pastoral Board has adopted in the interests of ensuring ecological sustainability of SA rangelands
put as strict, or stricter, controls on some matters, such as diversification of land use and changes to
land tenure on pastoral leases, than the Native Title Act does. Nevertheless, these legal frameworks
do not provide much guidance to addressing many native title and related issues that are of concern to
either pastoralists or native title groups or both. For example, if legal access is available to Aboriginal
people as of right (under the PLMC Act, regardless of native title considerations), how can there be

assurance to the pastoralist that it will not impose additional unreasonable costs on the pastoral
operation? Aboriginal heritage is legally protected, but how can Aboriginal groups be assured that
routine pastoral operations will not damage or destroy heritage sites? What liability do pastoralists
and Aboriginal groups carry for Aboriginal access and for public access to pastoral leases? How
should the benefits of diversification and potentially of changes to pastoral tenures be apportioned
between lessees, native title groups and the broader public interest? Pastoral Board representatives, as
participants on the Government team in the SA native title negotiation process, now have opportunity
to bring their considerable expertise to bear on these policy and practical issues.

Issues such as these involve heartfelt emotions, questions of identity, principles of authority and
priority, as well as practical aspects of on the ground communication and cooperation. They are the
subject of relationship building and informed negotiations in local processes, as well as statewide
negotiations oversighted through the Main Table and leading potentially to template ILUA
agreements. One of the early outcomes at the statewide negotiation level are clear guidelines and

procedures for Aboriginal burials on pastoral leases, facilitating the continuation of this traditional
practice.
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The SA native title negotiation process provides a structure to potentially address far more complex
policy issues such as that raised by the recent Productivity Commission report on Pastoral Lease
Tenures (2002) which asks: to what extent are pastoral lease arrangements still an appropriate policy
instrument ?. The report proposes a more rigorous review of net public benefits from pastoral lease
tenures, using the framework of National Competition Policy, than has been attempted previously. It
argues that "more performance -oriented or outcome - focused pastoral leasing arrangements may better
provide for the long term economic and ecological prospects of the Australian rangelands" and it
cautions that any changes will need to be consistent with native title. If such questions are to be
addressed anywhere in Australia, they need to be done systematically and dispassionately, with due
account to the aspirations of both pastoralists, native title groups, and other relevant interests and
avoiding the racist scaremongering hysteria that characterised the aftermath of the Wik decision. In
SA, the statewide native title negotiation process is proving to be a forum that might achieve this.

CONCLUSION
The decision in SA to enter into statewide negotiations about native title has been a significant one.
The negotiations process that is developing is unprecedented in Australia in that it operates over a
number of sectors and scales, and is increasingly involving native title claimants themselves rather
than only their representative bodies or lawyers in addressing issues of concern to both themselves and
other parties in the rangelands. It is strengthening governance structures of native title groups, which
will be critical in ensuring that native title groups have a central place in future decisions about the
country they share with other rangeland people. The process is progressively developing the
governance mechanisms that will allow Aboriginal people's rights and interests in their traditional
country to be effectively represented in planning and management decisions about SA rangeland
futures, for the first time. It is also building a solid foundation of understanding and respect between
peak body leadership in Aboriginal, pastoral and mining sectors, developing the will to search for
mutually beneficial outcomes, and the cross cultural understanding necessary to identify these.
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CAPACITY BUILDING: AN INDIGENOUS LAND
CORPORATION APPROACH
Duane Vickery
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ABSTRACT

This discussion paper is derived from the Indigenous Land Corporation's (ILC) need to focus and
address the issues of capacity building as it begins the implementation of its 2001 -2006 National
Indigenous Land Strategy (NILS). The capacity building issues for the ILC are firstly, community
capacity building where the focus is on building the capacity of Indigenous landowners to successfully

achieve their aspirations and produce sustainable outcomes through relevant and appropriate
extension, education and training programs and services and secondly, ILC capacity building which
focuses on building the capacity of ILC staff to provide a high quality, effective and efficient service
to its clients. This paper clearly indicates the multifunctional nature of capacity building and the need
for a clear policy position that provides the basis for the development of a well- defined framework.

INTRODUCTION

The need for the Indigenous Land Corporation (ILC) to develop a Capacity Building Strategy is
primarily designed to assist in the implementation of the National Indigenous Land Strategy (NILS).
In doing so the Capacity Building Strategy will serve a three -fold purpose. Firstly, to assist Indigenous
land - owning groups to determine their own values and priorities in managing and operating their land
and enterprises more efficiently and effectively. Secondly, to enable the ILC to build its own capacity
to improve the standard of efficiency in service delivery and all workplace activities. Thirdly, to create
strategic networks with appropriate Commonwealth Government agencies to jointly provide
appropriate programs and resources to build and strengthen the capacity of Indigenous land -owning
groups.

WHAT IS CAPACITY BUILDING?
For the purposes of this paper the United Nations _definition has been adopted that is; `the process by

which individuals, organisations, institutions and societies develop abilities (individually and
collectively) to perform functions, solve problems and set and achieve objectives.' (United Nations
Development Program, 1997). The policy program and project framework model described in this
paper is based upon this. There are fewer reasons for the adoption of the united National definition;
some of these are as follows:

Firstly, if the ILC work is seen in the light of a land reform process rather than a welfare process, it
can be analysed within the intellectual framework of land reform rather then that of an encapsulated
minority that has special welfare needs in a developed economy. Given that neither the US, Canada or
Norway have equivalent programs of national land purchase acquisition, it is arguable that the ILC
Iegislation role and function is more in keeping with third world land reform or first world land
redistribution. Given this, it is important that there is a shift in thinking from a welfare mentality

where the ILC is viewed internally and externally as an organisation operating within a welfare
environment and culture to an organisation whose services and programs are development based on
land generating benefit. Secondly by adopting an international framework the ILC is in a better
position to establish international benchmarks of performance. Thirdly, by adopting the United
Nations definition it is possible then to model several key aspects of capacity building. These are (a)
the transfer of skills and knowledge to Indigenous groups for when the ILC Purchases land (b) the
strengthening of the organisational capacity and (c) the strengthening of the ILC internal capacity
building facility.
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In strengthening the ILC internal capacity the UN definition also allows for the ILC to develop
strategic alliances with appropriate agencies that will enable the ILC to focus on the whole needs of
the ILC's Indigenous clients.
Therefore the role of Capacity Building is to:

Assist the overall strengthening of the organisation, to promote best management practices and to
improve its delivery of services. The research component is intended to strengthen knowledge and
understanding about issues that will enhance the impact of the Project as a whole.

Ensure that ILC clients are able to manage and operate their land in a sustainable manner to
provide economic, environmental, social or cultural benefits for themselves

Identify the strengths and weaknesses of ILC personnel and to identify or develop appropriate
mechanisms and tools through which to strengthen their skills and abilities.

Assess what kind and level of support is mostly likely to promote a more inclusive and equitable
society; and secondly, to monitor and modify any negative outcomes of that support.

Building the infrastructure of the organisation's capacity to promote their productivity and
achievability.

Provide information 'about' the Project context, Capacity Building can also generate valuable
information and insight 'for' the Project and its most effective delivery. In this sense, Capacity
Building has the potential to assist the ILC by reviewing and validating the initial Project
assumptions, and can support project management in their response to any change in emphasis or
focus that might arise from experience or from any realignment in thinking on the part of Project
participants, including the Project sponsors.

The following section develops these themes in detail The purpose of providing this model is to (a)
provide debate that will ultimately assist the ILC to adopt a clear position on the nature, role and
function of Capacity Building within the ILC. The following sections therefore detail one model of
capacity building. This model is submitted for discussion and debate.

Why Is Capacity Building Important for the ILC?
The core function of the ILC is to assist Indigenous people to acquire and manage land to provide
economic, environmental, social or cultural benefits for themselves and future generations. Therefore,
capacity building relates to:
Capacity Building for the ILC as an organisation (internal).
Capacity Building for Indigenous groups (external).

These suggest that for the ILC the following aspects of capacity building will be critical in developing
a capacity building process.
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Some of these elements are now discussed.

a) Capacity Building for the ILC as an organisation (internal)
For the purpose of the performance of the Indigenous Land Corporation's functions, the Indigenous
Land Corporation must give priority to the following:
Ensuring that the Indigenous Land Corporation has access to the skills and resources required
to perform its functions (ATSIC Act, 1989, 191F 2a).
b) Capacity Building for Indigenous groups (external)
Current functions in relation to capacity building for Indigenous groups.

The aim of land management is to assist Indigenous people to manage their land in a
sustainable way providing them with cultural, social, environmental or economic benefits. The

ILC is committed to providing a professional and focused coordination role, so that it can
assist Indigenous landowners to gain access to the resources, advice and expertise required to
manage their land in a sustainable way. (NILS 2001, p8).

This involves the active participation of the ILC in dealing with Land management issues as a
service, rather than simply a funding provider. An intention of the Act is that the ILC must

assist Indigenous people to make full use of the funds and programs available from other
agencies and be involved in the provision of technical and professional advice, information
and training. (NILS 2001, pl 1).

The ILC's objective is to assist Indigenous people to manage their land in order to derive
cultural, environmental, economic or social benefits from it by building capacity for self reliance and supporting enterprises that deliver sustainable outcomes. (NILS 2001, p20).

Land Management - The ILC will support activities under the following Strategic initiatives;
group based planning, enterprise development, regional development, coordination and
research. (NILS 2001, p21).
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Towards a Possible ILC Capacity Building Aim
A possible ILC's Capacity Building aim is to a) assist Indigenous land -owners to achieve long term
sustainability and b) to improve the ILC capacity to improve the quality and efficiency in service
delivery and all workplace activities. In working towards achieving this aim the ILC will recognise the
importance of investing in people (ILC staff, clients and relationships with other agencies) as critical
to achieve this aim. Box 1 outlines the possible ILC areas of capacity building:

Box 1: Possible ILC areas of Capacity Buildin
Financial
Resource (Land)
Human
Income
Land
Extension - transfer of
Infrastructure
Expenditure
information
Plant
Fixed
and
knowledge and skills
Variable
equipment
Education
Tools
Training
Information
Networks - marketing,
political, institutional

Organisation
Structure

Staff
Community
members
Skills
knowledge

and

Towards Building a Capacity Building Function in the ILC
It is proposed that there will be two streams to ILC Capacity Building. These are:
1. ILC Capacity Building (Internal)
2. Community Capacity Building (External)
3. Extension, Education and Training Stratgey

1. ILC Capacity Building (Internal)
The ILC will build the capacity of their workforce by:
1.

Conducting professional intensive training courses for staff in different fields that will be
identified in the capacity building assessment of staff.

2.

Providing consultancy services to those who lack the knowledge and experience.

3.

Exchange programs for motivated and skilled staff with in the organisation as a new terminology

of transferring quantitative and qualitative transformational data that will build the in -house
capacities organisation.
4.

Lobbying and networking with appropriate Commonwealth and State agencies with the purpose of
implementing mutual and intellectual strategies that will enhance staff abilities and capabilities.

2. Community Capacity Building (External)
The ILC has the ability to foster capacity building in Indigenous groups through land management
activities to promote social, cultural, environmental or economic benefits for Indigenous people.

Establishing and implementing the following structures or programs to support capacity building by
Indigenous organisations can achieve this by:
Policy development and research
Advocacy
Information collation and dissemination
Building alliances, coalitions and networks
Facilitating organisations to plan future land use and solve land management problems
Assisting decision making through participatory planning workshops
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Training in leadership development (and problem solving capabilities)
Provide access to expertise.

The ILC will need to formally develop collaborative relationships with organisations to:

Identify their current development position utilising participatory planning tools and techniques
(such as community based planning and social impact assessment);
Develop mechanisms that facilitate a whole government approach to achieve outcomes by forming
agreements with appropriate Commonwealth agencies;
Identify the opportunities that currently exist within the COAG framework where partnerships are
based on reciprocity, shared responsibility and accountability between all stakeholders.

3. Extension, Education and Training Strategy
The EETS currently serves as a development function within capacity building where an integrated
training system is being trailed, tested, monitored and evaluated on ILC purchased properties in three

pilot locations. Once the pilots have been completed it is envisaged that the EETS will be
operationalised in the three divisions of the ILC, where it will be utilized to support the building of
capacity of Indigenous landowners.

In order to achieve this the ILC will need to a) establish an appropriate organisational structure for the
Capacity Building Unit and b) clearly define the roles and responsibilities of capacity building staff.
The ILC Capacity Building structure is as per the current approved ILC organisational chart. Although
it is also acknowledged that decisions are in place with the view to augment the existing approved
organisational structure with specific EET capacity building staff.
Role ILC Capacity Building Officers
It is proposed that two Capacity Building Officers (CBO) will be located in each ILC division. Both
positions will be built into divisional structures with one position to have an extension, education and

training role and the other a policy /community development role. While the CBO's will undertake
varying roles they will be complementary in achieving a high standard of efficiency in service delivery
and all workplace activities. Capacity Building Officers will be responsible for all capacity building
matters in the division in relation to;
Knowledge building
Leadership
Network building/communications
Valuing community
Supporting information and analysis.
Which includes;
Coordination of resources,
Implementation of programs, processes, tools,
Training,
Networking with immediate groups and organisation for the division.

This will be achieved by:
Coordination/Brokerage
Assessment
Implementation
Promotion
They will:
Take day to day direction and from the Divisional Manager
Take professional accountability from the Deputy General Manager, ILC
Facilitate use of the LPCB Directorate.
Be involved in key aspects of capacity building procedures policy.
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Existing Capacity Building Initiatives
ILC Policy and Research have developed a number of initiatives regarding building capacity through
strategic alliances. The availability of information for staff provides a base, and a starting point from
which strategic alliances can be investigated and formed. The second part of this process is the
development of memoranda of understanding with key stakeholders within government, inter government and non - government parameters.

Coordination
The ILC is committed to providing a professional and focused coordination role, so that it can assist
Indigenous landholders to gain access to the resources, advice and expertise required to manage their
land in a sustainable way (NILS p8).

The ILC will provide Indigenous groups with information on coordination, available funding and

support programs in their region. The ILC will coordinate the delivery of services to achieve
maximum benefit for local Indigenous landholders with other agencies. (NILS p22)

A coordination database has been established and is situated on the ILC intranet under Land
Information. The database has been designed to allow staff to easily access information regarding
agencies and organisations resources, and funding and support programs available to Indigenous
landholders. The database is a major player in fulfilling the ILC's coordination role.

Research Project
The second and third components of our major Research Project 1999/2000 were centered on regional
profiles, strategies and land uses.
Component 2 was completed by CSIRO for Tropical agriculture and identified Regional;
Profiles and strategies
Key stakeholders
Physical and environmental characteristics
Key land use, management and environmental issues.
Component 3 was completed by Pinnacle Management and identified
Regional;
Land use profiles for Australia
Profiles of land based industries
Indigenous participation in land based sectors
Stakeholders, useful websites and GIS Data set.

The information from this research project is in the process of being put on the ILC intranet, and is
located under Land Information, Regional Profiles, for staff use. Various parts of the research project
were also made available on the intranet in report form.

Regional Profiles Database
The branch is also currently investigating the viability of purchasing ATSIC 's Regional Profiles
Database. The program has been viewed and possibilities discussed with ATSIC and it was concluded

that the database would be beneficial for the ILC to have. Currently the possible purchase this
database is still being coordinated.

MOU Project
The objective of the project is to develop cooperative arrangements between the ILC and Federal
Government agencies and non - government organisations involved in land management. The aim of
the arrangements is to coordinate activities and enable the provision of a wide and varied range of
assistance to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples for land management activities.
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Draft memoranda of understanding have been drawn and circulated to:
The following government agencies:
Environment Australia
The Commonwealth Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries
The Commonwealth Department of Transport and Regional Services
The following inter- government agencies
The Murray Darling Basin Commission
The following non - government agencies
The Australian Bush Heritage Fund
Greening Auslialia
The Australian Conservation Foundation
The Wilderness Society
Queensland South Representative Body
Divisional offices also have memoranda of understanding with agencies relevant to their areas.

Priority Internal and External Initiatives
External
National approach to property management planning.
National approach to skill and knowledge transfer.
National approach to community organisational strengthening.
National approach to inter- agency coordination.
National approach to enabling land owning groups to access information.

National approach to the provision of labor and capital support for land owning groups eg.
CDEP scheme.

Internal
National standards, procedures and practices for land acquisition and land management
assessment.
National standards in terms of field practice and field equipment.
Two -way approach to policy, program and procedural development (top -down, bottom -up,
interactive).

Identification of and training in generic ILC required skills eg. Property management
planning, property assessment, cross -cultural communication, financial management, project
management, training and skills audits.
Identification of and regular sharing between all areas /functions of ILC and best practice.
Career structure based on merit and standardised numeration packages.
Nationally structured staff development programs directly linked to ILC's Key Performance
Indicators.

CONCLUSION
In order to develop a Capacity Building program the ILC will need to develop an internal capacity
building program, and an externally focused program that covers;
1.

An internal focused program that is based on sound policy, programs, procedures and a
corporate ILC approach.

2. Externally focused program that develops the capacity of community groups for whom the

ILC buys land and builds interagency relationships that will support the same groups.

In support of this the ILC will need to consider a range of ancillary issues. These include staff training,
property assessment procedures, acquisition support packages, formal relationships with client groups
and other State and Territory agencies.
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NEW DIRECTIONS FOR THE INDIGENOUS LAND CORPORATION IN LAND
ACQUISITION AND MANAGEMENT
Allan Padgett
Indigenous Land Corporation, Floor 7, 216 St Georges Terrace, Perth, WA 6000

ABSTRACT
The Indigenous Land Corporation (ILC) is undergoing a period of substantial change in policy and
practice. A recent stocktake of ILC purchased properties clearly demonstrates that ownership of land
does not necessarily equate to benefits to people. Though the significance of the return of `country'
and the tangible and intangible social and cultural benefits accruing to Indigenous owners are not
denied, the capacity of landowners to derive real economic benefit has often been subservient to
getting the land in the first place. Much of this can be explained in political terms but that debate is
not for this short paper to engage in. A congruence between existing regional planning involving
strategic partnerships with native title representative bodies and ATSIC regional councils is being
coupled with a shift toward more rigour in assessing applications. Leading from this research and
policy- driven behaviour, a critical focus on sustainability, capacity - building and real benefits to people
is driving the ILC toward more pragmatic practices.

INTRODUCTION
Legislative Background
The Indigenous Land Corporation (ILC) is an independent statutory authority established to assist
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people to acquire and manage land to provide economic,
environmental, social or cultural benefits for themselves and future generations. To assist in achieving
this the ILC receives an annual drawdown from the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Land Fund
Reserve (the Land Fund).

The establishment of the Land Fund was the second part of the Commonwealth's three -tier response to
the High Court's 1992 decision in `Mabo'. The first part was the enactment of legislation to provide a
process for the recognition and protection of native title (Native Title Act 1993) and the third was a
proposed package of social justice measures, broadly described as the `Social Justice Package'.

The ILC came into existence on 1 June 1995 with the commencement of the Land Fund and
Indigenous Land Corporation (ATSIC Amendment) Act 1995, which repealed part 10 of the Native
Title Act and amended the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission Act 1989 by inserting
into the Act a new Part 4A. The ILC was established as an independent authority with land
acquisition and land management functions. In policy terms, the 2001 -2006 National Indigenous Land
Strategy, Regional Indigenous Land Strategies (for example, Western Australia) and Subregional
Overviews of Land Needs (for example, the Goldfields) both define policies and strategies, and drive
the focus of day-to-day operations.

National Property Stocktake
Since its inception the ILC has purchased approximately 150 properties. A majority of the area if not
of the number of purchased properties, lies within the rangeland regions of Australia. Indigenous
peoples' use of the rangelands varies from traditional activities to more contemporary activities
including the management of pastoral properties. An internal `stocktake' over the past year or so of
ILC purchased properties has assisted in identifying issues for Indigenous landholders in relation to
their properties, and ways in which the ILC can improve its services to landholding individuals and
corporations. A major outcome of this national audit is the institution of a remedial program in order
to improve both infrastructure and property management skills.
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DISCUSSION

Proposed New Program Structure

In the past the ILC has purchased land based on a proponent group's cultural, historical and
contemporary attachment to the land. This included where possible the inclusion of traditional
owners, in recognition of extinguishment of native title by, for example, grant of inconsistent tenure,
or impairment by same, or by loss of connection, for example through forced removal & the effects of
economic expansion.

The ILC Board is considering a move to an application -based system based on the four output areas
stated in the ATSIC Act, these being economic, environmental, cultural and social, with a conscious
focus on moving away from acquiring land for purely cultural purposes toward a more active focus on
achieving social, economic and environmental outcomes. The proposed program structure will require
Indigenous groups to identify their primary purpose for land acquisition, without derogating from
subsidiary uses of the land in the other three output areas. It is expected that this strategic focus on a
primary purpose will enable groups to concentrate on the development of a primary enterprise that is

more likely to generate direct benefits. Proposals under the new social program, such as the
development for example of regional `time out' centres for drug -affected Indigenous youth, might
operate through collaborative efforts with state and federal agencies, in order to complement the skills
and funding able to be accessed through ILC staff and funds.

Partnerships and Benefits
In addition to deriving benefit from the land, a proponent group must demonstrate how they will cover
the costs of land ownership and the ongoing operational costs of any enterprise on the land. The ILC
will operate in partnership with Indigenous land owners to develop capacity in corporate governance
and land management including training for directors of Indigenous corporations and/or businesses,
identification of alternative enterprise opportunities, and development of marketing expertise.
Indigenous groups and/or individuals who demonstrate active partnerships with other funding and land
management agencies, where sustainable outcomes are likely, and where benefit to people is clearly
demonstrable, are more likely to gain ILC support toward acquisition of properties and development
of particular enterprises.

Pre -Acquisition Planning
This new direction in the ILC's approach to land acquisition and land management has been realised
as a result of many land purchases in the past not meeting peoples' aspirations, and sometimes leaving
people with a piece of land that was more of a liability than an asset. The primary reasons behind this

dysfunction would appear to be that insufficient emphasis was placed on property and business
planning prior to purchase and that the expectations of Indigenous landowners were not met - or
perhaps changed -after the acquisition of land.
The purpose of a significantly enhanced focus on pre -acquisition planning is to add more rigour to the

overall process, meaning that proponents will have a greater responsibility to complete necessary
planning and training, and are able to demonstrate they have the capacity to manage the land upfront.
This does not mean that groups with limited capacity will be excluded from the acquisition process but
alternatively, they are likely to be required to participate in particular training with the support of the
ILC's Extension, Education and Training Strategy (EETS) unit, in order to alleviate skills deficits.

ILC RESTRUCTURE
The ILC has had significant changes in its most senior ranks over the past 12 months, including the
appointment of an Indigenous Chairperson with extensive commercial experience, a General Manager
with broad government and private enterprise experience, and an Indigenous Deputy General Manager
with substantial on- ground experience in administration, housing, native title and land matters. A
sweeping review of the ILC's organisational structure resulted in the creation of new directorates
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focusing on `Land, Policy and Capacity Building', `Business Planning' and `Special Projects'.
Concurrently, new senior roles were identified as necessary for each divisional office (for example,
Perth), including specialist capacity building officers, business planning officers and extension,
education and training officers. The effect of all of this very positive change has been: to enhance
internal and external capacity; to encourage and facilitate strategic partnerships in funding cooperative

land management initiatives; to generate discussion and policy review on how to best meet the
objectives of the ILC (and therefore of Government), and to translate this into practice; and in
summary, to provide durable and transparent benefits to Indigenous clients.

PROPOSED ECONOMIC ACQUISITION PROGRAM
The ILC Board is considering a new program which is focused on providing substantial economic
benefit to Indigenous Australians through the acquisition and grant of land and the establishment or
continuation of commercially viable and sustainable businesses. The meaning of sustainable in this
context is that the business will not require recurrent ILC funding, removing owners of the land business conjunction from dependency and thus encouraging the development and transfer of business
skills and capacity within Indigenous proponent groups. The focus on commercial viability will be
up -front, and will be a threshold test that must be demonstrated prior to significant ILC engagement.

CURRENT LAND MANAGEMENT PRACTICE
None of the above is meant to imply that the ILC is not already operating with high degrees of success

in assisting Indigenous groups to acquire and manage land, in developing strategic alliances and
partnerships, and in focusing its efforts on achieving sustainable benefits. The message is that we will
get better.

Existing Partnerships
Some examples of existing practice and current activity include: working with land - holding groups to
develop `solutions packages' aimed toward establishing productive land -based enterprises, including

on pastoral leases; encouragement and facilitation of regional alliances, for example Goldfields
Indigenous Primary Producers Aboriginal Corporation (GIPPAC) and Southern Rangelands
Indigenous Land Use Strategy (SRILUS); formal partnerships already in place, such as an agreement
with the Northern Territory Government to provide matching funding over three years in order to
restore the commercial viability of various pastoral leases, and for a forecast but not yet approved plan
for the ILC to engage with the Western Australian Department of Agriculture and the Kimberley
Aboriginal Pastoralists Association (KAPA) in providing pastoral management support services to
Kimberley Aboriginal pastoralists; working with state agriculture departments in the deployment of

Commonwealth funds through FarmBis funding; partnerships with Environment Ausáalia, state
conservation agencies and native title representative bodies in relation to management of Indigenous
Protected Areas; encouraging Indigenous groups to seek funding and advice from Indigenous Business
Australia and ATSIC's business development arm; and recent appointment of the ILC by the Western
Australian Government to both the "Economic Monitoring Requirements' and `Aboriginal Access and
Living Areas' Pastoral Industry Working Groups.

Current Community -Based Planning
The following comments arising from recent planning workshops with a particular Western Australian
community illustrate the commitment and aspirations of Indigenous landholders seeking to improve
their lot through partnership with the ILC and collaboration with other agencies: `The core of our

vision is for ... to be operating as a quality cattle enterprise with our young people running the
business within ten years'; `We want our young people to begin their management education by
learning under someone else for at least five years. They must work on the property and learn the new
ways of the pastoral industry'; `We want to see our young people working for themselves and for their
community'; `We are also committed to maintaining good representation and good relationships with
Government agencies'; and `Above all, our vision is to bring the kids back, educate them, train them
and create a future for them in our own country'.
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CONCLUSION

The aim of this brief overview of the ILC's new directions in land acquisition and land management
has been to illustrate a renewed intention and vigour by Indigenous groups, the ILC and partner
agencies in working to ensure that Indigenous landholders achieve tangible and sustainable benefits
from their properties and related enterprises. It is not facile to propose that this type of collaborative,
conscious and focused effort will begin to make economic independence, individual and community
health, and insertion into the real economy by engagement in productive, long -run enterprise
development, finally happen.
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TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN TODAY'S PASTORAL INDUSTRY
G Lacy

Hillview Station, PO Box 5 Meekatharra WA 6642

Neccessity is the mother of invention. I recall we first used a motorbike to move sheep in 1948
because my younger brother Bill could catch the horses. The idea gradually grew and by 1959 we
ceased using horses altogether, using motorbikes to muster sheep instead. During our 1954 muster,
my elder brother Ted went and chartered an aircraft from Dogget Aviation to help spot sheep. The
exercise was so successful that I obtained my private pilot's license in 1960 and we were able to hire

an aircraft from the Royal Aero Club for four pounds ten shillings an hour.

To avoid the

inconvenience, the family purchased its own Cessna172 from the Royal Aero Club in 1963 for four
thousand pounds.
As pastoralists, we have long recognised the need to monitor our vegetation to ensure enough is left
for sustainable production. With help from a young bright eyed DAWA officer named David Wilcox,
we set up several rangeland monitoring sites across our properties in 1965. Needless to say, photos
back then were black and white.

Motivated by a need to control wild dogs and later kangaroos, I started to experiment with electric
fencing in 1972. That was about the same time I met another young and intelligent DAWA officer
based in Meekatharra by the name of Kevin Shackleton. In 1967 we built our first mustering trap
yards. Just before Christmas 1985 we installed a VHF radio repeater for two way communication. By
1988, we had over 100 miles of electric fencing in operation and thanks to two quite clever and able
Telecom technicians, we had nine radios installed to monitor the electric fences and two remote
windmill tanks. It was this now- ancient remote monitoring system that gave birth to Telstra's
"Satellite Shepherd" advertising campaign in 1999.

I stated at the beginning of my talk that necessity is the mother of invention. In my opinion, today's
pastoral industry is genuinely in need of technological innovation, as producers must improve their
management efficiency if they are to remain profitable & competitive. The good news is that there is
great potential for technology to significantly boost both management and production efficiencies.
I believe that historically, the rates of new technology adoption by pastoralists has been low because
new technologies have not been properly understood. There is this fear of the unknown. Another
reason could be peoples' reluctance to change. A lot of times new technology is perceived as being
disjointed as technology suppliers rarely market more than a few product lines and these are often not
compatible for cross -integration into holistic management systems. But finally, the main cause of
non - adoption is when new technology is seen as not being a cost -effective alternatives to current
practices. A common feature of most new technologies is their high capital investment costs and the
need for specialised skills to make it work.

Therefore I would like to suggest that technology developers should not confine themselves to reinventing the wheel. A lot of technology is already out there and they should be investigating &
consolidating various individual bits & pieces into holistic integrated management technology
products that are practical and economical. And finally, it is imperative that technology requirements
are be determined through broad -scale industry consultation.
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REMOTE INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (RIMS)
Kah -Seng Chung* and Robert Rouda **
*Curtin University of Technology, GPO Box U1987, Perth WA6845
* *Department of Agriculture WA, Kalgoorlie, Western Australia

ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a remote information management system, called RIMS, which can be used as an
integrated management tool in rangeland livestock industry. With RIMS, activities in widely separated
remote sites can be effectively monitored and controlled at a convenient central location, such as the
homestead, through the use of a dedicated UHF wide area radio network. Details of all the monitored
information and activities can be stored in a central database for later analysis if necessary as part of
the productivity management process. The design considerations of the radio network infrastructure
are discussed in this paper.

INTRODUCTION
Agriculture is perhaps the most extensive form of land use representing about 59% of the total land
area of Australia (ABS 1998 /99). There are over 140,000 Australian properties involve in agricultural
activities, such as meat and dairy cattle grazing, sheep farming, grain growing, and even mixed

grain/sheep/beef farming. Most of these properties are often very vast occupying thousands of
hectares. A major challenge in managing an enormous animal grazing property is the large amount of

time spent on regular mill runs to carry out routine inspections of remote key locations such as
watering points. It is well recognised by livestock producers that a great deal of management
efficiency could be achieved if it is possible to minimise such time consuming and costly mill runs. In
many cases, innovative technology is available to assist producers do many routine tasks more easily
and cost -effectively.

The adoption of new technology by livestock producers over the years has been slow and sporadic. A

main reason of this is that most new technologies are perceived by livestock managers as being
disjointed and not cost -effective alternatives to existing practices. Consequently, very little
technological advances have been made in rangeland production systems in recent decades. In fact, it
could be argued that mustering by light aircraft was the last great advance in technology adopted for

reducing input costs and increasing productivity. With the rapid progress in communication and
information technologies in recent years, it is now appropriate to apply some of these modern
techniques to enhance the management process in the grazing industry. This is especially relevant if
the industry were to remain profitable and sustainable within the context of global competition.

The areas of greatest interest for the livestock industry in rangeland are the efficient use of water, and
the adoption of automation, which is likely to improve the rural lifestyle by doing away with some of

the manpower intensive routines. The latter leads to the use, albeit on the small scale, of radio
telemetry for controlling simple tasks, such as switch on and off of water pump in a remote water
point. In this case, a purpose built system may be put together using some off -the -shelf components.
Such an ad hoc approach may satisfy the immediate need but is unlikely to support future additional
applications and more sophisticated features without major system reorganization and even
replacement.

Instead, a systematic approach will need to be adopted to effectively introduce modern management
technology to the rural grazing industry. As with any management practice, essential information
needs to be collected first, followed by data analysis and decision making before any appropriate
action can be taken. Now, consider applying this scenario to a rural grazing property covering a vast
area remote from mainstream telecommunication infrastructure. In this case, a cost -effective wireless
communication infrastructure is necessary for collecting the essential data from the various remote
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sources through a process called data acquisition. Depending on the nature of the data, it can either be
acted upon immediately or stored for analysis later. This calls for a flexible database for proper
archiving of the collected data. Often, actions are needed in response to the observed data. For

example, when a sensor detects the water in a dam is falling below a preset level, this remote
monitoring data is transmitted back to the homestead. As a result, a remote control signal can be
activated from the homestead to switch on the water pump either manually by a human operator or
preferably through an automatic process. The advantage of the automatic process is that it can take
place at any time of the day and the details can then be stored in the database for inspection at a
convenient time. More importantly, such an automation process will free the livestock manager from
routine inspection tasks to attend to other more crucial production management matters.

Since the wireless communication infrastructure is the key to any remote information management
process, its operation has to be very reliable even with minimum maintenance, often in harsh climatic
conditions. For this technology to be widely embraced by livestock managers, it is important to keep
both the capital and operating costs of the communication infrastructure to a level, which enables a
positive return to their investment within a reasonable period. Since in a remote property, the only
likely commercially available communication infrastructure is through satellite communications. The
use of such an infrastructure will incur recurrent charges, which may be prohibitively high as more
remote applications are being introduced. A more attractive alternative may be for a property owner to
establish and operate a low -cost terrestrial wireless communication infrastructure. In this case, no
ongoing network access charges will be incurred, and the owner will have more control on the ways
the infrastructure may be used. Nevertheless, for the terrestrial infrastructure to justify and hold its
investment value, it needs to cater for a diverse range of applications, such as video surveillance or
even voice communication in addition to remote monitoring and control. Preferably, all these
applications can be implemented using a standard set of modular components. The ability to add
applications and features must be a key design criterion of the communication infrastructure. As it is
important for the remote property to be in contact with the outside world, any information including
compressed images collected from the remote sites may be exchanged via a satellite communication
link from the homestead.

REMOTE INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
This paper proposes an integrated management tool, called remote information management system or
RIMS, which aims at improving the efficiency of managing a vast rural grazing property, particularly

to do away with the need of traveling around the property to carry out routine inspections and
repetitive tasks at various remote sites. Eventually, it hopes the use of RIMS will not only enhance the

productivity of the property but also improve the lifestyle of the people involved in running the
property.

With RIMS, activities in widely separated remote sites can be effectively monitored and controlled at
a convenient location, such as the homestead. Details of all monitored information and activities can
be stored in a central database for later analysis if necessary as part of the productivity management
process. In broad terms, RIMS consists of two key components; namely a terrestrial UHF wireless
communication network and a central control station which hosts the main database of the system in a
personal computer. The design considerations for the communication network will now be discussed.

The backbone of RIMS is a terrestrial wide -area wireless communication network based on the
following design considerations:
Integrated transmission of data, compressed images and voice
Large coverage area
Low density traffic environment
Reliable operation
Low cost.
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The proposed UHF radio network will operate in an unlicensed frequency band, either at the 500 MHz
citizen band or the 900 MHz ISM band as many components and radio transceivers are commercially
available for these frequency bands. The radio network also has to support an integrated
communication for data, digital time - lapsed images and voice over the entire property. It is envisaged
that an effective data rate of 32 kb /s will be needed by the system to provide good quality voice and
efficient image transmission. Such a data rate can be readily realized without excessive development
costs. This is consistent with the philosophy of not to over specify the system unnecessary, especially

in view of the expected low mean offered traffic rate encountered in a rural gazing property.
Moreover, this data rate is already many times higher than what is presently used in remote telemetry
in the rural grazing industry.
One of the main considerations in the design of a radio network is its topology, which is influenced by
factors, such as the coverage area, local terrain, and allowed effective radiated power. For the type of
applications considered in this paper, the simplest and perhaps the most economical network topology
will be one which has a direct link from the homestead to multiple remote locations. In this case, it
assumes that the allowed transmit power is sufficient to achieve the required communication quality
over the maximum distance separating the transmitter and the receiver. However, a single hop link is
often not long enough to cover the required distance. In this case, one or more intermediate links may
be provided through the use of repeaters, which then increase the cost of the network. Usually with a

careful study of the terrain of a given rural property, it possible to reduce the number of dedicated
repeater stations by making use of the transceiver on a remote site to relay the signal to another remote
site. For example, as shown in Fig. 1, remote site 2 uses the remote site l to act as a repeater for its
connection to the homestead. This practice can lead to a significant cost saving.

Fig. 1 A radio network topology using a remote site to also act as a repeater station (Palipana 2001).

Another crucial consideration in the design of the communication network for RIMS is the multiple

access protocol, which determines how all the transceivers in different remote sites are able to
effectively share the common allocated spectrum. This can be achieved using either a centralized or
distributed access control scheme. An example of centralized control is the cyclical polling method
with which the master station, usually based in the homestead, polls each slave station located at a

remote site in a round robin fashion. Such a scheme is simple to implement and is particularly
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attractive if the number of remote stations is small. As the number of remote stations to be polled
increases, the cycle time can be excessive especially when a station has much information to be sent.
However, this can be avoided by adopted a modified scheme which allocates a fixed time to each
remote station during a cycle. The actual time interval used will be determined in large part by how
long a real time voice conversation is expected to last.

On the other hand, a distributed random access technique, such as carrier sense multiple access
(CSMA), may offer greater flexibility in an application involving many remote stations. With CSMA,
information packets are transmitted only when the channel is sensed to be free from usage by another
transmitter. In an event of a collision, information packets need to be retransmitted. Generally, the
implementation of such a multiple access scheme is more complicated than a polling scheme.

In the proposed radio network, the data derived from the various peripheral devices, such as sensors,
actuators and cameras are to be multiplexed or combined together to form a single information stream
to be handled by a single radio transceiver located at each remote site. This practice is effective in
terms of cost and spectral utilization for handling a large group of individual peripheral devices, which
are generally of low data and/or traffic rates, located on the same site. Furthermore, it offers a greater
flexibility in device interchangeability without affecting the operation of the radio network in any way.

The next important consideration for the design of the wide area radio network is the link budget,

which determines the radiated power and receiver sensitivity required to achieve a specified
performance measure, e.g., a maximum allowable bit error rate (BER). The link budget is greatly
influenced by the path loss incurred by the propagation channel. As an exercise, a realistic estimation

of the radiated power level required for achieving a good quality communication link in a rural
property has been obtained using the Okumura empirical formula for path loss calculation in a quasi
open area (Jakes 1974). Table 1 tabulates the combined levels of effective radiated power and

receiver antenna gain, i.e., (ERP + Gr) expressed in dBm, required for achieving different
communication distances with various antenna heights at a carrier frequency of 500 MHz, and 900
MHz. The receiver sensitivity is assumed to be -100 dBm for a maximum allowable bit error rate of
10 -3.

Table 1 Combines levels of effective radiated power and receive antenna gain
Tx -Rx

1.

Carrier freq = 500 MHz

Carrier freq = 900 MHz

2.

distance
(km)

(ERP + G ,.) dBm

(ERP + Gr) dBm

H, =H,.
10
20
30
40

50

= 10 m
29.0
37.7
45.2
52.2
58.3

H¡ =H,
15m

20m

25.5
34.1
41.7
48.7
54.8

23.0
31.6
39.2
46.2
52.3

25m
21.1

29.7
37.3
44.2
50.3

= 10 m
33.2
42.1
49.7

57
63.0

15m

20m

25m

29.6
38.6
46.2
53.5
59.5

27.0

25.2
34.1
41.7
49.0
55.0

36.1

43.7
60.0
57.0

Table 1 shows that a communication distance of 20 km is achievable using a 1 W transmitter in
conjunction with a 3 dB antenna for both the transmitter and the receiver. This assumes that the
antenna height is 15 m for operation at 500 MHz, and 20 in at 900 MHz.

CONCLUSION

A remote information management system, called RIMS, has been proposed specifically for
application in rangeland livestock industry. As a management tool, RIMS can assist in enhancing
productivity as well as improving the lifestyle of people running the rural grazing property. This paper
has also considered the major factors concerning the design of a wide area wireless communication
network, which is the key component of RIMS. It is shown that a communication link of 20 km is
feasible with a low power transmitter operating at either 500 MHz or 900 MHz. A detailed discussion
on the design of a digital radio network for wide area coverage is presented in (Palipana 2001).
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a cost effective image capture system for remote monitoring and surveillance on
rangelands properties. Camera units positioned around a property transmit images using radio to a
standard personal computer, which acts as a central controller and database. Using this computer an
operator can monitor live images or review recorded footage. This system forms a crucial component
of Remote Information Management Systems (RIMS), a radio network proposed by Chung (2002) for
remote monitoring and automation on rangeland properties. To facilitate low bandwidth and robust

transmission, captured images are first compressed by the wavelet transform followed by an
appropriate encoding process to ensure low sensitivity to channel errors. Some results are presented
showing the high levels of compression that could be achieved. As compressed images are highly
sensitive to transmission errors, current research is aimed at devising an effective way to

resynchronise the image data after channel errors have occurred. This is to be achieved without
incurring significant overheads.

INTRODUCTION
The large size of rangelands properties means significant human resources are consumed in routine
checking of property infrastructure. These resources could be reclaimed through remote monitoring of
watering points, dams, cattle, feeders, equipment and other key locations around properties. The
status of a site could be quickly determined and appropriate action taken if required.

This paper describes a remote video monitoring system under development by the Communications
Technology Research Group (CTRG), Curtin University of Technology. This system uses remote
camera units connected to a RIMS radio network as discussed by Chung (2002). The camera units

transmit images via radio using RIMS to a standard personal computer, which acts as a central
controller and database. Using this computer an operator can monitor live images or review recorded
footage.

One of the major advantages remote monitoring can bring to rangelands property management is in
the maintenance of watering points. They normally require frequent checking and repair, as an
inoperable watering point can have severe consequences on livestock health. Remote monitoring could
be used to determine watering points requiring servicing, facilitating improved time management and
a reduction in cattle deaths from dehydration.
Remote monitoring can be applied to many other applications in a rangelands environment, including:
Security monitoring and surveillance.
Storage of images for later review or distribution to cliental via the Internet or email.
Accumulation of environmental information for enhancing the production process.
Behavioural monitoring of livestock.

When applied in conjunction with remote automation and electronic livestock passports as described
by Lance (2002) the possible applications and synergies are numerous.
Radio telemetry systems are already in use on some properties and typically provide information from
remote sites in the form of status lights or text messages. These systems can be very useful, however

images can provide a clearer understanding of what is actually occurring at a remote location,
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regardless of the problem scenario. With telemetry systems the cause of a problem can be unclear,
with only a finite condition provided on the status of remote equipment. For example, a watering

point with a leaking trough or contaminated water would more than likely be reported as fully
functional because the water level remains above a certain preset value. Also, anecdotal evidence
suggests that property managers would prefer visual confirmation of telemetry data before expending
time checking on a warning indicator. Often, prior knowledge from images is valuable for making
appropriate preparations before travelling to a remote site to effect repairs. An example is the correct
equipment to bring along and the personnel required.
The potential of video in remote monitoring is evident and yet existing commercial video systems are
not in use on rangelands properties. Several wireless video systems are commercially available but

almost without exception these systems are considered too expensive or fragile for use on farm
properties. Many of these systems are analogue and not compatible with low bandwidth transmission.
Furthermore, the analog video signals do not render for flexible storage and retrieval. A few of the
more advanced digital video systems, which employed image compression, tend to target applications
in which performance is a higher priority than cost, such as video surveillance in casinos.

This paper aims at designing a versatile digital video system, which can be integrated into RIMS for

remote monitoring and surveillance of rangeland properties. For these applications, time lapsed
images, rather than continuous real-time video is normally deemed desirable in view of the small
storage and transmission overheads required. As equipment cost is a prime consideration, the specified
picture quality obtainable from the proposed system must be kept to a level commensurate with the
cost sensitivity of such applications. Also, to keep the system development costs down, efforts will be
made to adopt the use of as many off -the -shelf components as possible.

THE PROPOSED DIGITAL VIDEO SYSTEM
A wireless digital video transmission system has been designed for low bit -rate and robust transfer of
images.

This scheme is implemented based on an image capture system illustrated in Figure 1.

Images are acquired by camera units using CMOS -active colour sensors and are these captured images
are stored in onboard memory. A digital signal processor is used to implement the wavelet transform

based image compression scheme. The compressed data are appropriately encoded using the DSP
before transmission via the RIMS radio network for transmission back to a central monitoring station.
At the central control station, the received data is decompressed by the PC and the reconstructed
images are either displayed or stored for later review.
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Transmission of images to a PC using the RIMS

Images in their raw pixel form require massive amounts of data space. To enable images to be
efficiently transmitted and stored, some form of compression is required. The wavelet transform
technique has emerged in recent years as a very effective technique for performing this compression.
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transmitted over a wireless link in a much shorter time than the originals, but they require less memory
capacities for their storage. However, a compressed image is highly sensitive to transmission errors, as
has been illustrated through the introduction of single bit errors into wavelet compressed data. This

observation suggests that research is needed for deriving a transmission scheme which is robust to
transmission errors but without incurring significant overheads.
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ABSTRACT
With rapid advances in electronic, radio and computer technologies, global electronic identification for
livestock and companion animals is now technically feasible. It is particularly important for animal

safety, farm management, disease control and prevention of fraud or theft. While international
standards have been established, new devices are continuing to emerge with advanced functionalities
and features. This paper proposes the use of Radio Frequency Identification Tags (RFID) with Read Write capabilities for the development of Electronic Livestock Passports (ELP). In corporation with

the remote information management system (RIMS) and the Remote Video Monitoring system
(RVMS), the ELP will bring many benefits. Other related issues are also discussed in this paper.

INTRODUCTION
Based on year 2000 information from the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS 2000) and the Meat &
Livestock Australia (MLA 2001), there were over 24.4 million beef cattle and over 75,000 properties
with beef cattle in Australia. Of the total beef production, over 66% were exported at a total value of
approximately $3.5 billion. On the world scale, although Australia only held 2.6% of the world's cattle
inventory and produced 3.9% of the world's beef supply, it was the world largest beef exporter with a
total exported carcase weight of over 1.3 million tonnes. On the other hand, the number of sheep and
lamb flock exceeded 118.6 million with 50 million breeding ewes and 31 million young lambs. In
terms of exports, the number for lamb, mutton and live sheep were approximately 111, 180 tonnes and
over 5 million heads respectively. Australia produces 9% of the world's lamb and mutton supply and
is the second largest exporter after New Zealand. The total values of lamb and mutton exports were
$440 and $363 million respectively. The value of live sheep export was valued at $214 million.

It is obvious that the Australian livestock industry is an important economic pillar contributing to the

welfare of the nation. However, the strong dependence on the global market also means that the
producers are facing intense competition and the need to satisfy customers' demands for high quality
products. In order to maintain high standards and efficiency, the industry must continually improve its
operation and constantly evolve in order to survive. This can be considered in two aspects:
(a)
(b)

Meeting International and National Standards and Requirements
Improving the quality and yield through better production and management processes.

In the case of (a), International standards have been set by bodies such as the International Committee
for Animal Recording (ICAR) and the International Standards Organization (ISO). ICAR is in the
process of establishing international agreement governing the recording practices of animal
identification. With respect to the use of RFID for animals, ISO has issued two standards, ISO -11784

and ISO -11785, concerning the code structure on the RFID and the technical concept on how
information is being transferred. These have formed the basis of the National Livestock Identification
Scheme (NLIS) in Australia. NLIS is a national program with an objective to provide permanent
identification for individual animals, enabling them to be tracked through their life cycles. While NLIS
is a voluntary national system, it is extremely important for the producers to meet compliance in the

overseas markets. For example, NLIS will meet the European Union's (EU) requirement of
traceability of all cattle slaughtered. In the state of Victoria, legislation has been in place that cattle
born after 1st of January 2002 must be identified with a white NLIS Breeder Tag before they leave
their property of birth. As from 1st January 2003, all cattle to be sold, stored and transferred between
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Victorian properties must be identified with the NLIS tags. It is expected that similar legislation will
be established in other states.
While a NLIS tag meets the standards and legislation requirements, the bottom line lies at the business
interest of the producers or the farmers. It would be an additional economic burden if new technology
does not improve the quality of the product and the profit margins. Hence, it is more important that
NLIS or any new scheme must be able to improve the management process in order to lift the quality
and profit. This is in fulfilment of point (b) above.

In this paper, the objective of better management is further expanded by the proposal of an Electronic

Livestock Passport (ELP) system. Unlike the NLIS tag that only provides a read -only code, the
proposed ELP utilises the Read -Write RFID technology. This allows a certain amount of information
to be stored and read, updated and modified according to different requirements. The information will
be stored in "safe- boxes" which are protected and encrypted in order to maintain the data's security
and integrity. During different stages of the livestock's life cycle, different individual parties may
access to different part of the tag's memory that is of relevance to their operations. This allows access

to the information that is pertinent to the relevant party. Incorporating with other proposed
communication system by Chung (2001) and video monitoring system by Jerrat (2001), the ELP
provides an integrated approach to the entire production, sales and marketing process. The next section
provides an introduction to RFID technology. This is followed by an overview of the NLIS. Finally a
discussion on the proposed ELP system, its benefits and related issues. This paper aims at spurring the
reader's interest on the development and the potential of deploying the next generation RFID device in
order to lift the standard of the livestock industry to another new height.

RFID TECHNOLOGY
Radio frequency identification (RFID) technology was developed in the 80's for the purposes of
tracking and non -contact access. It is primarily a system enabling automated identification, data
collection and analysis. The wireless system allows contactless reading and overcomes many
disadvantages of the bar -code system. It has essentially two devices: the tag and the reader. On the tag,

it comprises an antenna that receives the radio energy emitted from the reader. The radio energy is
then converted into electrical energy by the principle of electromagnetic induction. The tag then
responses with the unique information that is stored on the tag. The reader receives the transmission
from the tag and processes the information for subsequent uses. RFID tags are categorised according
to the following features:
(a)

Whether the tag is powered by an internal battery. Passive tags are those with no internal
power source whereas active tags are those installed with an internal battery.

(b)

(c)

Whether information can be updated on the tags. Read -only tags are those on which the
information are fixed and cannot be altered. On the other hand, Read -Write tags allow
modification of the data as required.
The operating frequency range: Low - frequency range is between 125 to 134 KHz and mid-

range at 13.56 MHz for smart cards and smart labels. High to very high frequency at 900
MHz, 2.45 GHz and 5.8GHZ are used mainly for toll standards. In general, lower frequency
offers low cost, low reading range and low reading speed, whereas high frequency range
provides higher speed, greater read range and the systems are more expensive.

For the purpose of animal identification, the ISO standard has adopted the low frequency (134 KHz),
passive and read -only device. This is described in the next section.

NATIONAL LIVESTOCK IDENTIFICATION SCHEME (NLIS)
As promoted by MLA, the NLIS provides a number of key benefits such as (MLA 2001):
Market access advantages.
Information on individual animals to improve feeding and breeding decisions.
Automated on -farm record keeping and improved on -farm decision making.
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Links with value -based marketing and industry programs.
Improved vendor guarantees on residue and disease freedom.
Ability to refine genetic selection and management skills to produce a higher value, more market
focused product.

The basic concept is to apply the ISO -11784/11785 compliance RFID device to tag the animals. The
identity of the animal can be read by either a fixed mount or a hand -held reader. The information
collected will be used to create a record for each individual animal on a database or management
software. Typical information on the database are weight, veterinary treatments, costs and paddock
An illustration of the arrangement is shown in Fig. 1..

Cattle Movement
Holding Pen

Reader

Drafting Pen

Scales

Data Base and Management
System

Upload
information

NLIS Centralised
Database

Fig. 1: NLIS System for animal identification and recording

PROPOSED ELP SYSTEM

While the low frequency based NLIS system satisfies the basic ICAR requirements, the advanced

features of high frequency read -write RFID tags should be explored for better information
management and system performance. First of all, differences between low and high frequency tags
are shown in the table below:

Operational Frequency
Read Range
Data Rate
Orientation
Penetration
Power Level
Cost
Sensitive to noise
Read -Write capability
Amount of Data

Low Frequency (134 KHz)
Short to Medium
Medium
Not orientation sensitive
Through non - metallic medium
Low
Inexpensive
Yes
Read only
low

Table 1: Comparison between low and high frequency RFID tags
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High Frequency (13.56 MHz)
Medium to Long
Fast
Orientation sensitive
Less able to penetrate
High
More expensive
Less sensitive
Read -Write
high

It can be seen that the high frequency tags offer better performance and capability in terms of data
storage and speed. However, it has a main drawback in the reduced ability to penetrate if the tag is
located inside the body of the animal. If ear tag instead of rumen bolus is used, this does not pose any
problem in terms of data transfer.
On the other hand, the information in the NLIS database are limited to the following fields:
RFID or NLIS number,
the seller's Property Identification Code (PIC) /tail Tag number,
the buyer's Property Identification Code (PIC)/Tail Tag number,
the EU vendor Declaration number, and,
the date of the transfer of ownership.

This does not provide any other information on the cattle apart from the ownership transfer history.
Although additional data such as weight, linkage and vaccination history could be stored on the
producer's management database, they are not available unless provided by the owner. Another issue
is the integrity of the database as any additional information has to be updated manually. The idea of
the ELP is to provide an on -the -spot management tool and to be integrated with the proposed RIMS
and RVMS. As the frequency range is higher, the size of the antenna can be reduced thereby providing
a more compact reader. With the availability of the RIMS, information can be directly exchanged and
updated between the tags and the remote database instantly. The RVMS also provides an image
matching to the identity of the cattle. Information which are normally stored in the management
database could be mirrored on the tag and made available to users at different stages of handling. The
reader can also be provided with an appropriate and friendly interface for more convenient data entry
and retrieval operations. While there are doubts in the cost of the read -write tags, history has shown
that economic of scale is often the determining factor in deciding the cost rather than complexity of
the device. As the high -frequency tags at 13.56MHz are used extensively in automotive industry and
other inventory applications, the price will definitely drop subject to adoption by the industry. Hence,
the price factor is not foreseen as a barrier. The main issue is to develop an efficient management
system utilising the next generation technology rather than limited by the less flexible devices. ISO
has already assembled a New Work team, Animal Identification and Monitoring. It is expected that the
proposed ELP will provide many new functions and applications.

CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed an Electronic Livestock Passport (ELP) for the identification and storage of

management information on the animal. The NLIS has made the first step in utilising electronic
technology to improve the operation of livestock industry in Ausitalia. The next step will be the
utilisation of more advanced technologies such as high frequency read -write RFID tags to enhance the
operations further. By incorporating communication and video techniques such as the proposed RIMS
and RVMS, the ELP will be an essential component in the next generation integrated management
system for the livestock industry.
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ABSTRACT
WA is an ideal environment for the application of solar energy, in particular for solar water pumping.
Using Photo - voltaics. Solar water pumping systems are not widespread due to a number of factors
such as high capital costs and unfamiliar technology. The project aims to promote solar water pumping
systems by providing potential users with a user -friendly design tool. The software package will allow
users to design appropriate systems, simulate the operation under a variety of conditions and identify
suitable components.

INTRODUCTION
Western Australia is an arid state with a huge area and a relatively small population based in a single

city. As a result there are many small communities in remote inland areas without access to the
electrical grid. In the outback, pastoralists need to provide livestock with water and this has to be
pumped from wells or dams to storage tanks at different locations on the property. The mechanical
energy required can be derived directly from the wind (if it is available) or it can be derived from the
sun using photo - voltaics to drive an electric motor. An alternative solution for providing the required
pump energy is to use a diesel motor. However, diesel motors have a number of disadvantages such as
high maintenance requirements, high fuel costs and limited fuel availability in remote areas.

Since WA has an abundance of solar energy, the use of solar energy can be seen as a promising
alternative to wind or diesel energy. Progress in the development of more efficient solar modules is
making solar energy more economic than in the past. The advantage of solar energy is that there are no
operating costs and minimal maintenance costs for the system. In comparison with diesel systems, the
maintenance requirements are much lower and solar modules are very reliable, with a long lifetime
(greater than 20 years). Depending on the particular location, a PV system can be the best choice as a
water pumping system and has the added benefit of being a "clean", environmentally friendly energy
source.

To determine a suitable system for a particular application and estimate the cost of that system
requires calculations (sizing equations) and access to a range of data. The average pastoralist is not
likely to be familiar with sizing equations or to have access to radiation data. Also, once the system is
specified, how can we predict its performance over a range of operating conditions?

The aim of this work is it to develop a software tool, which will:
Allow the user to calculate the optimal size solar system for his application;
Simulate and display the operation of the system;
Identify suitable system components

After inputting some basic data (such as location, head, required volume of water, piping layout etc)
the program will determine the required PV module area and pump size. The user can then simulate
the operation of the system and see how it performs over a range of different solar inputs and water
consumption patterns.
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GENERAL DATA NEEDED FOR SIZING A SOLAR PUMPING SYSTEM

In practice for most pumping applications a range of solutions is available. From case to case the
system has to be sized for optimal performance.
For the sizing calculation the main information needed is:
Availability of solar energy at proposed site
Consumption of water
Piping information (Heads, draw -down, pipe length, etc.)

Availability of solar energy, refers to the average solar irradiation over a day. The required PV module
area is determined by this information. Depending on the region, solar radiation can range from 0.5 to
6 kWHrs per square metre per day.

Consumption is the total water consumption in litres per day. It depends on the type and number of
livestock that have to be supplied and the losses due to leakage in the piping system.

The piping information includes data about the different heads, diameter of the pipes, number of pipe
fittings and pressure limitations. Furthermore the well behaviour at different discharge amounts is
important, because the discharge of water leads to a "draw- down" of the groundwater level at the well.
This increases the total head, which has to be overcome by the pump. From the pipe information, the
well data and the water consumption, the hydraulic energy can be determined to supply the required
amount of water.

MAIN COMPONENTS OF SOLAR PUMPING SYSTEMS
PV Modules
The solar modules transform the solar energy into electrical energy at a conversion factor of about
14% (crystalline cells). Temperature has an influence on the efficiency of solar cells. A temperature
increase of one degree Celsius results in a 0.5% drop in efficiency [4]. Depending on the location
where the modules shall be mounted, the tilt angle and alignment is chosen. The tilt angle, the modules
have to be installed, depends on the latitude and season. PV modules are available in various sizes and
are connected in series and parallel to match the required system voltage and current. Because of
degradation of cell efficiency during their lifetime, the module size should be calculated 1,2 times
bigger to ensure that the required energy can be provided over the whole system lifetime.

The costs for PV modules represent the major part of the total cost of a solar pumping system,
although their lifetime is the longest of all system components (20 years plus).

Tracker and Controller
Mechanical tracking systems are used to keep the solar modules orientated to the sun during the day.
This can increase the output of a solar array by up to 60% on days with a clear sky without cloud
covering [6].

A Controller is an electronic device, which keeps the output power of a PV- module at its maximum. It
adjusts continuously the impedance of the load and is forces the array to operate around the maximum

power point of its I/V- curve. Controllers are also called maximum power point trackers (MPPT).
Besides the MPP function, controllers may include some other functions such as DC /AC conversion
and motor control.

Motor
The motor can be DC or AC. For solar systems mainly DC motors are used, which are very good for
low power applications ( <250W). They are used either in brushed or brushless construction. Brushed
motors need periodic servicing, due to wear of the brushes. If an AC motor is used an inverter is
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needed to transform DC to AC. AC motors have the advantage that they are cheaper and require less
maintenance than DC motors. The costs for the additional DC /AC- inverter offset the cheapness of the
AC motor in most small -scale applications and may make some systems even more expensive. Also
the inverter increases the chance of system failures.

Pump
Pumps suitable for water pumping are available in many construction forms. The pumps are classified
by their mechanical mode of action. Due to the variable input power the motor -pump runs at variable
speed hence a positive displacement pump will operate at higher efficiencies than a centrifugal pump.

CALCULATION AND SIMULATION PROGRAM SOLWA
To enable the potential user of a solar pumping system to calculate a suitable system for his particular

needs, a software tool is being developed (SOLWA). The program provides the user with the
possibility to calculate automatically the required system size after the input of basic information
about pipe data, consumption and location. Furthermore, the user can run a simple simulation to test
the calculated results and see how changes of solar irradiation or water consumption influence the
system behaviour. The final program will provide a database of manufacturers and other relevant
information.

The program is being developed using the software package LabView (National Instruments).
Programming in LabView has the advantage that it is easy to understand without professional
knowledge of computer languages. Also it provides predefined interface controls for an easy design of
the user interface. The SOLWA program is divided into Modules, which are also called VI's. From the
main VI the other sub VI's are called.
Main VI

Info

Input VI

Input Sub VI's

Calculation VI

h"

Simulation VI

u
Module VI

Simulation Sub

Manufacturer VI

s

L

Browser VI

Figure l: Module structure

Main VI SOLWA
The main VI window appears after starting the program. In the main VI the user can choose between
the different functions the program is able to perform. The user can choose from:
Getting basic information about solar pumping systems;
Give input data;
Let the program calculate a pumping system;
Simulate the calculated system;
Search a manufacturers list for solar modules, pump systems, etc.
When a function is selected the connected sub VI is launched.
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Solar Input VI
To find out the needed area of PV-modules, basic weather information for the supposed installation
region must be known. The VI gives the user two possibilities to provide this data. The first is that the
user types in the average solar radiation for a day, month or year. The second way to provide the data
is to access a database, which will come with the program and includes the average solar data for
selected areas in Australia. For each location the given data can be searched for the month with the
worst and best solar irradiation.
After the solar data is chosen, it is converted into kWh/d*ml\2 and stored in the memory to be
accessed by the calculation tool.
Front panel design
The front panel of the solar input VI is divided into a manual and a database input interface (see figure
2). Before changing parameters in the interfaces a selection has to be made which one shall be used.
The active interface is indicated by the green light in the box on the left of the interface.

Figure 2: Front panel "solar_data. vi"
To get the solar data from the database that is included in the program, the user simply has to mark the
region and the month for which he wants to have the average daily solar data in the two List boxes. He
also has to specify the inclination and azimuth of the PV array. After pressing the "Enter" -button, the
VI picks the associated irradiation value and displays it in the indicator box on the right of the front
panel.
The database can also be searched for minimum and maximum average solar radiation values. For
these the information of the region has to be given. Values for month, azimuth and inclination are not
needed in this case. By pressing the "find" -button the search is started. The progress of the search is
indicated by the bar graph to the right of the "find" -button. After the search is completed the results
are shown above the progress bar graph.
Simulation Tool VI
The simulation tool VI simulates and displays the dynamic behaviour of the calculated system as an
approximation. The simulation tool gets the Sizing data from the Calculation program. The user can
control the actual solar radiation and the water consumption per day as well as the final and the initial
tank volume. As result of the simulation the actual tank volume is indicated. The performance data for
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a user specified time period can also be displayed in a XY-graph and saved into an Excel file for
further processing.
The front panel of the simulation tool is optically divided into four interface blocks (see figure 4). At
the left top all of the controls and indicators for the solar irradiation are located. Below the solar
control interface the water consumption control interface is placed. On the upper right side of the front
panel the actual results of the simulation and the tank controls are presented. In the comer down left
are the main controls.

I

.. \/;~/.\/'.-:\ '.

Figure 3: Front panel "simulation_tooll.O.vi"
CONCLUSION
The fundamentals of solar water pumping have been described and the design program SOLWA
introduced. When complete SOLWA will provide users with a tool to design a suitable solar water
pumping solution for specific locations and applications. The software is undergoing further
development and data from manufacturers is being analysed in order to refine the calculations. Later it
is intended to compare the model with an actual solar pumping system in order to validate the results.
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THE OUTBACK RESOURCE ATLAS
IDENTIFYING INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL IN THE SOUTHERN
RANGELANDS OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Robert R. Roudal and Damian Shepherd2
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the development of the Outback Resource Atlas, a web -based package consisting
of an extensive database of information on regional infrastructure, tourism opportunities, meat & wool
production, horticulture development potential, groundwater resources, and aquaculture. Information
in the database can be viewed and queried using a GIS viewer on the intemet. The package has been
demonstrated to a range of potential users from contributing organisations in a number of regional
centres. These presentations have provided the opportunity to target the package to specific regional
issues.

INTRODUCTION
The need to develop new industries in the rangelands or pastoral region of Western Australia has been

recognised for some time. To this end several regional development organisations - including the
Gascoyne and Midwest Development Commissions, together with Department of Agriculture and
Department of Industry & Technology - have contributed to the development of an information
package to assist with the identification of development opportunities and impediments in the southern
rangelands of Western Australia, a region of over 1.3 million square kilometres.

The web -based package consisting of an extensive database of information on regional infrastructure,

tourism opportunities, meat & wool production, horticulture development potential, groundwater
resources, and aquaculture. Information in the database can be viewed and queried using a GIS viewer
on the internet. The package has been demonstrated to a range of potential users from contributing
organisations in a number of regional centres. These presentations have provided the opportunity to
target the package to specific regional issues.

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
The Outback Resource Atlas was developed with the leadership of the Gascoyne Murchison Strategy
(GMS) - Commercialisation Project. The goal of this project is a socially and economically viable

community, involved in a diverse range of industries, based on the use of the rangelands in an
environmentally sustainable way.

The GMS Board has established the Regional Based Alternatives Sub -committee (RBASC) to oversee
the Commercialisation Project. RBASC membership includes:
Department

of Industry and Technology, Mid -West Development Commission, Gascoyne

Development Commission and the Department of Agriculture - Western Australia (DAWA). Key
stakeholders in the GMS are Gascoyne & Murchison pastoralists - some 240 businesses, other
community members (support industries), commercial investors, State Government (Departments,
Agencies, Commissions, Rural Assistance Fund) and the Rural Adjustment Scheme (Commonwealth).

In April 2001 the GMS Commercialisation project contracted the expertise of DAWA staff involved in

its Client & Resource Information System Project (CRISP) to develop ORA in conjunction with
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specialists from the Water and Rivers Commission (Hydrogeological Section). A total of 63 datasets
were collated to develop the ORA. Information not held by the Department was obtained from other

agencies and industry bodies. These data were simplified with advice from the data custodians.
Datasets used to develop the ORA include: soil characteristics, historical climate information, site
specific infrastructure (roads, airstrips, ports, gas pipelines, power and facilities such as schools and
hospitals, business centres, aboriginal communities), current tenure and land -use, property contact
details, livestock distribution, National Parks and Reserves, location of currently exploited mineral
resources, GMS Pathways to Tourism study findings and ground -water resources.

PRODUCT DELIVERY AND OUTPUTS
The ORA is accessed through a web -based GIS viewer based on Intergraph's Geomedia Web Map
software. GIS data relating to regional infrastructure and natural resources is accessed through a
browser -based interface. Vector data in a number of GIS formats (Geomedia Access Data Warehouse,
Arcview Shapefile and ORACLE Spatial) are published to the web browser using a CGM (Computer
Graphics Metafile) graphics file.

Information about map features is delivered through ActiveCGM Tool Tips and Hotspots and through
customised visual basic applications (Active Server Pages). General information about resources in the
region is also provided in static PDF (Acrobat) format maps activated through HTML pages.

The ORA design format makes it a key component of the Rangeland Interface of the Client &
Resource Information System.
Key outputs from the are:
identification of current and potential resources,
readily accessible information for primary producers and potential investors to aid in the planning,
implementation and development of new or the expansion of existing industries,
increased coordination of similar projects and knowledge across government agencies and
facilitation of the development of submissions for seed funding to establish new industries in the
Southern Rangelands region.

ACCESS TO THE ORA AND LIMITATIONS
The Outback Resource Atlas has been developed to help public officers identify local and regional
industry development opportunities / impediments. State Government Departments with duly trained

officers on staff currently have access to the ORA. Members of the public with commercial /
investment interests can access the ORA through such public officers.

While the ORA may help identify opportunities (such as the location of suitable water resources for
the possible commercial production any particular crop), the information provided must be subjected
to further proving -up and / or testing.

The currency of the intelligence extracted from the ORA is directly related to that provided by the
information received from its original source. It is the responsibility of the officer providing the
information to ensure end -users are made aware of these inherent limitations and also formally alert
CRISP staff of any and all uncovered currency deficiencies.

The authors gratefully acknowledge very significant funding from the Gascoyne- Murchison Strategy

for the development of the ORA. Contributions were also made by the Midwest Development
Commission and the Gascoyne Development Commission. These organisations, as well as the
Goldfields -Esperance Development Commission, also provided valuable feedback through a series of
workshops held in regional locations during the development of the product.
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PRINCIPLES OF SUSTAINABLE GRAZING MANAGEMENT FOR THE NORTHERN
SAVANNAS

P.J. O'Reagain and A.J. Ash
DPI, PO Box 976, Charters Towers, Q 4820
CSIRO, PMB, Aitkenvale, Q 4814

ABSTRACT

An urgent need exists for the development of principles for the sustainable management of the
savannas of northern Australia. Based on current and recent research we propose five principles for the
sustainable grazing management of these systems. These are (i) conservative use of the grass layer

with utilisation levels of 15 -25 % of annual pasture growth (ii) even utilisation of pasture at the
paddock scale to prevent localised overgrazing (iii) regular wet season spelling to maintain pasture
vigour and condition (iv) prescribed fire to manage savanna structure and improve rangeland
condition and (v) managing for biodiversity by protecting areas of high conservation value. We
suggest that these principles can be applied using relatively simple systems of grazing management.

INTRODUCTION
The pastoral industry is the dominant land user in the northern savannas with relatively small, but
increasingly important, areas used for tourism, military training or Aboriginal use. The grazing
management applied on these pastoral areas thus has the capacity to impact upon the integrity and
functioning of vast expanses of savanna as well as major downstream systems such as the Great
Barrier Reef Lagoon. Although large areas of the savannas are in apparently good condition, evidence
exists that pastoralism has caused significant degradation at both local and regional scales. This
includes the decline or loss of perennial grasses and their replacement by annuals and \or exotic
species, a decline in ground cover and increased erosion, increased woody weeds and losses of faunal
and floral biodiversity e.g. De Corte et al. (1991).

The establishment of principles for sustainable management in these northern savannas is therefore
critical to prevent further degradation and maintain a sustainable and viable grazing industry. This is

of particular relevance given the potential conflict between the opposing pressures to increase
productivity through intensification and increasing societal demands for the responsible and
sustainable management of grazing lands.

Unfortunately, compared to countries like the USA and South Africa, a relative paucity of research on
sustainable management exists in northern Australia with most earlier work focussing on `improved'
pasture development. What work was done was fragmentary and seen as a sideline to the basic aim of
increasing animal production through the sowing of exotic legumes and grasses. Nevertheless, recent
work conducted in Queensland and the Northern Territory has allowed the development of preliminary
principles for sustainable management but much research remains to be done on this issue.

This paper draws on empirical evidence from recent and current research to synthesise principles for
the sustainable management of the northern savannas. Where necessary, we utilise theoretical and/or
anecdotal evidence for support. The principles are given within the context of a grazing industry that

must aim to first, maintain or improve profitability while managing grazing so as to improve
sustainability. Second, minimise off site impacts on water quality by reducing nutrient and soil loss
from grazing lands. And third, conserve and promote biodiversity within the constraints of commercial
cattle production.

Based on the above, the following principles can be identified for sustainable management in the
northern savannas.
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CONSERVATIVE UTILISATION
Possibly the most important principle of sustainable management is that of conservative utilisation of
the grass layer. This is commonly defined as about 15 - 25 % of annual growth, depending upon the
vegetation community involved (Johnson et al 1996; Ash et al 2001). Evidence however suggests that
with early wet season spelling, utilisation levels can be increased to 50 % of annual growth without
detriment to the pasture. Thus, work on the ECOGRAZE project near Charters Towers showed that
despite severe drought, pastures in good condition maintained their coverage of desirable, perennial
grasses under both 25% utilisation or 50 % utilisation coupled with spelling (Ash et al 2001). At the
same time, pastures in poor condition recovered almost completely in five years under the latter
grazing regimes. In contrast, heavy utilisation (75 %) or moderate (50 %) utilisation without spelling,
resulted in local extinction of perennial grasses and a rapid increase in bare ground and the proportion
of annuals and undesirable forbs in the pasture. Importantly, net primary production under heavy
utilisation declined to less than 50 % of that in the lighter utilised paddocks, resulting in a significant
decline in carrying capacity (Ash et al 2001).
In practice, major difficulties exist in achieving recommended utilisation levels at the paddock scale.
Most commercial paddocks are large and heterogeneous and estimating the potential productivity of

different land types is problematic even in the presence of detailed data on rainfall, nutrient
availability and pasture yields. Further, unless discounted for species composition, applying a gross
average `safe' utilisation level may still result in overgrazing of more preferred grasses, ultimately
resulting in a decline in pasture condition.

More importantly, the extreme variability in annual rainfall that characterises much of northern
Australia results in major fluctuations in inter- annual pasture availability. Properties that are stocked to

achieve some recommended `average' utilisation level can still be overgrazed in below average
rainfall years. If a sequence of dry years occurs, resource degradation and financial loss can
consequently result unless stock numbers are reduced.

A number of strategies have been proposed to address the key issue of matching utilisation to available
feed:

Light stocking could be applied so as to ensure that utilisation levels are consistently low eg < 15
%, and over grazing does not occur except in the most extreme years. Unfortunately this strategy
is unlikely to be economic and could theoretically still cause degradation in the worst seasons;
Variable stocking - by adjusting animal numbers to match feed demand with supply, utilisation
levels could be kept within acceptable levels. This involves assessing pasture availability at a
certain time, for example at the end of the wet season, and adjusting stock numbers accordingly.
Major practical problems however exist with assessing feed availability at the paddock scale,

calculating the resultant carrying capacity and determining the optimum de- or re- stocking
strategy to be applied without compromising long term herd productivity;
Rotational spelling could be used to accumulate forage for use in dry years as well as maintaining
pasture health (Danckwerts et al. 1993). Although insufficient to cope with catastrophic drought,
rotational spelling could nevertheless buffer most inter -seasonal fluctuations in fodder supply and
markedly improve the ability of most properties to cope with rainfall variability;
Seasonal climate forecasting may allow producers to adjust stock numbers pro - actively to avoid
overgrazing in poor years or capitalise on the increased carrying capacities of good years (Ash et
al. 2000). Despite its attractiveness, major limitations exist in terms of forecast skill as well as the
practical application of such forecasts at a property level. For example, graziers need to integrate

forecasts with other indices like forage availability and quality, before any appropriate
adjustments to stock numbers can be made. An example of a simple stocking rate selector based
on the SOI and standing forage is given in Table 1.
Optimisation studies have also shown that for a breeding enterprise the economic optimum upward or
downward adjustment in stock numbers in response to a forecast is only 10 -20 %, providing only
modest potential benefits in cash returns through the use of forecasts (Ash et al. 2000).
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End of dry season
Standing Herbage

SOI Value
SOI < -5
SOI -5 to + 5
Stocking Rate Selected

SOI > +5

Very high (> 3000 kg /ha)
High ( >2500 kg /ha)
Moderate ( >2000 kg/ha)
Low ( >1000 kg/ha)
Very Low( <1000 kg/ha)

High
Moderate
Low
Very low
Very low

Very high
High
Moderate
Moderate
Low

High
Moderate
Moderate
Low
Very low

Table 1: Example of an integrated stocking rate selector based on SOI value and standing herbage
at the end of the dry season. Ideally, rules should also be set based upon the stocking rate currently
being run.
While some of the above strategies have been tested through simulation modelling e.g. McKeon et
al.1998, no test has been conducted at a scale relevant to property management and adoption rates of
these strategies remain accordingly. This issue is currently being addressed in the Wambiana project
where a range of strategies are being objectively compared in a long term, large scale grazing trial
(O'Reagain and Bushell 1999).

EVEN UTILISATION
A second basic principle of sustainable management is that of the evenness of use at the paddock
scale. However, most commercial paddocks in northern Australia are large (> 4000 ha), poorly
watered and contain a mixture of soil types often differing markedly in the amount, quality and timing
of forage availability and hence in their attractiveness to the grazing animal. Spatial utilisation is thus
usually highly variable leading to consistent over -use of some areas in a paddock and under -use of
others. Accordingly, overuse and degradation of certain areas is almost inevitable irrespective of the
application of some overall `safe utilisation rate'.

Fencing of different land types is a basic strategy to ensure even utilisation and prevent over use of
preferred areas. However, whilst some basic land type separations are easy to make e.g. separation of
riparian areas, the efficacy of this method is usually restricted by the complex, fine grained mosaic of
soil types that occur in many paddocks.

Increasing the number of water points, opening or closing water points on a rotational basis and/or
siting supplementary feeding on less favoured land types has also been suggested as a means to
encourage animals to utilise less preferred areas. Although there is some anecdotal evidence to

suggest that these practices have some degree of success, research has yet to be done on their
effectivity in the northern savannas.

Patch burning may also be used to change spatial selection patterns at the paddock scale. In monsoon
grasslands burning different halves of a paddock in alternate years has been shown to be effective in
shifting cattle from preferred to less preferred areas (Andrew 1986). Alternatively, small -scale patch
or mosaic burning of moribund grass may be effective in attracting cattle to under utilised areas and
reducing the extent of patch grazing. However, such changes in spatial selection may be temporary
with animals returning to previously favoured areas within two to three months of burning (Hobbs et
al. 1991).

While some or all of these strategies may encourage more even use of mixed country, their effect on
animal selection patterns and hence other factors like rangeland condition, biodiversity and soil loss
have not been studied in any detail and should be a high priority for future research. Further, current

understanding of the underlying basis for patch and landscape selection in large paddocks is
superficial and requires urgent investigation.
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WET SEASON SPELLING
Regular wet season spelling is an essential prerequisite for the sustainable management of savannas
e.g. Partridge (1999). Spelling maintains plant vigour and productivity in healthy pastures and,

provided the vegetation has not crossed any degradation thresholds, allows poorer condition
rangeland to recover following drought and overgrazing (McIvor 2001). Spelling may also buffer the

effects of increased grazing pressure and allow utilisation rates to be increased without pasture
degradation. For example, in a trial conducted on three contrasting land types near Charters Towers,
regular early wet season spelling allowed utilisation rates to be increased to 50 % of annual pasture
growth without loss of the desirable perennial grasses (Ash et al. 2001).
As described earlier, spelling is also important to buffer inter- seasonal fluctuations in forage supply
and may be necessary to accumulate fuel for burning. Spelling is probably also essential to counteract
area selective grazing and allow previously overgrazed patches to recover. Unfortunately, aside from
the work of McIvor (2001) and Ash et al. (2001), surprisingly little research has been conducted in
northern Australia on this key management principle. Consequently, little or no data are available on
the required frequency, timing or duration of spelling for sustainable management. Guidelines also
need to be developed to integrate spelling with other management issues such as burning, breeder
management and supplementary feeding.

FIRE
Prescribed fire is a critical ingredient of sustainable management in the northern savannas. Fire may
be used to remove moribund grass and increase the vigour, productivity and quality of the available
pasture e.g. Dyer (2002). Animals are attracted onto this high quality regrowth and fire is thus often
used to even out grazing pressure at the paddock scale. Fire may also be used to improve pasture
condition by favouring fire adapted perennial grasses such as Heteropogon contortus at the expense

of undesirable, less fire tolerant species such as Aristida (On et al. 1997). Burning is also an
important tool in managing the structure, composition and, in some cases, density of savanna
vegetation (Dyer 2002). Although most savanna trees are fire tolerant, significant top kill can result
from intense fires late in the dry season (Cook and Williams 1995), markedly reducing tree height and
canopy size and hence the magnitude of the competitive effect on the grass layer. However the type,

intensity and timing of fire as well as post fire grazing management are critical to achieving
sustainable management: fire incorrectly applied, for example in mid- growing season, can result in
significant rangeland degradation.

The frequency at which fires should be applied varies depending upon the rate at which fuel
accumulates, rainfall, grazing pressure and the inherent sensitivity of the vegetation to burning. In
general, to manage savanna structure, fires should be hot, intense, burns applied with high fuel loads
in the late dry season. Conversely, to improve pasture condition fires should be relatively `cool' and
applied in the early wet season immediately after the first rains.

Virtually all the information on fire management relevant to northern Australia has been from work
conducted in the Northern Territory e.g. (Cook and Williams 1995; Dyer 2002). Consequently, a
number of important questions pertaining to the use of fire in the more productive pastoral zone of
northern Queensland remain unanswered. These include the optimum fire frequency for different land
types, the effects of repeated burning on soil nutrients, the relative effects of patch vs. whole - paddock
burning, the interaction of fire with grazing management and the relative effects of different types of
fire on a range of biotic and abiotic variables. In particular, major gaps exist in our understanding of
the life history characteristics of most northern Eucalypts and the response of these trees to fire in
terms of mortality, recruitment and regrowth.
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MANAGING FOR BIODIVERSITY
Pastoralism in northern Australia is based on relatively intact ecosystems that are more amenable to

conservation of biodiversity than intensively managed agricultural landscapes. However, since
European settlement there have been significant declines or losses in flora and fauna in northern
Australia ( Woinarski et al. 2000). Some of the decline in biodiversity is associated with habitat loss,
particularly from tree clearing, feral animals and exotic weeds but there is also strong evidence of
direct effects of grazing on reducing invertebrate and vertebrate fauna (Fisher 1999, Woinarski and
Ash 2002, Woinarski et al. 2002).
Ironically, the still relatively good conservation status of northern grazing lands probably places more
community responsibility on pastoral land managers to conserve biodiversity through good grazing
management than more intensively managed agricultural lands. However, individual landholders
cannot be expected to be responsible for the maintenance of all biodiversity on their property and still
run an economically viable enterprise. Biodiversity must be protected and monitored at a regional

scale and individual properties can play an important role in this regional context. Individual
landholders can help promote maintenance of biodiversity by continuing to protect areas of high
conservation value or those areas of properties that receive little or no grazing because of physical

barriers to movement or because of distance from water points. Land could be set aside for
conservation purposes either through voluntary conservation agreements or through land stewardship
arrangements, which can be cost effective compared with formal reserves (Maconochie et al. 2000).
The full costs and benefits of biodiversity management need to be factored into land management

decisions so that opportunities to achieve good biodiversity outcomes are not lost because of
subjective value judgements about the perceived economic `cost' of such actions.

DISCUSSION
The application of these principles at the property level is ultimately limited by the constraints under
which properties in the northern savannas operate. In general, most properties are extremely large and
have limited infrastructure in terms of roads, fencing and handling facilities. Labour is generally
expensive and in short supply. Inputs in terms of feed, vaccines and handling costs are generally low
but similarly production per unit beast or per unit area is relatively poor. Consequently, management
systems need to be relatively simple, easy to operate, cheap and should not require large investments
in terms of either capital or labour.

We believe that provided the principles of conservative utilisation, even use, regular spelling,
prescribed fire and maintenance of biodiversity are adhered to, simple, relatively cheap management

systems like the three paddock - two herd system (Ash et al. 2001) can maintain and improve
sustainability in the northern savannas. While more costly, labour intensive systems like cell grazing
have been proposed, the benefits and utility of these systems have yet to be convincingly demonstrated
in the extensive areas of northern Australia.
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APPLYING GRAZING MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES IN THE NORTHERN SAVANNAS
R. G.Landsberg

Trafalgar Station, PO Box 41, Charters Towers, Q 4820

ABSTRACT
The paper will broadly outline five generic principles which can be applied to most grazing enterprises

in northern Australia. These principles have been applied on the author's property near Charters
Towers during the past 14 years and they have been largely responsible for successfully negotiating a

combination of extremely dry years in the late 80's and early 90's and poor cattle prices. The
principles can be summarised as:
i. Personal goals and aspirations
2. Stock management
3. Financial management
4. Grazing management
5. Implementation and monitoring

Grazing management is the key to a successful, sustainable beef enterprise. Paddock spelling, the use
of fire, conservative stocking and selective pasture development are the cornerstones for increasing
animal and pasture productivity, reducing environmental and financial risk and controlling woody
weeds. When combined with more intensive herd and financial management, the enterprise manager is
allowed more marketing options which strengthens cash flow and investment opportunities.

INTRODUCTION
The beef cattle industry north of the Tropic of Capricorn consists of 7.3m beef cattle depastured on
approximately 180m ha of land. Approximately 150m ha or 84 %, of the total area is native pasture.
(Source MLA) The period between the 1970's and the mid 1990's brought to notice varying degrees of
land degradation throughout the natural resources of northern Australia. (Tothill and Gillies 1992)
This degradation had many forms, including pasture species decline, sheet and gully erosion, the
invasion and spread of exotic weeds and an increase in native woody species, particularly eucalypts.
The reasons behind these factors are many and varied, but largely were a result of overgrazing. (Ash et
al. 2001) A combination of the use of tropically adapted cattle, the use of supplements and the uptake
of new technologies within the nutrition and reproductive regimes massively reduced the mortality
rate in the northern beef herd and allowed enterprise managers to remain stocked throughout times of
drought. Inappropriate government policies and subsidies during these drought periods also
exacerbated the degradation process.

A majority of key drivers of a pastoral enterprise are management oriented and it is important to
realize that it is only these human inputs that can be manipulated. External factors like variable
rainfall, declining prices, government policy and natural disasters are common to all enterprises and
therefore cannot be blamed for resource degradation. Strategies must be in place to accommodate
external factors for the long term sustainability of the resource and the enterprise. Most importantly,
these strategies must be formulated around the enterprise manager's personal goals and aspirations. If
the property resources do not have the capability of meeting short and long term financial and personal
goals, then processes have to be put in place to either look at off farm sources of income or sell and
purchase a property that does satisfy the needs of the manager.

Currently, my wife and I wish to educate our children, see that our parents are comfortable in
retirement and build an investment portfolio to see us financially independent from the property at age
60 so we can then pursue an active retirement.
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In the case of our property, Trafalgar, it has the capability to breed and to fatten for the Japanese and
American markets and so is considered better than average for the area. Even allowing for the market
declines that are inevitable in the beef industry, the property should be quite capable of meeting our
goals at this stage. Things may change when our children decide on how many of them want to pursue
a rural career.

NATURAL RESOURCES
Trafalgar is a 32,000 ha pastoral property located 60 km to the south -west of Charters Towers. The
soils are mainly phosphate deficient yellow earths though there are more fertile and productive alluvial
soils flanking three large creeks which run through the property. Brown cracking clays, which have a
higher phosphorus content, make up about 25% of the property. These clay soils are timbered with
blackwood (Acacia argyrodendron) and gidgee (Acacia cambagei) scrub while the remainder of the
land is mainly open eucalypt country, predominantly timbered with box (Eucalyptus brownii), narrow
leaf ironbark (Eucalyptus xanthoclada), bloodwood (Corymbia erythrophloia), silver leaf ironbark
(Eucalyptus melanophloia), wattle (Acacia spp.) and quinine (Petalostigma pubescens). Areas of
eucalypt, blackwood and gidgee have been cleared and sown to Buffel (Cenchrus ciliaris) and Urochloa
(Urochloa mosambicensis) grasses. The area cleared totals 3500ha or 11% of the property. Approximately
8000ha or 25% has been oversown with Seca ( Stylosanthes scabra) and Verano (Stylosanthes hamata)
stylos.

The most common natural perennial grasses include: Desert Bluegrass (Bothriochloa ewartiana)
Queensland Bluegrass (Dichanthium sericeum) Black Spear (Heteropogon contortus) Kangaroo Grass

(Themeda triandra) Dark wire grass (Aristida calycina) and Golden Beard Grass (Chrysopogon
fallax).
The property has been in the Landsberg family since 1913 and therefore is managed with a long term
focus. Even though the personal goals of the three generations have varied, the common underlying
factor has been to develop the property along sound environmental lines and to include the native
animals as part of the landscape.

STOCK MANAGEMENT
I believe the sustainable carrying capacity of Trafalgar is 3500 head of cattle. This is derived from 89
years of management experience on one property. This number can be increased during good seasons
and is currently over 4000, due to 3 very good seasons since 1998. Cattle numbers reached their peak
in the 1970's because of sustained good seasons combined with a beef price slump. The numbers
exceeded 5000 head and this created pasture degradation problems when we tried to sustain a large
herd through the 80's, which were dry years. Given the level of pasture development on the property
the average beast area is 7 ha while 20% is spelled. During the dry years of the early 90's, 3000 head
were maintained. With this number, branding percentages remained in excess of 70 %, steers turned off
to slaughter were still attaining 300kg dressed weight at 4 -6 teeth, and the pasture remained in excess
of 80% perennial.
Numbers roughly consist of 1000 commercial breeders, 1500 steers, 250 stud breeders and 750 young
heifers. As the property is well sub -divided, this allows relatively intensive management of the breeder
herd. Breeders are classed into maidens, 1' calf and mature herds, control mated and joined with red
and grey Brahman, Limousin and Brangus bulls. Unproductive breeders are culled either at pregnancy
testing or at the end of the calving season or for temperament and type at any time. Weaners are taken
off in May and tailed extensively as quiet temperament is the key to productivity in this day and age.
Quiet cattle require less staff, therefore reducing costs, grow better and are not a threat to staff and
other animal safety. Weaners are also turned into a spelled paddock after tailing so that they keep
growing. Contented weaners can mean that turnoff can be up to 12 months earlier than cattle that have
not been looked after as weaners.
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All cattle are supplemented with phosphorus during the wet season and urea/phosphorus dry licks
during the remainder of the year. This costs in the vicinity of $8- 12/head. The benefits of the
supplementation program combined with the pasture management program mean that we are now
turning off the 300kg dressed weight Japanese type steer at an average age of 30 -36 months as
opposed to 10 years ago when the average age was 48 months. Our breeders are also averaging 75%
branding rates, even through the extreme dry years of the 1990's.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

Careful financial planning is important if a property is to be developed successfully and managed
profitably. I am also finding in today's environment that with GST and other tax compliance
requirements, records management is increasingly becoming a huge cost impost. I have had to employ

a person to replace me in the workforce because compliance with government and industry
requirements is costing me three days per week in the office.

To be competitive and profitable in today's industry, you have to be ahead of your neighbours when it
comes to marketing. I cater for about 10 different market categories and this allows a huge amount of
flexibility with regard to price negotiation and risk management. So it can be a positive thing if the

time in the office is not only paying bills and filling out BAS forms. Forward planning and use of
cashflow in other investments can mean that money can be made to work for you rather than just
sitting in the bank.

I place a lot of importance on climate forecasting as forward selling can mean a lot more money in my
pocket and a lot less stress on the animals and the landscape. As an example, our last decent rain was
March 2001. There were predictions of an El Nino event in 2002 as early as October 2001. We did not
have a wet season in 2002 so it was a fairly sure bet that there would be a price slide after Easter when
everybody started turning off. I turned off about 450 head before Easter while the price was high,
whereas the market was about $100- $200/head lower in April - May and still no rain. Even if it did
rain, the money is in the bank. My philosophy is that when the animal is ready to sell it has to go. I

have also found that with strategic, disciplined pasture and grazing management, there is always
something to sell. This really helps cashflow, which is very important as it lessens the need for
expensive overdrafts to see the enterprise through the dry season.

PASTURE AND GRAZING MANAGEMENT
Grazing management is the key to a successful, sustainable beef enterprise. Paddock spelling, the use
of fire, conservative stocking and selective pasture development are the cornerstones for increasing
animal and pasture productivity, reducing environmental and financial risk and controlling woody
weeds.

Currently at Trafalgar, 15 to 20 % of the property is spelled per annum on a rotational basis, regardless of
season. This is relatively easy to achieve given the level of divisional fencing. Apart from the obvious
advantage of allowing the more desirable species to seed and compete, it provides fuel for fire and allows
the manager the flexibility of a drought mitigation option. This strategy has allowed the perennial pasture
base to increase to over 80 %. ( Landsberg et al. 1998). Grazing utilisation is kept to around 30 %. This is
not an exact figure but is based on the author's experience, use of Grasscheck and QDPI photo standards.
Exceptional years like this one (2002) where we lost 13,000ha to accidental fires at the end of 2001 and

have not enjoyed much of a wet season, will see that utilisation rate increase dramatically in some
paddocks. However, due to the high perennial base, high utilisation infrequently will not damage the
pasture. The key is to remove the stock before the tussock base is damaged.

Fire is used on Trafalgar as an important pasture management tool. Others may argue that it is a waste of
resources to bum grass, that it is best utilised in growing stock. This is true in the short term, but if we are
to be serious in managing our resources in the long temi, then these "perceived" sacrifices must be made.
There is ample evidence throughout the northern rangelands of tree thickening, particularly in the eucalypt
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areas. This is the legacy of the "no fire" period of the 1970s and 1980s. I am a keen follower of fire
research as I don't think we know enough about different fire regimes. For example, I used to subscribe to
extremely hot, "wild" fires for the control of certain woody weeds. From my observations these fires tend
to pass over the woody plants too quickly, whereas a slower moving fire on a humid day tends to "cook"
plants like Parkinsonia far more effectively. It is always difficult to get the perfect bum because of the
planning involved. You always need sufficient personnel present and so to organise the neighbours and
fluke the right weather conditions can be tricky. I aim to bum each paddock once every 7 -8 years and
usually it is to control exotic woody weeds and native woody increase. I usually aim to do this after the
first storms to alleviate some of the risk, but it has to be within a few days of rain so as to minimise any
pasture seedling damage. The paddock is usually spelled for the following wet season or at least until
good grass cover is established.

Cleared pastures are important to the productivity of the property. This strategy commenced in the 1960's
with other areas developed through the 1980's. Currently 11% of Trafalgar is cleared. Because most of the

area cleared is eucalypt, it is necessary to reclear the regrowth every 7 to 8 years. As research and
knowledge has increased our understanding of soil types, hydrology and pasture, areas along ridges,
recharge and discharge areas have been allowed to regrow to reduce the risk of salinity. There is still more

work to be done on the northern Australia clearing issue, as there are far wider issues like nutrient
recycling, nitrogen rundown, evapotranspiration of regrowth and salinity risk that we don't know enough
about yet. From my observations though, if the landscape has poor soils then it is far more economic to
leave it as is and perhaps over sow with stylos as a best bet method of improvement. I have seen examples
of landowners attempting to improve the productivity of their property by clearing and trying to establish

exotic grasses in soils that were not capable of growing such grasses. The money that was spent in
pursuing these endeavours would have been much better utilised in purchasing another property.

I have no interest in clearing any more of Trafalgar. Apart from the long teml ecological risk, the
economic cost of maintenance would become unsustainable if the cleared area increased. Because of the
relatively large riparian areas on the property, it is a far more profitable proposition to fence off the fertile
creek flats and manage them more strategically for special purposes like steer fattening, weaners or dry
season breeder grazing. These areas have been overgrazed in the past as they have been part of a larger
paddock and the better soils and higher pasture palatability in the riparian zone have attracted higher

grazing pressure relative to the remainder of the paddock. Fencing them off allows for wet season
spelling, less flood fence crossings, improved water quality, improved fauna and flora habitat and weed
control. Other sensitive areas like watering points need to be located in areas that minimise direct impact
on runoff into creeks and rivers.

I am involved in catchment projects that are utilising NHT and other funding sources to fence off major
riparian areas on a large scale. The fact that 80 producers are involved means that a substantial area of the

upper Burdekin catchment will be better managed in future years, which not only has positive
ramifications for the properties involved, but for downstream users and the Great Barrier Reef Lagoon.
"Flow -on "projects for weed control are now being established, so this will further enhance the
environmental benefits.

IMPLEMENTATION
The key to successfully managing for sustainability is to follow the basic strategic planning principles:
Where you are now, where you want to be and how you are going to get there. Conducting a detailed
resource and skill audit is the first step in determining whether the property, its management and staff
have the potential to realize the goals you have set. Setting out the strategies for each component of
the enterprise is time consuming but highly necessary if you are going to achieve them. The real skill

in successful holistic management is the implementation of all the components. This can only be
achieved through experience, as there are no shortcuts. By watching and listening to your peers and
following a plan, major disasters can be avoided. Having come through a bad drought in the 80's and
watched the land and our bank account suffer as a result of reactive management, my family has learnt
that planning and disciplined adherence to that plan are essential for long term sustainability. If there
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is one thing that is the foundation to our ability to maintain profitability and environmental integrity it
is the adherence every year to paddock spelling. It allows so much flexibility and decreases risk.

It is most important that constant reviews are conducted on the different components of the enterprise
so that progress can be monitored. This can be done either by the manager, by checking progress
against his property plan and keeping pasture records such as Grasscheck, or it can be done externally.
I find now that I tend not to record my Grasscheck sites as diligently as I should. They have been
forced down the priority list because I tend to think I can visually assess pasture composition and yield
accurately enough for my purposes. It is important to check species composition in more detail every 5
years or so, to try and establish a trend. I tend to be a bit cunning and use university botany students to

do field trips and get my pastures monitored. Getting the information back from the bowels of
academia is challenging and even more challenging (or entertaining) is the personal interpretation by
the students. Pasture monitoring overall is not a stimulating exercise for most and it will always be
difficult to encourage producers to at least establish monitoring sites or, at best, annually record their
pastures. I believe the future use of remote sensing technology and web access will be the answer. I

also am involved in a benchmarking exercise in my region where a professional economics firm
collects data from about 40 properties in the region and this a very useful tool to see how you compare
with properties of similar size and operation.

CONCLUSION
Trafalgar is a property that is working well. Future plans will include more even distribution of water
points to reduce the detrimental effect of cattle pads and to even out the grazing pressure. The use of
technology for identification and genetic improvement will further reduce turnoff age. Technology
will also drive marketing tools and a lot of the property infrastructure like water facilities and cattle
handling facilities. The real challenge in the future will be maintaining the integrity of the natural

resource. The plethora of exotic weeds that are being spread around will provide most of the
headaches for the manager. Technology in the form of satellite monitoring will assist in mapping weed
spread as well as play a key role in monitoring pasture condition and trend.

I find the whole experience of property management and the work totally fulfilling. Since we
embarked down the sustainable route in 1988 it has only been a totally rewarding experience, both
financially and philosophically. Balancing the needs of production and the needs of conservation is
relatively easy once one changes their mindset to one that views the ecosystem as something that is all
encompassing and that every little bug, every leaf and every little stalk of grass has a role. I am not

sure that anybody really understands what biodiversity means, but until we do, by respecting
everything in, on or under the landscape and keeping good groundcover we'll muddle by.
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ABSTRACT

We propose a framework for sustainable grazing management of southern rangelands based on the
concept of tactical grazing. The underlying principles are (1) establishment of paddock objectives (2)
conditioning of pastures and landscapes to realise opportunities and avoid hazards arising from
temporal and spatial variability of rainfall (3) development of strategies involving manipulation of
stocking rate, rest, prescribed fire, inter- specific competition and total grazing pressure (4) use of
monitoring systems to provide triggers for tactical decisions and assess progress towards management

objectives and (5) management of areas of high conservation value for specific conservation
objectives. We suggest that these principles could be applied within a wide range of management
regimes but caution against some aspects of more intensive approaches currently attracting interest in
the southern rangelands.

INTRODUCTION
We define the southern rangelands as those arid and semi -arid areas of the continent with non -seasonal
or winter- dominant rainfall. Wool growing has traditionally dominated pastoral activity in these lands,
although cattle enterprises have been part of many businesses. Economically, the value of pastoralism

is small relative to the mining and tourism industries, and alternative land uses (eg biodiversity
conservation) are increasingly recognised. Nevertheless, pastoralism remains the dominant land use
and maintenance of the ecological integrity of the region is inseparable from the sustainability of
pastoral businesses.

Research in the southern rangelands since the 1960's has provided a basis for understanding how the
vegetation and function of these landscapes change under the influences of seasonal variation, total
grazing pressures (by domestic, feral and native herbivores) and fire regimes. Knowledge gained by
experimentation and observation has been synthesised into conceptual and simulation models at a
range of spatial and temporal scales (eg Harrington, et al., 1984, Hacker et al. 1991, Ludwig, et al.,
1997).

Importantly, the knowledge of pastoralists themselves has been increasingly documented (eg
Heywood et al., 2000). In western NSW, some have commenced programs of participative R &D, with

funding support from State and Commonwealth governments, to test their own ideas of grazing
management in cooperation with researchers. These developments are promising for pastoralists,
institutions and scientists alike. They should foster development of personal goals and the building of
a capability to learn more from each other (Hodgkinson et al., 2002).

In this paper we set out the principles, as we see them, for achieving sustainable pastoralism in the
southern rangelands. Our focus is on the resource base, and primarily from a production perspective,
but we recognise the importance of the economic and social dimensions of sustainability, and the need
to conserve biodiversity at local and regional scales. We use the framework we developed earlier for
application of tactical grazing at the whole property level (Hacker and Hodgkinson, 1996) to embed
our remarks.
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THE ENVIRONMENT

The southern rangelands comprise a wide variety of plant communities, reflecting underlying
geological and geomorphological processes. Important broad types for pastoralism include shrub
steppe, woodlands and grasslands. Fertility is typically low but tends to be higher on heavier textured
soils.

The rainfall environment is semi -arid or arid (50- 500mm/year) and as such rainfall occurs in erratic
"packets ", with intervening periods often reaching `drought' status. Distribution is either non -seasonal
or weakly winter - dominant. In these environments, in which evaporative demand may exceed rainfall

by an order of magnitude, local concentration of water and nutrients is an essential feature of
landscape function. Current understanding of these landscapes (Ludwig, et al., 1997) recognises that
sinks or patches which capture water through local redistribution of rainfall, and water- or wind -borne
nutrients, are important for maintaining vital processes, particularly during drought. Feedback through
recruitment and survival of plants builds and maintains the patches and contributes to the evolution of
landscapes. When long -term rainfall increases, feedback from more frequent and larger growth pulses
results in more and larger patches, and capture of water and nutrients becomes more localised. The
opposite occurs when climate shifts to drier conditions.

The rainfall environment makes these lands fire -prone but fire frequency is much lower than in
northern savannas because of the non -seasonal rainfall pattern. Natural wildfire from lightning strikes

combined with the burning practices of Aboriginal people created open grasslands with scattered
shrubs and trees over extensive areas, which attracted pastoral settlement. Even within the shrub
steppes, infrequent fires may have resulted in a mosaic of shrub and grass dominated states that
alternated on lengthy time scales (Mitchell et al., 1979)

Natural "water points" are widely spaced and could support only sparse populations of kangaroos prior
to pastoral development. The introduction of domestic stock and feral animals dramatically altered this
situation. The addition of permanent stock watering points supported these introduced animals as well
as promoting the increase of some kangaroo species which now contribute substantially to the total
grazing pressure (Hacker et al., 1999).

APPLICATION OF SUSTAINABLE GRAZING MANAGEMENT

Equilibrium models of ecological function are not likely to be suitable for environments with the
characteristics outlined above. The tactical grazing framework was developed for exploiting

opportunities to promote vegetation and landscape function changes that are favourable for stock
production (or other objectives), and for avoiding hazards that may result in unfavourable changes, in
rangelands not at equilibrium (Westoby et al., 1989). It is a process involving the establishment of
resource management objectives for individual paddocks, the identification of strategies to achieve
them, and tactical decision making informed by active monitoring of the resource.

Paddock objectives and priorities
Paddocks are the basic unit of management and each should have a management objective consistent
with the goals of the operator. The objective may be to maintain things as they are, or to change the
paddock to some other state, which may raise business profits and/or conservation value. Establishing
the objective should involve consideration of influences operating at larger scales (eg property,
catchment, region, or larger) so that the basic unit is seen as an integral part of the overall system.

While the process for establishing the objective cannot be formalised, it will involve assessment of the
current state of the vegetation, landscape or biodiversity and a judgement regarding the capacity of the
system to respond to management. Some simple techniques are available to assist in the assessment of
vegetation and landscape function (Campbell and Hacker, 2000). Biodiversity is harder to assess but
measuring the abundance and variety of birds is a good start. From the assessments, objectives can be
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formed such as to reduce the unpalatable shrub level, increase the palatable shrub and/or grass level or
increase the diversity of birds. While paddock objectives are the starting point of tactical grazing they
are not immutable and may change, for example, if seasonal conditions produce unexpected floristic
changes or if an initial objective is achieved.

In addition to an objective, each paddock should be assigned a priority, based on the current
productivity and/or potential for change, to guide decision making when the management
requirements of all paddocks cannot be satisfied in any planning period.

Principle 1: Paddock objectives for vegetation, landscape function and biodiversity should be
established and revisited

Paddock strategies
Paddock strategies are essentially guidelines that describe, in terms that can be monitored for tactical
implementation, the management required to achieve the objective. They need to address both the
opportunities and hazards created by the erratic and non -seasonal nature of rainfall in the southern
rangelands.

This variability produces, during favourable seasons, periods of rapid vegetation change (eg
establishment of new cohorts), followed by periods of relative quiescence. These rapid changes may
be either favourable or unfavourable from a pastoral perspective. During severe drought conditions,
changes may again be rapid (eg mortality of palatable species) but are generally unfavourable from a
pastoral perspective. Although periods of rapid change can produce major and long lasting shifts in
vegetation, slower changes during the longer intervening periods can be important in vegetation
dynamics over the long term. Further, the management of grazing during these periods can `condition'
the response of the system during those periods when seasons permit or force rapid changes (Watson
et al., 1996). The response to the more extreme seasonal events is thus determined largely by the
management applied during more usual conditions. Examples would include the differential responses
of heavily and moderately grazed pastures to intense rainfall, drought, or rain at times favourable for
germination and growth.

Spatial variability in rainfall distribution compounds the temporal variability discussed above,
particularly during periods of thunderstorm activity. Plant growth may vary between paddocks, so that

the tactical adjustments to stock density, or other management interventions, required to progress
towards the paddock objectives have both spatial and temporal components.

Principle 2: Paddock grazing strategies must condition pastures and landscapes to realise
opportunities and avoid hazards arising from temporal and spatial variability of rainfall.

Paddock strategies will vary depending on the objective established for each paddock. Ultimately,
each strategy needs to be formulated in terms that will allow tactical decisions to be made on the basis

of ongoing monitoring of pastures and landscapes. A number of tools are available to seize
opportunities or avoid hazards, the application of which can be guided by a paddock strategy amenable
to monitoring and tactical decision making.

Tools for tactical grazing
1.
Stocking rate
Continuous grazing is generally regarded today as incompatible with maintenance of long-term
pastoral productivity. Nevertheless, continuous grazing for extended periods, at conservative rates,
may not necessarily prejudice paddock management objectives. This will be particularly so for
paddocks which have lost much of their desirable perennial component, have little capacity to respond
to grazing management, and where the objective is simply to maintain the capacity to respond to
rainfall without further deterioration. A fundamental requirement in these situations is to maintain
ground cover at levels that will minimise soil loss. Paddock strategies involving primarily adjustment
in stocking rate can thus be formulated based on minimal cover requirements. A level of 40 per cent
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(including litter, cryptogams etc) is becoming generally accepted for the semi -arid rangelands. Such
strategies will avoid the hazards, associated with bared soil surfaces and provide an opportunity for
improvement should particular seasonal conditions result in unexpected recruitment of desirable
species.

Resting
Palatable perennial grass loss, and grass loss in general, is a problem in the wooded grasslands and to a
2.

lesser extent in the shrub steppe. The loss has the greatest impact on sheep weight gain and wool
growth during dry times when green leaf becomes scarce (Freudenberger et al., 1999).

Losses occur episodically, linked to periods of drought. In the long -term grazing study on Lake Mere

station near Louth, NSW no established grasses died during times of average or above average
rainfall; death only occurred during drought periods and the proportion of plants that died increased
with increasing grazing pressure prior to the droughts (Hodgkinson, 1995).

Grazed height, or level of utilisation, can therefore indicate when continued grazing would expose
grasses to rapidly increasing risk if seasonal conditions deteriorate, and when rest should be applied to
allow recovery. Although much remains unknown about the appropriate threshold for individual
species, and the best criteria for specifying of the degree of recovery required, `best bet' strategies for
resting can be formulated based on observable vegetation features. Such strategies will particularly
address the hazard of perennial plant loss during drought and, if recovery criteria include seeding,
could also ensure that vegetation is conditioned to respond as well as possible to the opportunities of
above - average seasons.

Prescribed fire
The opportunity to use prescribed burning for unpalatable shrub management is made by periods of
sustained high rainfall, sometimes with the assistance of resting from grazing. These opportunities are
rare but fire can have a huge impact on the vegetation for years or decades ahead. If missed, then the
opportunity may not be repeated in a manager's lifetime. Prolonged rainfall is required to grow
sufficient fine fuel to carry fire; summer /autumn rain for perennial/or annual grasses, such as Stipa
species, followed by winter rain for forbs between grass tussocks. Burning opportunities will occur in
3.

the following wanner months

Seedlings of all problem shrub species are highly susceptible to fire but species differ when shrubs
mature and become reproductive. If all leaves of a shrub are burnt or scorched, mortality is species and
height dependant (Hodgkinson, 1998). Knowing the shrub species and their height distribution allows

prediction of shrub reduction by fire (Daly and Hodgkinson, 1996). The season in which the fire
occurs and the intensity of the fire have little impact on mortality apart from determining the
proportion of the paddock burned and the scorch height. Grasses, apart from Eragrostis eriopoda,
regrow after fire because of buried tiller bases.

A second fire, a year after the first, can substantially enhance the mortality of shrubs, especially those
of the genus Eremophila, when burning occurs in the autumn but not the spring (Hodgkinson and
Noble unpublished data). Two fires a year apart are naturally unlikely but the second defoliation by
fire can be simulated by chemicals or herbivory. Chemicals have proved uneconomical and of variable
efficacy. Herbivory has not been studied but blitz grazing by goats after a fire is effective in killing
normally unpalatable Eremophila species (Keith Francisco, Cobar personal comet.).

Paddock strategies that incorporate management burning can be formulated in terms of required fuel
loads (generally in excess of 1000 kg per ha is desirable) and the requirements for pre- and/or post -fire
grazing. They are aimed particularly at taking advantage of seasonal opportunities.

Prescribed fire for shrub control, coupled with pre- and post -fire resting, has been shown to be a
profitable management strategy (Burgess, 1988). The poor adoption, despite concerted extension
programs in both NSW and Queensland may reflect graziers' unwillingness to forego short-term
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forage supplies for longer term gains in forage production. Alternatively, adoption may be limited by
inadequate financial resources, litigation fears and difficulties in organising human resources to seize
the short-term opportunity to burn.
Inter -specific competition
Grazing management may alter competitive interactions between species. Survival of shrub seedlings,
for example, is enhanced by grazing of neighbouring grass plants, resulting in reduced transpiration
and improved seedling water relations (Harrington, 1991). Manipulating grazing to suppress
4.

undesirable shrub seedlings, or enhance establishment of desirable species, may thus form part of
strategies that address both hazards and opportunities.

Control of total grazing pressure
As noted earlier, non -domestic animals comprise a significant proportion of the total grazing pressure
5.

in the southern rangelands. All of these species must be managed as part of the tactical grazing
process. Control of access to watering points is fundamental to the management of total grazing
pressure. Establishment of self - mustering facilities not only contributes to the efficiency of stock
management but also facilitates trapping of feral goats and the closure of water points to deter
kangaroos when paddocks are rested.

Principle 3: Strategies to achieve paddock management objectives will involve manipulation of
stocking rate, rest, prescribed fire, inter - specific competition and total grazing pressure.

Paddock monitoring
Tactical grazing requires the establishment of monitoring systems within individual paddocks that
allow strategies to be implemented tactically, and progress towards objectives assessed. It is important
that strategies are framed in terms that allow monitoring to become an integral part of day to day
management so that on -going observation of vegetation and landscape features (eg grazed
height/utilisation of key species; soil cover) can provide the basis for the short term, tactical
management decisions. Monitoring that assesses progress towards objectives will generally involve
the measurement of different parameters to those associated with tactical decision - making (eg
changes to landscape function, pasture composition, or shrub cover) but the same network of sites can
serve both functions. Simple systems for both types of monitoring, developed with pastoralists, are
being promoted for NSW rangelands (Campbell and Hacker, 2000).

Principle 4. Management should be informed by monitoring systems at paddock level that provide
triggers for tactical decisions and assess progress towards management objectives.
Biodiversity
While pastoral management that conforms to the program outlined above should conserve biodiversity
to the maximum extent possible within a production system (Curry and Hacker 1990) some aspects of
conservation may not be accommodated by this approach. Some areas with high conservation value
may require the complete removal of grazing. Others may require grazing to be managed in a way that

removes its influence as a threatening process within a management regime aimed at specific
conservation outcomes. Increasingly, the establishment of such areas is accepted as requiring public
support, opening the opportunity for conservation to become an alternative enterprise within pastoral
businesses.

Principle 5. Areas of high conservation value should be managed for specific conservation objectives.

IMPLEMENTATION
At the whole property level, implementation of tactical grazing will involve an ongoing process in
which stock are distributed among paddocks according to the management requirements of each, as
defined by the paddock strategy, and the monitored effect of recent grazing. Allocation of stock to
paddocks may also need to account for constraints that arise from local conditions or stock husbandry
requirements. If all stock on hand cannot be accommodated while satisfying the management
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requirements of each paddock, then stock must be sold or agisted elsewhere, management objectives

temporarily ignored (depending on their priority), or a higher level of seasonal risk accepted.
Hodgkinson et al. (1999) have demonstrated that in the Cobar area of NSW, implementation of resting
by agistment should be a profitable alternative to set stocking at rates higher than 0.3 sheep/ha.

Tactical grazing will generally require that part of the property should be destocked to ensure that
grazed paddocks can be rested when necessary. In principle there seems no reason why the approach
discussed above could not be applied within management systems in which the proportion of the
property destocked at any time, and the number of flocks or herds, varies widely.

In the extreme, such application would have obvious similarities with the more intensive regimes
associated with the concept of holistic resource management (Savory, 1988). A major difference,
however, lies in the emphasis placed by the latter on `animal impact' and `herd effect' in promoting
water and nutrient cycles. Our understanding of landscape function in the southern rangelands
suggests that any effect of hoof action in promoting infiltration in runoff zones may detract from
overall landscape function, and that disruption of the soil surface could result in increased risk of
erosion (Eldridge, 1998). While some advantages may accrue through seed trapping, the benefits of
surface disruption in semi -arid and arid rangelands remain open to question.
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ECOLOGICAL GRAZING MANAGEMENT: THE BULGA DOWNS STORY
David McOuie
Bulga Downs Station, via Sandstone, WA 6639

ABSTRACT

The keys to the successful ecological restoration of Bulga Downs station have been conservative
stocking rates and the use of natural early warning indicators of stress on the land. An ecological
approach to grazing management has enabled increased asset values, maintenance of high equity, the
building of a family business and an optimistic outlook, based on healthier landscapes and hence
pastures.

In this article I tell the story of how listening to the land has allowed us to build what I see as a bright

future for our family and business. This approach means managing different areas and seasons
according to their needs and opportunities.

BULGA DOWNS STATION

Bulga Downs homestead is about eighty kilometres south of Sandstone and about three hundred
kilometres north, north -west of Kalgoorlie in the arid ( <250 mm rain/year) mulga/salt lake zone of
Western Australia. The station occupies approximately 300,000 hectares from Lake Barlee in the
south to Lake Noondie in the north. Rainfall occurs in both summer and winter, but is generally most
effective and reliable in winter. Main landscapes are banded ironstone ranges, granite outcrops and
breakaways, stony plains, mulga wash plains, sandplains and salt lakes and their fringing floodplains.
Major creek systems are rare, but usually scoured down to cemented subsoil or rock and fragile upland
soils derived recently (geologically) from remnant weathered rocks are particularly fragile. Otherwise,
these landscapes are generally quite stable, but subject to major changes to their vegetation from
grazing and natural disturbances such as fire and insect outbreaks. Luckily, fire is not a major threat in
most productive and fragile landscapes, and is a tool to improve pastures in spinifex grasslands on
sandplains.

UNDERPINNING APPROACH TO BEING ON THE LAND
My family and I aim to be on Bulga Downs for a long time, not just for a good time. We think we can
do this by respecting each other, our pastures, our stock and the ecosystems upon which we depend.

By contrast, we do not aim to rape the land for short term profit, and we believe that there are
abundant opportunities for off -station earning in tough times. We do not believe that the survival of
our business needs to be at cost to our ecosystems. Similarly, we make sure that we do not get caught
in the "Dad did it this way" trap; whilst my father and mother are partners in the business with much
experience and knowledge of the land, and they have retired back to Bulga Downs, I have been at the
wheel. This is appropriate, because decisions in managing Bulga Downs are many and varied, and
they need to be made based on local knowledge with experience of the eco- systems, which I thank my
father for instilling in me at an early age and on an ongoing basis.

If I could distil our overall approach in one sentence, it would be that we stock conservatively; listen
carefully to the land between periods of major decision - making, and have targets for every section of
the station. Progress is incremental; it usually happens in good years, and in poor years the challenge
is to hold and consolidate the position.

When my brother and I arrived at Bulga Downs as the working component of a 4 -way partnership
with our parents I saw a run down property. I also felt a compelling desire to make things right, and I
believed -and still do -that we could do so. Bulga Downs began as our mission, and it is one that I
now share with my family. However, this is not a fairytale; we have prevailed (and better) by being
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tough on ourselves and our business. We have made many sacrifices to avoid being tough on the land,
and we are reaping the rewards today.
Pastoral management is a very personal issue. I tell this story partly because I was asked to, and partly
to offer support to other pastoralists facing the challenges we have and continue to face. I do not mean
this to be a prescription. This is just our story.

What has happened on Bulga Downs?
Bulga Downs was a run down and degraded property when we arrived. Department of Agriculture
staff will tell you about the open (bare) flats and lack of ground cover in the mulga country. We have
not turned Bulga Downs into Eden, but we have turned things around. I summarise the main changes
in Table 1.

Table 1: Then and now on Bulga Do ns
On arrival

Today

> Dysfunctional infrastructure
> Derelict homestead and shed
"Quiet ", almost eerie land
Pastures based entirely on rainfall
Much land unproductive
> Single man operation
> 1, 700 poor sheep

>
>
>
>
>

Functional and improving infrastructure
Two homesteads and an adequate
workshop
Lively landscapes
Pastures based on palatable perennials
More land in production
Family operation
6,500 sheep and 400 cattle

How did this turn -around happen?
Luck was only the icing on the cake. We have always planned carefully - for seasons, for paddocks
and for wider and longer frames. Planning and monitoring (feedback) have been my main tools. We
try to minimise the degree to which we are victims of circumstance by planning; monitoring makes us
better planners as time goes by.

We recognise and plan separately for five major sections of the property, which reflect their age since
development and overall (ecological, pasture, infrastructure etc) condition. We manage these sections
quite differently and while we have the same ultimate goal for them; my more immediate targets also
vary. I discuss these sections in chronological order below.

Section 1: The earliest block around the homestead in the north
worst condition considering infrastructure, ecosystems, pastures

remaining resilience and potential was not clearly understood at first because there were no
isolated positive signs
initially stocked sacrificially in the belief that that was as good as the country could be
> now shifting from sheep to cattle to partially rest a rejuvenating understorey and vigilant control of
feral goats
Z rebuilding paddocks, not necessarily along old fence -lines and not simply to land type (the issue is
far more complicated than that)
> strategic conservative stocking and resting to support the ecological rejuvenation

. the immediate aim in this section is to set up the infrastructure and grazing management that will
make money while the rejuvenation is nurtured
ground cover and a developing understorey make this section bearable to the eye today, but there
is a long way to go.

Section 2: The second stage of development in the middle of the property
initially poor but clearly recoverable overall condition
S was probably developed after degradation of the north section
totally rested and vermin controlled for the last ten years to enable recovery
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D infrastructure largely in place to resume sensitive and conservative stocking
D target is to allow this section to recover to full potential as ecosystems and pastures

Section 3: The youngest area in the south of the original property
D best overall condition, with local "headaches"
aim is to maintain condition and recover the locally poor areas
D use conservative stocking rates, strategic resting (see later) and fine -tuned infrastructure
D have "raised the bar" on this section, based on reference to section 4

Section 4: The new, undeveloped block out to the east
D "pristine country"; undeveloped and only a few sources of long lasting natural surface water
. has become a regularly visited benchmark area and improved my understanding of landscape
potential
D provides beacons for grazing management and a guide to monitoring rejuvenation
D raised my expectations for grazed areas
proposed use was for best breeding stock, in prolonged poor seasons
D sold recently for nature reservation (possibly co- operatively managed with CALM)
D with assured access, the section will continue to help me benchmark the station

Section 5: The newly acquired section

D enabled by selling the undeveloped block and an undeveloped area to the west through the
Gascoyne- Murchison Strategy and NHT
D provides a more compact, practical station configuration
D already developed and stocked, good shearing shed and breeding country
D similar running costs to the undeveloped block, but with greater returns and the "benchmark area"
is still accessible
D similar to section 2 in terms of overall condition; poor but quite recoverable

This section reminds me of the suppressed section two when I first arrived on Bulga Downs. We

believe that we can rejuvenate this new section to at least the state of section three; the best
functioning grazed land on the station. It is a new mission, but one grounded in economic reality;
Bulga Downs now has the range of country types and configuration to run successful cattle and sheep
enterprises together.

THE OPERATIONAL APPROACH
In my experience, degradation usually happens quickly, but is preceded by a period of downward slide
into a dangerous area when the slightest disturbance can bring on devastation. Unfortunately, it is far

easier to make mistakes out here than to correct them. The challenge is to integrate seasonal
influences, mixed land condition and enterprise objectives so that realistic and long -term enterprise
objectives are enhanced in future. To me, that is sustainable management and living.
We make one major stocking rate decision per year for each paddock (at different times for sheep and
cattle) and then monitor closely how appropriate that decision was during the following management
cycle. The major decisions blend immediate enterprise objectives with current ecological status of the
areas and an assessment of risks and opportunities based on my experience and prevailing climatic
influences. I want to make as much money as I can while being long term sustainable
While we rest paddocks that seem to be slipping into the shallow phase of decline and also when there

is a major opportunity for recruitment of key perennial plants, we do not have a regular resting
strategy. The various key plant species seem quite capable of replacing themselves under our
conservative continuous grazing strategy. I have discussed with Hugh Pringle (Ag Dept) options such
as four paddock rotations based on resting bottom lands for a winter- summer - winter sequence and
may consider this.
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We manage total grazing pressure because we provide abundant available drinking water that can be
used by herbivores other than our stock. In particular, we constantly "trap and truck" feral goats.
Where goats are reluctant to enter traps we shoot them. The financial rewards for harvesting goats is a
bonus, not an addiction. The objective is to keep goats to a minimum, rather than to farm them. An
addiction to feral goat farming is a clear sign that the fundamentals of the business are flawed and the
land suffers. Do it properly, or don't do it at all. Feral farming is "bouncing along the bottom" farming
at great cost to pastoralists, their families and the environment. It gives the industry a bad name.
Kangaroos are a bit confusing. They certainly belong in the landscape, but not in the numbers that are

supported by today's waters. We shoot kangaroos when they build up in stressed areas and get
professional shooters in when overall numbers increase dramatically. However, seasons are the
greatest influence on kangaroo numbers and their behaviour, body condition and reproductive activity
can be used to check assessments of landscape stress.

Using natural indicators as early warning
In recent times, the management of biodiversity (as opposed to pastures alone) has become part of
compliance with pastoral lease conditions. However, I have always used biodiversity in our
management. Given my intuitive commitment to ecosystems as the basis for my grazing enterprises
and family's fortunes, I naturally "listen to the land" carefully. It isn't something I do consciously, it is
just what I do, and it is difficult to explain. I observe many things when at work and they don't fit
neatly into a system that I could prescribe to other pastoralists, perhaps new pastoralists. There is
always the juggling act of seasonal influences and longer -term patterns, and many of my natural
indicators are sensitive to both. Nothing is definitive in the short-term when you manage a complex
system like a station. But short-term changes can help you make wise decisions that accumulate in the
long term. That is what I try to do, and below I describe briefly this approach.

Declines in wildlife during a year give me an early warning to start scrutinising carefully the grazing
behaviour of our stock, ground feed quality and quantity and utilisation of key palatable perennial
species (eg. shy and mulga bluebushes and warty -leaf poverty bush). If we think total grazing pressure
is high, I'll firstly trap and shoot as many feral goats as possible. If that is inadequate to release the
stress, I will shift stock if there are areas that can safely take them, or will sell the excess numbers.

If there is a worrying decline in wildlife over a series of seasons, then I know it is time for a major
review of my overall grazing management before the decline turns into a collapse (that is, before I
cross the threshold of in -built landscape resilience). I have to question my overall stock numbers, how
I distribute them and whether large areas need a rest or very light stocking for a few seasons. I know
that if I wait for stock to show the same decline it will be far too late; the ecosystems will be in a down
hill spiral already.

The chain of wildlife sensitivity
There is a chain of sensitivity to habitat decline amongst most major groups of wildlife. I find birds the

most useful indicators, because they are easily observed, and even if I don't know their scientific
names, I know them and have learnt how they live (what they see as resources on Bulga Downs). Fairweather friends disappear and reappear from the station as a whole. Wetland birds in the lakes are a
classic example.

However, many birds live on Bulga Downs and surrounds, and their abundance and distribution tell
me what is happening at an ecosystem level. Specifically, I use short-term fluctuations as an early
warning of seasonal decline, and consistent declines as a reality check. Intuitively, I digest what I see
as signs of what is happening and whether I have been reading the land correctly in making our
decisions. Even if I can't separate climate from grazing in short and longer term patterns, the synthesis
does not change the implications for our management. When things are tough, it is important not to
slip into the ecological danger zone.
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As an overview, I look to the diversity of life on the station. More king brown snakes means more
small animals and better habitat quality. I don't like confronting big snakes, but their presence tells me
that their ecosystem is structured adequately to support them.

Within the birds, nectivores and diamond doves decline quickly as conditions deteriorate (pigeons are
far more resilient). Clearly this is linked to the life cycle and vegetative status of perennials. The berry
eaters are also sensitive to declining conditions, perhaps less so than the nectar -eaters. The emu is the
most obvious example in this group. Their condition is critical; they can be abundant but as stressed as
the land. Because they eat the "sweets" of the land, they tell me when fruits are gone and in the longer

term, they and other species tell me that perennials aren't able to produce fruits under my
management. The sheep and cattle will need new plants, which requires fruits and so I value the
messages from this group of birds.

Many of the seed eaters seem tolerant of declining habitat conditions. Zebra finches seem to be able to

find a feed most of the time. Quails are useful indicators of understorey conditions. They need
perennial undergrowth to breed successfully.

I could expand into discussion of individual species' behaviour and the inferences that can be made
from them. However, the point is that the whole landscape is talking to you if you want to listen. It is
an extraordinary learning process, you cannot capture in a recipe book. It is a way of living, as much
as a way of managing.

The EMU Exercise
I have recently joined the growing list of "EMU" pastoralists, through the Gascoyne- Murchison
Strategy and NHT. The EMU Exercise empowers me to accelerate my ecological understanding and
improve my management. It is based on recording your knowledge of your station on clear overlays of
your station map and adding to that as you learn. Formal ground and aerial monitoring are key
components of the learning process. The EMU Exercise is a tool that will fortify our business and
focus my ecological management. It is appropriate that the EMU Exercise is a partnership between
Agricultural and Conservation Departments; that is consistent with what we are doing locally.

The EMU Exercise neatly formalises much of what we already do. It helps me focus on the key issues
on the station and the inter- related processes that need to be worked with to meet local and wider

objectives. The Exercise is also a valuable reality check and I intend to use it to its maximum
potential. I hope my neighbouring land managers (including CALM) will also use the EMU Exercise
so that we can bounce ideas off each other and learn more about our ecosystems together.

CONCLUSION

If you want a long time - rather than a good time - on the land, an ecological way of living and
managing is needed. Plan carefully and listen to the land just as carefully; it has much to teach those
who are prepared to listen. The land will give you plenty of warning when things are getting tight, or
you are subtly suppressing your ecosystems. The EMU Exercise will help simplify and focus my
ecological management of Bulga Downs.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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way I wanted it told.
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COMPARISON OF CONTINUOUS AND CELL GRAZING ON BRIGALOW COUNTRY IN
CENTRAL QUEENSLAND
Vanessa Alsemgeest & Bruce Alchin

DPI Research Station, Roma QLD 4455
University of Queensland, Galton QLD 4343

INTRODUCTION
The use of "cell grazing" (CG) systems in rangelands has attracted significant interest from Australian
pastoralists. This study was conducted to compare cell grazing with the conventional continuous
grazing (CT) traditionally used in the brigalow country of Central Qld.

EXPERIMENTAL WORK
The sites studied were comprised of cleared brigalow (Acacia harpophylla) country on a property 30
km west of Wandoan. The CG system had been established for 5 years before measurements were
taken over a 2 year period (2000 -2001). The period of measurement was very dry; the stocking rates
(LSU/ha) were:

Year Continuous Grazing
Cell Grazing
0.46
0.77
2000
0
0.39
2001
The measurements were taken at the end of a rest period on the CG padddock.

RESULTS/DISCUSSION
The results are summarised in the Tables 1, 2 and 3. Ecosystem Function Analysis indicated the CG
ecosystem had a higher level for soil stability, nutrient cycling and infiltration than the CT. There was
also a higher plant density under CG. Other data indicated a higher level of available soil moisture
and more favourable botanical composition on the CG. Observations suggested that biological activity
(particularly dung beetles) was higher on the CG than on the CT. Biological crusts were present only
on the CG site.

Table l: Ecosystem Function Analysis data - year 1
Parameter
Continuous Grazing
No.obstructions /10 m
Total obstruction width (cm/10m)
Average fetch length (cm)
Perennial grass cover %
Stability index ( %)
Infiltration/runoff index ( %)
Nutrient cycling index ( %)

Cell Grazing

12.3

10.3

228.0
49.0

301.0
26.0

39.1
43.3
45.3
45.5

73.1
71.7
58.8

54.4

Table 2: Ecosystem Function Analysis data - year 2
Parameter
Continuous Grazing
9.3
No.obstructions /10 m
153.3
Total obstruction width (cm/10m)
91.7
Average fetch length (cm)
9.7
Perennial grass cover %
35.4
Stability index ( %)
36.8
Infiltration/runoff index ( %)
Nutrient cycling index ( %)
30.5
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Cell Grazing
22.0
432.0
31.0
26.5
59.3
56.5
54.4

Table 3: Plant densi
Grazing
Density of Grass Species (no. plants /m2)
System

Buffel

Qld blue

Forest blue

Wire

Total

Continuous

9.7

1.6

0

0.8

12.1

Cell

5.6

15.4

0.6

0

21.6

Landscape function analysis indicated the ecosystem had a higher level for soil stability, nutrient
cycling and infiltration under the CG compared to the CT. There was also a higher plant density under
CG. Other data indicated a higher level of available soil moisture and more favourable botanical
composition on the CG. Observations suggested that biological activity (particularly dung beetles)
was higher on the CG than on the CT. Biological crusts were present only on the CG site.

The results indicated that CG may provide opportunities for maintenance and improvement of
rangeland condition in the brigalow country.

Acknowledgement: Thanks to N. & J. Markwell, "Yabba ", for their support.
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THE WESTERN TGP PROJECT- PARTICIPATIVE EVALUATION OF INNOVATIVE
APPROACHES TO MANAGING TOTAL GRAZING PRESSURE (TGP)
T.L. Atkinson' and R.B. Hackerz

NSW Agriculture, Cobar, NSW 2835
2NSW Agriculture, Agricultural Research Centre, Trangie, NSW 2823

INTRODUCTION
The Western Total Grazing Pressure (TGP) Project aims to evaluate options for managing TGP
through landholder initiated large scale trials. The eight participating landholders proposed practical

and realistic innovations for managing TGP on their properties and have entered co- learning
arrangements with agencies (NSW Agriculture and Department of Land and Water Conservation) to
evaluate these innovations. Management practices being evaluated as part of the project include time
controlled grazing, rotational grazing, kangaroo exclusion, and stocking rate adjustment. The project
is funded by the WEST 2000 Plus program.

TRIAL OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH
The objectives of the eight trials involved in the project are;
1.

Determine the effect of rotational grazing on rangeland pastures, animal production, and economic
performance. (Hillston)

2.

Determine if rotational grazing improves pasture productivity, and the impact non -domestic
animals have on pasture response. (Cobar)

3.

Determine the effects of kangaroo exclusion on pasture condition and animal production. (Tilpa)

4.

Determine the effects of kangaroo control and stocking rate reduction on rangeland pastures and
animal production. (Wilcannia)

5.

Evaluate the effects of planned grazing on landscape function, vegetation response, and animal
production. (New Angledool)

6.

Determine whether a management strategy that involves reducing TGP, crocodile seeding, burning
and goat grazing will improve native perennial pastures. (Cobar)

7.

Evaluate the effects of reduced stocking rate on pasture condition, animal production and
economic performance with or without the re- establishment of forage shrubs. (Menindee)

8.

Compare the effects of continuous (set) stocking and time control grazing on pasture growth and
composition. (Wentworth)

The participating landholders were encouraged to identify management innovations that they could
implement to address issues relating to the management of TGP, that were relevant to their property or
district. The landholders had significant input into setting the objectives and developing the design of
the trials on their properties.

METHODOLOGY
The infrastructure required to implement the trials on the eight properties, including fencing and
watering systems, has been developed by the landholders. The trial sites are distributed over a broad
geographic area of western NSW, and range in size from 1,000 ha to 10,000 ha. The sites are located
on a number of different rangeland country types including belah bluebush, mulga, northern flood
plain, and southern grassland. The trials will be managed under commercial conditions.
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During the trials the landholders, in collaboration with agency staff, will collect data relevant to
vegetation, kangaroo population, animal production, paddock stocking history, and climate. The
sampling design and data collection techniques have been chosen to be relevant to landholders and
easy to implement, while also allowing some statistical testing of proposed hypotheses.

Vegetation sampling will be conducted in autumn and spring each year for the duration of the trial.
Ungrazed exclosure sites will be established in the trial paddocks. This will allow each treatment to be
tested against an ungrazed control, and will provide evidence of the treatment effect. Vegetation
sampling is conducted within and outside the exclosures on paired and unpaired sampling sites. The
majority of the techniques used for vegetation monitoring are taken from the Glove Box Guide to
Tactical Grazing Management (Campbell and Hacker, 2000). Vegetation sampling was initially
carried out in autumn 2002 to establish base data.
Kangaroo populations are estimated using the step -point transect procedure (Campbell and Hacker,
2000). Estimates of kangaroo populations recorded before and after the erection of control fences will
be compared. Kangaroo population will continue to be estimated at least twice a year for the duration
of the trials.

Paddocks involved in the trial will be stocked according to set guidelines to ensure conclusions can be
drawn about the effects of implementing the management innovations on animal production. Stocking
rates in the treatment and control paddocks will be adjusted simultaneously to maintain the integrity of
the treatment.

Economic data will be collected for a cost benefit analysis of the management practices to be
completed. Climatic data will also be recorded to allow a greater insight into pasture response and
changes in composition over time associated with the management practices.

FUTURE DIRECTION OF THE PROJECT
The project is currently in its early stages. The eight trials will be operational by October 2002. It is
expected that the trial will run for at least 5 years. The broad scale, long term, and commercial
approach of these trials will generate practical results that should provide convincing evidence to
participants and other pastoralists of the effects of the management innovations on vegetation
condition and animal production. A number of kangaroo population estimates have been completed
and a preliminary indication of the effectiveness of a range of fencing alternatives for excluding
kangaroos will be available before 2003.

Information Transfer
The strong landholder involvement in the project is expected to greatly increase the rate of information
transfer of the results generated from the trials. The participating landholders will assist with the
promotion of the project and communicate the results of their trial to the pastoral community of the
Western Division. The landholders will be involved in writing newsletter articles and running field
days promoting their trials. Involvement of the participants in other groups, such as BESTPRAC and

Landcare, is also increasing the awareness of the project throughout the pastoral community. The
participating landholders will be given the opportunity to co- author any papers that publish the results
of their trials. The project will also be publicised beyond the pastoral community of the Western
Division of NSW and convey a message of landholder participation and sustainability.

REFERENCES
Campbell, T.A. and Hacker, R.B. (2000). The Glove Box Guide to Tactical Grazing Management for
semi -arid woodlands. NSW Agriculture. Dubbo.
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ENHANCING ESTABLISHMENT OF NATIVE PERENNIAL GRASSES
IN THE COBAR AREA OF NSW
J. Bean, G. Melville and S. Clipperton

NSW Agriculture, Agricultural Research Centre, PMB 19, Trangie NSW
INTRODUCTION
The NSW Agriculture-Natural Heritage Trust funded project 'Restoration of native perennial grasses
using seed banks ' was developed to trial low-cost ways to restore environmental values and productive
capacity to native grasslands in the Western Division of NSW. One objective of this project was to
demonstrate the effectiveness of fenced seed banks at strategic locations, combined with emplacement
of branches and soil disturbance outside these seed banks, in enhancing establishment of new plants.
METHODOLOGY
Two sites were set up in the Cobar area in 1999, one in Mulga country on hard massive red soils
('Darling Downs ' site), and the other on ridge crests with a Box-Pine-Mallee overstory, lighter
textured soils and abundant insitu rock and quartz gravel ('Ula' site). Areas running along the ridgetops were fenced to prevent grazing by domestic and native herbivores. Out from these fenced seed
banks and running down slope four replicates, each with two treatments and a control, were emplaced.
Treatments were ' Branches' consisting of branches cut from local turpentine shrubs and soil
disturbance (,Disturbance') consisting of imprints cut by a 'crocodile'.
Monitoring was carried out on fixed quadrats, each 0.5 m2 in size, established at set distances from the
seed bank fence out to a maximum of 100 m. At each distance from the seed bank fence two quadrats
were located, one on an area with already established perennial plants (High Stratum) and the other on
an area with no or few such plants (Low Stratum). Times of monitoring were OctoberlNovember
1999, August 2000, FebruarylMarch 2001 , July/August 2001 and FebruarylMarch 2002. Numbers of
new plants of perennial grass were calculated for the four periods between consecutive times of
monitoring. Data were analysed with Asreml (Gilmour et al. 1995) using generalised linear models
with log link and Poisson variance. Seasonal conditions during the study varied from excellent during
periods 1 and 2, to poor during periods 3 and 4.
RESULTS
Results presented in this paper are restricted to the dominant palatable perennial grass on each site.
Ula site
The dominant palatable perennial grass on the Ula site was Thyridolepis mitchelliana (Mulga Mitchell
grass). New plants of this species consisted of those arising from germination of seed and those
arising from rooting down at nodes on the culms (Vegetative growth). As depicted in Table 1,
following period 1, the number of new plants arising from vegetative growth, with only three
exceptions, was higher than the number of new plants arising from germination of seed. During
periods 1, 2 and 3, treatment was a significant factor in the number of new vegetative growth plants
(p<0.001 , p<O.OI , p<O.OOI). During periods 1 and 3 the Branches treatments encouraged vegetative
Table 1 Number of new plants of Thyridolepis mitchelliana (Mulga Mitchell) per 0.5 m2 at the VIa
site. Grey shading indicates that treatment was a significant factor. The darker shading indicates the
treatment with the highest number of new plants per 0.5 m2 .
SB = Seed bank, C = Control, D = Soil Disturbance, B = Branches.
Germination from seed
Vegetative growth
D
BCD
1
0.87
0.91
0.89
0.93
2
0.10
0.27
0.26
0.11
3
0 .23
UU~'I1t~I1~~.1~1~1l1lIII~I§
4
0.00
0.12
0.05
0.03
0.05
0.15
0.07
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growth, but during period 2 highest number of vegetative growth plants was in the Disturbance
treatments. Treatment was only significant to numbers of new plants arising from germination of seed
during period 3 when the Disturbance and Branches treatments were significantly higher than the
Controls. Germinations from seed were highest during period 1 but very uniform over the Seed bank,
treatments and Controls (range 0.87-0.93 per 0.5 m2).
Darling Downs Site
The dominant palatable perennial grass on the massive red soils at Darling Downs was Monochather
paradoxa (Mulga Oats). As depicted in Table 2 during all four periods, treatment was a significant
factor in determining the number of new plants (p<0.001 , p<0.001, p<0.05, p<0.001). During three of
these periods the highest number of new plants per 0.5 m2 germinated in the Branches treatments; this
was especially true during period 1. During period 3, the highest number of plants germinated in the
Disturbance treatments. Treatment by distance from the seed bank fence was a significant factor
during period 1 (p<0.001, negative relationship). This was especially evident in the Disturbance
treatments with number of new plants decreasing by approximately 80% over a distance of 50 m.
During the three subsequent periods, distance remained a significant factor (p<0.01 , p<0.05, p<0.01),
but the relationship ranged from positive during period 2 (- 43% increase in number of new plants for
every 50 m) to positive and negative during period 3 (positive in Branches treatment, and negative in
Disturbance and Controls), and negative during period 4 (- 22% decrease in number of new plants for
every 50 m in the Branches treatments, to 49% and 70% decreases for every 50 m in the Controls and
Disturbance treatments). It is possible that the positive relationship between number of new plants of
Monochather paradoxa and distance during period 2 was determined by the very high number of
plants which germinated in quadrats in the first 50 m from the fence during period 1, thus exhausting
the resources and preventing additional germinations in these quadrats during period 2. By period 4,
some of these plants had died and thus resources may have again been available for germination in the
50 m out from the seed bank fence. Stratum was a significant factor during periods 2, 3 and 4 (p<0.05,
p<0.05 and p<0.001); because Low and High stratum quadrats were selected on the basis of
absence/presence of palatable perennial grasses, it is logical from the aspect of seed source that more
plants would germinate on High stratum quadrats, but in contrast to this, during periods 3 and 4, in the
Branches treatments, more plants germinated on Low stratum quadrats.
Table 2 Number of new plants of Monochather paradoxa (Mulga Oats) per 0.5 m2 at the 'Darling
Downs' site. Grey shading indicates that treatment was a significant factor. The darker shading
indicates the treatment with the highest number of plants.
Control
Disturbance Branches
Period Seed bank
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CONCLUSIONS
The results presented in this paper show that the effectiveness of seed banks combined with treatments
outside the seed banks varied with site, seasonal conditions, species characteristics and treatment. On
the massive red soils of the Mulga community, germination of Monochather paradoxa was strongly
enhanced in the Branches treatments during good seasons and the poorest season, but during period 3
it was enhanced in the Disturbance treatments. On the lighter-textured soils of the Box-Pine-Mallee
ridge, germination of Thyridolepis mitchelliana from seed showed a significant response to treatment
only during the poor season of period 3, with the best response in the Disturbance treatments.
Vegetative growth of this species was enhanced in two periods by the Branches treatments and in one
period by the Disturbance treatments.
REFERENCES
Gilmour, A.R., Thompson, R. and Cullis, B.R. (1995).
estimation in linear mixed models. Biometrics 51: 1440-50.
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GRAZING MANAGEMENT TO IMPROVE THE COMPOSITION OF NATIVE
GRASSLANDS IN CENTRAL WEST NEW SOUTH WALES
A.M. Bowman, W. Smith and G. Melville

NSW Agriculture, PMB No 19, Trangie, NSW, 2823

INTRODUCTION
Native grasslands are the dominant pasture type in the 400 -600mm rainfall zone of central west NSW.
These pastures are the mainstay for the region's grazing enterprises. This area in NSW is situated in
the transition between the summer and winter dominant rainfall zones. Hence native grasslands consist
of a mix of C3 and C4 species. The majority of the native perennial grasses are C4 (summer growing
species) which are interspersed with many annual grass and forb species, both cool and warm season.
This evenly distributed rainfall and large mix of species makes these native grasslands particularly

difficult to manage. There are 2 major soil types in the region - the hardsetting red soils tend to
dominate in the south, with self - mulching grey clays in the north.

There has been anecdotal evidence from landholders in the region that desirable native perennial
grasses are decreasing in their pastures. The burden of annual and perennial weeds is simultaneously
increasing. Landholders have a range of options to deal with this problem. The cheapest and least risk
option in this environment is to manipulate the pasture with grazing stock.
Methodology
A benchmark survey of pasture condition was carried out in the summer of 1995/1996. From this the

major soil/pasture species associations were described. On the hardsetting red soils the dominant
desirable native grass species was Enteropogon acicularis (Curly windmill grass). Digitaria spp.,
Panicum spp., Paspalidium spp. and Danthonia caesiptosa (wallaby grass) were also found. Stipa
(spear grasses) and Eragrostis spp. (love grasses) were the main less desirable native grasses recorded.

From the paddock survey some significant relationships between the species that were found and the
grazing management that had occurred in the last 3 years were also derived. Enteropogon acicularis
was found to be a species responsive to grazing management. This meant it would be suitable to
monitor in any investigation of grazing strategies. Hence we knew the desirable and undesirable

species in the region and which grasses were good indicators of management. A management
objective had already been set by the landholders: Increase desirable perennial native grasses and
decrease weed species in the paddocks.

An experiment was established in 1998/99 to investigate grazing management strategies that might
achieve that objective. Four sites were selected on landholder properties, all on hardsetting red soil
with Enteropogon acicularis based pastures. The density of Enteropogon ranged from 0 -3 (poor
condition) to 6 -8 (reasonable condition) plants /m2.

Seven grazing management strategies were implemented at each site, four of which are described in
this paper:
1.

2.
3.

4.

Permanent exclosure from March 1999
Set stocked at the landholders stocking rate
Summer lock -up (lock -up of the plots from November to March to allow the native perennials
to seed down and recruitment to occur)

50% utilisation of Enteropogon by stock (only implemented in the spring/summer months,
designed to protect the Enteropogon plants from overgrazing. 50% utilisation was the trigger for
excluding stock. These areas were opened to grazing when Enteropogon plants were back to

70% remaining, compared to an ungrazed plant.) combined with weed control (mainly of
annual species and usually by spray topping)
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RESULTS
The experiment commenced in March 1999. There were good summers in the region in 1999/00 and
2000/01 while the 2001/2002 summer was dry. In the first 2 years stock pressure in the paddocks was
not particularly high, because of the seasons, but became greater in the dry 2001/2002 season.

Enteropogon acicularis plant numbers increased particularly well under the 50% utilisation + weed
control treatment in a short period of time. Data for one site is shown in Figure 1. However there was
concern that because the grazing strategies were designed to benefit one C4 grass (Enteropogon), they
may also benefit the less desirable C4 Stipa species. This was not the case. Stipa actually increased to
the greatest extent under the set stocking treatment. Danthonia, a palatable C3 species, appeared
resilient to a range of grazing strategies and plant number increased significantly in all treatments
except permanent exclosure.

Complete lock -up of the plots was not beneficial in the first years of the experiment. In many cases
perennial grasses in the locked up areas grew rapidly in the first summer. They then flowered and set
seed, but because the old growth was not removed from the plants by grazing they became moribund
and all growth ceased. A number of large perennial grass plants, particularly Stipas, are now starting
to die out in those areas.

CONCLUSION
Grazing to keep perennial grass plants in an active stage of growth for as long as possible has benefits
in terms of animal production. However protecting them from overgazing, for example through the
implementation of the 50% utilisation treatment, will allow recruitment of new plants given favourable
seasons. The key species of perennial grass, Enteropogon acicularis, found in these grasslands did not
respond to exclusion of stock in terms of increased plant recruitment nor did it respond significantly to
an over summer lockup.
Figure 1 Changes in the density of 3 perennial grasses in central west NSW at one site under 4 grazing
regimes
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COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION IN THE RANGELANDS - WHAT HAVE WE LEARNT?
C.J. Boyd
Department of Land and Water Conservation, PO Box 342, Bourke NSW 2840

ABSTRACT
Capacity Building through the `care' programs has had mixed success in the rangelands of NSW.
Implementation of these programs in the rangelands has faced many challenges including distance,
scale, isolation and the lack of both human and financial resources. A survey carried out to evaluate
the programs and to gain an understanding of the future needs for these types of projects is detailed
here.

Results from this survey have shown that: there is wide recognition for the "Landcare" brand name;
the objectives of the programs are generally well supported; and that a better delivery mechanism for
these programs may be required.

INTRODUCTION
Program evaluation is an important, but challenging, undertaking. Cook and Shadish (1986) explained
that program evaluators seek `knowledge about the value of social programs and their constituent
parts, knowledge that can be used in the short term to make the programs more responsive to the social
problems they are meant to ameliorate'. It is in this light that a survey was deemed necessary. There
have been a series of state and national surveys on the role of Landcare and other care programs but
there has never been a full evaluation of the `care' programs within the Western Catchment area. The
Western Catchment represents approximately one quarter of NSW.
A comprehensive telephone survey was conducted to evaluate the `care' programs in the Western
Catchment area and to assist the development of a better model for capacity building in the rangelands
of NSW. The `care' programs include Landcare, Rivercare, Bushcare and Outback Waterwatch (also
known as Streamwatch).

METHOD
The survey was carried out in January 2002 over a one -month duration. It surveyed two hundred
people within the Western Catchment. Of those interviewed one hundred people have been involved
with a care program and were labelled `care participants'. The remaining one hundred people
interviewed had no involvement with any of the `care' programs and were labelled `non- participants'.
This was to enable an understanding of what `participants' thought of the `care' programs and to
determine why `non - participants' had not been involved with a `care' program in the past and what
would influence them to become involved with capacity building programs.

The results of the survey will form the basis of a plan for environmental community support in the

Western Catchment. The plan will suggest the type of support required in the future to assist
community groups and individuals in community capacity building and to ensure optimum
environmental outcomes are achieved.

The telephone survey, undertaken by an independent consultant, interviewed two hundred people
randomly selected from the Western Catchment. The client base was predominantly comprised of
members of the grazing community with an average holding of 30, 000 hectares.
A series of questions were asked to gauge an understanding of:
How the various `care' programs objectives are perceived,
What people liked about them,
What people did not like about them,
What ways could these programs be improved,
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What they would like to see change,
Whether they were directly involved with any of the programs through a project, and
What environmental issues concern them?

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The rural population was well represented in the survey results, however, few urban people were
interviewed and no indigenous people were surveyed. This deficiency has resulted in a biastowards the
views of rural people.
The results of the survey revealed the following findings:
The "Landcare" brand name is well known by the community. Other `care' programs do not have
the same level of recognition.

The objectives of the `care' programs are well recognised and supported, but the way the
programs were delivered needs to change. In order to face the challenges of distance, small
population base and type of on- ground work that can take place, Landcare and other `care'
programs must change to better accommodate the needs of the community. This is an ongoing
problem throughout the rangelands. In South West Queensland, people need to consider the cost
of travelling to meetings. Meetings have to be worthwhile with a clear understanding of what the
outcomes are to be. This affects the role of community participation in the rangelands (Boyd,
20000).
Ongoing programs must be adapted to account for the major issues the community perceives need

to be addressed. This will help ensure community participation and capacity building in the
rangelands can strengthen.

`Care participants' have changed their management practices more in the past few years than
`non - participants' have. Management practices have included reduced stocking rates, increased
feral animal control and strategic fencing of watering points.

The structure of capacity building within the Western Catchment will continue to change according to
these findings. To reduce the confusion between the different `care' programs it has been proposed, as
a favoured option, to absorb all the `care' programs under "Landcare" to take advantage of its high

brand recognition. Sutton (1999) in an another study reported that programs designed to progress
environmental management in rangelands should promote, facilitate and support social networks
throughout those areas to maximise community involvement and promote education and awareness.

CONCLUSION
Capacity building in the rangelands will continue to be challenging. The results of the survey have
demonstrated that a change must be made in order to strengthen community participation in the
rangelands. A change can take many forms, however, utilizing the name brand of "Landcare" will
provide a future framework for capacity building.

In the future, capacity building in the rangelands will invite increasing participation from a wider
section of the community including groups, individuals, schools and other organisations. This can be
achieved offering a more flexible program.

REFERENCES
Aurora Practical Solutions. 2002, Report on Western Catchment `Care' Program survey, Dubbo, NSW
Unpublished Report.

Boyd, C. 2000, `Landcare: The vital link between production, conservation and reduced land degradation',
Conference Proceedings of Changing Landscapes - Shaping Futures, International Landcare, Melbourne.
Cook, T.D. & Shadish, W.R. 1986, Program evaluation: the worldly science, Annual Review of Psychology 37,
pp. 193- 194.
Sutton, D. 1999, Implementing Landcare in the Rangelands, Department of AFFA, Australia, p. v.
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RANGELAND MANAGEMENT PROJECT SET TO IMPROVE ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT IN THE NSW LOWER MURRAY DARLING CATCHMENT.
S. Bradford
RMAP, PO Box 70, Wentworth NSW 2648

INTRODUCTION
The Rangeland Management Action Plan Inc. was set up in the Lower Murray Darling Catchment in

1995, when the local landholder community decided that a planned approach to the overall
management of rangelands was necessary. A comprehensive regional plan was documented and
launched by NSW Minister for Land and Water Conservation and Agriculture in July 2000 (RMAP).
The plan began its implementation stage in June 2001 and has assisted in encouraging landholders in
the rangelands of south western New South Wales to adopt improved natural resource management.

The Rangeland Management Action Plan (RMAP) is a community -based project developed to assist
landholders to improve natural resource management and assist in increasing economic and social
opportunities. With various avenues for improving the use of natural resources for productivity in the
rangelands available, landholders have the opportunity to begin to implement management tools to
improve the productivity of grazing systems and improve management efficiency through new

technologies and management concepts.

The project has worked successfully with landholders in the area, working in coordination with other
programs such as the South West Rabbit Control Group and the Holistic Wildlife Management group
to provide the community with a strategic approach to improved rangeland management. RMAP
encourages landholders to make use of available incentives for management of:
Weed control (noxious and woody weeds)
Grazing pressure management of native and feral animals
Conservation Farming practices, and
Domestic stock grazing management.

RMAP also promotes the adoption of alternative grazing systems. The consideration for sustainable
rangeland management and the adoption of rotation and tactical grazing systems are promoted through
courses such as the Tactical Grazing Management Workshops (NSW AG). Regardless of the grazing
system in place, RMAP assists landholders to develop property plans and maps to gain further
perspective of natural resource management issues on their property.

Holistic Management
The Holistic Wildlife Management Group was set up to enhance the natural Rangeland ecosystems by

addressing grazing management in South West New South Wales. The project addresses Holistic
property planning in a pilot study involving 10 properties. The Rangeland Management Action Plan
has undertaken the project as a pilot program which can then be disseminated out to the wider
community to improve business and grazing management. The project is based on the educational
package "Grazing for Profit TM (RCS)" which targets landholders and stakeholders in grazing
management. The group has been working over the past 2 years to identify benchmarks for their
properties so they can recognise the changes in landscape.

Participants in the project have developed a better understanding of drought management and grazing
methods, improved business management tools and methods to measure indicators in vegetation
decline or improvement.

Pest Animal Control
Pest animals in the rangelands is a major issue which is addressed as part of RMAP. Pest animals
including rabbits, kangaroos, foxes, feral goats and feral pigs contribute to total grazing pressure,
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habitat destruction and predation on other species which leads to negative environmental and
economic impacts.

Rabbits
Rabbits are one of the most widely distributed mammals in Australia (RMAP 1999), and under
drought conditions their grazing habits can effect the survival of plants and the plants ability to set
seed. The distribution and density of rabbits throughout the Lower Murray Darling region varies
according soil type and vegetation cover. The rabbit populations have fluctuated over time,
periodically reaching plague numbers prior to the release of the Myxomatosis virus. Myxomatosis
initially reduced numbers by up to 95% (Rees pers. Comm., 1998). The release of the Calcivirus
several years ago again dramatically reduced rabbit numbers. Reductions have fluctuated between 65
to 95% of levels that existed before the release of the virus (Connellan pers. Comm., 1999).

The South West Rabbit Control group was established in September 1996, a community driven project
to capitalise on the opportunity presented by the release of RCD. The community approach to the
control of rabbit harbour destruction has significantly contributed to the control of rabbits and total
grazing pressure on properties on a regional scale. Rabbit control was identified as a priority issue by

the community, and since the commencement of the project in 1996 the project has achieved
outstanding results with a total of 334,787 warrens ripped. During the past year of the project 51,995
warrens were ripped as part of the Natural Heritage Trust project phase 3 . The community support
behind the project has been a major contributor to the success of the project and the availability of
incentives for sustainable resource management.
The project runs on a dollar for dollar basis with the landholders contribution half of the costs matched
by the Natural Heritage Trust.
RMAO has been a successful community planning framework for pastoralists in the Lower Murray
darling region. As the mechanisms to prioritise environmental importance changes and catchment

management boards prioritise activities in the form of Blueprints, RMAP has an opportunity to
continue into the future for a projected 10 years. This will enable the further implementation of the
plan and continued improvement in rangeland management.

REFERENCES:
Rangeland Management Action Plan Committee (1999). The Lower Murray Darling Rangeland
Management Action Plan. Wentworth, NSW.
Personal Communication
Connellan, P (1999) Ranger. Balranald RLPB. Balranald, NSW.
Rees, R (1998). Landholder and RMAP Steering Committee. Mildura, Vic.
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UNDERSTANDING THE CHALLENGES TO DEVELOPING PARTICIPATIVE RESEARCH
G A Brennan

Dept of Agriculture WA, PO Box 417 Kalgoorlie WA 6430

In the chenopod shrublands of southern Australia, continuous grazing at conservative stocking rates
produces rangeland degradation (Hunt 1995). This begs the question of why there has not been a
focus on researching alternative grazing management practices. In this paper I outline some of the
factors that may be standing in the way of scientists and land managers working together in large scale
participative research projects to develop superior and continuously improving methods of land
management. I believe that our progress towards totally sustainable land management will be slow
until we understand the historical context and the social and institutional behaviours that stand in the
way of participative research. The purpose of my poster is to stimulate reflection and conversations to
achieve a deeper understanding of this apparent impasse in the management of our natural resources.

The educational philosopher Paulo Freire (1972) claimed that community development happens when

individuals and communities free themselves from the restraining forces against becoming fully
human. He claimed that this can be achieved in oppressive regimes through critical reflection and
initiating actions to overcome the oppressive forces. These forces can act at a personal and political
level. In essence, he claims it is about learning how to love.

Maturana (1988) researched neurobiology and developed theories on the biology of cognition. He

argues that cognition in a living organism happens in a closed system. No one can predictably
influence another by depositing information and the degree of influence of one on another will be
determined by the quality of the relationship between the two. The necessary quality is mutual
acceptance, which Maturana speaks of as love: `the emotion that specifies the domain of action in
which living systems co- ordinate their actions in a manner that entails mutual acceptance'. Can a
quality relationship in participative research develop between scientists and land managers when there
is a perception that the scientist holds the privilege of knowledge and the power of regulation?

In an analysis of the transfer of technology model of agricultural extension, Freire (1973) argued that
it is `anti- dialogical' and incompatible with true education. Far from dialogue, he claimed that a
process of agricultural extension that deposits information, is actually cultural invasion in a process of
domestication of human beings. The invaders penetrate the culture and impose their own view of the
world, ignoring the peoples' creative potential. Freire argues that capacity building of producers must
be more than developing technical proficiency; it must develop the capacity for critical reflection.
Such critical reflection will frequently result in challenges to oppressive forces in society. Freire
developed theories and practices for the `conscientization' of people to enable them to identify social,

and political contradictions and to take community action against these oppressive elements.

I

propose that critical reflection on the historical social and political context of the development of land
management practices may serve to break new ground in the search for sustainable land management.

The French philosopher Michel Foucault (1983) studied the nature of power in society and how we
can become `trapped in our own history' if we avoid reflecting on how individuals and institutions
exercise power. He urges society to continually analyse and question the reigning power relations
particularly as oppressive forces are often accepted as givens in contemporary society. In the context

of this paper, it is the privilege of knowledge and institutional power that warrant continual
questioning. Dallos and Dallos (1998) argue that power relations frequently operate at both structural
and ideological levels. Although intertwined, different strategies must be employed to deal with each.
For example, developing quality relationships between scientists and land managers will not directly
affect oppressive pastoral lease regulations.

Hill (1991) suggests that all cultures have merely scratched the surface of their potential for
psychological development.

This undevelopment results in much of the oppression in society today
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which manifests itself in our inability to nurture ourselves, others and the land. For the first time in
our history we now have the tools to recover from our psychological distress. Hill states that it can be
a terrifying journey but a necessary prerequisite for the achievement of genuine sustainability. In this
context I ask if we need to critically reflect on deeply personal issues before will be ready to take on
the demanding personal challenges of genuinely participative research?

Russell et al (1989) reviewed agricultural extension and concluded that there was no consensus as to
what defined extension; there was no theory to support it and funding institutions were dissatisfied
with its effectiveness. Ison and Russell (2000) went on to conduct a participative research project with
pastoralists in the assumption that pastoralists themselves were effective researchers. By reflecting
critically on this three -year research project they developed an alternative model for agricultural
extension and rural development. This model effectively makes transparent the power relations that
operate among interest groups with `seemingly contradictory goals'. A key feature of the model is
`that the accepted needs of the key stakeholders [in this instance, the pastoralists] are being addressed
and adequately met (as judged by the stakeholders themselves)'. This model puts into practice many
of the concepts expounded by authors quoted above and as such, it threatens the power of individuals
and government institutions. The authors state that genuinely collaborative work is hard work and that
it requires nurturing and sustenance of participants. It requires `mutual respect and the valueing of
difference - of leaving space for the other ... it is an emotional process and needs to be recognised as
such'. Their book `is about breaking out of a research and development tradition in which emotion or
emotioning, is considering (sic) to have no part to play'. The pastoralist participants themselves
claimed that the project developed their confidence to ask question of people in authority and to
understand their industry and take action to improve their lot. `Our little steps have turned into
monumental leaps'.

In the context of the `shifting camp' theme of this conference, the literature cited above
suggests that if genuinely participative research is to be undertaken, it will demand a move
into some unknown and personally challenging territory.
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RANGELAND MONITORING IN NORTHERN SOUTH AUSTRALIA
USING A GRAZING GRADIENT METHOD
A.L. Brook and M.C. Fleming
Pastoral Program, Department of Water, Land and Biodiversity Conservation
PO Box 2834, Adelaide SA 5001

In South Australia, the Pastoral Land Management and Conservation Act (1989) requires the condition
of pastoral leases to be monitored, to prevent degradation and loss of indigenous plant and animal life.
In addition to these requirements there is a need for reporting nationally on the condition of Australia's
rangelands (National Land and Water Resources Audit, 2001). The difficulty of assessing rangeland
condition in the cattle grazing regions of northern South Australia has led to a trial of remote sensing
methods (Bastin et al., 1998). The grazing gradient method (Pickup et al., 1994) allows grazing effects
on vegetation to be separated from those due to rainfall and local landscape variability by examining
patterns of cover change with increasing distance from water. Vegetation cover tends to increase with
distance from watering points as grazing intensity decreases, producing a grazing gradient. Where this
cover gradient persists after large rainfalls, it indicates a degree of land degradation.

Grazing gradient analyses were conducted for the regional assessment and reporting of landscape
fimction (cover) for an area of 50,000 km2, in northern South Australia (see Figure 1). The project area

consisted of 12 pastoral properties, used for extensive grazing by domestic cattle. A time series of
Landsat TM images were analysed to compare average cover levels at increasing distance from water
in October 1988 (dry conditions), July 1989 (after a large rainfall event) and April 1997 (following
another large rainfall event).

Figure 1: Location of project area in South Australia (dark grey) in relation to pastoral leasehold area
(light grey). Areas grazed by cattle are mostly north of the dog fence (dashed line).

Grazing gradient plots, summarising vegetation cover changes with distance from water were
produced for the major land systems as well as the major landscape types within each land system. A
detailed description of the methods of this study is provided in Brook et al. (2001). The land systems
analysed represented 70% of the project area, or 30,000 km2. The remaining area was not suited for
application of the grazing gradient as the landscape was too heterogeneous. Application may have
been improved through improved landscape stratification however it was preferred to exclude these
areas from the analyses, as they are not used extensively for grazing. Plots were then interpreted to
determine the condition of landscape types.
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Figure 2: Example of a gradient plot for the Alberga land system.

The grazing gradient method proved an effective tool for describing present rangeland condition.
Major benefits are that it is objective, quantitative and repeatable. Importantly, it allows grazing
effects to be separated from seasonal change in vegetation cover, and it provides a benchmark from
which future changes may be measured. There is considerable potential to integrate ground -based

monitoring to better understand the actual changes occurring to the soil and vegetation. The
establishment of monitoring sites to quantify the change in landscape function (Ludwig, et al. 1997)
would enhance our ability to interpret change detected by remote sensing methods. The next stage of
this work is to re -run the grazing gradient analysis for selected land systems at a property and paddock

scale. Ground -based monitoring sites will be established to quantify the change on the ground,
assisting interpretation of results gained from the remote sensing approach. This work is planned for
early 2003.
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BEST PRACTICE NATIVE SHRUB MANAGEMENT IN SOUTH -WEST QUEENSLAND
A.L. Bull and R. C. Moore
Department of Natural Resources and Mines, PO Box 224, Charleville, QLD 4470

INTRODUCTION
Native shrub thickening (also referred to as shrub encroachment) is a significant problem for land
managers in south west Queensland, as shrubs out compete valuable pasture plants and lower pastoral

productivity. Many areas with high shrub densities are believed to have previously been open
woodlands with grassy understoreys (Harrington et al. 1979). This is generally a result of higher
grazing intensity and decreased fire regimes since European settlement (Noble 1997). Native shrub
species that commonly cause problems include members of the genera Eremophila, Acacia, Dodonaea
and Senna.

Many studies have explored the possibilities of native shrub management through mechanical,
biological and chemical forms of control (eg. Noble et al. 2001). The use of fire has also been
thoroughly investigated. Most of this information however, is not accessible to land managers or is not
presented in an easily understood manner. In part, this has been due to the complex nature of native
shrub management and consequently, has limited land managers' capacity to readily apply control
measures.

A Department of Natural Resources and Mines (NR &M) and South West Strategy project funded
through the Natural Heritage Trust, is documenting and correlating the findings of these past studies in

conjunction with land manager consultation, to develop Best Practice Native Shrub Management
(BPNSM) guidelines. This process will enable a wider and more accessible understanding of shrub
dynamics and management by land managers in the region. The project aims to produce a guidelines
booklet, fact sheets, an information database, land manager case study examples and extension field
days.

DEVELOPMENT OF BPNSM GUIDELINES
The process of developing BPNSM guidelines for the south west region has largely been addressed
through extensive investigation of past studies. To assist in this research, a much - needed database of
past studies has been constructed. Information from land manager case studies, surveys, and from field
days and workshops has also been gathered for incorporation into the guidelines. It is envisaged that
the BPNSM guidelines will be a compilation of individual shrub management strategies and land
manager experiences, to be extended in the form of a booklet. The guidelines will emphasise the
importance of a holistic approach to shrub management and encourage sustainable management on a
whole of property basis.

An important component of the BPNSM guidelines will be the inclusion of monitoring
recommendations. Monitoring shrub populations is critical for effective native shrub management, as
it allows the problem to be detected early. Many shrubs can be controlled more easily if treated when
young. Early detection also allows for land managers to plan the implementation of control measures,

in terms of finances, stock management and season. The guidelines will also encourage ongoing
monitoring to determine the success of treatments and the need for follow up action.

CHALLENGES FOR DEVELOPING BPNSM GUIDELINES
Complexity Between Management and Environmental, Social and Economic factors
Even though cost - benefit analyses show the long -term benefits of native shrub management for land
managers far outweigh the short-term losses (Burgess, 1987), it is the short-term cost outlay, together
with the uncertainty of monetary return that appears to prevent most land managers from actively
addressing native shrub problems. The generally poor ability of land managers to absorb the costs of

initial treatment, as well as other associated and ongoing costs to ensure successful management
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(destocking and follow up treatments) also makes the adoption of management strategies difficult.
This is particularly the case for many properties in the region where land values are comparatively
low.

Environmental conditions also cause complications for land managers when implementing native
shrub management strategies. Drought will result in limited pasture recovery after treatment, while
heavy winter rainfall after a burning treatment may result in high shrub germination rates rather than a
decrease in shrub density. Land managers may also have difficulty trying to successfully implement
treatments due to a combination of environmental factors, economics, and total grazing pressure.

As for all sustainable land management activities, achieving a balance between environmental,
economic and social factors is critical for success. The BPNSM guidelines will consider all of these
factors.

Complexity of Shrub Dynamics
Another major obstacle in developing BPNSM guidelines is the complexity of native shrub dynamics.

In order to develop guidelines it is critical that plant attributes such as response to treatment,
mechanisms of dispersal, root depth and germination initiators are understood. An understanding of

these factors will allow for the appropriate timing and type of treatment to be implemented to
positively manage thickening native shrubs. Initial consultation with land managers has indicated
however, that land managers do not correlate the importance of shrub dynamics with management, and

are therefore reluctant to learn about these factors. The BPNSM guidelines will attempt to strike a
balance between educating land managers about shrub dynamics and control measures. The project
will attempt to make land managers aware of the importance of understanding shrub dynamics through
extension activities.

Conclusions

Managing native shrubs in south west Queensland is a major challenge for land managers. The
development of BPNSM guidelines informs land managers of strategies for successful on- ground
shrub control and thus helps ensure sustainable use of Queensland's rangelands. This information will
also be invaluable to other regions where similar problems with native shrubs have been identified.
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FACTORS INFLUENCING PIOSPHERE DEVELOPMENT IN SMALL ASTREBLA
GRASSLAND PADDOCKS IN THE VICTORIA RIVER DISTRICT, NT
Robyn Cowley, Neil MacDonald, Rodd Dyer and David La Fontaine
Katherine Research Station, Department of Business Industry and Resource Development, PO Box
1346, Katherine NT 0851.

ABSTRACT
Paddocks in a stocking rate trial at Mt Sanford, in the Victoria River District of the Northern Territory,
were examined for factors that influenced the development of piospheres (zones of attenuating
stocking pressure radiating out from waters). Paddocks had the same number of stock per paddock and
per water, but varied in size and % utilisation. There was considerable variation in the development of
piosphere patterns between the six paddocks. Of all the paddock characteristics investigated, only
mineral supplementation had an effect on piosphere development, with supplemented paddocks being
far more likely to develop piosphere patterns. Interestingly, average paddock utilsation had no effect
on piosphere development. The findings provide useful insight into optimal paddock design and
grazing management options to increase uniformity of grazing.

INTRODUCTION
The development of piospheres is a well documented phenomenon in extensive rangeland systems
(reviewed in Andrew 1988). Uneven grazing in large paddocks can lead to some areas of the range
being under- utilised while other areas are badly overgrazed, leading to reduced cover and infiltration,
soil loss, and consequent loss of pasture productivity. Understanding the factors influencing uneven
grazing may help to develop strategies to promote more even grazing. For this reason, factors
governing piosphere development in small stocking rate trial paddocks were investigated.

Methods
The six paddocks varied in size (431 -1233 ha), shape (square - rectangular), maximum distance to
water (1 -2.2 km), average utilisation (6 -20 %), mineral supplementation (with and without) and land
unit uniformity (83 -100% Astrebla spp. grassland). A squareness index was calculated as ABS(1(breadth/length)). Paddocks were all stocked with 54 cows, 13 steers, 2 bulls and associated calves.
Hence utilisation was proportional to paddock size, and the number of head per water point was
constant.

To test for the effect of water placement, vegetation variables were correlated with distance to water
using Spearman's rank correlation coefficient. This output was then analysed further. The number of
instances in each paddock where variables were correlated with distance to water was analysed in
relation to paddock attributes. Additionally the strength of the correlation (rs) was compared in relation
to paddock characteristics.

Results
The six paddocks varied in the development of piospheres. Paddock shape, size, land system
uniformity, time paddock had been stocked, and maximum distance to water did not influence whether
piospheres developed in a paddock. However, supplemented paddocks were much more likely to
develop piospheres than non -supplemented paddocks. This was evident in that 1) the number of
vegetation variables that were significantly correlated with distance to water, varied substantially
between supplemented and non -supplemented paddocks; and 2) the strength of the correlation with
distance to water and % bare, yield and perennial yield was influenced by whether the paddock was
supplemented (Table 1).

When the unsupplemented paddocks were removed from the dataset, there was still no effect of time
paddock had been stocked, paddock size and shape, maximum distance to water and utilisation rate on
the development of piosphere patterns.
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Table 1: Effect of supplementation on the development of piosphere trends.
Supplemented
No supplementation
Variable
N=4
N =2
Mean
Mean
SE
SE
1
1
Number of variables per paddock significantly 10.75
1.65
correlated with DTW (October)
0.02
-0.63
0.06
-0.01
rS % Bare (average all years) vs DTW
0.13
-0.61
0.09
-0.08
r5 % Bare (October) vs DTW
0.43
0.13
-0.28
0.08
rS Yield (average all years) vs DTW
0.30
-0.53
0.05
r, Perennial Yield (average all years) vs DTW
0.17

Discussion
Piosphere development in small paddocks, would generally be expected to be less pronounced where
the maximum distance to water (2.2km) is still well within the range of cattle. The trend to reduce
paddock size and increase utilisation levels, is partly to overcome uneven grazing patterns. But even in
these small paddocks, where supplement is placed close to waters, piosphere patterns may develop.

Supplement placement has previously been identified as a factor influencing piosphere patterns
(reviewed in Bailey et al. 1998). Various factors may be influencing the heavier use of areas
surrounding waters in supplemented paddocks, apart from the time spent at the supplement near
waters. Overall utilisation levels will be higher in supplemented paddocks because intake per beast
will be higher (McDonald et al. 1995). Additionally the higher intake of dry feed in supplemented
paddocks, will require more water (SCA 1990). Conversely in nonsupplemented paddocks, animals
will be more nutritionally stressed and may spend more time away from waters, to find higher quality
diets (i.e. where high quality components have not already been selectively grazed out of the pasture).
It would be interesting to compare water medication as a form of supplementation on the impact of
piosphere development.

Number of head per water is thought to largely influence piosphere development (Cowley 2001).
Usually however, the number of stock per water is correlated with total utilisation, and it is difficult to
separate the effects of stock per water and overall paddock utilisation. However this study was unique
in comparing different overall paddock utilisation with the number of head per water point staying
constant. The fact that utilisation did not influence piosphere development indicates that (at least at
these moderate to low stocking rates) it is the number of head per waterpoint that influences piosphere
development rather than the overall paddock utilisation.
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MONITORING AUSTRALIAN FIRES FROM SPACE
R.L. Craig, B.C. Heath, N.A. Raisbeck - Brown, M.T. Steber, A.J. Marsden and R.G.C. Smith
Satellite Remote Sensing Services, Department of Land Administration, P.O. Box 147, Wembley,
W.A.

The Australian landscape has been transformed by fire through both natural and anthropogenic causes.
The monitoring of fires over the whole Australian continent has only become possible since satellite

data has been available, The first national coverage was obtained during 1998/1999 as a result of
funds provided through the national State of Environment Reporting group within Environment
Australia. Satellite Remote Sensing Services (SRSS), a group within the Western Australian (WA)
Department of Land Administration (DOLA), was contracted by the Tropical Savanna Cooperative
Research Centre (TSCRC) to provide a two year study of the fire regimes observable from satellite
over Australia.

The satellite sensor chosen for this survey was the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
(AVHRR) which flies on the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
satellites which orbit the earth from pole to pole each day. There are currently four active NOAA
satellites, each with the AVHRR sensor on board. DOLA, as a partner in the Western Australian
Satellite Technology and Applications Consortium (WASTAC), receives data from these satellites at
the Perth receiving station. Other receiving stations are present in Darwin, Melbourne, Hobart,
Brisbane, Townsville and Alice Springs, thus providing national coverage on a daily basis. The
AVHRR sensor observes the earth in five wavelengths or bands, from the red through to the thermal
parts of the electromagnetic spectrum. It has an effective ground resolution of 1.1 lam when looking
vertically, and up to 4 km when looking at the edge of its view. Two bands are used to measure
vegetation cover, through their chlorophyl sensitivity, one is used to measure active fires, and two are
used to measure ground, cloud or ocean temperature.

SRSS began using the AVHRR data in 1990 to measure occasional fires in the Kimberley region of
WA and by 1993 (Craig et al., 1995) provided a regular service to the fire authorities in WA. The
delivery of the information was by fax maps drawn by hand. The service has been upgraded to
provide World Wide Web and automatic fax services to SRSS's clients which now include the
Northern Territory through the NT Bush Fire Council and the TSCRC.

The size of a fire affected area that can be measured from the AVHRR satellite is limited by its ground

resolution and the intensity of the fire burn. Since the ground resolution is 1.1 km, fires need to
significantly affect an area of at least 2 to 3 square kilometres to be reliably measured from this sensor.
The individual fires measured using band 3 of the sensor can be as small as 30 metres across and still
be measured by this band due its very high sensitivity to hot fires.

For the two years April 1998 to March 2000 the entire continent and islands were mapped for fire hot
spots and fire affected areas from the AVHRR sensor, with the fire hot spots measured daily and the
fire affected areas measures every nine days. The data from the two year study were accumulated in a
Geographic Information System (GIS) and linked for further analysis with the Interim
Biogeographical Regions of Australia (IBRA) (Thackway and Cresswell, 1995). Using the IBRAs,
various reports have been created indicating annual variations in the number and area of fires detected
(Craig et al., 2000). The accumulated results show over 300,000 fires detected during the two years,
with over 300,000 square kilometres affected by fire in 1998/1999 and over 700,000 square kilometres
in 1999/2000.
Two satellites have been launched recently which have on board the MODIS sensor. This sensor has a
much higher ground resolution of 250 metres in its vegetation bands, with two days required to cover
Australia. SRSS is processing this data, received by WASTAC in Perth, for fire and vegetation
products on daily and fortnightly bases. The measurement of currently burning fires each morning and
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afternoon from the MODIS sensor will provide the fire authorities and land managers with greater
detail than is currently available from AVHRR, to assist in their management.

The creation of fire histories for pastoral properties and government managed lands using AVHRR
and MODIS data is continuing for WA, using both the ten year archive of AVHRR data held by
DOLA and the new MODIS data received by WASTAC. These histories are used as part of fire
management plans assisting in the long term sustainable management of pastoral properties as well as
by other state agencies that are involved in landscape monitoring.
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LANDSCAPE FUNCTION ANALYSIS AS AN INDICATOR OF GRAZING PRESSURE
Trevor J. Hall and Vanessa M. Alsemgeest
Queensland Department of Primary Industries, PO Box 308, Roma, QLD 4455

ABSTRACT
The landscape organisation and soil surface condition assessment criteria of the Landscape Function
Analysis methodology were used to assess the effects of three cattle grazing pressures on sub- tropical
pastures of the Aristida/Bothriochloa native pasture community supporting poplar box (Eucalyptus
populnea) woodlands in the Maranoa. Three 50m transects, located in upper, middle and lower slope
positions in 12 paddocks were recorded after seven years of continuous grazing by Brahman cross
steers. There were cleared and treed treatments. The lengths of runon patches and runoff zones were
measured and the soil surface condition criteria were converted to indices of patch area, stability,
infiltration and nutrient cycling. The Landscape Function Analysis was a sensitive indicator of grazing
pressure. The length of runon patches and the four indices were all ranked from highest to lowest in
the order low, medium and high grazing pressure.

INTRODUCTION

The Landscape Function Analysis method (LFA) (Tongway and Hindley 1995) describes (a)
landscape organisation of runon (accumulation) patches and runoff (resource loss) zones, and (b) soil
surface condition, using qualitative and quantitative criteria. An analysis program summarises the zone

criteria into indices of 4 attributes: runon patch area, surface stability (resistance to accelerated
erosion), nutrient cycling (the way plant litter and roots decompose and become available for use by
other plants), and infiltration (the rate the soil absorbs water). These relative figures can be used to
compare site differences at one point in time. The LFA method was used to compare the effects of
three grazing pressures on the landscape in a grazing trial in a poplar box woodland in the Maranoa.

Materials and Methods
Surface conditions in 12 treatment paddocks of a cattle grazing trial at "Glentulloch ", Injune (148°
25.133'E, 25° 45.359' S; MAR 625 mm) (Silcock et al. 2000) were compared using the LFA landscape
organisation and soil condition assessment criteria. The experiment is located in undulating (slopes to

4 %) poplar box (Eucalyptus populnea) woodland of the Aristida /Bothriochloa native pasture
community of Queensland. The treatments are: 3 grazing pressures, adjusted annually to pasture
utilisation rates of 25 %, 50% and 75% of end of summer growth, and 2 tree competition rates, either
cleared or live trees at an average 5m2 per hectare basal area. Paddock sizes are 4 to 18ha and there are
2 replications.

Three line transects each of 50m running down the slope were located in upper, middle and lower
slope positions within each paddock. Each transect was divided into zones describing different types
of runon patches and runoff areas. Examples included combinations of four grass densities by four
litter amounts. At 3 locations within each runon patch and runoff zone, soil surface conditions were
described and measured using the 11 criteria with 4 sub -criteria of the LFA method. The LFA analysis
program calculated the indices of patch area, surface stability, infiltration and nutrient cycling for each
transect. These indices and runon patch length were used to compare the effects of the three grazing
pressures after 7 years of steer grazing. Recording was in February 2002, during a dry summer.

Results and Discussion
The soil cover of the cleared paddocks was from the pasture plants only, predominantly grasses, while
fallen tree leaves contributed 63% to the cover in the treed treatments. This tree leaf component made
up most of the litter in the runon patches of treed treatments.

The effects of three grazing pressures on indices of patch area, surface stability, infiltration and
nutrient cycling are shown in Figure 1. The trends were consistent with the low grazing pressure
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having the best soil surface condition by the four measures. The length of runon patches /50m of
transect was 27m, 13m and 10m for the low, medium and high grazing pressures respectively.
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Figure 1. Soil surface condition indices of patch area, stability, infiltration and nutrient cycling at low,
medium and high grazing pressure.

The low grazing pressure had the highest runon patch area index, while there was little difference
between the medium and high grazing pressure treatments. The stability index shows a decline only
with high grazing pressure. The infiltration and nutrient cycling indices also indicate declining surface
condition as grazing pressure increases.

Alternative methods of assessing grazing pressure effects on cattle performance, by measuring
liveweight and condition scoring, and on pasture condition, by measuring composition, yield and
cover, may be complimented by this LFA method of soil surface condition assessment. Some criteria
of LFA are more sensitive to change by grazing impacts than the conventional species composition
changes in this community. There were 173 pasture species recorded at this site.

LFA is an additional tool to complement cattle and pasture condition indicators for evaluating land
management. The patch measurements are a sensitive indicator of soil surface changes induced by
grazing.
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AUSTRALIAN GRASSLAND AND RANGELAND ASSESMENT BY SPATIAL
SIMULATION (Aussie GRASS)
Wayne Hall], 2, Rob Hassettl *, John Carter], Col Paull3, Linda Cafe4, Judy Bean5, Rob Richards6,
Ian Watson 7, John Maconochie8 and Beverley Henry] **
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INTRODUCTION
The quantitative assessment of the condition of Australia's grasslands and rangelands is difficult given
the complexity of the biophysical system, including the interaction of high temporal and spatial
variability in resources and climate. Aussie GRASS, a national collaborative research project, has
developed a spatial modeling framework which allows the condition of Australia's grazing lands to be
assessed and monitored in near real -time. The Aussie GRASS project helps to provide answers to
rangeland and grassland issues such as: what is the current condition of our grazing systems; are they
in a condition consistent with sustainable use; and what is the likely future trend in their condition?

AUSSIE GRASS MODELLING FRAMEWORK
The Aussie GRASS spatial model operates throughout Australia on a 0.05 degree grid (approx. 25
km2) basis (Carter et al., 2000). Model inputs include daily climate variables, soil type parameters,
pasture community parameters, tree basal area and stocking rate. Aussie GRASS is a daily time step
model that is run operationally in batch mode at the end of each month following receipt of monthly
rainfall and climatic data (minimum and maximum temperature, radiation, vapour pressure,
evaporation). The Aussie GRASS model is based on the GRASs Production (GRASP) model which is
outlined in detail in Littleboy and McKeon (1997), and the conceptual framework in McKeon et al.
(2000). As well as running in near -real time, analogue climate years are selected using the SOI phase

system (Stone et al., 1996) and the model run three months into the future using the ensemble of
analogue years to produce a distribution of key variables including pasture growth. Products from the
operational model run are available within 3-4 days of the end of each month. The model has been
extensively calibrated and validated using a variety of data sources (Carter et al., 2000; Dyer et al.,
2001; Hall et al., 2001; Richards et al., 2001).

PRODUCTS AND APPLICATIONS
The Aussie GRASS model generates information on a number of processes and variables important to
assessing grazing land condition including soil water, pasture growth, biomass, cover, and pasture

utilisation. A range of products is made available via the C1NRS' Long Paddock web site www.LongPaddock.gld.gov.au (Peacock et al., 2002), including rainfall maps (monthly totals and
percentiles) and pasture growth percentile maps. These products complement other C1NRS products
including satellite maps of NDVI greenness, relative greenness and sea surface temperatures; reports
(A3 full colour summary of seasonal conditions in Queensland); and fax hotlines (black and white
maps, graphs and seasonal climate advice). Applications of the Aussie GRASS model and associated
products include the objective evaluation of drought and Exceptional Circumstances (in the context of
110 years of climate data) in Queensland, New South Wales, South Australia and Victoria; intra
agency seasonal condition assessment and reporting (e.g. hotspot identification, input to various
management strategies); salinity hazard mapping; input to greenhouse gas inventory development;
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"safe" carrying capacity calculations; degradation alerts based on pasture growth and utilisation; fire
risk assessment; and a general increase in awareness of and managing for climate variability impacts
by both agency personnel and landholders.

CONCLUSION
The Aussie GRASS model integrates a range of data inputs at a variety of temporal and spatial scales
to produce monthly estimates of resource condition and trend that are made available to users via the
intemet. The continental scale at which the model operates (0.05 degrees) means that the outputs are
ideally suited for use by agency personnel, larger pastoral companies and users wanting an industry
overview. The model was originally developed to provide objective assessments of drought but has in
recent times been used for a variety of purposes including the effect of tree clearing on deep drainage
in Queensland, methane production from grazing animals, and changes in soil carbon. The use of the
climate forecasts in Aussie GRASS provides a mechanism to value add to these applications in a
manner of direct relevance to individual producers. An example of this is the support of improved
management of stock numbers based on predicted pasture growth.
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SATELLITE -BASED ACTIVE FIRE MONITORING IN EASTERN AUSTRALIA
Lisa Collett', Robert Hassett' *, Neil Flood', Cheryl Taube', Alan Peacock' and Wayne Halle
' Climate Impacts and Natural Resource Systems, Queensland Department of Natural Resources and
Mines, Gate 4, 80 Meiers Rd Indooroopilly, QLD 4068
2 Meat and Livestock Australia, 165 Walker Street, North Sydney, NSW 2060

INTRODUCTION
Fire has been a key ecological factor in the evolution of vegetation in Australia's and and semi -arid
rangelands (Leigh and Noble, 1981). Significant changes to rangeland fire regimes over time have
affected rangeland ecology and productivity with particular implications for: woodland thickening I
weed invasion (Burrows et al., in press); loss of biodiversity (Keith et al., 2002); changes in species
composition / loss of productive grasses (Orr et al., 1992); and carbon dynamics (Henry et al., 2002).

Without knowledge of past and current burning patterns it is difficult to fully understand these
implications, and for managers to arrive at appropriate fire management strategies for a diverse range
of land -use objectives. Fire monitoring also provides rangeland managers and scientists with an
independent indicator of grazing land condition, as fire requires enough fuel to bum and therefore
implies conservative stocking management. The ongoing monitoring of fire together with the

development of spatial fire history data sets are therefore important requirements for rangeland
management and resource condition monitoring.

The Climate Impacts and Natural Resource Systems (CINRS) group has developed an operational
satellite -based active fire monitoring system, the Satellite Fire Monitor, and is continuing research and
development into automated firescar mapping procedures (Collett et al., 2001). Collectively these two
spatial data sets will contribute to a fire history for Queensland. This poster paper focuses on the
operational Satellite Fire Monitor. The system has been widely adopted by rangeland resource
managers and scientists throughout the State as a tool for better decision - making in fire management.

NOAA -AVHRR SATELLITE IMAGERY
The Satellite Fire Monitor uses NOAA -AVHRR satellite imagery, received via the CINRS satellite
receiving station in Brisbane to automatically detect fires that are burning at the time of satellite

overpass. The imagery received in Brisbane provides complete coverage of the eastern half of
Australia from two NOAA satellites approximately four times daily, including early morning, and late
afternoon overpasses during daylight hours. Additional imagery from NOAA -16 is received in the

early afternoon, however design changes to the sensor means that the imagery cannot be used for
active fire detection. Processing of the imagery to enable detection of active fires is described in Taube
et al., (2001).

THE SATELLITE FIRE MONITOR
The Satellite Fire Monitor has been operational for two years, providing locations of active fires to
stakeholders through both the CINRS' Long Paddock website - www.LongPaddock.gld.gov.au
(Peacock et al., 2002) and via an automatic email network. The Long Paddock site provides an
interactive web -based GIS enabling users to overlay fire locations on the satellite imagery together
with additional information such as shire boundaries, major roads, reserve boundaries etc. The free
automatic email system enables subscribers to receive an email fire alert and optional GIS coverage
when a fire is detected within their nominated geographical area of interest.

Currently there are approximately eighty subscribers to the Satellite Fire Monitor including property
managers, the Cape York Peninsula Development Association, rural fire agencies from Queensland
and the Northern Territory, Australian Defence Force and Queensland Government agencies such as
the Department of Primary Industries, and Environmental Protection Agency. Valuable feedback from
users of the Satellite Fire Monitor system has been important in the ongoing development of the
system, providing a means to monitor the quality of the information and to make improvements.
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The active fire information is currently used in a variety of ways - as an early warning of fire in

remote areas, as part of strategic fire planning, and as a supplementary data set to wider fire
monitoring programs. As an example of this third application, the Cape York Peninsula Development
Association's Sustainable Fire Management Project ( http : / /www.cypda.com.au/projects /fire.htm), is
documenting existing fire regimes in northern Queensland in an attempt to establish best - practice fire
management for sustainable use of the natural resource on Cape York Peninsula.

The detection of active fires also supplements the on -going CINRS work into the development of
firescar mapping and fire history for Queensland, and the Aussie GRASS project. Aussie GRASS is a
national collaborative project that uses a spatial modeling framework to provide up-to-date simulations
and forecasts of pasture growth and utilization for use in the assessment of condition and sustainable
management decisions. (Hall, et al., 2002).
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN OPERATIONAL METHOD FOR ESTIMATING GROUNDCOVER IN RANGELANDS USING LANDSAT TM SATELLITE IMAGERY
C. Taube', R. Hassettl *, M Byrne', L. Collett', N. Flood', W Hall],2
'Climate Impacts and Natural Resource Systems, Natural Resources and Mines Queensland, QCCA
Building, 80 Meiers Rd, Indooroopilly, QLD 4068
2Meat and Livestock Australia, 165 Walker Street, North Sydney, NSW 2060

INTRODUCTION
Concern has been raised over the condition of grazed lands in Qt zeensland by various researchers (e.g.
Miles, 1991; Tothill and Gillies, 1992; Rogers et al, 1999). A limitation of some past assessments of

land condition is that they have been subjective. There is a need for objective monitoring of land
condition and trend at a range of scales, including property, regional and statewide levels. This need is

also supported by current state priorities such as the discussion paper on the management of rural
leasehold land in Queensland (Department of Natural Resources and Mines, 2001). This discussion
paper has identified that high quality and timely information on land condition and trends is an integral
component of natural resource planning and management of Queensland's vast leasehold estate.

BACKGROUND
Ground -cover is functionally related to several important ecological processes such as soil surface
stability and soil erosion. As such, it is one of the key indicators of land condition in semi -arid grazing
lands (Taube et al. 2001). A pilot study using a single Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) scene in North
Queensland developed a method to estimate ground -cover on lighter soils, which is accurate over time
and space for semi -arid rangelands of relatively low tree density (Taube 1999, 2000).

The Department of Natural Resources and Mines Statewide Landcover and Trees study (SLATS)
project was initiated to monitor woody vegetation and landuse in Queensland (Danaher et al 1998). As
a result of this project, statewide Landsat TM imagery is available for the periods, 1988, 1991, 1995,

1997, 1999 and 2001, with future statewide acquisitions planned on a biannual basis. This image
archive, together with the existing computing infrastructure, enables statewide ground -cover analyses
to be undertaken at a relatively minimal cost.

CURRENT FOCUS
The Climate Impacts and Natural Resource Systems (CINRS) group is undertaking further research
into the application of the method described in Taube (2000) to other soil types and bio- regions across
the State, with field data collection and image analysis currently underway. Image stratification of
different land/soil types is essential prior to ground -cover estimation. Methods of Landsat TM scene

stratification by soil brightness and colour are also being investigated in order to facilitate the
development and testing of ground cover indices for different soil types.

In conjunction with the field work and image analysis, a highly automated image processing system is
being developed that will allow newly acquired statewide Landsat imagery to be used to produce soil
mapping and ground -cover information. This will enable the timely distribution of land condition
maps and summaries to a variety of stakeholders (land managers, extension officers, Landcare groups,
government bodies) using tools such as `webGIS', delivered via the existing Long Paddock website.
The provision of spatially explicit information on land condition and trend will allow the Department

of Natural Resources and Mines to monitor the condition of leasehold lands, and provide other
stakeholders with information to aid risk assessment, decision making and assist in the sustainable
management of rangelands.
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THE SOUTHERN MALLEE REGIONAL GUIDELINES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF
LANDUSE AGREEMENTS
A. C. Holmes and F. Deans
DLWC, PO Box 363, Buronga, NSW 2739

THE PROJECT
The Southern Mallee Guidelines were developed over a five year period to facilitate development,
nature conservation, cultural heritage and sustainability issues in the Lower Murray Darling Region.
The project has been funded since 1995 through the Natural Heritage Trust grant system. A number of
stakeholder groups have been involved with the project from it's inception, to the present, including;
Department of Land and Water Conservation, National Parks and Wildlife Service, South West NSW
Land Management Group, Environment Australia, NSW Department of Agriculture, World Wide
Fund for Nature, Planning NSW, Australian Conservation Foundation, Balranald and Wentworth
Shires, State Forests and representatives from the local Aboriginal community.
Initially, there did not appear to be an obvious solution to the conflicts related to the development of
land for cultivation. Members of the South West NSW Land Management Group then proposed the
potential for a "trade -off' process, which would satisfy the concerns of the major stakeholder groups.

The process incorporates the concept of "trading off' or setting aside land for conservation in
exchange for the approval to develop other parcels of land for dryland cultivation. The concept was
analysed in detail by the CSIRO Division of Wildlife and Ecology (Freudenberger et al 1997).
The objectives of the Guidelines are to:
Prevent further land degradation
Ensure that natural resources are used within their capability
Minimise adverse impacts arising from the use of natural resources
Ensure that flora and fauna values are maintained and improved
Promote appropriate property planning and management practises
Preserve items and places of cultural heritage value
The project objectives are achieved through the negotiation of Land Use Agreements, which include:
Clearing consent under the NSW Native Vegetation Conservation Act (1997)
Cultivation consent under the NSW Western Lands Act (1901)

Alteration of conditions of the Western Lands Lease to enable the creation of private
conservation reserves in perpetuity which are managed in accordance with intent of the
International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Category IV, Habitat Species
Management Area
Registration of the development and conservation areas on Western Lands Lease Title
A Property Agreement under the Native Vegetation Conservation Act to identify associated
management practises and incentives for land to be set aside for conservation

The negotiation of Land Use Agreements, have been introduced as a provision in the Native
Vegetation Conservation Act 1997, as a mechanism and incentive for landholders to manage the
vegetation on their land in order to achieve biodiversity benefits.

Each land use agreement formulated under the Southern Mallee Guidelines incorporates the concept of
"trading off'. Currently, the Southern Mallee region (47 000 square kilometres and 5.85 % of New
South Wales) has 93 % of it's vegetation still intact; 5 % in public reserve, 2 % in private reserve, 86
% grazed vegetation and the remaining 7 % modified for irrigation and dryland cultivation.

Within the Southern Mallee area, regional targets for land use were established through a study
conducted by the CSIRO based on sustainable development (Freudenberger et al 1997), they are as
follows:
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30% maximum development
20% minimum reservation
50% grazing

At a property level these targets ensure that for every hectare of development, at least one hectare is
required for conservation for all vegetation communities.

Facilitation of Development
The Southern Mal lee Guidelines are utilised by assessment officers as a formula to assist in the
development of land use agreements through the application of a series of coarse filters to assess
development applications and private conservation reserves. The coarse filters relate to the potential
impact of a development proposal on threatened species, cultural heritage and land capability. The
development proposal will not proceed unless the strict criteria of each coarse filter is satisfied. The
areas targeted and approved for development have therefore generally been of a highly disturbed or
degraded nature in order to minimise adverse impacts on the environment.

Conservation Reserves
The criteria for conservation reserve design require a large "broad" reserve in order to minimise "edge
effects" and to permit the inclusion of a wide range of vegetation communities of varying age classes.
Edge effects are exacerbated by a narrow reserve, as feral predatory and grazing animals are able to
penetrate deeper into the conservation area. Large, broad reserves with artificial watering points
decommissioned are unlikely to be as easily utilised by pest and grazing species. The project to date
has resulted in a trade -off of approximately 2.5 hectares of reserved vegetation for every 1 hectare
developed, largely to ease fencing requirements and most importantly due to the enthusiasm of
participants wanting to make a contribution to nature conservation. Reserves created through the
program are linked together wherever possible, or linked to existing National Parks or remnant
vegetation, thus forming larger blocks of vegetation.

The proliferation of artificial watering points throughout Australia's grazing rangeland has been
demonstrated to have an adverse impact on some species of native flora and fauna (Landsberg et al
1997). These species have demonstrated a negative response to habitat removal caused by heavy
grazing near water sources and competition with species that have expanded their range due to the
increased availability of water. Some species demonstrate a decrease in abundance toward a water
source and are termed "decreaser species" (eg. Hooded Robin), those that exhibit an increase in
abundance are termed "increaser" species, such as the Galah and various species of Kangaroo. Few
places exist in Australia's pastoral rangelands that are more than 10 km from artificial water sources
(Landsberg et al 1997). Therefore the aim of the Southern Mallee project, is to attempt to create large
reserved areas free from artificial water that may act as havens for "decreaser" species, many of which
are currently threatened, such as the Malleefowl, Pink Cockatoo and Chestnut Quail- Thrush.

Project Outcomes
The implementation of `Land Use Agreements' to achieve biodiversity conservation in the Southern
Mallee has been proceeding for approximately 3 years. The project has seen the approval for
development of 37 000 hectares of degraded belah- rosewood, mallee, cypress woodland, chenopod
shrubland, and grassland for the purpose of dryland cultivation. However, over 94 000 hectares of
Western Lands Lease has been contributed by landholders to the National Reserve Scheme. The
reserves are managed to reduce total grazing pressure through the exclusion of stock, closure of
watering points and pest management control. Management plans have been devised for each reserve,
outlining the various actions necessary to achieve a reduction in total grazing pressure. A monitoring
program has also been implemented in order to assess the performance of these actions.

The project was runner -up (50 nominations) in the community achievement category for the June 2002
Banksia Environmental Awards. This recognition highlights the important steps that the project has
taken toward achieving a balance between development, biodiversity conservation, cultural heritage
and sustainability issues, which by nature is a very complex process. It is hoped that the reduction in
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total grazing pressure and continued management of the reserves will see the regeneration and
recolonisation of a multitude of flora and fauna species highly sensitive to excessive grazing pressure.
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"BREEDCOW AND DYNAMA"
A FRAMEWORK FOR ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL ANALYSIS OF CHANGE OPTIONS
IN RANGELAND MANAGEMENT
W.EHolmes
QDPI, PO Box 1085, Townsville, Qld 4810

INTRODUCTION
Many of the problems of management choice facing pastoralists in the rangelands may be considered
by applying conventional economic and farm business management budgeting techniques.

The Breedcow and Dynama herd budgeting software (Holmes 2002) is a package of nine interrelated

programs applying the tools of economic and financial analysis to consider the likely impact of
husbandry, resource utilisation, marketing, or other changes on business performance.

Training in budgeting and profit and financial evaluation processes is provided by the project "Better
Decisions in the Business of Beef'. This encompasses two day training workshops, as well as software
support, improvement and promotion. Clients are departmental staff (including NT and WA), staff of
other government and quasi - government agencies, educational institutions, consultants, banks,
accountants, valuers, lawyers, large pastoral companies and family grazing enterprises.

Breedcow and Dynama is suitable for the analysis of extensive cattle enterprises, mainly in northern
Australia. Breedcow and Dynama software was first released commercially in 1990. Breedcow and
Dynama software and Better Decisions training are available from QDPI.

ANALYTICAL PROCESSES
Change options may be considered at an enterprise, industry or geographical scale. The analytical
processes of Breedcow and Dynama are based on four themes:

The current situation of the business and projections of business position over time ( "where
are we now and where are we going ? "). The projection starts from the current herd structure,
animal productivity, asset and liability base and budget. Projections are made of future herd

structure and turnoff, cash flow, net income, asset and liability values, and net worth.
Projections may be for up to ten years with provisions for going out further if necessary.
Financial projections are based on herd dynamics and productivity estimates. Alternate
strategies may be compared using this process, though this is best done after considering
options using the next process.

Prospects for improved herd performance ( "is there a better way ? "). This process uses stable
state herd modelling for the quick testing of options that alter the nature or quantity of herd
output. Such options include different turnoff policies, husbandry changes affecting
reproduction, survival or growth, stocking rate changes, or resource management changes
whose impact is to be measured by changed carrying capacity and/or animal response. This
process (using the Breedcow program) determines the comparative profitability of options that

may then be back in the first theme (using the Dynama program) to determine affordable

pathways to change. Whilst Breedcow does not consider directly the issue of capital
investment required for change, improved profit (or improved gross margin) may be judged
against the need for new investment. Dynama does include new investment and therefore
deals with the issue in its entirety.

No -change and change scenarios described in Breedcow may be used (electronically) to define
the end points of the Dynama files comparing scenarios, and the sales policies used to arrive at
those end points.
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Handling unplanned outcomes ( "what do we do when the wheels fall off? "). Despite the plan,
droughts still happen, prices change, and financial crises come and go. The Destock program
is used to guide forced sales decisions in the face of drought or the unavoidable need for cash.

The object is to reduce the grazing pressure, or find the cash, whilst doing least damage to
future income. The Destock program may equally be used to guide cattle purchases for
drought recovery or for the utilisation of a good season. This approach is relevant to the year
by year running of a cattle business, but not necessarily relevant to the evaluation of rangeland
management strategies.
Analysing the costs and benefits of change using investment analysis processes ( "change as an
investment "). Pathways from the current situation to the future are laid out in Dynama. To
consider the benefits of change we need to compare what might have happened without the
change (referred to as the "do nothing" scenario) with what we expect to happen if the change
is implemented (the "change" scenario). "Do nothing" could be represented by an outcome
with a stable trend, or it could be an outcome trending down as in an overstocking scenario.

The Investan program compares two Dynama files, "do nothing" and "change ", starting with
the same assets and herd, displaying annual cash flow differences, and asset value difference
at the end of the analysis. From these values are calculated the Net Present Value (NPV), the
Internal Rate of Return (IRR), and the Annualised Return. NPV represents the profit from the

change, expressed as its value if received today instead of as it accrues. The Annualised
Return expresses this as its annual equivalent. The IRR is the return on capital invested, where

"capital" comprises the deficits incurred early in the change, whether as a result of
expenditures or income sacrifices.

Investan may be used to compare 10 year runs of Dynama or, optionally, 20 year runs.
Investment analysis procedures are normally applied to quite long time periods, up to 50
years, although the impact of outcomes beyond 10 or 20 years is usually minimal.

TWO RECENT APPLICATIONS OF BREEDCOW AND DYNAMA
A recent application of the Breedcow and Dynama processes was to the evaluation of Grazing Land
Management (GLM) improvement scenarios for the education module developed for the MLA Edge
Network. For each of four geographical areas, a "base" file was developed in Breedcow which then
also defined the starting point for both the "do nothing" and the "change" files in Dynama. For each of
the changes being considered, another Breedcow file was developed defining the endpoint of the
change. Using other means such as the GRASP model (Littleboy and McKeon 1997) and expert
opinion, probable pathways from "base" to "change" were defined, expressed as carrying capacity and
animal response (branding rates and turnoff weights). Each proposed improvement was compared in
Breedcow with the "base" file as an initial screening, then compared in Dynama and Investan as
"change" versus "do nothing" to judge overall profitability of the option.

Another rangeland related application was the assessment of a woody weed control program for a
large pastoral company. This entailed expenditure of about $2m to obtain benefits over the next 20
years. Using the Breedcow and Dynama software, company staff and a QDPI adviser were able to
show a projected return (IRR) on expenditure in excess of 12% per annum. This, along with other
considerations, was sufficient to convince the board of the company to approve the program.
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RANGELAND MEAT CO- OPERATIVE
Shireen Jung
Department of Agriculture, Carnarvon

The Rangeland Meat Co- operative was formed in 1999, after a group of Gascoyne and Murchison
Pastoralist met to discuss the merits of forming a co- operative marketing group for the sales of their
animals.

This group now consists of 15 pastoral stations who have banded together to co- operatively market
their animals. Through doing this they aim to improve the price they have been receiving for their
animals.

Currently focusing on rangeland goats, the group aims to diversify into all rangeland meats including
exotic meat/sheep breeds such as Damara and Dorper, along with standard lines of rangelands animals
ie Sheep.

The inaugural directors of the co- operative, which was officially registered in March 2000, were
Dudley Maslen, Mardathuna Station, David Steadman, Wooramel Station, Elaine Kempton, Winderie
Station, Sandy McTaggart, Mt Narryer Station and Brian Wake, Hamelin Station.

The benefits of working as a co- operative are derived from a single entity moving enough product to
become a substantial player in the market. This has lead to the group being able to attract a premium
price for their product. This in turn is hoped to increase the profit margin of group members, and will
encourage future growth and development of the industry. It is also believed that the close working
relationship established by the members will improve the standard of husbandry within the industry as
they learn from each other the best ways to turn off a quality product.

It is well recognised by the members that individual businesses will benefit from working as a team
rather than as individuals.

The members work together to establish a monthly quota which is then put out to tender. The first
tender of 2700 goats was called during November 2000, and was bid for by three tenders.

The levy paid by members on the sale of the goats helps to pay for the administration costs of the
group.

As seen from the graph below, there is a noticeable relative price differential between the price
received by co- operative members prior to the group's formation, and after the group formed and
worked together to get a price premium for their goats.

One of the issues facing the goat industry is a lack of continuity of supply over the winter months.
The existence of surface water means trapping is not possible. As such, few stations make sales during
the winter months due to high mustering costs.

In the coming year, four stations will complete fencing plans to enable domestication off goats. This
will bring the number of domesticated goats behind wire to approximately 20 000 on an ongoing
basis. The benefit of this is the ability to sell in the winter season and maintain market dominance. It
will also allow small goats previously of no commercial value to be put through a training process and
retained on station until they reach a commercial weight.

Goats are able to be produced virtually chemically free in a rangelands system. This appeals to the
new markets, which are looking for safe, chemical free product. One member of the cooperative is
involved in a pilot program trialing an "integrated quality and environmental SQF 1000 system ".
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There are also future plans for development of a product suitable for the Capretto market and
transporting of small goats to properties in the agricultural areas for finishing.

With the increasing demand for overseas markets to be supplied with quality product, the Rangeland
Meat Co- operative group has a bright future.
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NATURE CONSERVATION EXTENSION IN THE SOUTH WEST QUEENSLAND
RANGELANDS
Toni R Laurie' and Chris JEvenson2
'Department of Natural Resources and Mines, PO Box 224, Charleville Q 4470
2Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service, PO Box 149, Charleville Q 4470

INTRODUCTION
Nature conservation across south west Queensland has been an issue that has traditionally generated
fear in landholders. On -going vegetation clearing debates, land acquisition programs by the National
Parks and Wildlife Service, water reforms and general statements by `green' groups all strike at the
heart of landholders. Not only do these debates affect their livelihoods but also their pride in managing

their own land. Recognising these fears, the community based South West Natural Resource
Management (SWNRM) group developed and implemented a new approach to extension of nature
conservation in their region. A grant program, funded through the Natural Heritage Trust (NHT), aims
to overcome this reluctance toward nature conservation by increasing knowledge and awareness of the
issues. This process has proven to be an effective extension method where past methods have had
limited success. Landholders have a great opportunity to lead the way in demonstrating the integration
of conservation and production through this grant process.

BACKGROUND
The SWNRM group area extends over the Mulga Lands bioregion of south west Queensland. Grazing
is the main land use, traditionally being a wool growing area, with a current transition to cattle by
many landholders. Although modified by pastoral activities, the bioregion is fortunate in maintaining

representatives of the original diversity of species. Only six `Of Concern' and two `Endangered'
regional ecosystems are listed for the Mulga Lands under the Queensland Vegetation Management Act
1999. The Queensland Nature Conservation (Wildlife) Regulation Act 1994 lists 28 species of fauna

(1 Extinct, 3 Endangered, 9 Vulnerable and 15 Rare) and 19 species of flora (7 Vulnerable and 19
Rare), with only 12% of the regions cleared of woody vegetation. However, there is currently only
2.4% conserved in reserves such as National Parks with private landholders having the responsibility
for the management of approximately 90% of the region. There exists a high potential for major
planning across the Mulga Lands for on- property conservation alongside production systems.

While Landholders recognise the need for a sustainable management, resources, particularly financial,
often limit their capacity to implement these practices. Long -term planning is difficult, as short-term
production demands placed on landholders by the current marketplace limits their ability to address

long -term concerns. This grant program aims to increase the awareness of landholders through
providing incentives (in the form of a 50% subsidy for on- ground works) to integrate areas with nature
conservation value into their production systems, with a focus on long -term sustainability. Voluntary
conservation agreements are negotiated with the landholders, providing an opportunity for education
and ensuring management considerations for both the production and natural values. Ownership of the
project is always emphasised as remaining with the landholder. Over 45,000 hectares of important
habitat are now being conservatively managed under these agreements within the SWNRM area.

DISCUSSION
Landholders are the principal manager and stakeholder of the ecosystems of the region, combined with
their apprehension of nature conservation issues, the role of extension is as difficult as it is important.
Existing networks between project officers and landholders were utilised to promote the grants
initially, with one-on -one extension proving effective in promoting nature conservation leading to the
first round of applicants for the grant. Specific grant workshops and general extension activities at
local field days and events such as shows, are used to promote nature conservation and the grants,
although the major extension activity, comes from landholders that have received the grants. Each
grant recipient agrees to formally promote their project with activities such as field days and written
articles in local media, but the informal discussion about their project with fellow landholders has
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proven to be a big step in overcoming the fears of `nature conservation'. Over the three years that the
grants have been offered, the number of applications has continued to increase, doubling after only the
first year.

Extension officers from Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service (QPWS) and the Department of
Natural Resources and Mines (NR &M) provide information and technical support through all stages
of the project. Project officers establish monitoring sites with the landholder, using GRAS Scheck
(Grazier Rangeland Assessment for Self Sustainability) and photo sites as the main tools. These user friendly monitoring methods become the landholder's responsibility and extension officers provide
continuing advice and assistance.

Projects have mostly focused on the control of grazing pressure within areas of high habitat value,
through the use of strategic fencing and the control of water points. Projects range in their values,

although all form valuable corridors and refuges across the landscape. Current projects under
management agreements include managing regional ecosystems listed as `Endangered' and `Of
Concern'; Lake Dartmouth, a nationally important ephemeral wetland listed under the Directory of

of `Endangered' and `Vulnerable' species;
BrigalowBelah/Coolibah Gilgai swamps, Open mitchell grass plains and riparian vegetation
Important

Wetlands

(QLD 168);

communities

communities across many south west river and creek systems. Management for these areas have been
established using 280 km fencing, 60km piping and relocating 47 water points.

The grant process has not been without a few drawbacks. One of the main challenges has been with
fimding through NHT having a limited time in which projects are to be implemented on- ground.
Unpredictable conditions under which landholders work, affect their ability to be able to complete onground works to a schedule. A simple case of machinery breakdown or the more difficult situation of

drought can place landholders with the best intentions outside their original timeline. In these
situations limited extensions have been granted and project officers have been able to provide
alternative arrangements such as fimding Conservation Volunteers Australia. A group of volunteers
help complete fencing where difficulties have prevented the landholder from doing so, allowing the
focus to remain on achieving on- ground works. There are also the added benefits achieved by the
volunteers experiencing the real `outback', whilst the project gains an extra promotion activity with
the volunteers' involvement in the project.

In 2002, the SWNRM group extended the successful grants scheme to include Landcare projects in the

current round of funding. These Landcare grants are also proving to be a successful method of
extending land sustainability issues to landholders alongside nature conservation. Given the potential
for these grants and their positive outcomes, the group is in the process of including the grants as part
of their investment plan for future funding under the new Natural Heritage Trust arrangements.

CONCLUSION
The grant process has allowed incentives to incorporate conservation values on- property overcoming
the financial difficulties that limit landholder participation. More importantly the grants provide
methods for extension through landholders spreading the message to their peers in a non - threatening

way thus by- passing the fear factor associated with `nature conservation'. The continuation of
incentives provided through the grant process will ensure the incorporation of nature conservation into
everyday land management practices across the rangelands of south west Queensland.
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RANGELAND TYPES IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN GOLDFIELDS
K.A. Leighton] and A.M.E. Van Vreeswyk2

1Department of Land Administration, Midland, W.A.; 2Department of Agriculture, South Perth, W.A.

SETTING THE SCENE
Forty five million years ago Kalgoorlie was on the 52 °S parallel of latitude where Heard Island is
today. It was a very different environment of lush vegetation, vast rivers, and the Eocene Sea lapping
the shores of the higher ground around Kalgoorlie.

For the next 40 million years as Kalgoorlie drifted 2400 kilometres north to its present position the
environment changed in sympathy with the prevailing global conditions and its new global latitude.
The change to hot and humid conditions encouraged deep weathering to many hundreds of metres.
This has given rise to the weathered profiles we see today of red oxidised upper zones to the pallid
zones so often found at the base of breakaways. The duricrust upper surfaces commonly found around
these and parts developed directly as a product of a former 'green' Australia rather than the brown one
we are more familiar with today.

WHERE'S KALGOORLIE TODAY?
Kalgoorlie is located within the Archean Yilgarn Craton which is a predominantly massive granite and
gneiss landscape extending some 900 kilometres N/S by 750 kilometres E/W dating back 2900 - 2500
million years. Greenstone intrusions of altered sedimentary and volcanic rocks have their genesis of

similar date but are more confined to linear formations with a distinctive NNW trend. The
mineralisation within these geological zones is the cause of the continued prosperity of the region.
Gold and nickel are the 'wealth' minerals currently being extracted by massive open cut mining
operations.

The greenstone belts and artificial hills of mining overburden provide the only significant relief in an
otherwise flat landscape. In between the belts are extensive stretches of granite country with typical
alternations of sandplain, low breakaways and granite tors. Relief rarely exceeds 100 metres above a
plain that was elevated by early tectonic uplift to about 400 metres above sea level.
Playa lakes and palaeodrainage lines of extensive proportions occupy the lowest part of the landscape.
Eocene sediments and plant remains give weight to the theory of the proximity of the great inland

Eocene Sea. The drainage lines are now endoreic but once formed a dendritic chain that flowed
through to the ancient oceans that covered the Nullarbor to the east and southeast. To the west of
Kalgoorlie all drainage flows generally westward into the Swan-Avon basin and ultimately to the
Indian Ocean.

The playas around Kalgoorlie receive water as run -off or from heavy rain forming shallow pools of
brine which move across the salt crusted surface with the wind. At rare intervals the water levels will
rise above two metres and on rarer occasions will flow through the palaeodrainage systems (last event
was 1992) to be soaked up by the limestone karst of the Nullarbor.

CLIMATE CHANGE
From the Mesozoic until 2.4 million years ago the climate of Kalgoorlie was probably warm and
moist, after which aridity set in, salt weathering was predominant and aeolian deposition of sands and
calcareous clays started shaping the new landscape, and vegetation changed to its more modern
appearance. Today Kalgoorlie enjoys a semi -arid climate (non -seasonal desert) with daily
temperatures ranging from 16.5 °C to 33.5 °C (Jan.) and 4.8 °C to 18.2 °C (July). Rainfall is spread
throughout the year with June being the wettest month from southwest frontal activity; whereas rain in
the summer season tends more from thunderstorms from the north. Mean annual rainfall is 260mm,
mean evaporation is 2664mm/year.
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PREDOMINANT LANDSCAPE AND VEGETATION ASSOCIATIONS
Kalgoorlie's landscapes are not particularly unique in the arid outback; there are many examples of
similar landforms throughout WA and neighboring states. The landforms seen around Kalgoorlie
today are the product of a very long process of weathering that has literally inverted the landscape.
Popular erosional sequence theory puts most of the indurated fericrete and silcrete duricrusts that

occupy the highest part of today's arid landscape at the bottom of the valleys during the early
Cretaceous. The broad river valleys of this ancient world, fed by copious water during these wetter
times, provided the ideal conditions for iron and silica to concentrate and cement in the valley floors.
Tertiary weathering then eroded the softer surrounding regolith while the valley duricrust protected the
underlying strata. The result is an inverted landscape of breakaways and erosional slopes usually on an
unconformal saprolite sequence.

The evolution of the vegetation associations within the Kalgoorlie area is somewhat unique within the
arid zone, being on the boundary between two botanical districts. The divide (known locally as the
Mulga -Eucalypt line) trends northwest and marks the northern extent of the dominance of eucalypt
woodlands. To the south the country becomes sandier and heath scrub dominates. In species richness
the general rule of WA sandplains being the most diverse is reversed in the proximity of Kalgoorlie.
Twenty -four of the 47 eucalypt species grow as trees rather than mallee, and nowhere in the world do
trees grow as tall in such an arid environment.
The variation of depth and fertility of soils across the landscape gives rise to a corresponding catena of
vegetation. Typically the deeper and the more fertile soils of the broad valley floors and undulating
plains will support the elegant salmon gum (to 15 metres high) or other eucalypt species. Where the
soils become more saline the typical melaleuca understory will be replaced by saltbush. Progressing
upslope, the shallower less fertile soils support lower mixed eucalypt woodlands and sparser
undergrowth. The vegetation on hills and breakaways is more base rock dependant but will generally
be low scrub and mallee; granite and greenstone geology have their own characteristic assemblages.
On the highest landscapes sandplains overlaying laterite form an aeolian surface dominated by mallee,
heath and spinifex. In the very low landscapes of the playas and palaeodrainages the vegetation grades
from complete absence on the lakebed floors through samphire shrublands on the playa margins to
mixed eucalypt /saltbush/bluebush communities on the higher margins.

COMMERCIAL LANDSCAPES
The commercial exploitation of Goldfields' vegetation started with the discovery of gold in the 1890's.
Thirty million tonnes of eucalypt and mulga were harvested for fuel and mining timber in 70 years to
1960 mostly from the undulating plains landscape to the south and west of Kalgoorlie. Sandalwood
continues to be taken for it's fragrant appeal and a boutique market is developing which capitalises on
theJine grain and hardness of local timber. Pastoralism is the most extensive use of native vegetation
but its domination of the landscape is overshadowed by the ubiquitous and intensive nature of gold
and nickel mining.

Further reading - this paper contains material generalised from the following references:

Keighery, G.J., Milewski, A.V. and Hnatiuk, R.J. (1988). Vegetation and Flora of the KumalpiKalgoorlie study area. In 'The biological survey of the eastern Goldfields of Western Australia. - Part
8'. Museum of Western Australia, Perth.

Oilier, C.D., Chan, R.A., Craig, M.A. and Gibson, D.L. (1988). Aspects of landscape history and
regolith in the Kalgoorlie region, Western Australia. In 'BMR journal of Australian geology and
geophysics' volume 10 number 4: 309 -321.
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A PROCESS FOR DEVELOPING BIOPHYSICAL SCENARIOS FOR ANALYSING
GRAZING MANAGEMENT OPTIONS AND THEIR IMPACT ON WHOLE ENTERPRISE
PROFITABILITY
B.S. McCallum' and W.E. Holmes
'DPI, PO Box 976, Charters Towers, QLD 4820
2DPI, PO Box 1085, Townsville, QLD 4810

Grazing management is essentially about manipulating the biological and physical components of
grazing lands ecosystems so that we can optimise livestock production while looking after the land. In
the livestock business, forage plants are like the basic materials and livestock products are the saleable
commodities. Thus, for any given property the challenge is to manage the grazing to best meet plant
and animal needs in the context of the producer's overall goals.

A grazing strategy should be based on opportunities to improve land condition, evenness of grazing,
diet quality and profitability. Using the Breedcow and Dynama Herd Budgeting Software Program
(Holmes, 2002), we assessed the financial affordability and profitability of various management
options for a typical property of the Dalrymple Shire.

The procedure requires an inventory and analysis of property resources to identify management
options for improvement. Management options may include wet season spelling, addition of water
points and fences, sowing of legumes, and rotational grazing strategies. Long -term carrying capacity
is calculated to represent the biophysical impact of the management option on the grazing enterprise.
To achieve this, we used the GRASP grass production model (McKeon et al., 1990), so that the affects
of land types, land condition and tree cover on forage growth can be accounted for when calculating
carrying capacity. The impact of grazing pressure from water point location is also calculated.
The biophysical responses of the management option, from the start of the change, to a point 10 or 20
years hence, are estimated and their effect on numbers carried and animal productivity calculated.
These responses include changes in land condition, animal productivity, forage growth and forage
quality. These management options, or "change" scenarios are then compared with a current, "do
nothing" situation.

Using Breedcow and Dynama, a simple analysis is performed using stable state herd comparisons to

define consequences at the end of change process.

If the change scenario gross margins are

favourable, the process is elaborated by analysing the biophysical and productivity changes over time.

Differences are shown as annual cash deficits and surpluses, and are compared using investment
analysis processes. The rate of return on funds (internal rate of return), the accumulated profit from
the investment brought back to current dollar value (net present value) and peak deficit are calculated.

Options assessed for a 4329 - hectare breeder paddock that has only one water and is in moderate to
poor condition are:
1.
Additional 2 waters to improve grazing distribution (25% utilisation)
2.
Rotational wet season spelling system (maintaining 25% utilisation)

Rotational wet season spelling system (25% utilisation until year 5 [after each paddock had

3.

been spelled once] then 35% utilisation thereafter)
Figure 1. Breeder paddock land types, condition classes and one kilometre distance from water zones
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Assumptions of Options
Option 1. Additional two waters: Herd build up is by breeding up and takes 4 years for the herd to
build up to the new safe cc. Two waters required at $12,000 each.
Option 2. Rotational wet season spelling (25% utilisation): The breeder paddock is divided into 4
sections with roughly the same carrying capacities. Each paddock is spelled every four years. When
a section is spelled the cattle are moved into the 3 remaining sections. The condition of each paddock
is improved from wet season spelling. Herd build up is by breeding up and takes 8 years for the herd

to build up to the new safe cc. Three waters required at a cost of $12,000 each and fencing is
$2600/km.
Option 3. Rotational wet season spelling system (25% utilisation until year 5 then 35% utilisation): the

assumptions of Option 3 are the same as Option2 except, after each paddock has been wet season
spelled once we increase the utilisation rate to 35% of pasture growth.

Financial analysis of options for Breeder paddock

Current
situation
paddock safe carrying
capacity
herd size

Grossmargin
Profitability:

Affordability:

Cash flow over time (cash
imporvement on current

Cost of option
Area of paddock
Cost per unit area

212 AE

307 AE

399 AE

560 AE

3000 AE
$419,240/ herd
or $139.75/AE

3095 AE
$432,516/ herd or
$139.75 AE

3187 AE
$445,373/ herd or $139.75/

3348 AE
$467,872/ herd or
$139.75/ AE

18.38%

AE

$24,463
13.90%

$52,733
16.75%

year
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

asset improvement

Option 1: add 2
new waters to
Breeder paddock

$23,462

Net Present Value
Internal Rate of Return

Option 3: rotational
spelling system
35% utilisation from
years Breeder
paddock

Option 2: rotational
spelling system 25%
utilisation Breeder
paddock

$0

$0

$0

-$43,424
-$718
-$323
$4,310
$6,819
$13,712
$13,712
$13,712
$13,712
$75,346
$24,000
4329
$5.54

-$86,731
-$30,335
-$1,638
$14,098
$14,527
$20,025
$21,086
$23,586
$25,819
$162,608
$70,000
4329
$16.17

-$86,731
-$30,335
-$1,638
$14,098
-$29,385
$23,485
$25,070
$33,893
$39,746
$266,405
$70,000
4329
$16.17

Table 1. Cost - benefit of management options for Breeder paddock

The results of these management options apply specifically to this case study property and will be
different for every property due to its herd structure and management practices. Modelling of the
Breeder paddock has showed that the financial profitability and affordability of management options
can be systematically compared using the Breedcow and Dynama software program. It has also
displayed that improvements in grazing distribution and land condition are not only good for the
health and sustainability of the paddock, but can be financially attractive too. There are many
different grazing system designs available; we are not advocating one or another; we are simply
showing that the cost - benefits of options can be assessed in a consistent way. This is a fictional case
study. Each property business requires individual analysis, as every enterprise is different and will not
yield the same results.

References:
Holmes, W.E. (2002). Breedcow and Dynama Herd Budgeting Software Package, Version 5.03 for
Windows 95, 98, Me, NT and 2000. Training Series QE99002, QDPI, Townsville.

McKeon, G. M., Day, K.A., Howden, S. M., Mott, J.J., On, D.M., Scattini, W.J., and Weston, E.J.
(1990). Management of pastoral production in northern Australian savannas. Journal of Biogeography
15, 15 -19.

INSIGHTS FROM NSW INTO THE `LOCAL BETTER PRACTICE TECHNIQUE'
G. McIntosh' and G. Casburn2
NSW Agriculture, 'PO Box 62, Dareton NSW 2717, 2P0 Box 531Bourke, NSW 2840

In western NSW Rangelands there were 12 producer groups who were involved in a local better
practice technique better known as Bestprac. These groups were a subset of a national project funded
by The Woolmark Company (now Australian Wool Innovations). This was usually a group of 7 to 15
producers and a facilitator. The focus of these groups was to "make a real difference, by improving
profit, efficiency, environment, health and wellbeing and to stop doing things that don't make a real
difference" (Clark et al 2001).
These groups use a Continuous Improvement and Innovation cycle (CI &I, Clark et al 2001). This is a
series of steps based on the action learning cycle of plan, act, observe and reflect. The better practice

process goes through six major steps. Each step has a variety of techniques /procedures that the
facilitator employs to enable each step to be efficient and effective.
1.

Situation analysis

Designed to find out where you are. In the case of NSW this was done

by asking producers questions on the physical, operational and
financial components of their businesses. This information was
collated into a benchmarking document.
2.

Impact analysis

What will make a real difference and how will you know? For
example using a process which weighed up areas of influence against
the potential gain.

3.

Action Planning

4.

Tacking action
Observing

5.

Set a target or benchmark for the better practice or performance and
plan the task
Putting into practice your action plan designed to change key practices

Measure key performance indicators. Techniques such as recording
each persons Observations, Questions, Ideas and Opportunities.

6.

Learning /Creating

An opportunity for another situation analysis leading to continuous
improvement.

Bestprac set out to achieve the following: Empowerment of members to learn with a view of becoming
more profitable (30% increase in profit). For key areas of change to be identified and action taken, in
time self sufficient groups with self sufficient individuals.

In an extensive evaluation of the project Roberts (2000) found 75% of respondents (All states) had
made changes is areas such as budgeting, property management, buying and selling strategies and
ways of thinking. She concluded that there is no doubt that activities carried out within Bestprac
achieved progress towards a 30% increase in profit. There was some doubt that this resulted from the
process of CI &I and benchmarking. Most members were aware of the continuous improvement cycle
in Bestprac but there was little evidence of detailed knowledge of this cycle.

Specifically in NSW the majority of people surveyed said that Bestprac was about sharing
information. Approximately a quarter thought it was about benchmarking and a small proportion
thought it was about improvement. The component of Bestprac which was believed to make a
difference was the interaction with other producers followed by an understanding of the CI &I cycle.

When NSW members were asked how Bestprac could be improved the benchmarking document
attracted many comments. It took too long and the ultimate value of this approach to obtaining and
presenting a situation analysis was questioned. Greater interaction between groups was encouraged
(Roberts 2000). NSW facilitator feedback thought that the group focus pursued in NSW hampered
individual on ground change and stopped some groups progressing past information exchange.
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An improved and innovated Bestprac framework addressing concerns raised has been developed by
the NSW Agriculture facilitator team. This has been document in table 1.
Table 1. Sequence and description of refined approach in NSW
Meeting
I . Introduction

2.
3.

First Meeting as a group
Wool Profit Map 1

Comments
An open meeting to describe Bestprac and how it works. The CI &I
game that uses each step has been incorporated to address any lack
in understanding of the process from the start.
This is a team building exercise which includes basic goal setting.

The Map is introduced and comprises a survey to be completed by
each property in relation to land, labour, costs, animal production,
selling and marketing (Symonds 2002).

4.

Wool Profit Map 2

All surveys are analysed and a confidential report sent to each
member prior to the meeting. The group comes together to discuss
the results. This has introduced a financial and physical budget and
starting point into the situation analysis. The Map is quick and

5.

Individual Project ID

effective and identifies key areas of change.
Having identified key areas of change each business uses the group

as a sounding board to review ideas generated from the situation
6.

Develop action plans

analysis.
Individuals go home and develop a plan for change which includes

new benchmarks, costings and budgets. Individuals return to the
group and share their plan for comment.
7.

Actioning

The group engenders confidence and motivates individuals into

8.

Monitoring and Review

action. And individuals report back on there project
Each plan includes check points for monitoring progress.

This improved approach to Bestprac in NSW has addressed some concerns of the original Bestprac by:
providing a better framework and therefore support to the facilitator;
replacing a frustrating situation analysis technique with a quick and targeted approach;
integrating the CI &I cycle as an integral and natural part of the group;
and being pro -active in its support of individual on ground change at the property level.
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TACTICAL GRAZING MANAGEMENT WORKSHOPS
A PRODUCER ENDORSED COURSE
G. McIntosh

NSW Agriculture, PO Box 62, Dareton NSW 2717

INTRODUCTION
Tactical Grazing is an approach to grazing management based on a four- part framework involving
establishment of paddock management objectives, identification of appropriate management
strategies, tactical decision making and monitoring of pasture and landscape condition for productive
and sustainable pastoralism. NSW Agriculture has successfully launched Tactical Grazing
Management Workshops (TGMW /S) for land managers in south- western NSW to promote this
philosophy and assist landholders develop achievable assessment and monitoring skills.

Four half day workshops were run as part of the program in SW NSW in 2001 /2002. There were four
half day workshops. The half day sessions concluded with a question time and a feedback sheet. West
2000+ Commonwealth funding has been secured to deliver future courses. Each monitoring technique
is explained and demonstrated to include any background knowledge behind the technique.
Producers had the opportunity to apply the techniques in the field with a discussion on the practicality
of each techniques application occuring at the conclusion of each exercise. In the workshops presented
to date Balah/Rosewood and Chenopod land -types have been focused on using "The Glove Box Guide
to Tactical Grazing Management for the semi -arid woodlands" (Campbell and Hacker 2000).

Each technique is defined below, with feedback from those participants to date being recorded as dot
points following the definition.

WORKSHOP i
A power -point presentation was delivered on the importance of setting an objective for a paddock,
either to improve or maintain its condition. A strategy to manage the paddock using objective
measurements was made. A key component of this introduction was the balance between risk,
resource and return. Objectives and strategies were revisited at each workshop.
function summarises the landscape organisation by determining the number of
obstructions, the distance between the obstructions and the size of the obstructions. The second
component of landscape function was to determine soil surface health. Indicators are given a rating
which is converted to a number for both the patch (An area where physical resources such as water
and nutrients are concentrated) and the inter -patch (An area where physical resources move to a

Landscape

different part of the landscape).
The majority of participants rated the workshop very useful.
Data collated was subjective depending on who did the recording and how an obstruction was
defined.
It would take some time to collate a data base that gave useful comparisons.
Once a year or once every three years would be sufficient monitoring for landscape function.
Landscape function would be best incorporated as part of long term monitoring sites.

WORKSHOP 2
Biomass and dry-matter of grasses and small herbs are determined using photo -standards, with a
median quadrat being used to determine an accurate measure of biomass to demonstrate this approach

of dry matter assessment. This technique is beneficial for calculating the carrying capacity of the
paddock using a conversion table to animal unit days or alternatively allowing you to calculate fuel
loads in a paddock, in order to do a control burn on woody weeds. (Hurrah at least it has a point)

Variation between photo -standard and median quadrat measurements can be great and can
cause problems in accurate assessments.
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The need to measure carrying capacities for chenopods was raised. A Jessop stick
measurement and a conversion table of plant number and diameter into edible dry matter has
since been introduced.

Estimation of the level of utilisation of key species was carried out using photo standards of grasses
occurring in the semi -arid woodlands. A rule of thumb of 30% utilisation (70% remains by weight) or
less is required to maintain perennial grasses in times of drought.
Producers were keen for standards of common species specific to Belah/rosewood
communities such as spear grass to be developed.

The shrub cover technique presented in this workshop was mainly aimed at the assessment and control
of woody weeds. There were two techniques explained, the photo standard technique and the use of a
Bitterlich gauge. This enabled shrub impact on production to be quantified.

The step point technique for soil cover and the quadrant technique were demonstrated. Maintaining
40% cover or greater will ensure no significant erosion.
A quick technique that has been readily implemented by producers.
Participants found Workshop 2 quite useful and reasonably easy to understand.

WORKSHOP 3
Biomass, shrub- cover, utilisation, and soil cover were all reviewed. How to establish a long term
monitoring point using a photo point was demonstrated. Estimation of the relative grazing pressure of
sheep and kangaroos used a step point transect procedure to collect raw data. Formulas were used to

convert the raw data into predicted Dry sheep Equivalents (DSE) for sheep and kangaroos.
Calculations incorporating forage availability of each forage type, seasonal factors, paddock condition
and total grazing pressure of domestic and non - domestic animals were all incorporated into an easy to
follow procedure, which enabled the calculation of a stocking rate for a specific paddock.
A useful workshop.

WORKSHOP 4
The concept of an objective, a strategy and the associated techniques were reviewed by the producers.
Condition scoring of livestock (fat scoring) was also covered in this workshop. Implication of animal
production and this style of management were indicated as desirable for future possible workshops.
A useful workshop.

OVERALLL FEEDBACK
The techniques in the workshop are robust enough to be applied widely.
Each halfday session, having been carried out on an individual property enabled a variety of
land- types, management and history to be discussed.

Initial preparation of each workshop allowed an interaction between the presenter and the
land - holder.

All participants have been enthusiastic to finish the four workshops and have recommended
the workshops to other people.
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THE MURCHISON RIVER PROJECT: PASTORALISTS RESTORING HEALTH TO THE
MURCHISON RIVER CATCHMENT
Murchison Land Conservation District Committee and the Ecosystem Management Unit of the
Gascoyne-Murchison Strategy
c°'Woolgorong station, via Mullewa, WA 6630.

OVERVIEW
The idea of attempting to recover historically degraded flood plains of the Murchison River was
generated by pastoralists in the Murchison Land Conservation District Committee (MLCDC). Known
locally as the "River Project ", its initial objectives were to initiate and support restoration of these
highly productive parts of the catchment by:
fencing the floodplains off from their catchments up slope,
using innovative grazing strategies based upon strategic rest and/or
maintaining conservative stocking rates and
controlling total grazing pressure (i.e. ferais and kangaroos, as well as stock).
In all, approximately 440 km of new fencing are planned over three years, and the eight participating

stations are well on their way to completing their first milestone of 162 km by year's end. The
remainder is planned for the following two years. Funding for most materials has been sourced
through the National Heritage Trust. Some additional fencing is being done in the project at
pastoralists' own cost. Pastoralists will meet over 60% of the total costs of the project.

EVOLUTION OF THE PROJECT
The participants invited the Ecosystem Management Unit ( "EMU ") of the Gascoyne- Murchison
Strategy to provide technical assistance, ostensibly to do with riparian monitoring. However, through
the EMU Exercise (Pringle & Tinley 2001), pastoralists and ecologists quickly recognised that the
health of the floodplains could not be considered in isolation from the rest of the catchment. Thus, the
objectives of the project expanded to become more of an integrated catchment planning exercise,
placing as much emphasis on reading landscape patterns and processes to inform construction of
infrastructure.

At a recent workshop /field day held at Meeberrie station to discuss what we had learnt together about
floodplain and riparian management, the following critical issues emerged:
water is belting down to the river from the valley sides in channels (like a canal system), instead of
slowly spreading across the landscape after it leaves the stony uplands
because the river channel has widened and deepened, over -bank flooding in many sections only
occurs after exceptional rains
floodwaters are rapidly draining back into the river via gully systems associated with stock pads

(often to river pools) instead of staying out on the floodplain and revitalising grasses and
saltbushes.

in areas where floodplains are "leaking" back into the river, scrub encroachment is occurring
(Tinley 2001)

wetlands such as billabongs, river pools and pools at floodplain edges are prone to breaching by
stock pads and need to be monitored and repaired as soon as danger signs appear
troughs and fences may need to be moved away from particularly sensitive areas.

LOOKING FORWARD
Through the EMU Exercise, pastoralists have the basis for planning an ecologically sustainable future.
They are quick to point out that the restoration of the Murchison River floodplains and the landscapes

up slope will not happen in the timeframe of an NHT project. Rather, the foundations can be laid
through strategic fencing, innovative management and monitoring and long -term planning based on
learning -by- doing. Landscape, habitat and riparian monitoring techniques are being developed in a
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partnership between pastoralists and the EMU team. Planning and installation of monitoring sites
within an overall, but informal, environmental management system has commenced on all leases.

The River Project has attracted the interest of other pastoralists in the MLCDC, who manage tributary
river systems or large lake systems and want to be part of the integrated approach. For instance, one
pastoralist has sought Envirofunding from NI-IT to develop an off- reserve conservation area involving
a nationally listed wetland of importance. Others are currently seeking funding for fencing tributary
river floodplains.

In a recent NHT review, the participants stated that the River Project and its partnership with EMU

had reinvigorated the LCDC and that there is new enthusiasm for adopting cooperative, cross boundary approaches to land management.

In conclusion, pastoralists in the MLCDC have decided to take on the challenge of restoring an
historically degraded major river system and its catchment, while learning more about recognising and
managing important biodiversity issues. This represents a big challenge to Government departments.
The MLCDC wants integrated support to address the big issues that cross boundaries and where local
interventions may occur for the benefit of those down river.

The complexity extends to issues dealt with traditionally by different Government departments, who
now need to cooperate to provide effective, cohesive assistance. Individual agencies may need to
invest in Whole -of- Government service delivery, where institutional boundaries become very blurred.
Thanks to NHT and enthusiastic and challenging groups like the MLCDC, this change in behaviour by
Government departments is well under way in the Gascoyne- Murchison Strategy.

The "River Project" represents a bold initiative in integrated catchment planning as well as
ecologically sustainable pastoralism. It is hoped that the enthusiasm and long-term commitment of
pastoralists involved will be matched by equal amounts of support and patience from the wider
community and its funding bodies.

REFERENCE LIST
Pringle, H.J.R. & Tinley, K.L. (2001) Ecological sustainability for pastoral management. Journal of
Agriculture 42: 30 -35.
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THE EFFECT OF A HIGH INTENSITY FIRE ON SAVANNA WOODLAND IN NORTH
QUEENSLAND
Peter O'Reagain & John Bushell
Department of Primary Industries, QLD Beef Industry Institute, PO Box 976, Charters Towers QLD

Woodland thickening has been identified as a major management problem in many savanna areas of
north Queensland. While fire is frequently recommended as a management tool, little quantitative data
exists on its effects on tree mortality or population structure in these areas.

To address this issue ten c.100 ha paddocks were burnt in October 1999 at the Warnbiana
experimental site, Charters Towers. Paddocks contain a mixture of three vegetation types i.e. a
Euclayptus melanoploia community on yellow /red kandosols, a Acacia harpophylla community on
grey vertisols and a E. brownii community on brown chromosols. Prior to the fire, five (4 by 100 m)
permanent belt transects were established in each community across each of six selected paddocks. All

woody species within these transects were recorded using the TRAPS sampling methodology.
Paddocks were burnt in October 1999. High grass fuel loads (c. 6000 kg/ha), a strong breeze and high
air temperatures resulted in an extremely hot fire with flame heights of between 3 to 5 m. Transects
were re- surveyed in September 2000.

Results indicated that (1) tree mortality rates were very low with nearly all ( >98 %) individuals
surviving through re- sprouting via epicormic buds or lignotubers. Where mortality did occur, this
usually resulted from individuals being incinerated by fallen logs. (2) Fire had a major effect on
vegetation structure causing a major shift to smaller size classes ( <.4 m). This occurred particularly in

the 1 -4 m size classes. (3) Fire resulted in some Eucalypt seedling recruitment although this was
largely localized to specific micro- habitats like ash beds.

Fire thus had a significant effect on vegetation structure but had little or no effect on population
numbers. Further research is needed to investigate the effects of the timing and intensity of different
types of fire on mortality, recruitment and structure in these woodland communities.
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TESTING SUSTAINABLE GRAZING STRATEGIES FOR THE SEASONABLY VARIABLE
TROPICAL SAVANNAS
Peter O'Reagain & John Bushell
Department of Primary Industries, QLD Beef Industry Institute, PO Box 976, Charters Towers 4820.

The inability of current management practices to cope with inter -annual rainfall variability is a major

threat to the sustainability of grazing enterprises in northern Australia. Recommended grazing
strategies like variable stocking are untested and are not widely applied due to the perception that
ecological sustainability and profitability are incompatible.

To address this issue a replicated grazing trial was established in 1997 on Wambiana station near
Charters Towers (mean annual rainfall 650 mm; C.V. = 38 %). Strategies being tested are (i)
conservative stocking (8ha/LSU), (ii) heavy stocking (4 ha/LSU), (iii) variable stocking - stock
numbers adjusted annually according to available herbage (3 -10 ha/LSU), (iv) a variable -SOI
(Southern Oscillation Index) strategy - stock numbers adjusted annually according to available
herbage and SOI- based rainfall predictions (3- 10ha/LSU) and (v) rotational spelling (6 ha/LSU) - one
third of the pasture spelled annually as a feed reserve. (LSU = 400 kg steer).

Since the start of the trail rainfall has been exceptional and above average in all seasons. Individual
animal production was markedly higher (30 -50 kg/beast/annum) under light than under the heavier
stocked regimes due to the consistently higher diet quality selected under the former strategies.
Conversely, total animal production per hectare (kg/ha) was significantly higher under the heavier
stocked regimes, although some animals had to be supplemented in the 2001 dry season to prevent
mortality in these treatments. Pasture condition stayed constant or improved in all treatments, due to a
combination of burning and above average rainfall.

These results should be regarded as preliminary due to their short-term nature and the exceptionally
good seasons experienced since the trail's inception. It is important that the project be continued in
the long term in order to quantify the precise trade -off between sustainability and profitability for
different grazing strategies.
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MANAGING MITCHELL GRASS PASTURES -A TALE OF TWO QUADRATS
D. M. Orr' and D. G. Phelps2
Queensland Beef Industry Institute, Agency for Food and Fibre Science, Dept. Primary Industries, 'PO
Box 6014, Rockhampton, Qld 4702, 2 PO Box 519, Longreach, Qld 4730.

INTRODUCTION
Monitoring in rangelands needs to be conducted over prolonged time periods to discriminate changes
due to grazing management from that due to the long term rainfall variation that is so characteristic of
Australian rangelands. Such discrimination is particularly important where the major plant species are
long lived. This paper details changes in a long term grazing study as told by pasture measurements
and associated photographs in two permanent quadrats that are grazed at contrasting grazing pressures.

METHODS
A grazing study incorporating six levels of utilization was established in Astrebla grassland at
"Toorak ", northwest Queensland. Sheep numbers are changed annually at the end of the summer so
that anticipated proportions of 0, 10, 20, 30, 50 and 80% of the total forage available will be consumed
over the ensuing year. Grazing commenced in 1984 and continues in 2002.

The population dynamics of Astrebla spp. is monitored annually by charting the position and diameter
of individual tussocks in permanently located 1 x 1 metre quadrats and basal area is calculated from
the number and the diameter (the living portion) of individual tussocks. In addition, photographs at
two of these quadrats -at 10% and 80% utilization - provide a visual record of vegetation change at
the individual plant scale. This paper details changes in plant density and basal area in relation to
seasonal rainfall in these two quadrats and displays the photographic sequence over a range of years.

RESULTS
Basal area of Astrebla spp. declined in both quadrats (Figure la) during the 1985 -1989 drought
(Figure1c). At 10 %, basal area recovered between 1990 and 1994 after which it has declined steadily.
Basal area at 80% failed to increase greatly between 1990 and 1998 but has increased between 1998
and 2001 during a sequence of favourable summer rainfall. Plant density increased substantially in
1989 following major episodic recruitment over the 1988 -89 summer (Figure lb). Some recruitment
occurred at 80% treatment during 1999 -2000. Figure 2 presents a photographic sequence.

DISCUSSION
Overall results from this study indicate that Astrebla grasslands are resilient to grazing when livestock
numbers are altered in relation to summer rainfall (Orr 1998). Nevertheless, the decline in basal area
at 10% since 1994 may reflect that this treatment is becoming increasingly moribund. Summer
rainfall is the major driver of both basal area and plant density. The negative impact of below average
summer rainfall increases with grazing pressure such that continued heavy grazing during drought
reduces basal area. In contrast, basal area and yield of Astrebla spp. can recover, even under
continued heavy grazing, with a sequence of years of above average rainfall. In contrast, prolonged
heavy grazing reduces ephemeral species diversity and increases the occurrence of species that are less
preferred by domestic livestock (On et al. 2000). Furthermore, this study has identified the
importance of episodic Astrebla spp. seedling recruitment in maintaining density (Orr 1998).

REFERENCES

Orr, D.M. (1998). A plant life cycle approach to the population ecology of two tropical grasses in
Queensland. In Population ecology of grasses, Ed. G.P. Cheplick, Cambridge University Press.
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THE UTILITY OF FORECASTING SUMMER RAINFALL AND MODELLED PASTURE
GROWTH IN THE MITCHELL GRASSLANDS OF WESTERN QUEENSLAND
J.N. Park1, D.H. Cobon2, G.B. Simpson and J.F. Clewett2
IQDPI, Queensland Centre for Climate Applications, PO Box 519, Longreach Q 4730
2QDPI, Queensland Centre for Climate Applications, PO Box 102, Toowoomba Q 4350

INTRODUCTION
Climate has a large impact on vegetation and animal production in northern Australia. The length of
the dry season, variable annual rainfall, extreme temperatures and high evaporation rates make
managing pastoral enterprises difficult. Seasonal climate forecasts based on the El Niño Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) can potentially be useful to graziers, particularly if forecasts can be issued with
long lead -times and blended with animal and pasture management practices. Previous studies have
shown large changes in rainfall (27 %) and larger changes in pasture growth (35 %) associated with
changes in the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) (Park et al. 2001). These results indicate a potential
benefit in forecasting pasture growth compared to rainfall. This paper evaluates the potential use of
long lead seasonal forecasts using summer rainfall and pasture growth.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Relationships of SOI and SST based seasonal forecast systems with summer rainfall (November to
March) and modelled pasture growth were assessed with monthly lead -times of 0 to 6 months for
Longreach and 40 other locations across the Mitchell grasslands of western Queensland using
AUSTRALIAN RAINMAN (Clewett et al. 1999). The period of analysis was November 1891 to
March 2002 (111 seasons). Three seasonal forecast systems were used: Average 3 month SOI (Clewett

et al. 1991), SOI Phases (Stone and Auliciems 1992) and SST 9 Phase (Drosdowsky 2002). A
concurrent analysis using Average SOI (November to March) was also assessed. Daily climate data
was sourced from the SILO data drill (Jeffrey et al. 2001) and estimates of summer pasture growth
were modelled using WinGRASP (McKeon et al. 1990). Modelled growth of Mitchell grass pastures
explains about 70% of the variability of actual pasture growth (Cobon, unpublished data). The same
pasture parameters were used for all sites, thus the only source of variation in pasture growth was the
climatic data. Strength of seasonal forecast relationships was measured by percent change in rainfall
and pasture growth (Park et al. 2001). The Kruskal-Wallis (KW) (Conover 1971) and cross - validated
Linear Error Probability Space (LEPS) continuous skill score (Potts et al. 1995) tests assessed the
statistical significance of SOI and SST relationships with rainfall and pasture growth. Statistical
significance was indicated if KW and LEPS were at least 0.9 and 7.0 respectively (LEPS significance
threshold - Clewett, unpublished data). Correlations of Average SOI with rainfall and pasture growth
were also calculated.

RESULTS
Mean summer rainfall for the 41 stations was 314 mm and highly variable (Coefficient of Variation,
53 %). Mean summer pasture growth was 1370 kg/ha and varied more than rainfall (C of V, 81 %). In
years with a negative average SOI during summer (22 seasons below -5) mean rainfall was 14%
lower, compared to all years. Conversely, when the SOI was positive (32 seasons above +5) the mean
rainfall was 27% higher. The average impact of ENSO was a change in mean rainfall of 21 %. Impacts
of ENSO on pasture growth were greater (31% on average) with a mean reduction of 28% when the
SOI was negative, and an increase of 34% when the SOI was positive. ENSO influenced rainfall and

pasture growth in the concurrent analysis when the Average SOI was used, however the influence
declined as lead -time increased (Figure 1). For example, the impact of ENSO was >10% at lead -times
of 0 to 3 months for rainfall and 0 to 5 months for pasture growth.

However, the apparent impacts of ENSO were only statistically significant for lead -times of 0 and 1
month at most locations (Figures 2 and 3). The results from the SST 9 Phase analysis showed few
stations with statistical significance (KW > 0.9) at 0, 1 and 2 months lead time (15, 2 and 12 stations
respectively), and therefore these results are excluded from Figures 2 and 3. Significant correlations
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existed between Average SOI and rainfall (0 and 1 month lead -time) or pasture growth (0 to 3 month
lead-time) at more than 37 locations (Figure 4).

DISCUSSION
Impacts of ENSO on rainfall ( >10% from 0 -3 months lead -time) and pasture growth ( >10% from 0 -5
months lead -time) were not statistically significant for most locations beyond a 1 month lead-time
using Average SOI or SOI Phases. SST Phase relationships were not significant beyond a 0 month
lead -time, which agrees with the 1 month lead-time/3 month seasonal analysis (Drosdowsky 2002) for
the summer season in this part of Australia. While ENSO had a bigger apparent impact on pasture

growth than rainfall for longer lead-times (5 versus 3 months), significance tests showed little
advantage in using modelled pasture growth over rainfall. However, correlations indicated an apparent
advantage in using the Average SOI to forecast pasture growth compared to rainfall (3 versus 1 month
lead - time). The interpretation of different statistical tests needs more work. The high inter -annual
variation in rainfall extrapolates to extreme inter - annual variation in pasture growth. Large differences
in rainfall between El Niño and La Nina summers were evident with greater differences in pasture
growth. However, highly variable data are antagonistic to statistical significance and so large impacts
that stretch to lead -times of 3 -5 months are not transferred to statistical significance beyond 1 month.

The spatial variability shows that when providing a forecast at a particular location it is important to
look at other sites around that location to ensure a similar forecast signal is evident. There are no
major geological features in the Mitchell grasslands that would explain major differences in climate
between neighboring locations. Therefore, if surrounding sites are similar there is a greater chance of
the outcome being real. Forecast lead -times of 5 months are important for graziers to better manage
climate variability. While the forecast systems tested in this study did not give an extended lead -time
beyond 1 month, other forecast systems involving climate signals with longer lead-times are currently
being developed.
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ORD REGENERATION PROJECT REVISITED
Alan Payne

Department of Agriculture, Western Australia, South Perth WA 6151
BACKGROUND
It is now 42 years since the Ord River Regeneration Project in the East Kimberley area of Western

Australia (Fitzgerald 1968), the largest and most ambitious of its kind in Australian rangelands,
commenced. The project area which is now called the Ord River Regeneration Reserve (ORRR)
initially covered about 10,000 km2 of the total catchment area of Lake Argyle of 46,000k1112.

The area was settled in the 1880's and cattle numbers, sustained by an abundance of surface waters
and productive pastures, expanded rapidly. By the 1930's the dramatic increase in grazing pressure
from cattle, compounded by bushfires and feral animals, was sufficient to exceed the resilience of the
country (specifically the Nelson, Antrim and Gordon land systems, Stewart et al 1970) and large areas
were degraded and eroded. Erosion on the friable, calcareous soils of the area contributed enormous
silt loads to the Ord River.

Erosion in the Ord River catchment was described in the 1940's (Medcalf 1944, Teakle 1944) but was
not recognised as being a problem of sufficient magnitude to warrant remedial action until plans to
dam the Ord River were conceived. The silt load, estimated at 22 million tonnes per annum, was
considered a sufficient threat to the long term storage capacity of the dam to necessitate a stabilisation

program on the most severely eroded parts of the catchment. The regeneration project was
commenced in 1960 by the Department of Agriculture, Western Australia under a co- operative
arrangement with station lessees. However the arrangement did not prove workable and in 1967 a
number of pastoral stations were resumed and the area gazetted as a Water Catchment Reserve. In
1987 a large part of the area in the west (which was not badly degraded) was gazetted as the Purnululu

(Bungle Bungle) National Park and Conservation Reserve and is managed by the Department of
Conservation and Land Management.

THE REHABILITATION PROGRAM
The program involved:
progressively fencing the area, between 1960 and 1968, into a number of large paddocks;
progressively mustering for many years and final removal of nearly all cattle;

almost complete eradication of donkeys which were in very large numbers in the 1960's and
70's;
cultivation works and seeding from 1960 to the mid 1980's. Strip contour chisel ploughing,
pitting, ridging and seeding with the introductions buffel grass (Cenchrus ciliaris), Birdwood
grass (C. setigerus) and kapok bush (Aerva javanica). Many area were treated more than
once.

RESULTS
Recovery within the project area has been described by Fitzgerald 1968, Ryan 1981 and de -Salis 1993.
Eight years after the program of works commenced Fitzgerald outlined how the project was beset by
difficulties in the early years, due mainly to a series of adverse seasons and an inability to exclude
stock from the areas under treatment. However, following completion of the fencing program and two
very good seasons (1966/67 and 1967/68) the whole area showed a marked improvement in vegetation
cover.

Ryan considered that there was much observational and some quantitative evidence (Ryan and Payne
1976) that treatments had been effective at improving ground cover and reducing soil losses. Kapok

bush had proven to be an excellent coloniser of bare ground, buffel and Birdwood grass had
established widely and, in the absence of grazing, native grasses had recovered. Ryan considered that
large gully systems on the lower slopes of the Nelson land system had all shown some stabilisation.
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de -Salis reported that the regeneration program had re- established vegetation in most of the previously

degraded areas but that his condition assessment results (in 1981) showed that the rehabilitation
process was not complete and that the Regeneration Reserve still had the capacity to contribute large
amounts of silt to Lake Argyle.
Internal reviews by the Department of Agriculture in the mid 1980's and in 1990 highlighted concerns

that silt loads of the Ord River were still unacceptably high. With successful regeneration on the
upper slopes it was thought that the majority of sediment entering the dam may originate from gully
extension, widening and deepening. Gully control measures were tested on a small number of gullies
with reasonable success.

Since 1990 observational evidence suggests that vegetative cover has continued to improve in the
project area but there is no quantitative information concerning gully stabilisation or silt loads.

A comprehensive field inspection was undertaken in August 2002 to photograph old monitoring sites
and reference areas to document and subjectively assess recovery and stability of the project area.
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`THE LONG PADDOCK' WEBSITE
CLIMATE MANAGEMENT INFORMATION FOR RURAL AUSTRALIA
Alan Peacock', Neil Flood', David Ahrens', Ken Brook', *Chris Chilcott', Dorine Bruget', John
Carter', Lisa Collett', Steve Crimp', Ken Day', Wayne Hall2, Robert Hassett',
Beverley Henry', Greg McKeon', David McRae4 Col Paull', Roger Stone4.
'.Climate Impacts and Natural Resource Systems, Queensland Department of Natural Resources and
Mines, 80 Meiers Road, Indooroopilly, Qld 4068
2.Meat and Livestock Australia, Level 1, 165 Walker Street, North Sydney, NSW 2060
3.Queensland Centre for Climate Applications, Department of Primary Industries, 80 Meiers Road,
Indooroopilly, Qld 4068
4.Queensland Centre for Climate Applications, Department of Primary Industries, 203 Tor Street,
Toowoomba, Qld 4350

INTRODUCTION
Queensland has high year -to -year variations in rainfall with the El Niño- Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
phenomenon contributing strongly to this variability. The impacts of climate variability can be severe;
for example, between 1991 -1996 Queensland rural farm gate losses totalled $3 billion while overall

drought losses to the Queensland economy exceeded $6 billion (DPI, 1996). In 1991 the `Drought
Group' was formed in recognition of the importance of climate variability on primary industries and
natural resource management. More recently the Queensland Centre for Climate Applications was
established (1998) to research the importance of climate variability, with extension aimed at both
industry and policy development.

`The Long Paddock' website was launched in 1995 to make information on climate and resource
condition readily available to clients in policy and across rural areas. The site has proven to be an
effective method of providing an integrated suite of climate information. It contains over 63,000 maps
of drought, pastures, satellite imagery and rainfall analyses on a monthly basis back to 1890. In
particular, Long Paddock provides maps of rainfall probabilities associated with each Southern
Oscillation Index (SOI) phase (Stone et al. 1996), allowing changes in conditional rainfall probability
to be accessed operationally in the first week of each month. Although updated frequently, the site
design remained unchanged for many years largely due to manual page - generation methods. Recently
developed procedures now allow for automatic page generation and site management.

Building The Long Paddock
In digital environments like websites, a strong metaphor can guide a visitor and glue a site together,
(Siegel 1997), The Long Paddock branding aims to bind the content themes of rainfall, drought,
pasture growth, fire, climate drivers (e.g. ENSO) and degradation of the grazed resource. The Long
Paddock trademark, because of its association with drought, is also easy to remember, assisting repeat
client visits.

Neilsen (2002) stated that simplicity may be the single most important useability guideline one needs
to follow when building a website. Both operational and functional aspects of `The Long Paddock'
were redesigned in the year 2002, the latest revision reducing complexity, thus improving useability.
The preparation of pages is now automated using a new in -house content management system, Web
Rapid Index Building System (WebRIBS) (Flood & Peacock, 2001). WebRIBS separates content from

design and forces the designer to arrange information in nested directory structures with logical
hierarchies and plain- English names. Pages are generated using hypertext mark -up language (html)
design templates and are assembled from fragments of html content, graphics and the existence of
various file types in given directories.

Incorporating rural- accessibility principles developed by Groves (2000), the web -pages served to
clients are of a consistent layout, and average only 15 Kilobytes in size, theoretically taking only 2
seconds to download using a 56Kbps modem.
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The range of content available is expanding and now includes (1) a Satellite Fire Monitor (Collett, et
al. 2002); (2) a `Climate Changes' theme area; (3) products from the national Aussie GRASS project
(Hall, W. B., et al. 2000); and (4) experimental climate risk assessment incorporating the Pacific
Decadal Oscillation (PDO) signal, (Seasonal Pacific Ocean Temperature Analysis -1, Day et al. 2000).

Future Developments
Nicholls (1999) discusses various problems associated with cognitive illusions and the difficulties
people have interpreting probabilistic data accurately. Because most Long Paddock maps show
probabilities, this is a core issue for the developers. In their national survey of Aussie GRASS clients,
Paull & Hall (2000) reported that 65% of respondents agree with releasing seasonal climate forecasts
in the form of probabilities, but cautioned that in extension activities care needs to be taken to explain

the concept simply. Future web development will take a more considered approach to data
presentation techniques incorporating more feedback from users, whilst development of information
environments using webRIBS will speed up and improve webpage design, deployment and browsing.
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OPERATION BOUNCEBACK - ECOLOGICAL RECOVERY IN THE FLINDERS RANGES
Nicki de Preu, Peter Alexander, Damien Pearce*
National Parks & Wildlife SA, GPO Box 1047, Adelaide SA 5001

INTRODUCTION
Operation Bounceback is a major ecological restoration project focusing on the protection and
enhancement of biodiversity values on a regional scale in the northern Flinders Ranges of South
Australia. The project is a partnership between National Parks & Wildlife SA and the Natural Heritage
Trust.

Bounceback has been established as a demonstration of environmental management in a semi -arid
rangeland environment through the implementation of the following core elements:
addressing major threats to ecological integrity in the region
monitoring progress to allow ongoing refinement of activities
maintaining gains through the development of long-term management programs
working with landholders in the region

On- ground activities for biodiversity enhancement
Bounceback is implementing a number of activities focused on the removal of threats, the protection

of species and the recovery of habitats and vegetation communities. The major active threats to
biodiversity in the region have been identified as excessive grazing pressure, predation and pest plant
infestation. Bounceback's threat abatement program includes the following on- ground activities:
feral goat control on a regional basis
rabbit control capitalising on RHD
euro (Macropus robustus) control in targeted areas
broadscale fox control with 1080 dried meat baits
feral cat control at targeted locations
priority weed control works

Assessment of progress
An extensive monitoring and evaluation program has been established to assess the progress of the

project in achieving its ecological recovery goals. Monitoring systems are in place for both the
assessment of the threats, and the responses of the ecological system.

A target has been set for each threat to provide information on the effectiveness of the management
action. For example, feral goat densities of less than 1/lan2 in core areas have been set, with specific
targets also established for foxes, euros and rabbits in different management areas. Such monitoring
has been crucial in allowing the refinement of management activities in terms of resource allocation,
timing and methodologies employed.

More important, however, is the assessment of the environmental responses as a result of the
management actions. A monitoring program is in place to assess the biodiversity status of a system or
the response of the system to on- ground works. Our monitoring includes:
yellow - footed rock - wallaby populations

small vertebrate populations
long lived perennial vegetation
a formal Land Condition Index assessment
targeted indicator species (e.g short- tailed grasswren, emu, bushbirds)
aquatic macroinvertebrates
threatened species status
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SUMMARY
Bounceback's on- ground management program has been developed within an ecological framework
including well- defined conservation goals that are regularly reviewed to evaluate the effectiveness of
management actions. The monitoring activities that are being implemented provide detailed

information on the biodiversity status and trend of ecosystem components in the project area.
Although obtaining a meaningful response from an indicator can be difficult within a typical project
lifespan, an ongoing process of review and refinement for both monitoring techniques
management actions will ensure Bounceback's conservation goals are achieved in the long -term.
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MONITORING THE RANGELANDS FOR WHO AND WHAT PURPOSE THE ALICE SPRINGS REGIONS
L. Peel
N.T. Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Environment, PO Box 2130, Alice Springs, NT 0871

Historically rangeland monitoring in the Alice Springs region has been based upon a person's
perception of the condition of the land using either point source data and/or traversing the area. Most
of the ensuing reports were unable to offer results and information to all possible clients in a manner
that they could understand and/or make use of. The former Range Condition Assessment (RCA) and
Department of Infrastructure, Planning & Environments (DIPE) Tier 1 monitoring programs are based
on photopoints, with an overall paddock and property assessment. These programs have encouraged

land managers to look more closely at their land, but how does this information transfer to the
remainder of the surrounding landscape? Based on technically and scientifically sound principles what
informative products can be developed for all interested parties to use?

Satellite imagery covers a broad area, and can be processed and analysed in a way that greatly reduces
human interpretation. The methods applied in Central Australia are Grazing Gradient (Pickup and
Chewings, 1994) using the WPAC (Bastin et al 1996) software, and site data collection based the
DIPE Tier 2 methods (Lynch and Karfs 2001). Specific products produced by WPAC are presented in
Table 1.

Table 1: Specific products produced by WPAC software.
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Interpretation of the products (Tables 1 and 2) identifies general trends in the landscape. Verification
of these products can be assisted by ground data from sites, visual interpretation and land managers
input. The products yield results at varying scales dependant on the clients needs (Table 3) and can be
used to assist in developing short and long term strategies for improved land management. Property
management decisions would be greatly aided using the example set of products in Figure 1.

X
Figure 1. Grazing gradient graph, resilience image using '96 - '00 data, and land resource map.
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Monitoring of the regions' rangelands can be accomplished using the aforementioned methods. With

good coordination between land managers, extension officers and scientists, more accurate and
informative products can be produced. If there is better communication between land managers and
scientists both will understand more about the products and the land respectively. Hence with greater
understanding, interpretation of the results and what they mean is increased, benefiting both. The
benefits of this improved interpretive ability and accuracy will be passed through to the remainder of
the clients via the products.

.
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VEGETATION MANAGEMENT PLANNING IN THE QUEENSLAND MULGA LANDS
BIOREGION
L.K. Pegler *' and P.J. Voller2

Natural Resources and Mines, PO Box 224, Charleville, Q 4470
2 Natural Resources and Mines, PO Box 318 Toowoomba Q 4350

INTRODUCTION
The Lands Act 1994 (Qld) was developed to specify controls to tree clearing on leasehold land in

Queensland. Since this time vegetation management on freehold land has also been made an
assessable activity through the Vegetation Management Act 1999 (Qld), which was proclaimed in
2000 to amend the Integrated Planning Act 1997 (Qld). These new Acts have been enacted in response
to wide community concern regarding the level of vegetation clearing in Queensland, although there
has been considerable criticism of the operation of the Acts from landholders and associated lobby
groups.

As part of the Vegetation Management Act 1999 (Qld) there is an opportunity to develop a Regional

Vegetation Management Plan (RVMP) that would allow greater flexibility in the application of
policies to suit the relevant bioregion. The process of developing a RVMP primarily aims to develop
strategies in partnership with community to ensure local issues are included to protect biodiversity,
avoid land degradation and maintain or enhance rural productivity. Processes developed in a RVMP
also have the ability to reduce unnecessary compliance burdens on land managers.

DISCUSSION
In the Mulga Lands bioregion in south west Queensland, the approach to the development of a RVMP

has been to seek wide community input under the auspices of the South West Strategy Natural
Resource Management Group. Six community forums were held across the bioregion that attracted
over 200 land managers. Further meetings were also held with specialist stakeholder groups, including

a scientific forum on mulga fodder management with eminent scientists, land managers and
representatives from government agencies.

The most consistent responses to the community consultation have centred on the need for a more
flexible approach to the management of retained or remnant vegetation on properties. In particular, the
issues of fodder harvesting, and selective thinning of `woody weeds' in these areas, have generated
considerable comment and advice. Other consistent messages were for an extended permit life and the
importance of whole of property planning. There was overall agreement by the community that the
legislation provides a suitable foundation for appropriate vegetation management planning in the
Mulga Lands of south west Queensland, with agreement that a minimum of 20% of overall vegetation
should be retained per property.

The issue of harvesting mulga for fodder is addressed under the plan with a proposal to deem
harvesting to be a separate activity to broadscale land clearing. It is recommended that future mulga
harvesting be subject to assessment that includes a full property vegetation management plan. Mulga
harvesting approvals should also be subject to a number of conditions and may be valid for a period of
five years, with an option for further five -year extensions of the approval at no cost. These extensions
would be subject to demonstrating on -going compliance with permit conditions. There will be no
exemption during drought conditions for the requirement for a permit to harvest. This proposal will

give greater certainty to land managers to plan drought mitigation strategies, while ensuring a
sustainable vegetation management regime is established for mulga areas.

Priority areas specified for protection in the RVMP include the wetlands, lakes and springs of the
mulga lands, as well as the maintenance and enhancement of native vegetation in riparian areas.
Significant buffer zones were specified for these areas, with regeneration of previously cleared buffer
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zones a priority. Riparian and watercourse protection will be enhanced, with a target of no net
degradation of conservation values of these areas.

Recent salinity hazard research has revealed considerable potential for salinity in the western Balonne
plains sub - region. This area is the most heavily cleared part of the Mulga Lands bioregion. Some

community respondents indicated that this hazard should be considered in the RVMP. The
minimisation of salinity hazard within the Mulga Lands area is targeted by the retention of 30% of
vegetation in contributing catchments of existing or potential discharge areas, and 100% retention of
vegetation in recharge areas.

An essential component of the plan is to provide land managers and property owners with an ability to
sustainably develop land in an equitable manner. Proactive approaches to vegetation management are

identified and recommendations are provided to actively control and limit land degradation.
Encouragement of land managers to participate in environmental management systems should assist
this move to more identifiably sustainable management.
Commercial forest species are protected under the plan with encouragement for leaseholders to receive

reward for appropriate sustainable forest management. The amenity and cultural values of the
bioregion are also acknowledged in the RVMP, with areas of high -value identified for protection.

A code for clearing of Regional Ecosystems (Sattler and Williams 1999) has been developed for use as

an assessment tool. The regional ecosystems have been translated in the plan to various locally
recognized land types. This code has been developed from a revision of the rescinded 1984 leasehold
tree clearing guidelines under the RVMP. Potential land degradation is minimized by declaring a
number of `land types' unsuitable for development due to steep slopes, shallow soils, intake areas or
areas prone to water erosion. Other land types also have restrictions greater than the Act prescribes

due to local circumstances or limitations of that land type. Provisions for appropriate land
management practices and areas of sustainable development are described, along with good practice
recommendations and a range of targets for the bioregion.

When finalised the plan will be reviewed by the Minister and policy advisors for Natural Resources

and Mines, MACVM (Ministerial Advisory Council for Vegetation Management) and Local
Government. The revised plan will then undergo further public scrutiny, prior to a final plan being
developed.

CONCLUSION
The RVMP process required complex consultation processes and data analysis, however it led to the
development of a plan and policies that are more appropriate to the region, give regard to production
issues, are easier to interpret and apply while meeting the requirements of the legislation regarding
protection of biodiversity and avoidance of land degradation. This plan will give land managers and
other stakeholders greater surety and confidence to adopt sustainable management of natural resources
in south west Queensland.
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MANAGING MITCHELL GRASS PASTURES - GRAZING PATTERNS IN SMALL
PADDOCKS
D. G. Phelps' and D. M. Orr2.
Queensland Beef Industry Institute, Agency for Food and Fibre Science, Department of Primary
Industries,
'PO Box 519, Longreach, Qld 4730,
2P0 Box 6014, Rockhampton, Qld 4702.

INTRODUCTION
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) offer tools for examining grazing patterns in greater detail
than previously. While general patterns such as patch grazing are documented in Mitchell grasslands
(eg Orr 1980), our understanding of the detailed temporal and spatial processes involved are limited.
On this basis, a detailed study of grazing patterns was conducted within an existing grazing trial to
investigate the utility of applying a GIS approach to improving our understanding of these patterns in
small paddocks. This paper presents an interim spatial analysis of pasture yield and grazing utilisation
conducted in association with a study to determine plant species diversity (Off and Phelps 2003).

METHODS
A grazing study incorporating six levels of utilisation was established at "Toorak ", in the northwestern Mitchell grasslands of Queensland in 1984. Sheep numbers are changed annually at the end of
the summer so that anticipated proportions of 0, 10, 20, 30, 50 and 80% of the total forage available
will be consumed over the ensuing year. Grazing continues in 2002.

Detailed grazing patterns were documented in September 2001 on a 60 X 60 m grid basis. The grid

was first constructed in ArcView 3.2 GIS software, using the "graticules and measured grids"
extension and overlain on an existing site digital map constructed from GPS waypoint data and
LandSat TM satellite imagery. The centre of each grid cell was physically located during field
sampling within the grazing trial through a combination of physical maps and Garmin II Plus GPS
units set to UTM coordinates and the WGS84 datum.

In September 2001, we collected soil cores on this 60 m GIS grid to determine plant species diversity
from the seed bank. At the same time we estimated total pasture yield, Astrebla spp. tussock density
and utilisation, the occurrence of other major spécies and the presence of soil disturbance. A null
hypothesis (HO: paddocks are grazed evenly within a set utilisation level) was tested against visually

observed patterns in spatial data using the ArcView Spatial Analyst extension. Data was entered
against the latitude and longitude of each central grid point. Total yield and utilisation surfaces were
then interpolated using Spatial Analyst's "Surface" menu, using a nearest neighbours analysis (4
neighbours, power of 2, IDW method, no barriers).

RESULTS
Distribution of total pasture yields and utilisation levels was uneven within each grazed paddock
(Figure la, b). The proportion of low (10 to 500 kg/ha) yields and high utilisation levels (60 to 100 %)
was greatest under high utilisation rates (50, 80 %). The proportion of high yields (2000 to 3000 kg/ha)

and low utilisation levels (0 to 30 %) was greatest at low utilisation rates (10, 20, 30 %). Whilst
utilisation rate was even within the exclosure (0% utilisation) yield varied between 500 to 2000 kg/ha.

DISCUSSION
The null hypothesis of even grazing throughout each paddock was rejected. The patterns of total
pasture yield and utilisation distribution demonstrate patchiness of grazing even at low set utilisation
rates (10 and 20 %). Yield tended to be lowest, and utilisation rates highest, along the bore -drain of
each paddock. Patches of high utilisation have formed in areas extending out from the bore -drain, but
also in south -east, north -east and north -west corners of paddocks. These patterns are similar to
observations made in commercial scale paddocks within the Mitchell grasslands (eg On 1980) but
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demonstrates the ability to conduct accurate recordings on a fine scale, and the ability to present
spatial data in a visually powerful manner. Areas of high utilisation and low yields at 20% and 30%
utilisation indicate the need for further detailed studies to follow patterns of change temporally at
similar spatial scales to the one presented in this paper.

REFERENCES
Orr, D.M. (1980). "Effects of sheep grazing Astrebla grassland in central- western Queensland I. Effect
of grazing pressure and livestock distribution." Aust. J Agric. Res. 31: 797 -806.

On, D.M. and Phelps, D.G. (2003). Plant species diversity in Astrebla spp. grassland following 18
years of sheep grazing. Proc. VIIth Int. Rangel. Cong., Durban, South Africa (submitted).

Figure 1. Spatial distribution of a) utilisation level and b) total pasture yield (kg/ha) within paddocks
grazed continuously at 0 (Exc), 10, 20, 30, 50 or 80% utilisation for 17 years.
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STOCKING RATES IN ADVERTISEMENTS FOR SEMI -ARID LEASEHOLD GRAZING
PROPERTIES, NSW WESTERN DIVISION, 1984 - 1993
John Pickard*
Graduate School of the Environment, Macquarie University, NSW 2109
*Present address PO Box 793, Dubbo, NSW 2830

LAND DEGRADATION AND OVER -ESTIMATING PRODUCTIVITY
Much of the semi -arid land of the Western Division of New South Wales is degraded by wind and
water erosion, loss of biodiversity, change in vegetation composition and structure, and spread of nonpalatable native shrubs. But what are the causes? Many observers suggest that over -stocking by
graziers is the major cause, but others prefer to blame the most recent (current) drought, or pioneers at
the turn of the 19th century.

But while graziers, or at least their management, may be the direct cause, what about more indirect
causes? What encourages or forces graziers to degrade the very lands to which they claim deep
attachment? While ignorance may have been a plausible excuse at the turn of 19th century, it is no
longer acceptable in the 21st century. degradation is an unfortunate by- product of management which
is seeking to optimise something other than condition of the landscape. Presumably this is income, but
various surveys indicate that maximizing income is rarely the top priority of most graziers.

In general terms, the potential income that can be derived from a parcel of land is the main
determinant of the price of that land: better land costs more. This means that an intending purchaser
needs some way of accurately estimating the productivity of land in the region of interest, and for the
enterprise of interest. To protect their investment and collateral, financial institutions also need these
estimates. If the purchaser over -estimates the productivity of the land, then the purchase price is likely
to be too high. This could force a new owner to over -stock and probably degrade the land. Thus I
would argue that while the direct cause of much of the land degradation in the Western Division is
over -stocking, the indirect (and more fundamental) cause is over -estimating the productivity. To test
the first parts of this argument, I sought data on graziers' estimates of productivity, independent
estimates of productivity, and estimates of land degradation. By comparing the three, it may be
possible to more closely examine the causes of land degradation.

Stocking rates in real- estate advertisements could provide a direct statement of graziers' perceptions of

productivity. But how accurate are they? Are they hyperbole or a reasonable statement of
productivity? Further, are these stocking rates sustainable, or do they lead to degradation?

I compared stocking rates in advertisements in The Land newspaper for Western Division properties
with estimates of both rental carrying capacity determined by the Western Lands Commissioner, and
carrying capacity estimated by the Soil Conservation Service. A total of 321 advertisements for the
period 1984 to 1993, and 321 was suitable for analysis. For land degradation I used raw data of the
Soil Conservation Service survey of land degradation (SCS no date) combined for counties.

STOCKING RATES IN ADS VERSUS RENTAL CARRYING CAPACITY
Some 96% of advertisement stocking rates exceeded the rental carrying capacity (Figure 1). 82% were
more than 50% higher, and 66% were more than twice as high as the rental carrying capacity.
Advertised stocking rates are a median 2.4 times higher than rental carrying capacity. Results for the
SCS carrying capacity are identical.

The gross discrepancy between advertised stocking rates and rental carrying capacity is not an artefact
of the data or the analyses. There is no simple pattern of variation in the anomalies across the Western
Division, nor over the period 1984 to 1993. There is no indication that any real estate agents are more
prone to use higher or lower stocking rates than others.
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Alternative explanations for the discrepancy between stocking rates and rental carrying capacity are
either the lessees are correct and that their stocking rates are reasonable,
or the Western Lands Commissioner is correct, and the excessive stocking rates are prima facie
indication of unsustainable grazing.

Figure 1. Frequency histogram of ad SR !WLC RCC
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LAND DEGRADATION AND THE RATIO AD SR / WLC RCC
Land degradation in counties cannot be predicted by the ratio ad SR / WLC RCC. This suggests that
either:

there is no relationship (i.e. over -estimating productivity does not lead to land degradation), or

the summarised country data used are too coarse to detect what is actually a paddock- and
property-scale issue.

Until the second alternative is more fully explored with historical property-scale data, then the first
cannot be considered.

ADMINISTRATIVE AND FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
The discrepancies between advertisements and WLC assessments have two consequences:
if the advertised stocking rates are accurate, then the Commissioner should immediately increase
rents by at least the median value of the ratio of stocking rate / rental carrying capacity (2.4).

if the rental carrying capacities are reasonable, then the lessees face sanctions including
prosecution under the Native Vegetation Conservation Act.

In reality, the status quo will remain because of political power of a handful of Western Division
graziers who are granted hidden subsidies by the NSW government, regardless of the impact of their
management on the environment.

Financial institutions have no mandate for supporting ill- conceived social policies that permeate the
Western Lands Act and NSW government policy. As they are driven solely by profit, they should
protect their investments in loans by insisting on independent confirmation of the stocking rates
claimed in advertisements.

Soil Conservation Service (no date) `Land Degradation Survey, New South Wales 1987 -1988.' Soil
Conservation Service of New South Wales, Sydney.
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A PRELIMINARY SUSTAINABILITY FRAMEWORK FOR THE GASCOYNEMURCHISON REGION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Pringle, H.J.R1., Lewis, M2, Hopkins, A.J.M.3, Curry, P.J.4
' Centre for Management of Arid Environments, Department of Agriculture, Kalgoorlie
2: Centre for Management of Arid Environments, Department of Agriculture, Camarvon
3: WA Wildlife Research Centre, Department of Conservation and Land Management, Woodvale,
''Department of Premier and Cabinet, Perth
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WHY DO WE NEED A SUSTAINABILITY FRAMEWORK?

At all levels of management, investment of limited resources needs to be based on rigorous
assessments of objectives and strategic choices of available options. Furthermore, there needs to be
memory in the management system to review the outcomes of previous decisions and so inform the
decisions to be made presently, i.e. adaptive management. This has not happened in the rangelands of
Western Australia and it is questionable whether the National Land and Water Audit Rangelands
Theme process has addressed this deficiency adequately.

Rather, our management frameworks have tended to be disintegrated monitoring procedures that, by
lacking the prerequisite management framework, have neither guided investment of limited resources,

nor demonstrably achieved better management/policy and outcomes. The Salinity Investment
Framework in agriculture was developed in order to address similar inadequacies in the intensive land use zone. Here we present our preliminary attempt to build a rangelands counterpart, one that focuses

on addressing identified problems and opportunities with strategic investment within an adaptive
management framework.

THE FRAMEWORK'S DIMENSIONS
The first cut is along the triple bottom -line: economic, environmental and socio- cultural themes. Our
immediate focus is on the environmental theme. However, we identify a need for increased capacity in
the other themes in order to provide regular and convincing narratives of rangeland sustainability.
The second cut is according to scale: from enterprise to group to district to NRM subregion and region
to State. It is critical that the framework is coherent across scales and that there is a smooth transition

involving considerable overlap of involvement between scales. The framework needs to provide
information that is locally relevant, whilst also informing administration and policy development.

Within the environment theme, the next cut is according to aims; relatively uncontroversial outcomes
we would all like to see. They are:
1. Maintain sufficient examples (i.e. no further loss ) of all native species, habitats, landscapes and so
forth (biodiversity sub -theme)
2.

Maintain and enhance soil stability, nutrient cycling and the infiltration and use of water by

3.
4.

ecosystems (ecological integrity sub -theme)
Maintain the quantity and quality of renewable natural resources (natural capital sub -theme)
Improve productive capacity of specific resources /values (resource value context)

This means that we have themes, with scales and then sub- themes. We also have multiple ways of
characterising sub - themes, in order to answer what are perceived as critical questions. It is important

that information provided in feedback to land managers or statutory/policy bodies is simple and
profound. That requires some level of distillation, a process that must be accountable and open in
order to avoid undue influence residing in the hands of information managers.

STRUCTURED INFORMATION
Within the sub - themes' aims, we need to assign quite specific objectives and targets to reflect the
values, threats and feasibility of recovery, maintenance or enhancement. That is, we do not have the
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same objectives (or levels of investment) for every parcel of land within an enterprise or region. We
need to choose carefully the indicators that will reflect progress towards or away from targets, which
themselves need to be feasible (or made so by revision and/or added investment). The data we might
collect and manage could include:
1. Specific objectives for that area, with key performance indicators
2. Benchmarks (current status of key performance indicators)
3. Targets (SMART levels of the key performance indicators)
4. Action Plan/Current Recommended Practices/Responses
5. Monitoring results (did we get closer to, or further from our targets ?).
We would then need to have formal assessment/review as the linking between adaptive cycles.

For example, within an environmental theme at a regional scale, to address biodiversity aims, one
aspect that might be chosen to monitor would be the representativeness of the nature reserve system.
Representativeness would be expressed with targets, benchmarks and so forth as listed above.
Alternatively, within a socio- cultural theme at a Land Conservation District scale, to address
community participation aims, one might monitor levels of attendance at meetings.

IMMEDIATE OBJECTIVES
Management and administration of pastoral leases without such frameworks does not instil confidence

in the wider community that their aims are being met in the rangelands. The current absence of
specific targets leaves pastoralists confused as to community expectations, no systematic way of using
local progress to meet regional goals, and the community uninformed as to what is happening in the
rangelands; all of which is unhealthy. We hope to develop information systems within an overarching

sustainability framework that will assist pastoralists to demonstrate lease compliance, and their
contribution to public good, as well as guide and justify public and private investment in the
rangelands.

In a complementary context, we suggest that pastoralists who choose to participate in this systematic

approach deserve better treatment from statutory administrators and will be rewarded in terms of
demonstrably enhanced asset values.

FUTURE GOALS
In the longer -term, we would like to see the participatory evolution of this framework. Ideally
administrators, bureaucrats, wider community groups, local groups and land managers would all
understand and use the framework. It can help build shared visions and guide both public and private
investment processes that optimise desired outcomes at a range of scales. At least across Government,
the framework offers greater accountability and efficiency of investment and a basis to manage cooperatively towards stated policy goals. Once the thematic parts of the framework are working,
emphasis can shift to between -theme, and between -scale (i.e. holistic) assessments of patterns and
trends in rangelands as complex adaptive systems.
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THE REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAM OF THE GASCOYNEMURCHISON STRATEGY
H. J.R. Pringle
Manager, Regional Environmental Management Program, Gascoyne -Murchison Strategy,
co/Department of Agriculture, Centre for Management of Arid Environments, P.O.Box 417
Kalgoorlie, WA 6430

OVERVIEW
Much progress has been made in the Regional Environmental Management Program (REMP) of the
Gascoyne- Murchison Strategy (GMS). When the program commenced in 1998, we were faced with a
significant challenge; to improve the management and condition of historically degraded rangeland
environments with some of the least representative reserve systems in Australia.

Progress made by the REMP has been most notable on two fronts. First, cooperative management of
the program has fostered a relationship of mutual trust and respect among key rangeland stakeholders,

including pastoralists, government departments and conservation organisations. The program's
management committee is chaired by a pastoralist and comprises pastoral, conservation and
government representatives. Whilst previously the relationship between these stakeholders had been
one of wariness and antagonism, the process of negotiating and progressing common goals has
engendered an effective working partnership that will have enduring benefits for resource management
in the rangelands. The cooperative approach developed by those managing the Program is reflected in
increasingly cooperative delivery of individual projects within the Program.

Second, REMP has sought and developed relationships within the broader pastoral community.
These relationships have helped in developing and delivering core projects. REMP has helped to
bridge the gap between the ever evolving and expanding resource management jargon, legislation and
policy, and the people on the land who have to respond to these winds of change. By working in
partnership with the pastoral community REMP has translated the complexity of resource
management responsibilities into objectives and actions at an enterprise level, and paved the way for
progressive pastoralists to treat change as an opportunity, rather than as a threat.

THE SIX MAJOR COMPONENTS OF REMP IN DELIVERING OUR PROGRAM
The key components of REMP are:
1

SUPPORTING ON- GROUND ACTION WITH TARGETED INFORMATION
REMP project staff from the Departments of Agriculture (DAWA) and Conservation and Land
Management (DCLM) have developed and/or collated an enormous amount of biophysical
information to support the work of REMP . The entire region (larger than New South Wales) has
photo - interpreted for areas of particularly high habitat and landscape diversity. Vegetation maps
from surveys in the 1970s by John Beard have been reviewed and developed into a GIS database.
Preliminary spatial modelling of GIS databases has helped to identify areas where environmental
issues converge.

2

STRATEGIC ACQUISITION OF PASTORAL LEASES FOR INCLUSION IN THE
NATIONAL RESERVE SYSTEM
Outstanding progress has made in building the representativeness of the reserve system (as
required through the Cabinet Action Plan for the G -MS), ostensibly by purchasing pastoral
leases on the open market. While the reserve lands are still inadequate by normal standards, they
can now realistically be viewed as part of a "reserve system. As at mid -July 2202, $6.9M had
been spent acquiring 3.2M hectares, which together with 1.1M hectares before the acquisition
project, brings the area under reservation to approximately 7.3% of the Strategy area (below
international and national standards of 10 -15 %).
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Efforts have been made to achieve multiple outcomes in the acquisition process, by facilitating those parts

of acquired stations not critical to the reserve system to be transferred to adjoining stations. The
administrative process to facilitate these multiple, flexible outcomes needs major streamlining in the
administration process if patterns of land use are to be allowed to evolve.
3

OFF -RESERVE CONSERVATION OF SPECIFIC BIODIVERSITY VALUES

Much of this activity was conducted through the EMU Exercise (see this volume; Tinley and
Pringle). While most pastoralists indicated a strong interest in biodiversity on their stations, it was
only through formal questioning by EMU ecologists that they grasped how many biodiversity values
occurred on their land, and that they could manage most of them without fencing them off, if they
were aware of threats and their management. The focus has been more on building awareness than
fences, so this activity has few "lock it up for protection" outcomes. However, a positive attitude has
been fostered towards managing biodiversity and the threats to it, rather than an attitude that implies
that biodiversity and conservation need to be separated by physical and psychological fences. Indeed,
the field excursions with pastoralists demonstrated that flora, fauna and habitat variety and overall
landscape functioning supports the viability of individual enterprises and local communities.
4

ECOLOGICALLY SUSTAINABLE PASTORAL MANAGEMENT
The "EMU Exercise" is a partnership between ecologists and pastoralists aimed at demystifying the
statutory jargon and providing pastoralists with a clear idea of how to be "ecologically sustainable ".
Ecologists have formed partnerships with a range of Best Practice groups, Land Conservation
Districts and the Central Agricultural and Pastoral Aboriginal Corporation. Together pastoralists and
ecologists focus on developing an ongoing learning system to improve general landscape and habitat
condition for stock and other biodiversity, as well as developing specific plans for areas of particular
environmental values such as swamps or rare flora. As at mid -July 2002, 36 pastoral leases had
participated, amounting to almost nine million hectares of rangelands. At least as much interest is yet
to be met within the GMS, and requests have come from other parts of the State and beyond.

5

ACCREDITATION TOWARDS CERTIFIED PRODUCTS AND PRODUCTION
Participants in the EMU Exercise can formalise their environmental planning into an Environmental
Management System (EMS), thanks to the program's accreditation project. The project has involved
working with pastoralists to develop EMS for rangeland properties. Pilot studies were conducted on
stations running sheep, cattle and domesticated goats. The project has linked EMS to product safety
and quality, enabling pastoralists to legitimately promote "clean and green" produce. Challa station
has verified the quality and safety of their merino wool, sheep meat and goats through certification to
the internationally recognised SQF 1000CM (Safe Quality Food/Fibre) quality assurance code. The
scope of this certification includes an EMS developed by the station managers to formalise their
commitment to responsible rangeland management.

6

INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS TOWARDS CAPACITY BUILDING
State Cabinet gave the GMS a pivotal role for the rangelands as a beacon project in reviewing
rangeland administration in Western Australia within the context of the imminent Natural Resources
Management Council. REMP's functional Whole -of- Government approach and systematic attention
to causes as much as symptoms, may offer a promising, operational framework for sustainable
rangeland habitation (see Pringle et al, this volume). Equally, the cooperation that has been developed
in the REMP management subcommittee represents fertile ground for exploring progressive
institutional arrangements more likely to produce the outcomes desired from local to national level;
from paddock to parliament.

In conclusion, the REMP has developed momentum in terms of enthusiastic industry participation in
projects and in industry/community-based and Whole -of- Government regional natural resources
management. While there have been considerable measurable outcomes, there have been equally profound
achievements in terms of the cooperative relationships that have been built through the Program and upon
which future progress can be pursued.
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INTRODUCTION
There has been increasing recognition of the potential for enhanced management of grazing lands in
northern Australia (Queensland, Northern Territory and Kimberley region of WA) to meet the goal of
sustainable beef production. This has been largely driven by concern over declining land condition in
many areas. This concern has matured somewhat to include the critical link between land condition
and production, and the threat to sustainable carrying capacity that comes from declining land
condition. At the same time, there is also interest in optimising the use of pasture, eg, through
development of infrastructure (waters, fencing), through more pro - active management of stocking rate
and use of grazing systems, and through pasture development. In fact, achieving production goals
while looking after the health of the land has arguably become the major on- property issue for beef
enterprises.

The gradually increasing demand for better information and decision tools in grazing land
management has been accompanied by investment into relevant R &D. However, a general view is
that there has been limited uptake of information and ideas from this investment in R &D, and this
perception is now limiting further investment into strategic, long -term R &D. The reasons for low
uptake include issues like: the lack of any comprehensive, ecologically -based framework to guide
practical decision - making in grazing land management; insufficient emphasis in research and
extension on issues of rangeland management; low level of awareness of R &D outputs and outcomes
amongst beef producers.

To help address this lack of impact from R &D, we have worked with Meat and Livestock Australia
and representatives from a range of organisations (QDPI, QDNR &M, Tropical Savannas CRC,
CSIRO, NT -DPIF) to develop an education product that specifically addresses the needs in grazing
land management identified by beef producers in northern Australia.

THE GRAZING LAND MANAGEMENT (GLM) EDUCATION PRODUCT
Several organisations, including Meat and Livestock Australia MLA, QDPI, and the DPIF (NT),
identified the need for a concerted effort to build a `product' that would enhance management of
grazing lands in northern Australia. We saw that this "product" needed to include:
the principles, concepts, and relationships underlying sustainable grazing land management
the technical process or framework that supports planning, decision - making, and implementation
design and delivery that would both attract and satisfy producers.

The scope of the project included all dry-land, pasture -based enterprises and covered all aspects of
grazing land management (GLM), especially grazing management (numbers and types of animals, and
their temporal and spatial distribution); land development and maintenance practices (management of
trees /shrubs; fire; pasture improvement; weed management); and landscape health and biodiversity

Our strategy had 2 parts. Firstly, to use existing project work being undertaken in the Burdekin region

and the Victoria River District as a guide to providing the substance in the product (that is, the
principles and concepts of sustainable management and the related decision tools). Secondly, to use a

market research approach (see BlakeIey et al. 2000) for assessing requirements of the `market',
thereby identifying priority outcomes and issues for producers, operational staff and stakeholders.
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MARKET RESEARCH
The market research was in 2 stages, the first was qualitative research to identify the 25 -30 general
outcomes for grazing land management that were important to cattle producers. The second stage was
quantitative, and provided a ranking of the 25 outcome statements generated by producers. The

research allowed the ranking to be analysed in several ways, including by region, by type of
enterprise, by size of enterprise, and by gender. The highest priority outcomes for beef producers
across northern Australia included:
Knowing how to increase the better pasture plants and discourage less desirable ones
Knowing how to assess pasture quality and quantity to manage feed supply
Knowing how to assess land condition to manage for long term productivity
Having practical ways of varying stocking rates to match animal requirements with feed supply
Knowing how to determine the financial implications of grazing land management options

Of course there were significant regional differences and these have helped guide devlopment of the
product.

Research of stakeholders (industry organisations, R &D organisations, environmental lobby groups)
and operational staff (those in the public and private sectors who will deliver the product) showed that
the vast majority saw better education in GLM as a high priority. They were generally unhappy with
current efforts in GLM education. Interestingly, about 80% of these respondents believed that the
program should assist land managers to show they are meeting duty of care obligations.

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING
The product has 2 major themes: the health of the land and productivity. It provides the principles and
concepts of GLM, with local examples /case studies; steps, processes, and information for development
of a GLM plan for each participating property; support for implementation on- property.
The core part of the program will be accessible in either face -to -face delivery (eg, 3 -day workshop) or

in distance education format. The project team has developed the product for 4 regions, in the first
instance: Katherine, Burdekin, and Burnett regions, and the Mitchell grass country of Queensland.

These regions were chosen because they already had on -going R &D work that could support
development of the concepts, relationships and decision tools that would underpin the product. It is
important to note that the development of this product has been reliant on the outputs of past and
current R &D. We were dependent on the cooperation and good -will of agency staff and producers
within each region to share information, ideas and decision tools.

Information and decision tools are built around 7 major topics: Understanding the grazing land
ecosystem; Managing grazing; Using fire; Managing tree -grass balance; Pasture development;
Controlling weeds; and Bringing it all together. The emphasis is on providing the best- available
information in an interactive process, with continuous reference to analysis of a case study property.

Participants are encouraged to relate each session to their own property, and to commence the
inventory and analysis process that leads to identification of management options. Assessment of the
financial implications of each management option is emphasised through -out.

The pilots of the program have been very successful, and we anticipate the product will be available
through MLA's Edge network towards the end of 2002. We are now planning the customisation of the
GLM product to other regions of northern Australia.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: We acknowledge the contributions of the whole GLM development team
and the support of Meat and Livestock Australia.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the progress towards developing a practical and cost effective alternative to the
water trough currently used in extensive sheep operations. Though functional, troughs are not very
efficient as significant amounts of water are lost during routine cleaning and evaporation. Further,
troughs require constant monitoring and maintenance to ensure they operate effectively. Nippidrink
technology may prove to be a practical and cost effective alternative. The device consists of stainless
steel nipples, similar to those used in the pig rearing industry, connected in series to a water delivery
pipe. It is recognised rangeland applications will need to operate under conditions considerably
different to those in a rearing shed, but the proposed Nippidrink system may provide a reliable supply
of fresh water and be virtually maintenance free. Further, Nippidrink may greatly enhance the control
and dispensing of nutritional/medicinal products and soluble lures (aniseed/salt) to keep stock on
waters equipped with trap yards all year round, even when there is large amounts of paddock surface
water. Nippidrink may also promote the control of small feral pests that threaten biodiversity as
elevated nipple height may prevent them from exerting adequate nipple pressure to effect water let

Protocols have been developed to help rangeland sheep learn to use Nippidrink and
development work to obtain the optimal design specifications for various types and classes of
down.

livestock is in progress.

INTRODUCTION
Research into novel watering devices for free - ranging stock has not progressed significantly since the
introduction of the watering trough (Rouda, unpublished data). This system, though functional, is not
very efficient as water is lost through evaporation and routine cleaning (estimated at approximately
6,200 litres per year for each standard 3 -metre trough), and troughs require constant monitoring and

maintenance to ensure they operate effectively. Even if information technology soon becomes
available to remotely monitor water troughs, producers will still need to visit their troughs to clean
them. Trough maintenance costs producers an estimated $15,600 -20,800 every year, and if this could
be reduced, profitability would increase by an estimated $10,000 annually.

In April 2000, members of the Nullarbor Eyre Highway Land Conservation District Committee
(LCDC) received PIRD funding from Australian Wool Innovations to develop a watering device that
ensured grazing livestock had reliable access to quality water, free of algae and other contaminants.

Low capital investment, reduced maintenance costs and ease of animal training were key
considerations. LCDC members worked closely with scientists attached to the Centre for the
Management of Arid Environments (CMAE) to design and test an innovative stock water delivery
device, now known as Nippidrink (Nd).

MURESK TRIALS
Nd development was initiated in May 2000 at the Muresk Institute of Agriculture at Northam in
Western Australia. Four trials were conducted to establish preliminary design features and animal
training requirements of the Nd system (Krebs et al. 2000). The Muresk prototype consisted of 18 mm
polypipe fed from the mains connected to 40 mm PVC piping, 1.8 m long and slanted (600mm at one
end and 400 mm at the other, off the ground). The nipple delivery system was developed along the
line of PVC piping. The line consisted of 500 mm lengths of PVC connected with threaded T- sections
for attaching nipples, with a 40 mm cap at the end. Nipples where attached to both the front and back
faces of the PVC piping at an offset spacing of 50 mm, and directed downwards at a 25 degree angle.
Initially the nipples were made to drip by jarring their toggle open using a rubber band and sheep fed a
mixture of chaff and lupins containing 10 grams of salt learnt to use the nipples in less than one hour,
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suggesting induced thirst provided an ideal incentive for accelerated learning. Sheep preferred the
higher positioned nipples.

STATION TRIALS

The first of two station trials was conducted in July 2000 on a 2 sq km holding paddock at
Noondoonia Station, situated 200 km east of Norsemen WA. One hundred sheep of mixed age and
sex were used. The nipple line was fixed in place at a slightly modified height with the lower end at
350 mm and upper end at 750 mm above the ground. Each T- section had a spacing of 250 mm and the
nipples were placed alternatively, i.e. 500 mm between each nipple on the same side of the pipe and
250 mm between nipples on the opposite to offset eye contact between sheep drinking on opposite
sides of the pipe. The delivery pipe was 50 mm industrial polypipe (threaded at either end) with 50
mm industrial poly T- sections threaded in all three directions. A total of 21 nipples were placed along
the line giving a total operational length of 11 m. It took approximately 3 days for the entire flock to
learn to use the nipples. Again, preference for the higher positioned nipples was observed and
significant water wastage was noted at the lower end of the delivery system, suggesting increasing the
height of the nipple pipe would be advantageous.

The second station trial was conducted at Fraser Range Station, 100 km east of Norsemen in mid -July
2000, to test and refine the design for commercial applications. A Nd device, modified in accordance

with the Noondoonia findings, was installed in a 4,900 ha paddock containing three conventional
water troughs spaced 3 Ian apart and 600 merino ewes with lambs. The Nd replaced one of the
established troughs, which was completely disabled. The Nd tested on Fraser Range was 700 mm at
its lower end and 110 mm at its higher end. Plastic netting was placed under the pipe line to prevent
animals from moving under it and angle iron was attached to the upper side of the pipeline to reinforce
its strength and provide shading. There were fewer support pipes used and a pressure regulator set at 7
psi was installed in line. Despite the other two troughs remaining functional, mobs containing as

many as 300 sheep of various ages were observed using the Nd system within a week of it being
installed. Observations indicate animals again showed a preference for nipples located at the higher
end of the pipe. The small amounts of water regularly found under the nipple pipe suggested further
modification of the nipple design was required to reduce wastage.

BENTLEY TRIAL
The station trials indicated that more work was needed to improve Nd's efficiency and reduce water
wastage. Therefore another set of experiments. were conducted at the Bentley Campus of Curtin
University of Technology in early 2002 to determine water flow rates and optimal pressure ranges for
rangeland applications (Chung et al. 2002, unpublished data). A 2 m long nipple pipe with 4 nipples
attached 500 mm apart was used. A 45 1 drum fed water to the pipe via an 18 mm hose. Results
indicate a 2.9 m gravitation gradient was needed for the enough water to flow through the nipples to
achieve a one litre per minute delivery rate. Further, the results suggested flow rates were not affected

by the number of nipples activated at any one time. What was critical was the amount of water
entering the nipple pipe that had to always be more than the quantum of water being discharged
through the nipples. This finding has important implications for the length specification of the nipple
pipe. As long as the cross sectional area of the input pipe remains greater than that of the output areas,
the device should function effectively. This suggests drilling nipples directly into existing station
reticulation piping, providing these are at an adequate height for animal access, may be practicable.

FURTHER STATION TESTING
Another group of station tests are planned to start towards the end of August on Hill View and Polelle

Stations near Meekatharra WA. These will be designed to determine actual animal intake rates,
optimal nipple configuration, height, inclination and design to eliminate water wastage. Further, the
functionality of the nipples with varying water quality will be examined and the effect of ambient
temperature on nipple temperature (and animal use) will also be assessed.
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CONCLUSION
The trials conducted to date have provided encouraging results. We anticipate Nd will present a
simple solution to a long -time management problem and result in a multitude of benefit to producers.
These include better animal performance as Nd may provide a reliable supply of fresh clean drinking

water to livestock, free of algae and other contaminants and also greatly improve the control and
dispensing of nutritional/medicinal products and soluble lures to keep stock on waters equipped with
trap yards even after a large down pour of rain. Nd may reduce production costs by saving rangeland
producers the cost of regular cleaning and maintenance. Finally Nd should reduced water wastage that
results from evaporation and the routine emptying of troughs during the cleaning process. The

simplicity of Nd suggests once producers become familiarised with the concept, most would be
capable of building their own units. This will undoubtedly result in a multitude of variations in
designs and applications (various classes of sheep, cattle & goats; in -series connection to water
medicators).

REFERENCE
Krebs, GL, RR Rouda and B Lynn. 2000. WATERBABE Nipple water Delivery. Final report to IWS
PIRD Program. 16 pp.
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A NEW APPROACH FOR MORE EFFECTIVE LAND UNIT MAPPING IN THE ORD
RIVER CATCHMENT OF WA
Noel Schoknechti, Alan Payne], Phil Baird2, Elisabeth Bui3 and David Simon3
'Department of Agriculture, Western Australia, Baron -Hay Court, South Perth 6151
2Department of Agriculture, Western Australia, Kununurra, 6743
3CSIRO Land and Water, GPO Box 1666, Canberra, 2601

The main biophysical datasets presently available for the Western Australian part of the Ord River
catchment is land systems mapping (nominal scale 1:250,000) conducted by CSIRO fifty years ago
and regional vegetation mapping by John Beard (1979). By contrast, the Northern Territory part of the
Ord River catchment has recent detailed land unit mapping (nominal scale 1:50,000 to 1:100,000) as
the result of a lengthy mapping program. Land management in the Western Australian part of the Ord
would benefit from land unit mapping similar to that available in the Northern Territory.

Traditional techniques for mapping at the land unit scale are expensive, and require extensive
fieldwork. Funds to conduct land unit mapping using these techniques are not available in WA, and a
project was initiated as part of the Ord - Bonaparte Program to trial a new technique for land unit
mapping. The technique involved use of existing mapping (land systems - Stewart et al. 1970, land

units -de Salis 1993, and geology), climate data, remotely sensed datasets (Landsat TM, Digital
Elevation Models), targeted field work and expert- driven modelling to derive land units. The
modelling is based on techniques developed for the Murray -Darling Basin by Bui et al. (1998). The
work was a collaborative effort between the Department of Agriculture, Western Australia and CSIRO
Land and Water.
The first model, prior to field work, used a coarse 250m Digital Elevation Model (DEM) and was not a

good predictor of land units.

Nine person -weeks of fieldwork was conducted in August and

November 2001 to prepare land unit maps of representative areas to be used as training and validation
data in the modelling.
The second model, produced in June 2002 using a 30m DEM and the training and validation mapping,

produced a far superior product, although further work was required in the rules assigned to the
modelling process and improvement of the training data.

The results of the third (and hopefully last) modelling process will be presented in the poster at the
conference in September. The poster will also include a comparison of the cost of this process
compared with traditional mapping techniques, and indication of comparative map reliabilities.

If the technique is effective it could be applied to other parts of the rangelands that only have very
broad regional mapping.

REFERENCES
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Press.
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Sleeman, J.R. (1970). Lands of the Ord- Victoria Area, Western Australia and Northern Territory. CSIRO
Land Research Series No. 28.
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ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS AND `CLEAN, GREEN' PASTORALISM

L.J. Taylor
Gascoyne -Murchison Strategy, Department of Agriculture, PO BOX 522, Carnarvon WA 6701

Pastoralists are coming under a new kind of pressure and this time it does not concern low rainfall or
poor stock prices. Rather, this pressure is a result of growing community, government and industry
demands for more responsible and accountable resource management. Added to these demands,
consumers are increasingly interested in products that are safe to use and produced without harm to the
environment. Pastoralists are under pressure to be `clean and green', to produce safe, quality products
in a sustainably managed rangeland environment.

To help demonstrate their commitment to responsible rangeland management and to ensure they are
well placed to meet emerging pressures, pastoralists in the Gascoyne- Murchison region of Western
Australia have been developing Environmental Management Systems. Through a trial funded by the
Natural Heritage Trust, and supported by staff from the Gascoyne- Murchison Strategy, three stations
have developed Environmental Management Systems for their stations.

What is an Environmental Management System?
An environmental management system, or EMS, is a systematic management framework that can be
used by any business to assist in the task of identifying and managing environmental impacts and
legally defined environmental management responsibilities. To provide the system with credibility, a
business may decide to have their EMS externally audited, and certified to the ISO 14001 standard.

ISO 14001 is an internationally recognised standard for EMS. The standard sets out the generic EMS
components that can be used by any business to achieve a continual improvement in environmental
management. To be eligible for ISO 14001 certification, a business must identify and begin managing
any significant environmental issues caused by their activities. They must also ensure that they are
complying with all relevant legal obligations.
To develop an EMS, a business will usually work through the following steps:
i.
Identify legal and industry obligations to manage the environment.
2.
Identify environmental impacts associated with business activities and assess the level of risk
presented by these impacts.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Establish management plans and procedures for priority issues, including issues that legally
must be managed and those with a high -risk rating.
Monitor and record the status of priority issues.

Regularly review the management system and update where necessary to ensure a continual
improvement in environmental performance.
Maintain sufficient records and paperwork to allow for an external assessment of management
performance.

Why would pastoralists want to use an Environmental Management System?
The benefits of environmental management systems are being sought across agriculture, and include:
Improved resource management - through systematic identification of improvement
opportunities.

Preventing trade barriers - avoiding trade limitations in the event of the environment
becoming a non -tariff trade barrier.

Community goodwill - building public confidence in an business's commitment to the
environment

Increased operational efficiencies - through a more effective use of inputs, and reduced
expenditure on correcting environmental problems
Reduced legal liability - through a demonstration of due diligence
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Property values - potentially enhanced through better resource management

Gascoyne- Murchison Case studies
So far, the managers of three Gascoyne- Murchison stations have developed EMS: Challa, Minilya and
Winderie.
Challa is an 87 000 - hectare lease. It has been in the Dowden family for over a century and is
currently used to produce merino wool and sheep.
Minilya is a beef -cattle lease occupying 286 000 hectares. The station is managed by Carpenter
Agriculture, a Western Australian cattle company.
Winderie is an 86 000 - hectare lease run by the Kempton family. It was originally used to run
merinos, but in recent years the Kempton's have been building up a herd of Boer goats; goats are
now their main enterprise.

Each of these stations became involved in EMS because they were: determined to prove their
commitment to responsible management, keen to make the most of the unique characteristics of the
rangelands, and committed to conserving their natural resources.

In partnership with staff from the Gascoyne- Murchison Strategy, the managers of Challa, Minilya and
Winderie looked at a number of different EMS approaches. Ultimately, the decision was made to trial
two systems: ISO 14001 and an SQF 1000CM quality system that incorporated environmental issues.

Whilst the managers were initially attracted by the international recognition of ISO 14001, after
developing systems for their stations they decided that the standard exceeded their current
requirements. The managers believed that ISO 14001 would be too complex for most pastoralists to
use as a starting point to EMS; feeling the standard would only be of benefit if there were direct
market signals for certification. If markets demand the use of ISO 14001, the managers will consider
implementing and certifying their systems.

As an alternative to ISO 14001, the managers decided to integrate environmental issues into an SQF

1000CM- quality assurance system. SQF means Safe, Quality Food. SQF 1000CM is a quality
assurance system designed to enable primary producers, supplying low -risk food and fibre products,
with the tools needed to demonstrate compliance with food safety standards and customer quality
requirements.

SQF 1000CM is focused on product safety and quality risks. Whilst not officially registered as an
environmental code, the risk assessment and management processes used for safety and quality can be
applied to environmental issues to develop an EMS.
SQF 1000CM has provided the stations with a simple but recognised approach to quality assurance.

Including an EMS in the system provides a means by which their commitment to responsible
rangeland management can be independently verified. Whilst the environmental component of the
system is not formally recognised in the way that ISO 14001 is, the managers are able to address the
primary concerns of their customers, whilst formalising their commitment to the environment. The
system gives them the flexibility to progress to ISO 14001 as required.
So far the managers of Challa have had their SQF system independently audited and certified: Minilya
and Winderie will soon follow suit. A lot of work has gone into developing these systems and having
them certified but looking at the big picture, the managers believe that their SQF systems will help
them meet growing demand for `clean, green' products.
As the managers of Challa Station say:

"With consumers wanting cleaner, greener products, just producing from the rangelands is a start. We
would encourage all pastoralists to look at a system of accreditation. It won't make it rain, but it will
prove to the world that you are in it for the long run."
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WHAT IS THE EMU EXERCISE?
Ken Tinley' and Hugh Pringle2
WA Wildlife Research Centre, Department of Conservation and Land Management, Woodvale, WA 6005
2 Department of Agriculture, Centre for Management of Arid Environments, P.O.Box 417 Kalgoorlie, WA
6430

A SYNOPSIS
The Ecosystem Management Unit's (EMU) primary purpose is to introduce pastoralists (and other
managers of land) to the ecological management of landscapes and habitats in the outback. Ecological
management involves reading and recognising landscapes (the terrain elements), internal and linking
processes (function), condition and trend.
This is achieved by working with pastoralists to record their station knowledge in a baseline mapping
exercise, followed by ground and air traverses of key areas identified. A simple landscape and habitat

monitoring technique is demonstrated during ground traverses augmented by ground and aerial
photographs. This is summarised on clear overlays on the station map annually as a permanent record.

A range of issues can also be brought into the management system, including key areas for grazing,
conservation of nature, cultural heritage, harvesting for craft woods and oils, ecotourism, and so forth.

The fact that a landscape changes, evolves and develops both singularly and in relation to other
landscapes is central to the EMU approach. Furthermore, the movement of water through landscapes is
pivotal. Wind is equally important in certain landscapes, such as coastal dunes.

Recognising drivers of change, mapping them and then summarising them on a station map has
generally had a profound effect on EMU participants. The distillation of their knowledge allows them
to quickly see their station land as a whole system of interconnections. This holistic perspective of the
outback allows pastoralists to identify and design "best fit" ecological management; a key outcome of
this project.
Though initiated and guided by the EMU ecologists, the exercise engenders the reciprocal exchange of

knowledge and experience between all participants. The mutual respect that is built in doing so,

coupled with a rich diversity of ideas, can build the capacity and enthusiasm for ecological
management at an enterprise and local community level.

SPECIFIC OUTCOMES
Hence the primary purpose of the EMU Exercise on pastoral stations is to:
Help pastoralists recognise landscape and habitat patterns and processes and the changes in them
1.
on their stations.
To develop a positive attitude to ongoing landscape change - that despite the vastness of stations
2.
and few hands, it is possible to manage effectively by:
i) focusing on the key areas and drivers of change,
ii) reorganising grazing management to "fit" landscape patterns and processes, and
iii) exploring alternative and complementary land uses.
Persuade pastoralists that though they are sometimes managing a legacy of degraded landscapes,
3.
substantial landscape restoration is entirely feasible, particularly in key areas.
Appreciate that by working with natural patterns and processes they can improve feed on offer
4.
and its use, and hence productivity.
5.

Motivate pastoralists to take responsibility for managing change using a variety of response
decisions, depending on the situation, and providing them with the skills to do so.

6.

Provide participants with the fundamentals for an accredited Environmental Management
System, demonstrating that pastoralism and active conservation can coexist successfully.
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7.

Leave each participating group with a sufficient understanding of landscape ecology for them to

trial and monitor various management methods, and exchange information with each other
regarding outcomes.
8.

To activate a level of capability in pastoralists to mutually support each other towards self reliance and a viable triple bottom line.

In summary, the EMU Exercise identifies and analyses the constraints and opportunities that will
make a real difference in pursuit of more effective management of the outback. It aims to empower the
people who manage land and can make the difference they and the wider community desire. The EMU
Exercise is a simple yet profound way for developing competence in land literacy and to work with,

not against, the natural processes. It is an exercise and technique that engenders adaptive and
innovative management, and other creative ways of seeing and doing in landscapes of diverse
resources.
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VEGETATION MONITORING AT THE PADDOCK LEVEL
FORTESCUE FLOODPLAIN CASE STUDY
M. A. Tovar, *1.2, Z. D. Benham3, J. Toop3, J. Marsden and J. E. D. Fox'
'School of Environmental Biology, Curtin University of Technology, GPO Box U 1987, PERTH WA 6845
2Satellite Remote Sensing Services, Department of Land Administration, GPO BOX 471, PERTH WA 6014
3Mulga Research Centre, GPO Box 1987, PERTH WA 6845

On the Fortescue River valley, Pilbara District, Western Australia (22° 55' S, 120 ° 15' E), transects
have been established on Ethel Creek Station. There are on a floodplain dominated by Eucalyptus
victrix with numerous understory herb and grass species. The soil is a red clay, of neutral to slightly
alkaline pH. Gilgai drainage form holes as the waterlogged clay dries and contracts. Species diversity
in this study is moderate high, 30 species occur in the transects, nine are trees and shurbs and the rest
grasses or herbs.

Vegetation condition at a paddock level might be relevant not only for the ecologist studying changing

patterns with time but also to the pastoralist. The pastoralist will aim to maximise resources and
economise on efforts. Simple maps that identify areas with peak greenness will prove useful in
mustering, by enabling cattle to be found promptly. A state of "no change" in greenness posterior to
rainfall/flooding events is likely to indicate deterioration. A catastrophic event, such as fire or flooding
for a long period, may reduce the ability of perennial grasses to re- sprout or locally deplete the seed
bank. A "no change" near watering points where trampling andconsumption of herbaceous plants is
concentrated and intense, would indicate overstocking.

DOLA Remote Sensing provides NDVI values from NOAA -AVHRR satellites series. The NDVI is

related to the proportion of photosynthetically absorbed radiation. The NDVI is calculated form
atmospherically corrected surface reflectanc form the visible and near infrared channels. To observe
"greenness" changes since 1991 the Fortescue River floodplain was divided into 16 windows (4 by 4
km). Fortnightly values were resealed to monthly figures and missing values due to cloud/shadow
effects were regressed from adjacent values.
A positive NDVI trend since 1999 is explained by above average rainfall 1999 - 2002 (Fig. 1).
Differences were not observed between Roy Hill and Ethel Creek stations. Higher NDVI values for
June - August 1993, despite only average summer rainfall, might be explained by winter rainfall but is
more likely to be a result of NOAA -AVHRR 11 orbital drift by its useful life.

Investigation is necessary to determine timing of flooding events and when the Ophthalmia Dam
overflowed (in 1995 and 2002) and if this caused flooding in the study areas. Since the Fortescue was
dammed in 1981, is has become clearer that flooding events in the Fortescue River floodplain are
driven more by the Jigalong River. This affects predominantly those paddocks in the north of Ethel
Creek and south of Roy Hill station.

The satellite images to support this study comprise more than 20 years (1972 -2002) consist of Ladsat
TM and MSS, ASTER, NOAA -AVHRR and MODIS. They were georeferenced to the AGD 66,
projected to the UTM 51.

In oprder to determine riparian tree changes, the Landsat and ASTER imagery has been calibrated to
invariant values. In adddition to investigate seasonal variation in grasses to NDVI values, a
perpendicular index using visible bands is explored to correlated against grass cover.
Two transects (500 m) laid out in 1997 (Fig. 2) are used to record density (number of individuals), live
cover ( %) and green dry weight (g) per square meter. Transect 1 in River's Paddock, runs south -north
200 m west of the main Fortescue channel. Transect 2 is in Jackson's Paddock, running north to south
300 m east of the main Fortescue channel.
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This part of Jackson's paddock is an open grassland whereas in River's paddock the tree E. victrix and
the shurb Acacia famesiana are common.
Biomass dry weights are presented (Fig. 1). The swamp grass, Eriachne benthamii is the main species
in the Jackson's paddock transect while the grasses Panicum decompositum and P. laevinode tend to
be more common in the River paddock transect area.

In April 1998 tree cover and height were estimated for 2.5 ha of River's Paddock (adjacent to the
transect). The same general area was re- visited in June 2002. Preliminary results show an increase in
A. farnesiana from 12 individuals in 1998, to 33 individuals in 2002. E. victrix also increased during
this 3 year period from 4 individuals to 19 new trees by 2002. The ability of A. farnesiana to dominate
is shown by abundant fruiting and healthy foliage in June 2002.

During 2002 MODIS NDVI difference from March 8 to May 27, and May 2 to July 3 offer
information about the capability of vegetation to increase after summer rains (400 mm).

Rainfall
(mm)

o, Biomass
:(9r/m2)

----:Ethel Creek

---Roy Hill

Figure 1. NDVI trends (red & green), Biomass (numbers) and rainfall (blue)

Figure 2 shows areas where NDVI increased from May 2 to July 3 (green) as a result of combined
rainfall and flooding events. Areas inside the floodplain with no increase in greenness result from
water logging effects on the vegetation. Some parts of Back Bullock paddock did not increase in
greenness probably as a continuing result of fire in 1997 but coupled with inundaton for most of
February 2002, observed on a MODIS image for 27th February.
A rehabilitation paddock cultivated in 1991 and then excluded from grazing, revealed that its eastern
side did not increase in NDVI for the period.

Around Central Bore, there is an area of about 38 ha interpreted as degraded, as result of excessive
grazing. This region was basically bare in the drought year of 1994.

The presence, vigour and distribution of grassess during the dry season will offer an indication of
landscape stability, while lacks of them indicates degraded ecosystem.

It is intended that this project will set up a trial Web Map Server service to allow access to the NDVI
images derived from MODIS monthly NDVI maps. The Fortescue River floodplain will be overlain
by station fences, bore locations, roads, land systems and areas burned. The Station manager will be
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THE BIO -TROUGH PROJECT
C. Underwood
Department of Agriculture Western Australia, PO Box 522 Carnarvon WA 6701

INTRODUCTION
The Western Australian southern rangelands region is located in a semi -arid climatic zone, with an
average rainfall of between 150 and 250 mm (Holm & Burnside 1992). In order for livestock to
survive, grow and reproduce in this dry environment, pastoral stations must provide artificial water
supplies; approximately 90% of permanent water sources in the region are man-made (Cribb 1990). In
many cases, the carrying capacities of stations are largely determined by the degree to which they are
watered. Consequently, the supply of good quality and quantity water for livestock is a primary
concern for the southern rangeland pastoral industry.

The most common type of animal watering point on stations is composed of a water supply, a storage
vessel and a watering trough. Though this system has been relatively effective for many years, it has
high operating and maintenance costs, particularly because of the need for regular trough cleaning to

maintain water quality. The build up of sediments, and other contaminants leads to significant
livestock production losses (Squires 1981). As an average property in the southern rangelands has 30
watering points, a large proportion of station time and resources are tied up in conducting millruns
(trough cleaning is a primary task of the millrun). This is particularly the case during summer months
when water is in high demand by grazing animals; twice - weekly millruns are common at these times.
It has been estimated that 50% of station time and resources are tied up in millruns during summer
(Rouda 1999).
The primary objective of the Bio- Trough Project was to find a practical and economical water quality
treatment for livestock troughs, with a view to reducing costs associated with manual trough cleaning.

Research by the author found that biotechnology has been successfully used as a cleaning aid in
animal watering systems in rangeland environments overseas. Natural water -living organisms were
placed within water points to maintain and improve water quality. Specifically, improvements were
found in water clarity, dissolved oxygen, salt concentration and dissolved metals (Sainty & Jacobs
1994, Ingram et al 1997, Romanowski 1994). It appears that over time, a micro- environment is
developed within the water point, leading to improved water quality characteristics.

Research indicated that biological organisms might also lower trough water temperatures, a significant
factor in the desirability of water for livestock.

Consequently, the Bio- Trough Project sought to test the following hypothesis: The use of biological
agents in livestock troughs will maintain and improve water quality within those troughs as compared
to control troughs without biological agents.

THE WINNING TRIAL
Materials
A major task of the project was to select appropriate biological agents for the Western Australian
rangelands. A literature review and liaison with plant specialists came up with the water plant Lake
Club Sedge (Schoenoplectus validus) as ideal for use in the trial. This was because of its enhanced
qualities as a bio- filter, its suitable physical shape and its robustness.

Round troughs were chosen as the type of trough to be used in the trial. Round troughs have a superior
surface area to volume ratio as compared to the conventional long trough, and they present an optimal

design for the installation of water plants - that is, water plants can be placed in the middle of the
trough and effectively fenced off from livestock.
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The Bio- Trough was trialed on Winning Station, a cattle and sheep station northwest of Carnarvon in
the Gascoyne region. The trial troughs at Winning Station were circular concrete troughs, measuring 2
metres diameter by 75 cm height.

Methods
Initially, three trial troughs were set up, all from the same water source, Winning Dam. Two troughs
were set up with water plants and circular weldmesh screens, while the third trough was the control,
containing no biological agents.

The trial troughs were established on April 28, 2002. Baseline water samples were taken at this time
from each trough and sent to AGAL laboratories for analysis. Water samples were analysed for the
following:
Conductivity
Alkalinity
Filterable iron, calcium, magnesium, potassium, sodium, aluminium, manganese
Sulfate

Nitrate
pH
Total suspended solids
Boron and strontium.

A sampling regime was established whereby samples would be taken from each trough every six
months and sent for analysis. Subsequently, three additional Bio- Troughs have been established on
different water sources on Winning Station.

Preliminary Findings
At the time of writing, ten weeks had passed since the installation of the Bio- Troughs. Because of the
timeframe laid out in the sampling regime, no subsequent samples were taken until the six -month time
period had elapsed. However, the trial sites had been recently inspected and a number of findings had
emerged:

There was evidence of significant plant growth of Lake Club Sedge in both trial troughs. Stem
diameter had increased markedly and plants appeared to be in excellent condition. Some pruning
by livestock had occurred above mesh screens, though no damage had occurred to plants as result.
In both trial troughs there were a number of aquatic organisms present, including frogs and small

aquatic insects. This may indicate that a micro- environment was in the process of being
established in the trial troughs.

Turbidity of water was significantly lower in both trial troughs than the control trough. Water
clarity in Wylajugga trough in particular was exceptional.
The manager of Winning Station intended to install Bio- Troughs on as many waters as possible on
his station based on his observations of the success of the trial thus far.

The next step in the Bio- Trough Project is to conduct water samples as specified in the sampling
regime. This will provide quantitative results than can be used for discussion and conclusion. The
forthcoming water sample analysis will also coincide with the summer period on Winning Station,
when livestock are watering heavily. Current indications are that the Bio- Trough will be an effective
and cost efficient water quality treatment for livestock troughs in the southern rangelands.
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IMPROVING RESOURCE MAPPING IN THE RANGELANDS OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA
A.M.E. Van Vreeswyk' and K. A. Leighton
'Department of Agriculture, South Perth, W.A.
2Department of Land Administration, Midland, W.A.

BACKGROUND
Aerial photography has been used for resource mapping in the Western Australian rangelands since
the 1950's. In the most recent surveys purpose flown black and white aerial photography at a scale of
1:50000 (2cm = lkm) was used to map land systems and for navigation in the field. The rangeland
survey team is very comfortable using aerial photos and they are like a security blanket to navigators.
The team was wary of any change in a system which has served them well for many years.

As each regional survey area covers about 90,000 km2 well over 1500 aerial photos are required to be
marked up with topographical features (for navigation purposes) and interpreted for land systems.
Each photo is re- interpreted at the end of the field work, then scanned and geo- referenced so the land
system boundaries and topographical information can be captured digitally. This multiple handling of
so many photos means the process is very time consuming. The use of satellite imagery, together with
a computer mapping system, to replace aerial photography for land system mapping in the current
survey area, the Western Nullarbor, was investigated.

INVESTIGATIONS
Landsat imagery was determined to be the most readily available and cost effective satellite system
with an appropriate scale for navigation and land system interpretation.
There are several significant advantages of satellite imagery over aerial photography. These include:
Satellite imagery provides a regional view; one manageable Landsat scene shows the same area as
46 aerial photographs.
The scale of satellite imagery is consistent across images while scale across runs of aerial photos
can change up to 10 %.
Satellite imagery is available digitally. The use of a digital system means that other layers of
information can be loaded onto a notebook computer for use in the field along with the satellite
imagery.

Satellite imagery is geo - referenced where only the centre point of each aerial photo is geo referenced. A minimum of three reasonably spaced reference points are required for each aerial
photo, however, on the Nullarbor there are very few readily identifiable reference points.

Satellite imagery provides the ability to enhance selected aspects such as geology, soil and
vegetation using colour. We are more responsive to changes in colour and can distinguish many
more colours than grey scales.
Satellite imagery is available at least every 16 days whilst an area may only be flown for aerial
photography every ten years.
The disadvantages of satellite imagery can be overcome or minimised:

1:50,000 aerial photography has a resolution of about 1.5 metres while Landsat's resolution is
30m, so it is possible to distinguish much smaller and fainter ground features such as individual
trees and very faint tracks. This is not a significant problem where a GPS linked to a digital
system is used as this will locate your ground position accurately.

Aerial photos can be viewed in three dimensions while satellite imagery can not. This was
considered to be a major restriction in the past, however, is much less important on the very flat
landscape of the Nullarbor. There are now mapping tools available to drape contour lines over
images to give an impression of height. These will be used for the limited areas which have
differential relief; the coastal cliffs and Hampton Scarp on the southern edge of the Nullarbor
Plain.
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Field computer mapping systems are susceptible to environmental conditions and system failure.
A back -up system of minimal paper maps can be carried to cover these risks.

The use of satellite imagery with a computer mapping system for land system interpretation and
navigation was tested on the Nullarbor in June 2001. Land systems were interpreted onto analog
Landsat images. These were digitised and loaded onto a notebook computer. The interpretation and
digitising of two 1:250000 map sheets took four days. Interpretation onto aerial photos may have
taken up to ten days, and the boundaries would not be captured digitally. The land systems on the
Nullarbor are unusual in that, compared to other regions, there are few and they are very extensive. In
previous surveys there were often two or more land systems changes per photo whereas on the
Nullarbor you may not see any change over a large number of photos. The regional overview
provided by satellite imagery was found to be more compatible with the broader scale of mapping
required for the Nullarbor. The land system boundary changes on the Nullarbor are fuzzy rather than
the first order boundaries which often occur in other regions. It is therefore more important to have a
larger overall view to allow a boundary to be placed consistently within transition zones.

The interpreted boundaries were ground - truthed in the field and were found to suitably represent the
changes in country type seen the on the ground. The digital satellite imagery was used to navigate
through the survey area and to locate pre -selected inventory sites. In the past sites have been selected
on aerial photos and the navigator is required to navigate to that point. With the use of digital imagery
and a mapping software package linked to the GPS the point could be accurately located without the
need for precise, time consuming measurement from identifiable ground features.

An unexpected benefit of satellite imagery and the use of a digital system was the response to the
system by the land managers, in particular by the younger generation managers. They were impressed
with the technology, and more importantly could relate to the information on the computer screen.
Often work completed by researchers in the office is not immediately available to land managers but
with the use of this portable technology it can be easily achieved.

CONCLUSION
It was found to be much quicker to interpret satellite imagery than aerial photographs, and the regional

view provided by the imagery was particularly appropriate for the extensive land systems on the
Nullarbor. The use of satellite imagery, combined with a computer mapping system, was also found
to be effective and quicker than using aerial photographs in the field. The disadvantages of satellite
imagery over aerial photos are limited and can be largely overcome.

The digital system requires a high speed notebook computer with a high quality screen at a cost of
about $5000. The computer mapping package OziExplorer was purchased at a cost of $99 and
ArcView, a Geographic Information System, was used to link the digital maps and the Global
Positioning System.

The use of a technologically advanced system was found to motivate team members, in particular
members who are already comfortable with the use of digital technology. The other team members
were very impressed with what could be done in the field and their apprehension of changing from a
long -used reliable analog system was overcome.

Satellite imagery was found to be useable for both land system interpretation and mapping, and for
navigation in the field. The use of a computer mapping system enabled these aspects to be done in
significantly less time. This system will be used for resource mapping in the Western Nullarbor.
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CENTRE LAND WATCH - MONITORING BY PASTORALISTS FOR PASTORALISTS
D. Walsh
Centralian Land Management Association, PO Box 2534, Alice Springs, NT 0871

ABSTRACT
Centre Land Watch (CLW) is a pastoralist- driven monitoring project based in Central Australia. The
industry employs a project officer to provide quality extension support so that pastoralists can get the
most out of their monitoring. The project aims to take the fear out of monitoring by introducing "first

timers" to the concept in a non - threatening way. Pastoralists who are already experienced at
monitoring work with the project officer to hone their skills and add more rigour to their system. Time
is taken to determine what skills individual pastoralists are seeking and what they want to get out of
their monitoring activities. Centre Land Watch is different to most schemes because it customises the
monitoring activity to suit the interests and confidence of individual pastoralists.

INTRODUCTION
The majority of pastoralists in the Alice Springs district are members of an independent landcare
group called the Centralian Land Management Association (CLMA). Through CLMA, the industry
employs project staff to raise funds and manage landcare projects on 30 million hectares of pastoral
land.

At various times, tourists, regulators and environmental groups have accused the industry of degrading
the country. This criticism has tended to coincide with extended droughts. When this situation arose in
the mid to late 1990's, the industry realised it lacked the hard evidence to show that pastoralists were
managing the country appropriately. In 1998, members of CLMA got together to develop a monitoring
system that could be used by pastoralists. It was decided that pastoralists would make use of existing
photopoint sites on their leases (see Walsh et al. 2002 this volume) and that they would collect written

information in addition to photographs. A simple and relevant site sheet was designed by the
pastoralists and the scheme became known as Centre Land Watch.

CLMA members recognised that Centre Land Watch would only be adopted for the long term if
pastoralists had access to technical assistance and support. CLMA successfully applied to the Natural
Heritage Trust to employ a project officer to provide these things.

WHAT IS CENTRE LAND WATCH?
A major aim of Centre Land Watch is to integrate the various monitoring systems that have been
deployed on stations over the years. There have been four main point - monitoring systems installed on
pastoral leases in the Alice Springs district. Only one of these is currently in use (the Pastoral Land
Board Tier 1 system). Most pastoralists are confused about the different systems on their leases and
many do not know where all their sites are. The Centre Land Watch project officer collates all known
monitoring information for each lease and explains it to the pastoralist.

Some stations have a large number of existing photo - monitoring sites ( >50). The Centre Land Watch

project officer assists the pastoralist to rationalise their monitoring system to ensure that it is
manageable. This is achieved by determining what the pastoralist wishes to monitor and selecting the
best sites to achieve these aims. If existing sites are unsuitable for the intended purpose, new locations

are selected and sites are installed. Pastoralists are also encouraged to dig out old photos of their

stations for inclusion in their monitoring program. There is quite a bit of variability in what
pastoralists want to monitor. Forage availability, animal impact, seasonal variability, tree and shrub
encroachment, vegetation recovery after fire and success of erosion control works are just some

examples to date. As a result, the Centre Land Watch recording sheet is customised to suit the
monitoring aims of each pastoral family.
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The Centre Land Watch project aims to encourage all members of the family to participate, including

the children. The project officer accompanies the participants around the sites and assists with
photography and data collection. Technical assistance is provided with plant identification, cover
estimation, map interpretation, GPS operation and the identification of soil erosion. The participants
are encouraged to identify changes occurring on the site over time and to record these on the Centre
Land Watch sheet. This field extension provides an excellent opportunity for two -way communication.
Pastoralists are encouraged to share their opinions and beliefs about the country, plants and cattle with
the project officer and other members of the family. Care is taken to ensure that these conversations
remain "on- station ".

Prior to leaving the station, the project officer confirms what further resources or assistance the
pastoralist desires. Customised photographic herbaria and "cheat notes" for recognising different
species are developed with pastoralists who want this resource. Labeled photographs are returned to
the station, along with updated station maps and customised Centre Land Watch record sheets. There
is no restriction to the number of visits that a station can request. The project officer will make as
many visits as required to ensure that pastoralists are confident with their monitoring. Subsequent

visits are often used to highlight links between monitoring and other business activities (such as
infrastructure planning, rainfall collection, stock recording etc). A series of visits allows slow and
steady progress and avoids "information overload ".

SUMMARY
The Centre Land Watch project is designed to assist pastoralists to overcome the problems that have
previously "held them back" from undertaking monitoring.

Centre Land Watch works because:
It offers a quality "one-on-one" extension service.
It is voluntary.
It is flexible.
It is quick, uncomplicated and avoids technical jargon.
It is relevant because pastoralists design it to suit their own interests and needs.
It can be modified as confidence grows.
The project officer is employed by the industry.
There are no "regulatory overtones ".
It is NOT "one size fits all ".

-

-
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THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN RANGELAND MONITORING SYSTEM (WARMS) SHOWS
WIDESPREAD IMPROVEMENT IN PERENNIAL VEGETATION ACROSS THE
GASCOYNE -MURCHISON REGION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA

I. Watson' and P. Thomas
Centre for Management of Arid Environments and Department of Agriculture, Western Australia.
1. PO Box 483, Northam, WA 6401
2. Locked Bag 4, Bentley Delivery Centre, WA 6983

ABSTRACT
Analyses of 223 Western Australian Rangeland Monitoring System (WARMS) sites in the GascoyneMurchison region of Western Australia show improvements in perennial vegetation and hence range
condition, over the last few years. Substantial increases in shrub density were found for both the
majority of sites and the majority of species. Those species known to decrease under livestock grazing
had about the same increase in density as the weedy species, known to increase under grazing. The
cover of the perennial vegetation also increased across most sites. Recruitment of new plants was
found on all sites and for most species. The sites were installed during the period 1993 to 1997 and
reassessed during the period 1999 to 2001.

INTRODUCTION
Information on biophysical changes in rangelands is required by a number of stakeholders, for a range
of reasons (Anon, 2000; National Land and Water Resources Audit 2001).

The Western Australian Rangeland Monitoring System provides an indication of change in pastoral
rangelands at broadscales using a set of representative point based sites on which attributes of soil and
perennial vegetation are recorded. WARMS is based on the belief that monitoring the health of the
perennial vegetation provides a good indication of the health of the rangelands more broadly.

This poster /paper presents summarised results for analyses of demography (i.e. mortality and
recruitment) and hence density, canopy area, species occurrence and species richness for the
Gascoyne- Murchison region of Western Australia.

METHODS
The population dynamics and canopy size of perennial shrub and tree species were recorded on
permanent sites installed between November 1993 and February 1997 and reassessed between August
1999 and June 2001. These sites were installed on representative and broadly uniform areas of the

pastoral rangelands. About three- quarters of the sites were between 1.5 km and 3.5 km from
permanent water. The average reassessment interval was 5.3 years, with a range of 3.8 to 7.4 years.

RESULTS
Substantial increases in perennial shrub and tree density were observed for both the majority of sites
and the majority of species. The average increase in density for all sites was 48 %, when all individuals
were considered on each site. The average increase in density for each species was 42 %, after first
filtering the data to include only those species for which there was a reasonable population size (at
least 20 individuals). Those species known to decrease under livestock grazing had approximately the
same average density increase as those species known to increase under grazing.

Canopy area (a surrogate of cover) increased by 80% averaged across all sites. The increase was 70%
when averaged by species. The average increase for species known to decrease under pastoral use was
slightly less, at 50 %. The canopy size increased for all species, for which there were populations of at
least 20 individuals. These results suggest vigorous growth over the assessment period and indicate
healthy populations.
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On average, species were found on 10% more sites at reassessment compared to installation. Most
species (87 %) were found on more sites at reassessment than installation. There was no difference
between species that are known to decrease under livestock grazing and species that are known to
increase.

Species richness by site increased an average of 14% and on 88% of sites there were at least as many
species at reassessment as at installation.
There was recruitment on all 223 sites and for almost all species (96 %) when considering populations
of reasonable initial size (i.e. at least 20 individuals on each site).

DISCUSSION
No species appear to be disappearing from those representative areas sampled by WARMS sites.

Furthermore, species known to be "woody weeds" are not increasing their population size or
distribution at rates higher than those of species known to decrease under grazing.

Taken together, these results are impressive because of the consistency between sites, the consistency
between species, and the scale of the improvement. They show that the shrublands of the GascoyneMurchison are not moribund and are capable of responding when circumstances allow.

The Gascoyne Murchison area received unusually high rainfall, particularly during summer, over the
assessment period. There is no doubt that the high rainfall was a major factor in producing these
results. Assessing the contribution of good pastoral management to these results is more difficult.
However, discussion of causality is a second order issue to the fact that there have been substantial
positive changes observed on all areas of the Gascoyne Murchison where data are available.

It may well be that the run of good seasons has allowed transitions to more desirable states for these
representative range systems. The management challenge now is to maintain these improvements into
the future and avoid making transitions back to less desirable states.

REFERENCES
Anon (2000). "Focus on the Future. Growing Western Australia's agriculture, food and fibre industries
sustainably." Agriculture Western Australia's strategic directions, 2000 - 2010. Agriculture Western
Australia, Perth.
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Collaborative Rangelands Information System." National Land and Water Resources Audit, c/- Land
and Water Australia, Canberra.
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DETERMINATION OF AGES OF COHORTS OF THE ARID WOODLAND TREES
MYOPORUM PLATYCARPUM AND ALECTRYON OLEIFOLIUS.
Martin Westbrooke
Centre for Environmental Management, University of Ballarat, PO Box 663, Ballarat VIC 3353

ABSTRACT
The overstorey species of arid woodlands are considered to be long lived and have been shown to be
subject to infrequent regeneration events. An understanding of age structure is needed to interpret

their conservation status following the impact of 150 years of settlement.

A study has been

undertaken to determine the age of current cohorts of the arid woodland trees Myoporum platycarpum
and Alectryon oleifolius in southeastern Australia. Evidence included: analysis of data from sites
where known regeneration events were reliably reported or observed; analysis of growth rings from
cut and polished sections; analysis of stem diameter histograms in relation to long term rainfall records
and C14 analysis of the central wood of the largest (oldest ?) extant cohorts. Analysis of data from a
known regeneration event at Moskeg in western NSW enabled confirmation of reliable ring dating
Myoporum platycarpum. It was assumed with confidence that trees in the 7 -18cm dbh range derived
from the 1973 -75 high rainfall event. Two cohorts of 40 -50cm dbh and 55 +cm dbh were separated not
only on size but on signs of senescence, both having originated well before a 1917 -18 fire which killed
most trees on the site. Analysis of rainfall records suggests that these cohorts originated following high
rainfall events in the 1850s and 1880s. Accurate ring counts were not possible for Alectryon oleifolius

but circumstantial evidence indicated that the 20 -24cm cohort derive from the 1880s event.
Radiocarbon dating of inner wood of the largest (60cm+ ) cohort confirmed these to be at least 350
years old. This dating has enabled age /size models to be produced for both species.
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GAWLER BIOREGION VEGETATION MONITORING
J. White and P. Gould
Pastoral Program, Dept. of Land, Water and Biodiversity Conservation
GPO Box 2834, Adelaide, SA 5001

INTRODUCTION
The Gawler Bioregion is mostly occupied by pastoral stations and is located in the southern chenopod
rangelands of South Australia. The region comprises 123600km2 and supports a wide variety of
landforms and vegetation communities (GRSCB 1996 and KSCB 1996). This project aims to evaluate

changes in land condition across the Gawler Bioregion using South Australia's existing pastoral
monitoring site network. Over 1900 permanent sites were set up across this region between 1990 and
1993 to provide an effective monitoring system to determine long -term trends in land condition. This
baseline site information, including plant density and cover measurements, focuses on changes to
vegetation and soil resources as a result of total grazing pressure within a paddock (Tynan 1995).

METHODS
Analysis of site data was carried out on a vegetation group basis and to achieve this, sites were
assigned to a vegetation group using a statistical process known as Pattern Analysis - PATN (Belbin

1994). This provided 15 vegetation groups upon which to base further analysis. A 10% random
sample was taken from all quantitative sites stratified across vegetation groups and then by rangeland
condition classes that were assigned at the time of site establishment. The random sites within six of
the vegetation groups were visited during 2001 and is the subject of this report while the remainder of
the sites will be re- visited during 2002. Plant counts within fixed belt Jessup transects (PIRSA 2000)
were used to determine the density of perennial shrubs and the steppoint method (PIRSA 2000) was
used to measure projected foliar cover at a site. The data from these were analysed by Biometrics SA
(SARDI), for statistically significant change between the 1992/93 and 2001.

KEY FINDINGS
Analysis of the shrub density data has shown a statistically significant increase in bladder saltbush
Atriplex vesicaria, density across three of the six vegetation groups (see figure 1). At many of these
sites regeneration of this species was common but numbers of juveniles varied both positively and
negatively with those counted in 1992. Within the region, this species is regarded as highly desirable
and prone to decline under moderate to high grazing pressure.
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Figure 1: Jessup transect shrub density for Atriplex vesicaria

Other key species in the study area such as pearl bluebush Maireana sedifolia and blackbush
Maireana pyramidata, remained stable. Although no significant statistical increase in bitter saltbush
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Atriplex stipitata, was found, several sites showed large increases in bush density. This plant is often
referred to as "recovery bush" as it can colonize areas with low perennial plant cover. This was
particularly evident in the Gawler Ranges valleys and plains, which have been heavily impacted by
grazing over a long period of time.
The cover (steppoint) data showed a high variation across the vegetation groups but overall, the results

didn't show any significant trend except for seasonal variation. Further investigations into the
statistical analysis of the steppoint data is required together with studies into it usefulness as a
technique for identifying trend.

CONCLUSIONS
In detecting change over time, it is difficult to separate seasonal conditions from long -term grazing
impact or other localised effects. Through combining short and long -term records, such as stock
records, climatic information and observations of grazing on desirable plants, our understanding of
ecosystems can be improved and future grazing practices can be adapted to suit these trends.

The methodology developed in this project will allow reporting of trend on a vegetation group basis
within a given region of the southern sheep rangelands. It is not however suited to all vegetation
communities regions as it is based predominantly on perennial vegetation. The grazing gradient
method as described in Brook et al. (2001) is more appropriate in the northern areas of South Australia
where vegetation response is more ephemeral.

Over the next 12 months the remaining vegetation groups will be surveyed and analysis of the
monitoring techniques used will be completed. This, together with a comprehensive data base
redevelopment, will form the basis from which reporting on vegetation change across a district can be
carried out.
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ASSESSMENT OF CORRECTION FACTORS USED FOR ESTIMATING GOAT
POPULATIONS IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN RANGELANDS
Andrew P. Woolnough and Ken Rose
Vertebrate Pest Research Section, Department of Agriculture, 100 Bougainvillea Avenue, Forrestfield
Western Australia 6058

INTRODUCTION
Aerial surveys are routinely used to count feral goat populations in the rangelands of Western
Australia. As a general rule, the number of goats estimated from an uncorrected aerial survey is an
underestimate of the true population size (Caughley 1974, Southwell 1996). In aerial surveys of
animal populations the generic reasons for the observed underestimates, or biases, include climatic
variables (season and weather), time of day, observer experience, animal characteristics (behaviour
and/or physical appearance) and habitat variability (Linidater and Cameron 2002). These biases are
particularly relevant to feral goats in the rangelands of Western Australia.

To improve the accuracy of broad -scale aerial surveys, biases need to be quantified and then corrected
by using correction factors (CF's). A CF, a form of multiplier, is commonly used to provide the best
possible estimate of goat numbers from aerial surveys. These CF's aim to account for goats that are
not seen during the survey because of one or a combination of possible biases.

METHODS
We conducted a number of aerial surveys, using methods described by Southwell and Pickles (1993)
and Southwell (1996), counting goats on four pastoral stations with commercial goat operations in the
Gascoyne, Murchison and Goldfields regions of Western Australia. Survey areas ranged from 4,110 ha
to 32,830 ha. Following the aerial surveys, goats were trapped or mustered so that a known population

could be compared with a population estimate from the aerial survey. Uncorrected population
estimates were calculated using the strip-transect methods of Caughley and Grigg (1981), with the
CF's applied to these estimates.

We examined a number of CF's, derived from the literature and developed our own, specific to feral
goats. The CF's we examined were as follows:
1)

2)
3)
4)

A vegetation CF, from Southwell (1996).
A colour CF developed specifically for feral goats in the rangelands of Western Australia.
A sightability probability CF using line - transect methodology and the DISTANCE software.
A double -count CF, following the methods of Marsh and Sinclair (1989).

RESULTS & DISCUSSION
All population estimates of feral goats, using standard broad -scale aerial survey techniques without
correction factors (Caughley and Grigg 1981, Southwell and Pickles 1993), grossly underestimated the
real population of goats. Even with the correction factors, population estimates were generally under
the known population.

The first CF used Southwell's (1996) values for three different vegetation covers that are found in the
rangelands of Western Australia (Low = 1.0, Medium = 1.78, High = 1.96). However, we found that
the majority of the vegetation scores were in the category of medium (56% of all observations), so this
correction factor was limited to the medium value of 1.78. This CF was the largest multiplier of the
four CF's and also the best performing. It is uncertain if the performance of this CF was because of its

applicability to the rangelands and/or aerial surveys of feral goats or if it just happened to be the
largest multiplier of the uncorrected population estimates.

The colour CF was derived on the premise that coloured goats were harder to see than white goats.
This CF used the assumption that the probability of seeing a white goat was one (p = 1.0) whereas the

probability of seeing a coloured goat was less than one (p < 1.0). Bias was attributed to the
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`unobserved' coloured goats. The colour CF was the second best performing CF and it clearly
identifies the problem of goat colour as a visibility bias. However the underlying assumption that p =

1.0 for white goats is unlikely. In reality, p < 1.0 for both white goats and coloured goats. To
complicate the colour CF further, colour ratios of white to coloured goats are not equal from one
region to the next. For example, ratio of white to coloured goats is higher in the Gascoyne than the
Goldfields. Regional specific CF's are required for any correction factor based on colour.

The sightability CF was derived in an identical manner to Southwell (1996). Its effectiveness increases
as population size increases making it well suited to broad -scale aerial surveys. However, the value of
the multipliers for the sightability CF was less than the vegetation and colour CF's. This suggests that
other factors (additional biases) were influencing the sightability of feral goats, rather than just the

modelled decline in sightability associated with increased distance from the transect -line, as linetransect theory predicts.

The final CF examined was the perception correction factor of Marsh and Sinclair (1989). In this CF,
two observers on the same side of the aircraft simultaneously but independently count goats. Analysis
follows a variation of the Petersen mark- recapture model (Caughley and Grice 1982) to derive the
perception correction factor. The perception CF was the most variable of the four CF's (for regression
analysis of observed versus predicted p >0.05 for perception CF cf p <0.05 for the other CF's) and its
performance was similar to the sightability CF. This suggests that observer bias has had important
consequences for population estimations in this study, but as a correction factor the perception CF is
not as effective as the other CF's.

CONCLUSIONS
Two main conclusions can be made from this study. The first is that broad -scale aerial surveys
generally underestimate the `real' populations and therefore require correction factors. The second
conclusion is that the correction factors used in this study attempt to categorise bias to one or two
causes (e.g. vegetation, colour, observer, colour & region). However, it is more likely that multiple
combinations of both perception and availability biases (as defined by Marsh and Sinclair 1989), such

as those outlined in the introduction are working together. More work is required to derive more
robust correction factors to apply to aerial surveys of goats in the rangelands of Western Australia.
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DISTRIBUTION OF LARGE VERTEBRATE PESTS IN THE PASTORAL ZONE OF
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Andrew P. Woolnough', Gary R. Martin' and Peter R. Mawson2
'Vertebrate Pest Research Section, Department of Agriculture, 100 Bougainvillea Avenue, Forrestfield
WA 6058.
2Wildlife Branch, Department of Conservation and Land Management, Locked Bag 104, Bentley
Delivery Centre, WA 6983.

BACKGROUND
Camels, donkeys, goats, feral pigs, wild dogs and emus are large vertebrate pest species that impact
adversely on the rangelands of Western Australia. The Vertebrate Pest Research Section of the
Department of Agriculture (DAWA) in conjunction with the Department of Conservation and Land
Management (CALM) recently conducted a survey to ascertain the known distribution and abundance
of these species, in the pastoral rangelands of Western Australia. This survey provides baseline data in
order to gain a better understanding of the potential impact of large vertebrate pest species on the
rangelands. This information has the potential to be a valuable tool for risk management, for both
biosecurity and economic reasons.

THE APPROACH
Regional DAWA staff, based in pastoral zones were surveyed to provide an assessment of the present
distribution and abundance of Iarge feral species on selected pastoral properties. Protection Officers,
from 12 regional offices of DAWA, collected information for 382 properties (approximately 70% of
the total number of pastoral properties). Distribution and relative abundance data, in the form of high,
medium and low, were spatially represented using the GIS platform Geomedia.
Distribution of the large vertebrate pests
Wild dog numbers are generally high throughout the pastoral areas, especially on the eastern
half of the zone.

Feral pigs are limited to catchment areas, with particularly high numbers in the Kimberley
(Fitzroy River catchment).

Feral camels are in low to medium density throughout the eastern half of the pastoral zone,
with the highest numbers near the eastern fringes.

Feral donkeys are distributed throughout the Kimberley pastoral area, generally in low
numbers but with patches of high numbers. Moderately high numbers are found throughout
the Ashburton and Upper Gascoyne regions.
Emus are at low to medium numbers throughout the whole southern area, with high numbers
on the western edge of the Murchison area, especially adjacent to the agricultural area.
Feral goats are in moderately high density throughout the southern pastoral area, especially the
Murchison and Upper Gascoyne regions.

ISSUES
The results of this study describe only the distribution and perceived abundance of large vertebrate
pests from the perspective of regional DAWA staff. The reality may not always match that perception,
particularly when describing animal abundance. For example, wild dog populations in one region may
be described as medium or high but as low in another region. However, when the true density of wild
dogs is considered, or the actual abundance, the two regions may be the same. The perception of high
versus low is therefore relative to the region. To overcome this problem, ground truthing of actual
animal densities is required, particularly in areas associated with high risk.

THE FUTURE
Our approach has been successful in describing the perceived distribution and abundance of large
vertebrate pests in the rangelands of WA and will provide the framework for future research. Results
presented here represent a cost -effective, snap -shot of the rangelands of WA from the perspective of
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DAWA staff. Ongoing commitment to similar work is vital in capturing the knowledge of DAWA
staff for the identification of risks and the development of management strategies for large vertebrate
pests in the rangelands of WA. We intend to integrate these data in to DAWA's CRIS (Client and
Resources Information System) management system to maximise the potential of this information.
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